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Abstract 
Despite almost a decade since the introduction as a professional learning model for teachers in 
Indonesia, the growth of Classroom-Based Action Research (CBAR) is very limited. The CBAR 
process in Indonesia has relied heavily on one-off-top-down and non-school based professional 
development.  
This study was conducted in a small town in the Eastern Flores regency of the East Nusa 
Tenggara province, Indonesia. The study involved English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers at 
one public secondary school in a rural and disadvantaged context who worked with the researcher 
to attempt to implement a school based approach to CBAR. Four phases of the study were 
conducted: Getting started; Workshops; CBAR in action; and Post CBAR through an imagined, 
intended and enacted methodological structure. In this study I adopted a Foucauldian approach as a 
theoretical perspective, as well as applying Foucauldian theories to the data analysis.  
Drawing on a variety of data sources including: meetings and interviews; workshop sessions 
and classroom visits; and reflective journals and field notes, the study identified three major 
discourses circulating within the CBAR project. These three discourses are used to explore 
understandings of reflective practice, subject positionings, and collaboration.  
The Foucauldian approach to analysis focused on discourses and the idea that individuals 
have multiple identities as a result of multiple subject positionings, and their relationships are 
influenced by the discourses that operate within a specific context. These discourses create the 
nexus between power and knowledge and impact on how the CBAR worked in this context, how 
the participants positioned me and themselves, how they positioned themselves and their 
colleagues, and were positioned by their colleagues, in their effort to implement the CBAR project.   
Through the exploration of the discourses of reflective practice, it was found that being a 
critical practitioner was not easily translated into a remote and disadvantaged context in Indonesia.  
An analysis of the discourses of subject positionings indicates the participants’ multiple 
constructions of me and my multiple constructions of them continued throughout the study due to 
the complexities of the situation. There were often ‘pull and push’ subject positionings where I 
attempted to get the teachers to do research but their limited abilities, autonomy, and resources as 
well as their practice/tradition rooted in the mandates/policy from the central government created 
problems. There were also tensions and struggles in their inability to complete research without my 
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assistance and constant request for help, and my tensions and struggles to avoid providing and 
giving more assistance.  
Through the investigation of the discourses of collaboration, it was found that the 
implementation of the project as a collaborative work is a site of tension for both the participants 
and myself caused in part by the multiple identities that we took up. There were tensions and 
struggles between the participants and myself in trying to achieve a collective understanding of the 
concept of collaboration, being engaged in collaborative activities, and maintaining a consistent 
understanding of what it meant to work collaboratively. 
The overall findings of the study suggest that implementation of CBAR in rural and remote 
areas of Indonesia requires new understandings of professional learning to be shared by all 
stakeholders. While CBAR can be used as a professional learning model in this context, there are 
some conditions that have to be satisfied in order for it to be successful. Above all it is important for 
the researcher/facilitator to be flexible and to understand the multiple subject positions constructed 
by participant teachers and researchers and how these affect the use of CBAR as a professional 
learning model. The assumptions and expectations that CBAR is pedagogically innovative and that 
the need for critical reflection is theoretically sound is difficult to justify in this context.  
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Chapter 1   Contextualising the Study 
This study addresses the research question, How Classroom Based Action Research (CBAR) 
works as a tool for professional learning for English as Foreign Language (EFL) teachers in a rural 
and disadvantaged school in Indonesia. The study uses a Foucauldian approach to assist with 
developing an understanding of how professional learning is constructed in this complex context. 
The work of Foucault was appropriate in the context of the study’s focus on the complexities of 
implementing CBAR in a poorly resourced school in remote Indonesia. Foucault’s notions of 
discourse, power/knowledge, care of the self, and subjectivity resonated with the aims of the study 
as they provided a framework for understanding how professional learning is constructed and 
developed in this particular context. For example, Foucault’s notion of power/knowledge was 
specifically relevant to the impact of place in particular remoteness in Indonesia. Foucault’s notion 
of discourse was particularly appropriate to this situated research where the participants developed 
their own practice of doing research through the multiple subject positionings taken up by them and 
myself. Foucault’s notion of care of the self was predominantly related to teachers’ identities, and 
his concept of subjectivity was mostly relevant to the different roles of the participants and myself 
taken up in the study. This is further discussed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, I elucidate the 
background to my research, providing: an introduction to the study; an overview of Indonesia using 
Foucault’s concept of geography; a description of the location of the study in Eastern Flores; and 
outline of the structure of the thesis.  
The journey of this study emerged from my experience as an EFL teacher of over ten years 
and my engagement in professional learning activities for over five years. My interest in action 
research was incited by my experience doing action research as part of my masters course in 
Australia. As an EFL teacher, I had experienced two private language centres with internationally 
well-resourced learning environments while as an EFL teacher educator, I had been involved in a 
range of teacher professional learning activities both for internal staff and teachers from other 
schools. My last managerial positions as an Assistant Program Manager Corporate and General 
English Language Services at Indonesia Australia Language Foundation (IALF) Bali, and an 
Academic Team Leader at The British Institute (TBI) Malang in East Java provided me with a solid 
background in the learning and development of teachers. During my service in these two positions, 
I observed that while professional learning activities are quite common in financially strong and 
well resourced institutions, they are not common practice in schools. CBAR as a professional 
learning model is rather foreign in both my former institutions and in schools. However, I believed 
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that such a model of professional learning was possible to implement in Indonesia because of its 
focus on teachers as practitioners and school-based research.  
Additionally, a National Education Ministerial Decree No.18/2007 about teacher certification, 
and changes to the National Education System under Government Law. No.20/2003 had led to two 
fundamental educational shifts. These changes are a focus on teacher certification and school-based 
teacher professional learning (Firman & Tola, 2008). Although my previous work had mostly 
engaged with private language centres, I was frequently involved with government institutions and 
public schools. Thus I became knowledgeable about regulatory frameworks, and the need to ensure 
compliance with these guidelines. However, my experience also meant that I believed that 
implementing these changes would be difficult in the region of Eastern Flores because of the 
specific characteristics of this region. In the next section I provide a discussion of Indonesia using 
Foucault’s concept of “geography” (Foucault, 1980, p. 63), followed by a description of Eastern 
Flores as a territory and regional identity. This discussion is necessarily a snapshot to provide some 
background for the cultural location of the study. However, using Foucault to frame this discussion 
has enabled me to identify and discuss the key information relevant to understanding the context 
and situatedness of the study.  
An Overview of Indonesia and Foucault’s Concept of Geography  
As an archipelagic, extremely dispersed and diverse country, Indonesia is not only rich in 
more than 17,000 islands, 6,000 of which are uninhabited (Tikson, 2008), but also in natural 
resources (World Bank, 2008). The Indonesian population is now over 250 million (World 
Population Review, 2014), and the current total number of Indonesian provinces is 33 (BPS RI, 
2009). As the fourth most populous country in the world (World Population Review, 2014), 
Indonesia has about 3,000 ethnic groups (Firman & Tola, 2008) speaking more than 700 different 
local languages throughout the archipelago (Hadisantosa, 2010; Setiawan, 2009). 
Although Foucault’s concept of geography is not the main focus of this study, his ideas about 
geography are critical in understanding the complexity of the gigantic Indonesian archipelago in 
which this study was undertaken. Connecting aspects of the Indonesian archipelago and issues of 
ethnic diversity and disparity in the development of education in Indonesia with Foucault’s concept 
of geography, it can be said that power and knowledge relations play a significant role in education 
in this region. Foucault argues that: 
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Once knowledge can be analysed in terms of region, domain, implantation, 
displacement, transposition, one is able to capture the process by which knowledge 
functions as a form of power and disseminates the effects of power. There is an 
administration of knowledge, a politics of knowledge, relations of power which pass 
via knowledge and which, if one tries to transcribe them, lead one to consider forms of 
domination designated by such notions as field, region and territory. (Foucault, 1980, 
p. 69) 
The above statement indicates how knowledge is produced and functions as a form of power 
and how power is exercised and has its effects within the space either politically, economically, and 
financially or what Foucault terms as the geographical metaphors field, region and territory. While 
field is “an economico-juridical notion, region is a fiscal, administrative, military notion” (Foucault, 
1980, p. 68). Territory is a geographical notion, but it’s a juridico-political one, that is to say, “the 
area controlled by a certain kind of power” (Foucault, 1980, p. 68). The way that power functions 
across these fields, regions and territories and the issues of disparity that can be uncovered through 
an analysis of these power functions can help explain the complexity of political, economic and 
financial operations across Indonesia.  
Among the five big islands, that is, Sumatera, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Papua (Firman 
& Tola, 2008), Java and Papua are the most densely populated and the least densely populated areas 
respectively (World Bank, 2008). Around 58% of Indonesia’s population live on Java island (World 
Population Review, 2014). Indonesia is also known for its two significant divisions of development 
based regions, namely, western regions of Indonesia (Kawasan Barat Indonesia) being recognized 
as more developed than the eastern region (Lestari, 2011). According to the data reported by Lestari 
(2011), approximately 70% of poor regencies are located in eastern Indonesia and 30% of financial 
distribution is in western Indonesia. Obviously, the geographic disparity and diversity create major 
differences in both social and economic aspects. Educational facilities in Jakarta (the Indonesian 
capital city), for instance, are as sophisticated as those in other developing countries, while the 
standard of education, in other areas, particularly in eastern Indonesia, are as poor as those in most 
African countries (World Bank, 2008). Clearly, this contributes to the eastern Indonesian identity 
being considered underdeveloped compared to the developed identity of western Indonesia.   
Foucault’s sense of field, region and territory is relevant to regional autonomy, especially in 
education. While Zhao (2006) claimed that Indonesia’s education system (from kindergarten to 
universities) is highly centralized in the country’s capital of Jakarta and is directed by the 
Department of Education and Culture, the decentralized policy emerging from the post Soeharto 
government actually transferred the system of education to regional authorities under the regional 
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autonomy policy, and is now directed by the Department of National Education (Bjork, 2003, 2006; 
Kristiansen & Pratikno, 2006; Seymour & Turner, 2002; Toi, 2010; Usman, 2001; Widyanti & 
Suryahadi, 2008; Yeom, Acedo, & Utomo, 2002; Yuwono & Harbon, 2010). Decentralised 
management of schooling through which power can be distributed to local governments and school 
administrators through school-based management in the long run plays a significant role in 
improving the quality of education in Indonesia (Tobias, Wales, Syamsulhakim, & Suharti, 2014). 
While regional autonomy has been established under Law No.22/1999 and No.32/2004, 
difficulties remain due to discrepancies both in local and national level. The process of 
decentralization that requires moving the implementation processes and resources to the district 
level involves changes that result in large and powerful district-level offices (Chang et al., 2013). 
The goal of transferring authority from central to district level is taxing because of the limited 
capability of districts to deal with over 1000 schools, which results in little reform or change 
(Chang et al., 2013). There is also unclear and incomplete divisions of labor among the different 
levels of the system with a reluctance in lower levels to take on more authority (and an equal 
reluctance of the upper level to give up its authority) which makes decentralization a problematic 
process (Chang et al., 2013).  
A second idea from Foucault is that geography bears a sense of nationalism in which personal 
identity is formed, and according to Foucault: 
The individual is not a pre-given entity which is seized on by the exercise of power. 
The individual, with his identity and characteristics, is the product of a relation of 
power exercised over bodies, multiplicities, movements, desires, forces. There is much 
that could be said as well on the problems of regional identity and its conflicts with 
national identity. (Foucault, 1980, p. 74) 
The notion emphasised by Foucault is that one’s personal identity is the result of power 
relations disseminated throughout the society in a variety of aspects of human life, and that an 
individual identity contributes to both regional and national identities with certain accompanied 
problems within themselves.  
Foucault (2003) argues that the mechanisms of power in the population phenomena are much 
more difficult to handle due to the complexity in coordination and centralization. One of the 
complexities that affects the regulation of life/population is racism which influences attempts in 
Indonesia to maintain unity in diversity, within a multi-racial society. This is where Foucault’s 
(2003) notion of ‘biopower’ is helpful. Foucault (2003) uses biopower to refer to the government of 
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bodies and population, that is, the power to govern the bodies through disciplining and regulating 
the population through rules/laws. It could be argued that with such a big country, the government 
of Indonesia needs to exercise its power through regulation involving gathering information about 
people and territories, calculating and classifying this knowledge, exerting power from a distance to 
normalize and stabilize a specific population (Legg, 2012). So on the one hand government policy 
and laws direct a decentralized approach to the governance of education, while on the other hand, 
the central government continues to hold on to the regulatory practices required to exert power from 
a distance. This can help explain why the push to district control over schools has proven to be so 
difficult. It can also help explain the creation of Eastern Flores as a territory and regional identity.  
Eastern Flores as a Territory and Regional Identity 
This study was based in Eastern Flores of the East Nusa Tenggara (NTT) province of the 
Eastern Indonesia as shown in Figure1 below. In the Indonesian context, the territory is more 
complex than the classification that divides regional and national identity. As the maps suggest, 
Eastern Flores is situated in the province of East Nusa Tenggara (NTT) consisting of five main 
islands; Flores, Sumba, Timor (only West Timor), Alor and Lomblen. The Eastern Flores regency 
consists of 18 districts spread among the three islands; Flores, Solor and Adonara (BPS Flores 
Timur, 2009). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Eastern Flores within the Indonesian Archipelago and East Nusa Tenggara Province. 
According to the Central Bureau of Statistics of NTT (BPS NTT), Eastern Flores has a 
population of 232,312 (BPS NTT, 2010) with 14.55% of the population concentrated in the capital 
of Larantuka (BPS Flores Timur, 2009). Larantuka is the location for the present study.  
As one of the provinces situated in the eastern part of Indonesia, the NTT province is 
recognised as “one of the Indonesia’s poorest and least urbanised” (Jones, Najib, Sumono, & 
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Handayani, 1998, p. 60). NTT is also portrayed as a problem area as having the highest poverty 
rank, lowest nutrition rate, and the most frequent incidence of major natural disasters (Ormeling as 
cited in Hugo, 2004).  
Economic Disparity 
In her literature review on historical geographies using a Foucauldian approach, Huxley 
(2012) maintains that government programs demonstrate the rationalities, the practices, and the 
spaces involved in attempts to generate or control certain kinds of subjectivities. Examples can be 
seen in government projects including, amongst others, philanthropic practices, government 
regulations, transport and communication which all constitute discursive and material arrangements 
in the formation of and government of certain individuals, population, locations and territories 
(Huxley, 2012). The deployment, or lack thereof, of government programs because of regional 
geography is a feature of the government of Indonesia’s practices, illustrated by Eastern Flores’ 
identification as one of the poorest rural regions of the province of NTT (Hugo, 2004). In general, 
the situation in Eastern Flores regency is poorer than the NTT province generally, partly because of 
its limited natural resources, but also because of its isolation (Hugo, 2004). Limited transport links 
and lack of public and private investment have led to limited development in the local economy 
although possibilities for growth are quite significant (Hugo, cited in Hugo 2004). Traditional 
farming has been the source of living for the Eastern Flores community (Kopong, 1995) with the 
majority of people in Eastern Flores, especially Larantuka, living from small farming, whilst the 
rest are civil servants, private employees, and work in trading, labouring, and fishing (Effendi & 
Wirasuganda, cited in Lassa 2009).  
The economic disadvantage of the region and the resultant ongoing lack of highly qualified 
human resources, financial resources, and infrastructure, have impacted on student learning 
outcomes in Eastern Flores which have traditionally been low-performing. The data from 
Department of National Education of Eastern Flores (DEPDIKNAS Flores Timur) indicates that 
393 out of 1598 students attending the 2010 national examinations failed. Of the 393 failed 
students, 86 students failed the English subject (DEPDIKNAS Flores Timur, 2010). It could be said 
that teacher performance may, to some extent, contribute to student failure, yet there has been little 
attention paid to these connections by researchers or other stakeholders in this particular regional 
context.  
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Financial Hardship 
All the recent national programs supported by international aid agencies have concentrated on 
quality teacher training both to improve teachers’ skills and assist them with gaining a Bachelor’s 
Degree (Education Development Center, 2011). However, this teacher training is mostly targeted at 
basic education teachers across the country and primarily in western regions, while senior 
secondary education teacher training and the poorer eastern regions have been overlooked. As 
suggested by Kopong (1995), expectations that students in these disadvantaged communities can 
deploy independent learning, have an ability to solve problems, or be critical thinkers sound “more 
rhetoric than reality” (p. 645). Kopong further points out limited learning resources in schools, 
including a lack of libraries and laboratory facilities, have been a key influence on the prevalence of 
lecture modes of teaching rather than student-centred modes. Kopong adds that this, in turn, leads to 
passive rather than active classroom participation. Clearly, the low quality of both teachers and 
students is an issue as the professional learning of the teachers is not maximised, and so the learning 
of students is not improved. AUSAID emphasises that “Regional disparities continue to be a 
concern, particularly in the Eastern provinces of NTT […] where service delivery and rates of 
poverty are well behind the national average” (AUSAID, 2011, p. 5). Kurniawati (2013) reports on 
the inequality between Java and the outer islands as far as education is concerned, with the system 
and government concentrating on urban populations despite the diversity of problems and 
inequalities between the provinces and big cities.  
The Local Community Culture 
In addition, the local cultural background of the community is of importance in understanding 
the process of CBAR implementation in this study, especially religion and language which are parts 
of the regional identity.  
Foucault demonstrates: 
A culture cannot understand itself without first understanding its implicit connections 
and development within the constructs of religious belief and practice. Contemporary 
culture is born out of religious traditions and the conditions of our knowledge are 
therefore embedded in religious discourse. (Foucault, 1999, p. 33) 
Religion in Foucault’s sense is a central part of the cultural conditions of knowledge. In this 
sense, it is very hard to separate religion and culture as they are strongly integrated. Culture is also 
seen as a mixture of past religious traditions, and the religious influences upon our thought and 
practice enable us to understand contemporary culture itself as Foucault (1999, p. 107) reminds us: 
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Historically, what exists is the church […]. Religion is a political force [...]. Church is a 
superb instrument of power for itself. Entirely woven through with elements that are 
imaginary, erotic, effective, corporal, sensual, and so on, it is superb!  
For Foucault, religion was always part of power relations and discursive practices that direct 
the life of human beings. This suggests that Foucault understands religion in alignment with a 
political striving for knowledge and power as well as the innate scuffle of “identity and 
subjectivity” (Carrette, 1999, p. 32). Connecting Foucault’s (1980) statement regarding the regional 
and national identity, the following figure illustrates the relationships between the local culture, 
regional and national cultures aiming to set the context of the study. The study was located in 
Larantuka, and the discussion below sheds some light on the complexities of the local cultural 
backgrounds of the teachers involved. 
  
Figure 2.  The relations between the local culture, regional culture and Indonesian. 
Within the East Nusa Tenggara province itself, there is a diverse ethnicity with various 
language, traditions, and cultural backgrounds in which each ethnic group is divided into sub 
tribes/family groups known as clans (Subanpulo, 2012). The majority of the Eastern Flores 
population are Roman Catholic, and the Flores island in particular represents one of the religious 
borders created by the Catholic expansion in the Pacific and the spread of Islam from the west 
across Indonesia (Nagaya, 2011). The spread of Roman Catholicism by the Portuguese in Eastern 
Flores occurred in the 1520s (Rengkuan, 2016). The strong influence of Portuguese in Larantuka 
Indonesian
Culture
(National Identity)
East Nusa 
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(Provincial 
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Lamaholot
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and/or the Eastern Flores is demonstrated through infrastructure like churches, and adopted 
Portuguese family names. The practice of Catholic rituals are strongly evident in the day-to-day life 
of the Larantukanese, for instance, saying prayers before and after school, baptism, funeral 
attendance, and religious club activities like choir contests. Besides the formal religion (Catholic) 
and other minority religions in Eastern Flores (Islam, Protestantism, Hinduism, Buddhism), which 
are officially recognized by the Indonesian government, some Eastern Floresnese also hold 
traditional beliefs known as kepercayaan or adat which means customs (Bos, 2005; Subanpulo, 
2012). A number of traditional ceremonies have been combined and blended with the newer 
Catholic rituals (Kelly, 2011). In the Lamaholot tradition, for example, the mother and baby are 
washed as a sign of the newborn’s entry into society, and this washing practice continues and has 
been renamed baptism (Kelly, 2011).   
Eastern Flores represents a Lamaholot cultural identity characterized by the traditional type of 
settlement (though it has gradually changed due to the changing environment and system of 
government from kingdom to republic), and the language spoken by its people (Subanpulo, 2012).  
There are two languages of the Eastern Flores spoken in everyday life, namely Lamaholot and 
Larantuka Malay, popularly known as Bahasa Nagi (Fernandez, 2012; Hurek, 2013). While the 
Lamaholot dialect is spoken by the communities of the Eastern Flores, and those on the islands of 
Adonara and Solor (Rappoport, 2015), Bahasa Nagi is mostly used by those residing in the capital 
of Larantuka (Ningsih & Purwaningsih, 2013). These are the day-to-day and informal spoken 
languages (not written languages) used within the Lamaholot culture. The Lamaholot itself has 
approximately 6 varieties spread over the regency (Fernandez, 2007). The syntax, morphology and 
phonology of both Bahasa Nagi and Lamaholot are totally different from Indonesian. 
The origin of Bahasa Nagi is historically connected with the expansion of Catholic influence 
of the Portuguese missionaries, and the Malay language brought by the Catholic Malay (Malacca) 
people who emigrated to Larantuka (Fernandez, 2012) upon the Dutch conquest over Malacca from 
Portuguese in the 1600s (Barnes cited in Pradjoko & Utomo, 2013). The acculturation of 
Lamaholot, Malay and Portuguese resulted in the Larantuka Malay language (Fernandez, 2012).  
The Bahasa Nagi was used by the Nagi community (Orang Nagi) who developed into a dominant 
minority group drawing its power from colonial political and economic hegemony in the region 
(Bos, 2005). Both geographically and culturally the Nagi community still occupies the very heart of 
the town, while Lamaholot people and recent migrants from various ethnic groups in other parts of 
Indonesia reside in the outskirts of Larantuka.  
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Tukan (2001) describes Nagi identities as those sprung from the first families in Larantuka, 
whether currently living inside or outside the area; those who are Roman Catholics, have 
Portuguese family names, and practise Nagi culture and traditions. However, there are some debates 
about the boundary areas of Nagi identity, for instance, whether Nagi people are those who at 
present live in the old centre of the town only, or in the current centre of the town; whether 
everyone living in Larantuka including recent immigrants of other ethnicity and non-Catholics 
should be called Nagi.  
Apart from the Lamaholot and Bahasa Nagi, Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian) is used as an 
official and national language in formal forums such as a medium of instruction, meetings, 
worships, and formal ceremonies. The Indonesian language is also used to communicate with the 
outsiders including those from Java, Sumatera, Kalimantan and so forth, signifying a national 
identity. It is also a written language. The more remote the location the community lives in, the 
more difficult for them to learn and use Indonesian. Hence, although a well-educated person visits a 
village in a remote area of the regency, Lamaholot will be spoken with the locals (Hurek, 2013). 
Thus I was aware that although teachers in this study were competent users of Indonesian as all held 
an undergraduate qualification, their Indonesian was influenced by their Lamaholot and Bahasa 
Nagi, particularly in terms of accents and the choice of words used as well as, to some extent, the 
language structure as a result of the language shift. All this confirms Foucault’s (1980) statement 
about the problems of regional identity and its conflicts with national identity and how complex the 
language use is in provincial, regional and local contexts where the local community has their own 
language, dialects, and everyday rituals and practices.    
Description of the Study 
CBAR has been considered a key element in teacher certification programs enacted by 
Teacher Law (Law No.14/2005) as a response to educational reforms in Indonesia. To strengthen 
the importance of CBAR, the Indonesian government has stipulated the notion of sustainable 
professional learning known as Pengembangan Keprofesian Berkelanjutan (PKB) through the 
Ministry of National Education’s vision and mission statement in its Strategic Plan for 2010-2014 
(MENDIKNAS, 2010). However, there are a great number of Indonesian teachers who do not yet 
know about CBAR; consequently many have not been capable of doing it themselves (Suadinmath, 
2012; Wildanrahmatullah, 2012). Adiwinata (2012) notes that less than 10% of Indonesian teachers 
are able to produce academic work including doing CBAR and writing CBAR reports, and 70% of 
teachers fail to move to a higher level of their career as a result of the lack of skills in conducting 
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CBAR. Accordingly, as well as running CBAR as a compulsory course in pre-service teacher 
education programs (Sukmayadi et al., 2011), efforts have been made to introduce CBAR through 
workshops sponsored by governments (Suadinmath, 2012; Wildanrahmatullah, 2012) and private 
providers (Halim, 2011). 
However, as discussed above, issues related to geographical location and historical regional 
divisions mean that not all workshops are accessible by all schools and teachers across Indonesia. 
Also the current practice of a top-down professional learning approach is deemed to be ineffective: 
it is often non-school based; it is done as one-off professional learning activity in a one day 
seminar; and there is a disconnection with classroom practices and teachers’ own needs.  Similarly, 
while articles on CBAR have been written both in English and Indonesian and are available online 
for teachers to learn about how to do CBAR, not all teachers are technologically literate and have 
access to the internet. Further, having access to the online CBAR articles does not necessarily create 
teachers’ confidence in implementing it themselves. Moreover the demands of professional or 
community life including teachers’ hectic day-to-day classroom duties normally keep them away 
from doing research, which is why external researchers are required to facilitate and coordinate the 
CBAR before the teachers proceed with it themselves (Stringer, 2007). 
The implementation of the use of CBAR as a sustainable professional learning program has 
provided great opportunities as well as big challenges for less privileged regions that require strong 
support to improve teacher and student learning. Rural schools which are often disadvantaged 
struggle to survive with limited resources. According to one of the EFL teachers at the rural school 
in Eastern Flores where my research was based, staff had never been exposed to any type of 
professional learning activities. In addition, as pointed out by Burns and Rochsantiningsih (2006), 
action research as a professional learning model in Indonesia is still very new and there are still 
very limited studies that suggest how it can be used for teachers’ professional learning in the 
Indonesian context.  
With regards to English Language Teaching (ELT) in Indonesia, Lie (2007) suggested there 
was an urgent need to carry out in-service professional learning of English as a Foreign Language 
(EFL) teachers which could be integrated with the teacher certification program. This is because the 
majority of studies on ELT in Indonesia suggest low quality of EFL teaching (Dardjowidjojo, 2000; 
Lamb & Coleman, 2008; Lie, 2007; Marcellino, 2009; Yuwono, 2005). While a number of studies 
on ELT including CBAR as a professional learning model in western parts of Indonesia have been 
conducted (though very limited), there was no indication of such research being conducted in 
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eastern Indonesia, especially Eastern Flores of the NTT province. This study sought to address this 
gap through fostering the CBAR as an alternative approach to EFL teachers’ sustainable 
professional learning in the rural and disadvantaged context.  
Location of the Study 
As mentioned earlier this study was located in the small town of Larantuka, the capital of 
Eastern Flores regency with a total population of 42,254 (BPS Flores Timur, 2015). Larantuka is 
situated between Mount Mandiri and the Flores strait (Subanpulo, 2012). Selection of the public 
school was due to its second lowest ranking of students’ achievement in the 2010 national 
examination (54%) (DEPDIKNAS Flores Timur, 2010) among the other 4 top-ranked schools (3 
private and 1 public) in Eastern Flores. In addition, a senior secondary school was selected because 
of the lack of attention to the improvement of teacher quality at secondary level which was partly 
because of the national and international attention to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 
in which basic education became the top priority (Barrett, 2009; UNDP, 2010). There were also 
pragmatic decisions about availability and accessibility (Merriam, 1998, 2009; Patton, 2002; Yin, 
2009) as I had access to the school through one of the EFL teachers. Additionally, I myself come 
from Larantuka, Eastern Flores, and graduated from this school. The school was located in the 
centre of the town compared to other schools which were situated either in a more distant area or on 
other smaller islands nearby. The total number of students attending the school in 2013 was 1200 
comprising students of a diverse sub-districts across the regency of Eastern Flores.    
Objective of the Study 
The goal of this study was to build knowledge and understanding of how CBAR works to 
support EFL teachers’ professional learning in Indonesian rural and disadvantaged schools.  
Significance of the Study 
The study is significant for two interrelated reasons. Firstly, while CBAR as a Western 
concept for professional learning has often been effective in western countries, the evidence of 
successful studies of such models in the Indonesian context is still very limited. Secondly, this study 
adds to a small but growing body of knowledge about EFL teachers’ CBAR as a professional 
learning model in the Indonesian context particularly rural schools with limited budgets or 
resources working under the decentralisation policy. 
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Research Question 
This study attempted to answer the following key research question:  
How does CBAR work as a tool for professional learning for English as Foreign Language 
(EFL) teachers in a rural and disadvantaged school in Indonesia?  
In order to conduct an inquiry into this question I adopted a Foucauldian approach that 
focused on discourses. It should be noted that from the discourses perspective, identities are 
dynamic and change over time and are connected to the contexts of specific communities. Therefore 
I focused on the subject positionings taken up by teachers and myself during the implementation of 
the CBAR project.  
Structure of the Thesis  
I began this chapter with an introduction to the research context including an overview of 
Indonesia using some of Foucault’s geographical concepts, and then focused on the particular 
region of Eastern Flores and its economic and financial problems that impact on educational 
opportunities provided through the decentralized government processes. The influence of a myriad 
of economic and financial problems on teacher and student learning was discussed. A description of 
the local community culture using some of Foucault’s culture, religion and language concepts was 
also presented. This was followed by a description of the introduction of CBAR as a mode of 
professional learning for Indonesian teachers and my interest in how this could work in a 
disadvantaged and rural context such as that in Eastern Flores of the NTT province. In addition, the 
location of the study was also discussed.  
A synopsis of each of the following chapters is presented below. 
Chapter 2 Discourse, Governmentality and Care of the Self 
This chapter discusses Foucault’s notions of discourse, governmentality and care of the self to 
understand the discourses emerging in this particular context, the exercise of power and knowledge 
construction as well as the types of subjectivities presumed in the implementation of the CBAR 
project. This chapter highlights how discourses are connected to a network of power relations which 
make possible and regulate particular understandings of, for example, teachers in this context. In 
relation to the governmentality, the subjectivity helps us understand the subject positionings taken 
up by the government and its stakeholders including ministry officials, parliamentarians, 
international development organisations, teacher training institutions, the local Department of 
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Education and Culture, schools and teachers in the establishment of CBAR as a technology of 
improvement. This chapter discusses Foucault’s senses of technologies of the self, care of the self 
and self-writing to understand action research principles such as being reflective and working 
collaboratively. 
Chapter 3 Governmentality and Action Research 
This chapter uses Foucault’s notion of governmentality to understand how CBAR as a 
government’s progressive initiative has been seen as a technology of improvement. A critique of 
teacher quality and teacher competence through teacher certification is presented. This chapter 
examines the concept of action research as of Western origin and its possible application in 
developing countries, and how policy enactment on educational reform such as this operates in the 
developing world. This chapter presents reflective practice as the fundamental technology of 
CBAR, which aligns with Indonesia’s overarching objective of teachers’ professional learning, that 
is to generate teachers’ independency and sustainability in their personal and professional 
development leading to the shape of a new identity as a result of self-construction and co-
construction of knowledge.   
Chapter 4 Messy Research 
This chapter discusses the methodology deployed in this study using an “imagined, intended, 
enacted” structure to discuss the messiness of the conduct of the research, in that what was enacted 
in the field research did not always represent what I had imagined and intended to happen. This 
chapter describes four major phases of the study: Phase 1 Getting started; Phase 2 Workshops; 
Phase 3 CBAR in action; and Phase 4 Post CBAR. The research tools used for data collection and 
analysis are discussed in this chapter.  
Chapter 5 Discourses of Reflective Practice 
This chapter presents the analysis and discussion of the discourses of reflective practice. 
Foucault’s notions of power relations, discourses, governmentality, self-writing, technology of the 
self and/or care of the self are used to frame the analysis to develop an understanding of how this 
discourse was socially constructed in this particular context. The discourse of reflective practice 
reported here refers to the attitudes, behaviors, and language used by teachers, and power relations 
in this study as drawn from the analysis of the data from the reflective journals, sharing sessions, 
classroom visit pro-formas, and group discussions.  
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Chapter 6 Discourses of Subject Positionings 
This chapter presents analysis and discussion of the discourses of subject positioning in this 
context. There were tensions and struggles throughout the project as a result of multiple subject 
positionings constructed and taken up by both the participants and myself. This resulted in pull and 
push subject positionings where, on the one hand, the participants demonstrated recurring requests 
for help due to their lack of autonomy, limited abilities and limited experiences in teaching and 
undertaking a research topic. On the other hand, I struggled to avoid giving more assistance.  
Chapter 7 Discourses of Collaboration 
This chapter presents an analysis and discussion of the discourse of collaboration within 
professional learning that was operating in my study. This chapter presents six major themes:  
understanding and uncovering the uncomfortable in the first workshop, stepping into teams, gaining 
understanding about collaboration, struggling to maintain a consistent understanding of a 
collaborative project, sustaining collaboration but having limited abilities to research, team 
disintegration, and the absence of school policy and its effect on participants’ commitment. 
Collaboration is one of the principles for successful CBAR yet the collaborative practice in this 
context was problematic. The analysis of the data indicates that the implementation of the 
collaborative action research project in this context is complex, a site of tension for both the 
participants and myself caused in part by the multiple identities that we took up.  
Chapter 8 Discussion, Implications and Conclusion 
This is the final chapter of the thesis. It draws conclusions related to the whole CBAR project 
and results. It also includes messy research and the implementation of CBAR, limitations of the 
study, suggestions for future research, contributions to knowledge and practices, implications for 
the use of CBAR in Indonesia in particular, implications for policy makers, researchers and 
teachers. 
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Chapter 2   Discourse, Governmentality and Care of the Self 
A poststructuralist perspective is used as a layer throughout the study. My readings on 
poststructuralist theories have influenced me in how I view the world and how I did the research. 
My readings, understanding and interpretations of poststructuralism help me recognize the different 
spheres of poststructuralist theories, one of which is a Foucauldian approach which I will discuss in 
the following section. My decision to choose poststructural theories was my belief that the world is 
complex and so are societies within it. This means that there is no one correct answer to address 
these complexities and thus, there may be multiple perspectives and solutions to addressing 
problems.  
Poststructuralists such as Marx, Nietzsche, Derrida, Deleuze, Lacan and Foucault though 
propose their own definitions of truth, holding similar views of the world, in the sense that for them, 
truth that is most often used to entail fact or reality is unreliable and ever changing (Khullar, 2015).  
All phenomena in the real world are in a constant state of transformation and change. For example, 
the development and implementation of CBAR as a professional learning model as mandated by the 
Indonesian government represented a significant shift to how professional development is 
traditionally provided in Indonesia (Burns & Rochsantiningsih, 2006). Consequently 
implementation has been challenging but the factors creating these challenges are many rather than 
one and it is these challenges that this study sought to explore. Implementation processes are also 
influenced by the community in which the participants live and develop their social cultures 
including for instance their teaching culture, their beliefs, and values or what Foucault (1977, p. 23) 
called the “regime of truth”. This regime is produced by a series of mechanisms, techniques and 
procedures that are political in nature in the society, and this also produces discourses which 
function as true in particular times and places (O’Farrell, 2007). 
Consequently Foucauldian concepts were useful in analysing how the participants in this 
study constructed their participation in the CBAR project in terms of understanding from their 
perspectives, and my own, complexities of self, multiple subject positionings, uncertainties, and 
dilemmas created by the implementation of CBAR as professional learning model in the particular 
community that was the site of my study. I begin the chapter with a discussion of power and 
knowledge as talking about discourse also means talking about all the integrated aspects emerging 
within this which includes power relations, knowledge and subjectivity as the main points. The 
discussion of discourse and all the relevant areas within it represents my understanding and/or 
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readings of such topics which will help explain how I made use of these ideas in the data analysis 
described in Chapter 4. In this chapter I also describe my understanding of governmentality and the 
technologies of self as explained by Foucault. 
 Power and Knowledge  
Foucault insists “[…] power is neither given, nor exchanged, nor recovered, but rather 
exercised, and that it only exists in action” (Foucault, 1980, p. 89). It can be interpreted that power 
is exercised through discourses as Foucault’s further claim:  
In a society such as ours, but basically in any society, there are manifold relations of 
power which permeate, characterize and constitute the social body, and these 
realisations of power cannot themselves be established, consolidated nor implemented 
without the production, accumulation, circulation and functioning of a discourse. 
(Foucault, 1980, p. 93) 
In Foucault’s analysis of power, power is circulated throughout social relations, that it may 
allow certain forms of behavior but also restrict them (Mills, 2004). Power operates in terms of the 
relations between different fields, institutions, bureaucracies, and other groups such as private 
groups and other businesses within the social domain (Danaher, Schirato, & Webb, 2000). This 
suggests that power is not permanently owned by certain individuals or groups or that in power 
relations, “power is not set in stone,” (Danaher et al., 2000, p. 71) that is to say, “power is mobile 
and contingent” and it moves around and through different institutions, events, groups, and 
individuals but no one ever owns it. This means power can flow very quickly from one aspect or 
area to another, depending on changing relationships and situations/contexts (Danaher et al., 2000). 
In relation to knowledge, Foucault argues that all of the knowledge people have is the result of the 
effect of power struggles (Danaher et al., 2000). In Foucault’s concept, knowledge systems are 
inextricably linked to issues of power which he refers to as the concept of power/knowledge 
(Foucault, 1980).  
Foucault’s notions of power/knowledge and technologies of the self are important in the 
discussion of teacher professional learning as his work helps adult educators to learn to recognise 
the emergence of power in professional learning activities (Brookfield, 2001). In my study I was 
aware of the relations of power among the teachers themselves and myself in our multiple identities 
and this became important when undertaking the analyses explored in later chapters. Pitsoe and 
Letseka (2014) view the relations of power as an effective way to boost the success of professional 
learning activity in which professional learning itself needs to be unpacked as a social construct 
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through a Foucauldian lens. From a Foucauldian perspective, power is exerted through the relations 
between individuals, groups, institution and society and teacher professional learning is thus a form 
of power exercise where teachers act as the vehicles of power, and power is required to change the 
behaviour or attitudes of an individual teacher or group of teachers (Pitsoe & Letseka, 2014). As 
power is productive, it is used to generate productive individuals. In order to do this, power needs 
“to gain access to the bodies of individuals, to their acts, attitudes and modes of everyday 
behaviour” (Foucault, 1980, p. 125). 
This suggests that Foucault’s understanding of power concentrates on individuals’ day to day 
routines and relations (disciplinary power) instead of sovereign power (power exercised from the 
top). Gore, Ladwig, and King (2004) connect the power relations or what they term “power 
circulation” in their work on the Quality Teaching framework (p. 1). These authors emphasise the 
notion of power and knowledge in professional learning activities.  
In my study, for instance, I was powerful in terms of my knowledge of English language 
teaching and the action research as I was positioned as a professional expert and they positioned 
themselves as novice teachers. However, teachers were also powerful in respect of their own 
classroom which represented their knowledge of their own learners, teaching materials and content 
(i.e., knowable vs knowless in this power/knowledge relation). 
Discourse 
Foucault is among other poststructuralist thinkers most frequently associated with the term 
“discourse” (Jansen, 2008; MacLure, 2003). For many, Foucault’s work is often difficult to 
understand partly due to his intricate style, the condensed reference to philosophical works as well 
as the challenges he offers to the predetermined notions about a wide range of different subjects like 
sexuality, madness, discipline, subjectivity and language (Mills, 2004). Foucault’s work does not 
constitute a consistent entity, and the many conceptual shifts and changes have resulted in 
difficulties in trying to put together different aspects of his work unproblematically (Garrity, 2010). 
While recognising these difficulties, the aim of this section is to explore how I have used the term 
discourse in my study, drawing on Foucault, to understand the discourses that emerged during the 
CBAR project, and how the discourses affected the relationships between the participants and 
myself and between the participants themselves.  
Foucault describes discourses as “practices that systematically form the objects of which they 
speak” (Foucault, 1972a, p. 54). In general, Foucault uses the term discourse to mean a certain way 
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of speaking “we do not have the right to say everything, that we cannot speak of just anything in 
any circumstances whatever, and that not everyone has the right to speak of anything whatever” 
(Foucault, 1996, p. 239). For Foucault, discourses are ways of constituting knowledge, forms of 
subjectivity and power relations which exist in such knowledge and relations between them and this 
knowledge is constituted within social practices (Weedon, 1997). Discourses constitute the nature 
of the body, form the conscious and unconscious mind and emotional life of subjects. The body, 
thoughts and feelings have meaning within discourses, and how the minds and bodies of individuals 
are organized is always part of a wider network of power relations in particular institutions 
(Weedon, 1997). For example, Foucault points to the way in which teachers and students were 
given meaning by and became subject to modern power through disciplinary power.   
In relation to knowledge, discourse involved a recognition that there was a structural 
formation which functions like sets of rules about what can be said and done in a given moment. It 
also sets who can say, and when it can be said. For instance, in my study, I was positioned by the 
principal of the school as a child/daughter through his use of the word anak in Indonesian. Literally, 
the word anak means child or daughter (as I am a woman). The principal would call his daughter 
anak, but certainly anak when it was addressed to me did not suggest that I was his real daughter, 
but indicated closeness in the relationship between the principal and myself as his former student 
and an alumnus of the school. Although this word anak is culturally acceptable in Indonesian 
community, it appears to be culturally inappropriate in an English speaking country such as 
Australia if someone would address me “daughter” as I am not his/her biological daughter. Thus the 
use of the word anak suggests a discourse of paternalism. The main question emerged was “How 
does the cultural and social use of the term influence the relationship?”. Another example can be 
seen when, instead of asking the participants whether they would prefer me to use English, 
Indonesian, Bahasa Nagi or Bahasa Lamaholot in delivering the workshops, I only asked about the 
first two languages as the latter two languages were day-to-day and informal conversational 
languages and not commonly used in formal forums such as workshops, meetings, or classroom 
teaching practices.  
Foucault emphasizes that the intention and use of discourse has real impact on how the 
subject or individual is being understood in relation to society, and to themselves. An example from 
my study was as I was constructed as a teacher by the participants, through their language and 
attitudes to me, I was expected to behave as a teacher of English so that I could provide them with 
some ideas about teaching grammar. Other multiple roles and/or the participants’subject 
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positionings of me and my subject positionings of them during the research project are presented in 
the analysis and discussion chapters (Chapters 5-8).  
Subjects and Subjectivities 
For Foucault (2000), the term subject conveys two meanings; first, subject to someone else by 
control and dependence, and second, subject that is tied to one’s own identity by a conscience or 
self-knowledge. Both meanings have a form of power that subjugates and in this exercise of power 
struggles emerge. In my study, for instance, the struggles against forms of subjectivity and 
submission were prevalent when both participants and myself struggled with each other and against 
each other as a strategy to get CBAR done during the study.  
The process of subjectivity occurs within social discourses. Subject positionings that 
individuals may take up are made available through a variety of discourses. Subjectivity enables 
one’s experience of being a person, constructed through discourses where the person is being 
positioned at any one point in time, both through their own and others’ acts in written or spoken 
form (Davies, 2000). Davies goes on to say that one’s subjectivity is necessarily contradictory 
because when one discourse contradicts another, it cannot undo the construction that has already 
occurred. Subjectification has a dual nature which is difficult to control as one can concurrently be 
subjected or positioned as a desired person, while at the same time he/she can become the person 
who constitutes the subject positioning (Davies, 2000). For example, in my study the participants 
constructed me as a teacher/educator/trainer, while at the same time I constructed them as critical 
friends. I struggled to resist their positioning of me as trainer, while at the same time, sometimes, I 
positioned them as students or student teachers. Another example is while the participants 
constructed me as a teacher to provide them with feedback on their reflective journal entries, I, at 
the same time, unconsciously constructed myself as a teacher by asking them to improve their 
reflective journal writing as required. My attempts to construct myself as a critical friend 
contradicted these subject positions. Davies (2000, p. 57) argues that “One can only ever be what 
the various discourses make possible, and one’s being shifts with the various discourses through 
which one is spoken into existence”.  
Positioning refers to Foucault’s proposition that “the self is not fixed in a set of socialised, 
transferable roles, but is constantly positioned and repositioned through discourse” (Baxter, 2002, p. 
829). Baxter goes on to say that individuals both negotiate and are shaped by their subject positions 
within a range of different and often conflicting discourses, which vary according to historical, 
cultural or social context. Davies (1994) contends that there are connections between discourses and 
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subject positions where people position and are positioned themselves in different situations from 
time to time through their everyday life. Discourses present in both written and verbal forms and in 
the day-to-day social practices (Weedon, 1997). Individuals are identified through a variety of 
subject positions within discourses depending on places or settings in which the subject positions 
are constructed. In order to allow me to analyse my data, the following questions were kept in mind: 
• How are subjects positioned in the data? 
• What positions or subject positions are available? 
• How are those positions created and maintained? 
• How do teachers position each other and myself in the data? 
• How are the teachers and myself positioned by each other and others? 
This understanding of discourse and the associated ideas of subjectivity and power relations 
helped me identify three prevailing discourses that emerged from my data: discourses of reflective 
practice; discourses of subject positioning; and discourses of collaboration. Each of these is 
understood as operating within a context where CBAR has been constructed as a progressive 
initiative and a technology of improvement. Foucault’s concept of governmentality is the 
connection between the technologies of power and the technologies of the self. The next section 
explains how governmentality is used in this thesis. It is followed by a description of how the 
technologies of the self connect to the notions of reflective practice that are essential in classroom 
based action research.  
Governmentality 
Foucault’s concept of governmentality is discussed in the next section to provide a conceptual 
framework for understanding the principles of reflective practice as outlined in the CBAR initiative. 
Foucault (1997) does not specifically provide a definition of governmentality, however, the term 
can be understood through O’Farrell’s description:  
Foucault originally used the term ‘governmentality’ to describe a particular way of 
administering populations in modern European history within the context of the rise of 
the idea of the State. He later expanded his definition to encompass the techniques and 
procedures which are designed to govern the conduct of both individuals and 
populations at every level, not just the administrative or political level. (O’Farrell, 2005, 
p. 138) 
Foucault (2000) expanded his work on governmentality through his problematization of all 
aspects of the governance of the modern state. The concept of government for Foucault (2000, 
p. 205) covers a broad scope of practices not only in terms of the state or state political issues, but 
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also the lives of individuals, children, families and communities. Thus governmentality refers to 
three fundamental types of government: first, the art of self-government, connected with morality, 
second, the art of governing a family, and third, the science of ruling the state, which concerns 
politics, with all these being closely interconnected. According to Foucault (1991), governing is an 
art, and in the art of government it is vital to build connections in vertical and horizontal directions. 
The vertical direction means the success of governing the state relies on how one succeeds in 
ensuring that the population governs themselves, including their goods and heritage. The horizontal 
direction means that when a state is well run, this allows space for a good governing of the head of 
the family, of goods and heritage which in turn leads to good behaviours of citizens. This means the 
art of government should take into account the welfare of the whole society in terms of economy, 
morality, and politics. In the context of my study, central government rules and regulations are used 
as a reference for regional government and then for local schools to ensure individuals’ self-
government. For instance, the teacher rules established by the school in this study were aimed at 
controlling teacher morality/attitudes.   
Power is unquestionably exercised in the art of government, and “The very essence of 
government—that is, the art of exercising power in the form of economy—is to have as its main 
objective that which we are today accustomed to call ‘the economy’ ” (Foucault, 1991, p. 92). A 
traditional analysis of power relations with the focus on state or political power institutions is no 
longer seen as appropriate. Instead, according to Foucault, it is power relations in society that 
constitute the creation and operation of the state (Foucault, 1982). In this development of a broader 
concept of government (modern state), Foucault believes that one of the strengths of state’s power 
lies in acting as “both an individualizing and a totalizing form of power” (1982, p. 782). 
Foucault (1982) argues that the modern (Western) state resulted from a combination of both 
“political” and “pastoral power”. While political power focuses on state matters such as “rights, 
universality, public space, etc.” (Lemke, 2010, p. 34), the latter is focused on “salvation” which 
links with “a production of truth—the truth of the individual himself” (Foucault, 1982, p. 783). 
Pastoral power functions to guide and direct individuals throughout their lives and this idea 
contributes to the methods of analysis that use techniques of reflection and supervision (a topic to 
be returned to later in this thesis). Foucault (1982) further highlights that in the development of a 
new form of pastoral power, the word salvation has a broader meaning, that is to take care of, 
amongst the others, their health, well-being including sufficient wealth and good standard of living 
and security.  
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What are Technologies of the Self?  
Arguably, the process of taking care of the self will eventually shape our own identity—how 
we present ourselves based on our rational actions which can be done through writing, reading and 
sharing with others. However, Foucault also argues that the self may have multiple identities as a 
result of power relations.  
Technology 
Foucault’s use of the word technology originates from the Greek word techne which means “a 
practical rationality governed by a conscious aim” (O’Farrell, 2007, p. 1). My understanding of this 
is that one’s practical action is driven by his/her conscious aim for the action to take place. 
Although Foucault uses both the words techniques and technology interchangeably, he tends to use 
the word technology to illuminate the broader meanings of techne, that is, more general collections 
of specific techniques (O’Farrell, 2007). Foucault (1997) lists four different kinds of technologies: 
technologies of production, technologies of sign systems, technologies of power, and technologies 
of the self. Although each of these is associated with a certain kind of power, these four types of 
technologies hardly ever function discretely (Foucault, 1997).  
Foucault (1997) indicates that it is individuals themselves who decide to make changes in 
their own lives using their own ways of thinking, or with others’ assistance, through a range of 
technical operations on their own bodies and souls (i.e., through disciplines), conduct and way of 
being, all of which are aimed at transforming themselves into new transformed individuals. This 
idea can be used to think about the way that teachers in my study could transform themselves from 
classroom describers to critical reflectors through using reflective practice as a technology of the 
self.  
As previously discussed, one aspect constituting the arts of government is the government of 
oneself (self-government) or care of the self (Foucault, 1997) which is connected to morality or 
attitude. For Foucault (1997, p. 226), the care of the self is “one of the main rules for social and 
personal conduct and for the art of life.”  If social life comprises individuals, each of whom 
possesses their own self, then this self has to be responsible for itself in relation to other selves in 
social relations within communities. The self has to perceive the taking care of the self as an 
approach, an ability to live in this world, seeing it as an art of living, a way of life—how to live a 
good life in respects of morality, economy, and politics. Foucault (1990, p. 11) calls these “arts of 
existence” or “techniques of the self” which means: 
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Those intentional and voluntary actions by which men [sic] not only set themselves 
rules of conduct, but also seek to transform themselves, to change themselves into 
their singular being, and to make their life into an oeuvre that carries certain aesthetic 
values and meet certain stylistic criteria. 
Foucault discusses the kind of relation one has to oneself concerning ethics where freedom 
becomes the fundamental prerequisite for the practice of ethics. What Foucault means by freedom is 
the ability to decide one action to be done, not the other. Human beings are free to set rules of 
conduct, seek to transform and change themselves into the kind of person they want to be, and work 
on themselves, and how they recognize their moral obligations (Foucault, 1997). These ideas have 
implications for my study, for example, in the implication that the teachers should not have been 
made to feel obligated to participate in the CBAR project. Their decisions to deliberately and/or 
voluntarily take part in the project needed to be aligned with their moral obligations as teachers who 
are not only entitled to the monthly government incentives loaded to their monthly salary, but also 
their own values and assumptions as professional teachers.  
What does it Mean to Take Care of Oneself? 
Foucault (1997, p. 227) argues that “taking care of oneself constitutes not only a principle but 
also a constant practice”. According to Foucault (1997), historically, taking care of oneself has been 
closely linked to writing activity. He points out that one of the most ancient Western traditions has 
been focusing on the self as “something to write about, a theme or object (subject) of writing 
activity” (1997, p. 232). The most vital message of such practice is that we need to see the taking 
care of ourselves as a principle of life, and thus it should be practiced continuously. In relation to 
reflective practice requiring individuals to develop writing as a technology of improvement, a care 
of the self, a continuous practice, Foucault (1997, p. 208) further claims “No technique, no 
professional skill can be acquired without exercise; nor can the art of living”. To live in the world 
means to live one’s life full of struggles, experiences, challenges, and so forth. Foucault (1997) 
emphasizes that the new care of the self encompasses a new experience of self. It is possible, then, 
to think of the writing of reflective journals, the continuous practice of reflecting, and of applying 
this reflection as a routine professional activity, as a technology of the self. In my study, it was 
expected that the participants would reflect on both their teaching issues and CBAR workshop 
content for their self-improvement, and that this transformation of the self would improve their 
classroom teaching. Through the practice of journal writing, the participants would become critical 
reflectors. 
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What Function Does Self-Writing Serve? 
Foucault (1997) argues that historically, self-writing has served multifarious functions for the 
writer, from being a companion to one’s seclusion, to please God, to become free off one’s feelings 
of disapproval or shame so that they can gain more confidence in themselves and not to be self-
destructive. For Foucault, the Greek and Roman traditions of writing should be understood as 
training or practices of the self by oneself, as no one else can do this for the other self, in the form 
of abstinence (self-control), memorisations, self-examinations, meditations, silence, and listening to 
others. In doing this, it is necessary to read as well as to write. As writing is considered as a 
personal exercise, one should meditate, write, and train oneself. Writing became a way of thinking, 
studying, reading, for one’s whole life so that it became one’s power. These traditions continue 
today so we think of writing as a timeless exercise from the moment we write, read, talk about it, to 
ourselves, to our neighbors so it can be shared with other people. Thus writing for oneself and for 
others denotes that we can write about our own experiences (and others’ experiences) and to share 
our knowledge with others.  
This sharing of experiences through writing resonates with the collaborative practices 
embedded within action research processes. It was important for me, in the planning of the study, to 
ensure that collaborative sharing of writing could be built into the program that I developed, 
through the use of sharing sessions. As well, discourses of collaboration emerged as an important 
theme in the data. Little of Foucault’s work was written explicitly about collaboration, but what he 
does provide is some ideas about collaborative reflection. Foucault extends the relationship from a 
personal experience to a collective experience or “collective practice” based on certain values, 
criteria and behaviours:  
The relationship with the experience should make possible a transformation, a 
metamorphosis, that is not just mine but can have a certain value, a certain accessibility 
for others, so that the experience is available for others to have. This experience must be 
capable of being linked in some measure to a collective practice, to a way of thinking. 
(Foucault, 2000, p. 244) 
Without a doubt, Foucault (2000) nurtures collaborative working experiences, but he admits 
that the collaborative working experience are not simple. Working collaboratively can be 
“struggling […], complicated, difficult […] as it was carried out with […] others” (p. 245).  
Foucault (1997) reminds us that as writing serves as an exercise of thought in itself, it has 
often functioned as meditation—reactivating what is known, calling to mind a principle, reflecting, 
and assimilating. Foucault shows that writing requires both action and thought, in which one does 
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not only write about their thought of an issue, but also actions to respond to what has been thought. 
This idea, of transferring written thoughts to action, underpins some of the decisions I made about 
the use of reflective journals in my study. I not only expected teachers to transfer their thoughts into 
their reflective journals, but also to find the answers to the issues written in the journals. I thought 
that participants would need to be encouraged to practise self-inquiry through questioning and they 
would then find out the answers themselves to enable self-construction, and co-construction of 
knowledge among their team members.   
Reflective Practice as the Fundamental Technology of CBAR  
The above discussion helps to make a connection between Foucault’s ideas about the 
technologies of the self, the historical association between writing and care of the self, and the 
practice of reflection and writing reflective journals that is fundamental to CBAR.  
Reflective practice has become a central strategy in numerous professional learning programs 
including action research (Carrington & Saggers, 2008; Clarke, 2006). It has been a commonly held 
view that action research requires teachers’ engagement in reflection as one of the basic principles 
in conducting action research (Burns, 2010; Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Elliott, 1991; Kemmis & 
McTaggart, 1988; McNiff, 2013; McNiff & Whitehead, 2011; Wallace, 1991, 1998). Referring to 
Greco-Roman culture, Foucault (1997, p. 207) considered writing as part of “the arts of oneself” 
meaning that it is an artistic form of one’s manifestation of being in the world, and the government 
of one’s self and of others. In practitioner professional learning and development, such written form 
of reflection is commonly in the form of a reflective journal. As previously discussed, Foucault 
makes a connection between critical reflection or higher order thinking, and the exploration of the 
self. This critical reflection itself is, therefore, research, that is, an inquiry based research. 
Understanding these concepts of technologies of the self and self-writing, and their 
connection with reflective practice is crucial in a number of major aspects which lay the foundation 
for the introduction and implementation of reflective practice as part of the CBAR process in this 
study. First, these concepts help understand that reflective practice involves self-empowerment 
(Foucault, 1997). Second, writing may serve as reflections or reasonings of what one has observed, 
heard, and thought (Foucault, 1997). This indicates that one way of reflecting/reasonings is through 
writing—thus reflective journal writing is highly encouraged in CBAR projects. Third, in 
empowering oneself as a reflective practitioner, one needs to connect reflective writing with 
reading, listening, and talking to themselves, and with others (Foucault, 1997).   
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Fourth, reflective writing represents what is true to the writer, suitable in his/her own 
specification, and useful in his/her own circumstances (Foucault, 1997). This suggests there is 
individual freedom to decide what and how to write. This point is returned to later in the thesis 
when I discuss the content of the reflective journals. Fifth, as the process of writing requires reading 
other resources, it involves critical thinking and subjectivity in the exercise of personal writing. This 
means that in this writing and reading activity in the process of journal writing, the writer needs to 
critically think using “the reasoning power” as an opportunity to change. Sixth, through the 
interplay of selected readings and assimilative writing, a writer needs to synthesize, analyse, 
evaluate and criticise what has been read for her own writing to generate a well-written text, and 
this certainly shapes the writer identity, and is a sign of a new learning and the construction of new 
knowledge (Foucault, 1997). Seventh, writing is a cyclical process and implies that in the process of 
writing a journal, writers create their own discourses, and actions are rationally taken as a result of 
their reflective writing.  
Foucault (1997) writes that the self is found in one’s soul, not the body, or the clothing or 
possessions that the body wears. It is in the soul that the principle activity of caring for oneself is 
based, thus the care of the self is the care of the activity, not the soul as substance or abstract 
element. How must we take care of this principle of activity, the soul, and what does this care 
consist of? Foucault suggests that one must know what the soul consists of, but the soul cannot 
know itself except by looking at itself in a similar element, that is, in a mirror. Thus this suggests 
self-reflection. Through the self-reflection, the soul will be able to serve as a basis for just behavior 
and political action. To take care of the self for the participants in this study was not to ask, for 
instance, which uniform they should wear on different days according to the school regulations, but 
to ask what activity the self in themselves needed to do as just behavior for teachers and their 
political action.  
Reflective practice is consistent with Foucault’s concept of governmentality, technologies of 
the self and self-writing as can be illustrated in the figure below. 
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Figure 3.  Applying Foucault’s senses of governmentality, technologies of the self and self-writing to 
understand the enactment of reflective practice (as part of the CBAR principles). 
In this chapter I have explained my understanding of the Foucauldian concepts of discourse, 
care of the self, subjectivity and power. The idea of governmentality was explored to help explain 
the position of CBAR as a technology of improvement and the connections between Foucault’s 
concept of technologies of the self, self-writing, and the use of reflective practices within CBAR. In 
the next chapter, the idea of governmentality is further explored to discuss its connection with 
action research.  
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Chapter 3   Governmentality and Action Research  
In this chapter I discuss the concepts of governmentality, action research and CBAR as a 
government’s progressive initiative and a technology of improvement. I then explore the idea of 
action research in general and CBAR in particular. I also include here a section on my 
understanding of what it means to be a teacher, so as to help explain some of the contradictory 
readings of this position that are discussed in the analysis chapters.  
The chapter concludes by arguing that the Indonesian government, through the 
implementation of CBAR as a technology of improvement, expects that teachers are able to 
improve the quality of their teaching through broadening their knowledge, pedagogy and 
assessment, and professional competency by reflecting critically, researching and writing research 
reports and collaborating with others. Thus CBAR is considered as an alternative technology of 
improvement to replace the traditional one off top-down professional learning models.  
Educational Reform and Teachers’ Professional Learning 
Educational reforms have been one of the great initiatives promulgated globally to ensure that 
societies improve their standard of living. Weber (2007) argues that education reforms in 
developing countries are influenced by globalisation and/or international development. He uses the 
example of South Africa to represent issues and concerns that are encountered when developing 
countries unquestionably and uncritically accept global initiatives. It has been suggested that 
education reforms have been driven by a perceived connection between education, economic 
growth and global competition (Chisolm, 1997). Developing countries believe that economic 
problems resulting from low quality of labour can be resolved by modelling the approaches adopted 
in the developed countries by focusing on the training or retraining of its labour forces (Weber, 
2007). Indonesia is not the exception on this matter. 
As I described in Chapter 1, in Indonesia one part of the education reform focused on teacher 
quality. In the following section I discuss the construction of CBAR as a technology of 
improvement in teaching quality through the government’s plans and programs.  
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CBAR as a Government’s Progressive Initiative and Technology of Improvement 
Drawing on Foucault’s sense of governmentality, Classroom-based action research (CBAR) 
can be seen as the Indonesian government’s attempt to develop a progressive initiative and 
technology for improvement. As shown in the figure below, Foucault’s (1997) notion of 
governmentality can be used to understand how CBAR acts as a technology of improvement in 
Indonesia. The central government is influenced by international educational development 
organisations and how they collaborate on in-service teacher development initiatives. According to 
Berkhout (2005), education policy is embedded not only in a particular historical background, but 
also globally where similar contextual forces drive reform. An example of this is the USAID funded 
project which allowed two US university partners—the University of Pittsburgh and the University 
of Massachusetts at Amherst to work with lecturers from eight universities in Western Indonesia on 
action research training for lecturers who in turn would help school teachers to conduct classroom 
action research in schools (Milligan, 2011). 
In order for the government to officially launch CBAR for in-service teachers, an education 
policy was needed for the program to be executed. The Sustainable Professional Development 
policy (Per/16/M.PAN-RB/11/2009) stipulates that CBAR constitutes one component for teachers 
to enable them to move up career levels and receive salary increments. This requires teachers to 
implement CBAR to improve their practice and consequently improve school communities and 
outcomes. This CBAR initiative is part of the Teacher Certification process and therefore becomes 
part of the technologies for teacher quality improvement mandated in Government Law 
No.14/2005, and conducted under the National Education Ministerial Decree No. 18/2007.  
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Figure 4.  Using Foucalt’s notion of Governmentality to understand CBAR as a technology of 
improvement. 
In the Indonesian context, teacher certification policies are supported by the school-based 
management under the regional autonomy scheme as depicted in Government Law No.22/1999 and 
No.32/2004. By establishing these policies, the government exercises its technologies of 
improvement on schools and teachers to achieve its results.  The importance of improving teacher 
quality and competence is discussed in the next section.  
Teacher Certification as a Technology for Quality Improvement 
Quality of education has been the centre of attention in many countries including the 
participating members of the World Economic Indicator (WEI). What counts as quality as defined 
in the OECD’s (2000) report on the WEI, are schools that possess the following characteristics: a 
good balance of qualified teachers, sufficient facilities, highly motivated students, adequate 
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scheduled learning and teaching hours, less crowded classroom capacity, and a good range of 
updated learning materials. OECD (2010) further elaborates that as far as the use of education funds 
is concerned, the following factors are used to indicate educational quality: “teachers’ salaries, 
teachers’ qualifications, the number of hours of instruction per year, and student-teaching staff 
ratios” (p. 14).  
These attempts to define and measure educational quality are countered by classroom studies 
such as the one conducted by Sanyal (2009) in Nicaragua. She argues that enhancing the quality of 
classroom instruction is complex and largely relies on factors such as teachers’ understanding about 
active-learning pedagogies, the nature of the parents’ and community engagement, the role of the 
local ministry personnel, and NGO staff members, as well as the level of support gained by the 
teachers in sharing their work concerns.  
Tikly and Barrett (2011) discuss educational quality from a social justice perspective in which 
three interrelated dimensions of quality are discussed: “inclusion, relevance and democracy” (p. 3). 
The inclusion dimension suggests that learners from different social and cultural backgrounds are 
given equal opportunities to access quality education which enables them to develop proficiencies, 
and to overcome cultural as well as organisational barriers that may impact on their learning. The 
relevance dimension requires meaningful learning outcomes valued by their communities and 
aligned with the nation’s development strategic plans. The democratic dimension is concerned 
about developing consensus on what constitutes quality and how public debates on quality at local, 
national and international levels are facilitated. While these authors claim that these dimensions are 
global, it can be argued that they are difficult to achieve in developing countries, especially those 
holding to the measurement of indicators such as those provided by the OECD. For example, the 
control by central government of the system of education in Indonesia through a centralised 
curriculum (Susetiawati, 2013), and examinations-based results (Lamb & Coleman, 2008) indicate 
that Indonesia could be a step removed from achieving these quality dimensions. Furthermore, in 
low income countries such as those in Latin America and the Caribbean, expansion of educational 
opportunities has not led to marked improvement in the reduction of income inequality, or poverty 
(Vegas & Petrow, 2008).  
Most of the studies of educational quality in Indonesia ignore the larger social dimensions 
outlined by Tikly and Barrett (2011) and focus rather on indicators that can be measured. For 
example, King (1998) argues that the poor quality of education is due to lack of financial spending 
per pupil, poorly trained teaching staff despite large sums of money spent on teacher training, 
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institutional rivalry and limited responsibility, lack of feedback and monitoring of the system, few 
incentives for good performance, lack of textbooks, limited autonomy of public schools and of 
principals who were predominantly controlled by the central government.  
The challenges in Indonesia illustrate OECD’s (2000) claim that some countries encounter 
difficulty in being able to match increases in participation with increases in resources. School 
expansion creates opportunities for new groups of students, requiring a broader range of options 
concerning “what, when, how and where to learn, and with added demographic pressure […] 
existing financing mechanisms may not prove to be adequate” (OECD, 2000, p. 10). Firman and 
Tola (2008) reported on several limitations in Indonesia that affect improving the quality of 
education including “learning facilities, inadequate quantity, quality, and welfare of teachers; and 
limitation in the budget for education” (p. 72). 
However, there are others who claim that the quality of teachers has had the most impact on 
the quality of education. Anen (1992) argues that the quality of education in Indonesia generally 
declined because of a drop in teacher quality, including characteristics such as teachers’ 
competence, socioeconomic status, qualifications, attitudes toward teaching and teacher 
distribution.  
It appears that improving the quality of school education in Indonesia requires attention to a 
broad range of factors beyond the quality of teachers. There is a wide range of factors contributing 
to the deficiency in school quality which require countries’ attention in order to seek solutions to 
those problems (Hanushek & Woessmann, 2007).  
This does not deny the importance of teacher quality, and in the context of this study, the 
quality of teachers of English in particular. Hanushek and Woessmann (2007) recommend that 
improving teacher quality begins by countries reflecting on effective teacher certification, 
encouraging the public recognition of achievements of both schools and teachers, and handing 
school control to parents through parents associations, as well as increasing the liability of teachers 
and head teachers.  
Demographically, achieving the standard of quality of education in Indonesia as the world’s 
fourth most populous country (Nielsen, 1998) is a great challenge. In a discussion by senior 
personnel of the House of Representatives (DPR RI) on current educational issues, teachers have 
been mentioned as the key to the improvement of educational quality and the government was 
recommended to act on this accordingly (Wedhaswary, 2012). 
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Similarly, the World Bank (2008) reports that for Indonesia to improve its educational 
quality, the following areas need to be addressed “teacher qualifications, the structure of teacher 
compensation, classroom quality, teacher attendance rates and class size” (p. 30). The Ministry of 
National Education (MENDIKNAS) as cited by Setiawan (2009) reports that more than 54% of a 
total of 2,603,650 Indonesian teachers are underqualified or do not hold a Bachelor degree 
qualification. This total number of teachers has risen to almost 3 million in 2012, and the number of 
underqualified teachers is 51% (Adhi Ksp, 2012; Wedhaswary, 2012).  This is aggravated by the 
high number of failing teachers—861,67 out of 2,6 million teachers attended the test in teacher 
certification. Uji Kemampuan Guru (National Teacher Competence Test) in 2012 for subject 
teachers indicated teachers’ low scores where the majority of them scored no higher than 50% out 
of 100% (Wedhaswary, 2012). A recent report by Susetiawati (2013) confirmed that 51% of 
Indonesian teachers are still identified as not competent. 
Meanwhile, data from the Sampoerna Foundation (cited in Syahril, 2007) showed that 87,133 
or 46.6% senior high school teachers from a total of 187,000 teachers are under qualified, that is, 
not holding a Bachelor degree qualification. The number of teachers awarded a certification has 
only reached a total of 23 per cent out of 2,7 million candidates (Saifudin, 2010). As reported by 
Adhi Ksp (2012) the data from MENDIKNAS revealed the number of competent teachers eligible 
to teach senior secondary level is 65%.  
With regards to ELT, (Lie, 2007) recommended that Indonesian EFL teachers needed to 
improve their own English proficiency, content knowledge, and ability to apply different teaching 
approaches. Lie called for further studies and the implementation of in-service professional learning 
programs for EFL teachers that are integrated with the teacher certification program.  Lie’s case is 
supported by the findings of several ELT studies in Indonesia which have reported that low salaries 
have led to teachers’ low proficiency and the tendency of higher qualified teachers to have an 
alternative income outside schools (Lamb & Coleman, 2008; Yuwono & Harbon, 2010). 
Dardjowidjojo (2000) highlighted the poor quality of English teachers in Java, and then claimed 
those English teachers outside Java are much worse. In addition, Lamb and Coleman (2008) assert 
that the quality of English teaching in Indonesian rural areas is lower than urban areas, due to 
poorly qualified teachers, shortage of in-service teacher training, or teachers without official status. 
These issues were all raised within my study and will be referred to later in this thesis.  
Indonesia also has the challenge of redesigning teachers’ salary and incentive structures to 
attract and retain highly qualified teachers. Ironically, in 2011 the Indonesian government spent 
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56% of the nation’s budget on teachers’ salaries and welfare and this will increase every year 
(Wedhaswary, 2012). This is higher than the 20% state budget allocation for education (Setiawan, 
2009). Clearly, the government’s commitment to upgrade teachers’ quality has resulted in the need 
to increase the budget for teachers’ welfare/salary as part of the move to teacher certification. 
The overall objective of teacher certification is not only to improve teachers’ welfare, but also 
to enhance their competencies and professionalism. Nevertheless, this program has not necessarily 
led to improvements in educational quality and improved student achievements (Fahmi, Maulana, & 
Yusuf, 2011). Maulia (2008) reports that certification mechanisms have low levels of validity and 
reliability. For example, a one-day seminar or a week’s training does not necessarily improve 
competency as it depends on the kind of seminar and there is often no change in teacher’s ways of 
teaching after attending. The certification program in Indonesia has driven teachers to aim for 
quantity, that is numbers of hours of training completed at top-down, one-shot professional learning 
activities outside schools that will increase the points they collect for their portfolios (Halim, 2011). 
There are also issues related to models of top-down professional learning as problematic in creating 
change. These are explored in the next section.  
Top-Down Professional Learning  
Research has reported the failures of traditional fragmented top-down professional learning 
and one-size-fits-all professional development programs in improving classroom practices 
(Lieberman & Pointer Mace, 2008). Jaquith, Mindich, Wei, and Darling-Hammond (2010) report 
minimal impact of one-shot professional development workshops because of their limited 
connection to classroom practices, further supports or follow up with teachers. Likewise, Honan et 
al. (2012) argue that “top down” approaches to professional learning are not sustainable, so 
‘organic’ local professional learning is required” (p. 14). 
The certification process in Indonesia has relied heavily on one-off top-down professional 
development. This approach has proved to be ineffective because it benefits only a small number of 
teachers (Anen, 1992; Sari & Lim, 2012; Sari, 2012; Supriatna, 2009), and has limited relevance to 
teachers’ own needs as learners (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Borko, 2004; Mertler, 2013, 2016; Putnam & 
Borko, 1997). McNiff (2002) contends that when professional learning programs are driven by 
trainers, the focus is on teaching and transferring knowledge from the trainers to teachers instead of 
highlighting the needs of the teachers. Trainers will ensure that correct practice has been applied 
(McNiff, 2002). However, when, for example, action research as a professional learning model 
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originates from the teachers as learners, the programs will reflect the teacher learners’ own needs 
(McNiff, 2002).  
Professional learning also needs to be school-based to effectively enable professional learning 
activities including action research to occur (Easton, 2008; Pedder, Storey, & Opfer, 2008). 
Teachers’ learning is complex which is why formally structured and top down professional learning 
activities are not always ideal.  The current practice of top-down teacher professional learning in 
Indonesia has been described as conservative (Friesen & Clifford, 2003). Such a conservative 
approach, according to Sari (2012), positions teachers as an information provider, task dispenser, 
and assessor instead of facilitator for students to become critical thinkers, problem solvers, and 
collaborative team members.   
Top-down professional development in public schools in Indonesia marginalises teachers in 
remote schools as it is either run in provincial education offices (Anen, 1992; Supriatna, 2009), or 
in large central locations (Easton, 2008). Supriatna (2009) reports an example of in-service teacher 
training in West Java where participation was limited to two teachers per subject per district to 
attend intensive three-days training. Thus the programs may benefit only a small number of 
individuals.  
Current training programs also deploy a lecture-centred mode for 10-13 hours a day which 
may cause boredom and fatigue (Supriatna, 2009). Moreover, the top down training designs do not 
necessarily meet school needs. This is further weakened by the fact that district offices have no 
capacities in designing programs that enable teachers within districts to share ideas and experiences 
(Supriatna, 2009). All this has caused difficulties in applying theoretical ideas into practice, and 
teachers eventually return to their old method of teaching as a result (Supriatna, 2009). Similar 
situations and low quality activities are reported by (Sari & Lim, 2012).  
There is some contradiction here in that while the Indonesian Government’s policy requires 
the use of CBAR for teacher certification, the way in which this policy is implemented is through a 
top-down professional learning model. To explain this contradiction further, the concept of action 
research is discussed in the next section.  
The Concept of Action Research  
Action research was introduced in the educational field through the work of Kurt Lewin in the 
mid 1940s (Burns, 2005a; Hopkins, 2008; Kemmis, 1994; Koshy, 2005; McKay, 2006). Action 
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research has been defined, explained, and interpreted by many authors, with some agreement on 
specific issues such as teachers researching their own classroom issues, problems, or concerns, 
while others focus on more democratic and political issues involving wider groups of stakeholders. 
The consensus in the literature is that action research involves action and research where action 
refers to teachers identifying problems in their teaching context and finding solutions to these 
problems through reflective practices. This in turn leads to new understandings of how and why 
improvement has ensued. In this study, I use the definition of Elliott (1991) which defines action 
research as “the study of a social situation with a view to improving the quality of action within it” 
(p. 69). This implies the reason for doing action research which is “to improve the quality of 
teaching and learning as well as the conditions under which teachers and students work in schools” 
(Altrichter, Posch, & Somekh, 1993, p. 4). Additionally, in this study I predominantly focus on 
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers undertaking research on their classroom teaching 
issues.  
As action research is often used in educational research, and most teachers use it to focus on 
classroom issues, it is often school-based (Wilson, 2009), and more specifically classroom-based, 
and usually uses qualitative methods (Richards, 2009). According to McNiff and Whitehead (2011), 
action researchers are also called “insider researchers” because they are included as research 
participants who ask themselves individually or collectively whether there are problems with their 
practice and how to solve them. However, McNiff and Whitehead (2011) claim there is not such a 
clear cut category of the insider and outsider within action research because some people position 
themselves somewhere between the two. Action research requires a cyclical process. Kemmis and 
McTaggart (1988) developed an action research process called “the action research spiral” (p. 11) 
as shown in the following Figure. The spiral includes activities such as Plan, Act and Observe, 
Reflect, (Revised) Plan, Act and Observe, and Reflect. 
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Figure 5.  The action research spiral (adapted from Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988). 
Kemmis (1982, p. 7) elaborates the cyclical spiral as follows: first, to develop a plan of action 
to improve what is already happening; second, to act to implement the plan; third, to observe the 
effects of action in the context in which it occurs; fourth, to reflect on these effects as a basis for 
further planning, subsequent action and on, through a succession of cycles. 
The recursive or cyclical process suggests that the process is endless because the outcomes of 
the research will lead the researcher to take action that in turn generates further questions for 
research (Craig, 2009; McNiff, 2002; Punch, 2009). Other action researchers have described the 
cyclical spiral as reflective action cycles (Lewin, 1946) or flow diagrams (Elliott, 1991). Some 
authors argue that there should not be any restriction about which model is the most appropriate one 
to use. Altrichter et al. (1993) and Dick (2000) agree that each action research project regardless of 
its scale bears its own distinctive features, hence it is wiser not to rigidly design a model which may 
restrict the various paths of action research that others may pursue. This is supported by other 
authors such as Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2011) who have developed the basic action research 
model above into 8 cycles/stages: first, identify, evaluate, and formulate a problem; second, consult 
with other interested parties; third, review research literature; fourth, modify/redefine the initial 
statement of the problem; fifth, enumerate the research design including the participants, materials 
selection and procedures; sixth, specify how the project will be evaluated on a continual basis; 
seventh, implement the project and collect data; and eighth, analyse the data, draw inferences, and 
evaluate the project. Burns (1999) perceives action research process in her action research studies in 
Plan
Act & 
Observe
Reflect
Revised 
Plan
Act & 
Observe
Reflect
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Australia as “a series of interrelated experiences” in which the following stages are encompassed 
“exploring, identifying, planning, collecting data, analysing/reflecting, hypothesising/speculating, 
intervening, observing, reporting, writing, presenting” (p. 35). 
Action research can be done individually or collaboratively, but literature has indicated that it 
is often best undertaken as a collaborative work by groups or researchers acting collectively (Burns, 
1999; Cohen & Manion, 1999; Kemmis & McTaggart, 1982). Kemmis (1994, p. 46) describes two 
main schools of thought about action research; one is more collaborative where it is based on the 
idea of a “critical educational science,” while the other is more individualistic based on the idea of 
“practical reasoning and the reflective practitioner”. However, he has warned that researchers may 
be trapped into focusing too much on one than the other. Kemmis further encourages us to carefully 
view the difference between the two:  
whether (on the one hand) they are to be interpreted as a means of improving 
professional practice primarily at the local, classroom level within the capacities of 
individuals and the constraints of educational institutions and organisations, or (on the 
other) whether they are to be interpreted as an approach to changing education and 
schooling in a broader sense (1994, p. 46). 
This indicates practitioners or researchers have a choice of using action research to research 
either about a classroom issue or a wider social issue, and those options share equal importance 
depending on their goals. Koshy (2005) reiterates that the development of action research over the 
past few decades suggests different models of action research have been developed, each with 
unique appeal to practitioner researchers. Although I am aware of other kinds of action research 
such as emancipatory action research and participatory action research, the kind of action research I 
intended to implement in my study was collaborative research. Through such collaborative work, 
mutually beneficial relationships are created between teachers as practitioners and external 
researchers with research expertise (Bruce, Flynn, & Stagg-Peterson, 2011). In this collaborative 
work, equal partnerships are highly valued (Ross, Rolheiser, & Hogaboam-Gray, 1999) in order to 
limit teachers’ lack of ownership and resistance in the research process (Frankham & Howes, 2006).  
It can be said that action research involves participation and collaboration of all those 
involved in the process. In this study I will use the term collaborative because the emphasis in the 
CBAR projects that were studied was on teacher collaboration in small scale classroom contexts.  
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Teacher Professional Learning and Classroom-Based Action Research 
Literature in social policy and educational research increasingly emphasises professional 
learning programs in the context of lifelong learning (Pitsoe & Letseka, 2014). Instead of requiring 
individuals to engage in learning and knowledge production to meet formal requirements such as 
certification, it is generally expected that individuals engage in learning “on a discretionary basis” 
and assume responsibilities for their own learning and future opportunities (Nerland, 2012, p. 195). 
As adult learners, the teachers in my study should be positioned and position themselves as 
independent learners who are able to make their own decisions on what to do and how to do it. For 
example, which topic of CBAR they are interested in investigating and how they wish to proceed 
with this, as well as the benefit of participating in this project for their future career opportunities.  
Foucault (1997) considers this independence as a sense of freedom where individuals are 
authorized to govern themselves, use their agency and control their goals. Nerland (2012) further 
argues that professional learning as a continuous process throughout one individual’s life involves 
both one’s participation in shared or collective learning activities through formal demands but also 
through reflective practices that interplay with knowledge. The point is, that in fostering CBAR as a 
professional learning model in this study, I was aware that, apart from the teachers’ freedom in their 
engagement in this study through the process of self-formation, they may take up multiple positions 
in their power relations with their peers and myself. Their identities are constructed through 
knowledge structure and organization.  
Foucault’s analysis of power refers to disciplinary power which is democratic and 
participatory (Brookfield, 2001). This can be seen in learner-centered models of classroom activities 
that constitute Foucault’s ideas on reflective practices and technologies of the self. In these 
activities, individual identity is formed through the reflection and the reflection itself produces the 
“truth” of the individual self (Foucault, 1991, 2003). Some of the learning activities in my study 
that were chosen to reflect these ideas are the reflective journals and group discussion (Brookfield, 
2001). These will be discussed in Chapter 4 in relation to methodology.  
Studies reviewed by Zeichner (2003) report that one-shot and unconnected professional 
development programs are not ideal but continue to be used. However, efforts have been made to 
discard such programs and improve teacher learning by engaging teachers in research and reflection 
with their colleagues on common issues found and related to their daily routines at work, a form of 
learning which respects teachers’ existing knowledge and experience (Zeichner, 2003). Moreover, 
fast changing societies and the consequent instability have driven some countries’ education 
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systems to start building “a more dynamic culture of teaching and learning in schools” (Altrichter et 
al., 1993, p. 5). Althrichter et al. further claimed that these new models demand all school 
personnel, including administrators, reflect on their practice, be more analytical, and enhance their 
schools’ future development through practical actions and continuous monitoring of their results.  
CBAR was considered to be ideal to be implemented in this study as a professional learning 
model for EFL teachers at the school level (Easton, 2008; Pedder, Storey, & Opfer, 2008). CBAR 
projects encourage reflective practices and technologies of the self in the process of improving 
teachers’ classroom practices. As a technology of improvement initiated by the Indonesian 
government, CBAR is expected to broaden teachers’ knowledge, pedagogy and assessment, as well 
as improve teachers’ professional competency. The use of action research as a professional learning 
model is explored in the next section.  
Action Research as a Professional Learning Model 
Action research as a professional learning model was developed in Europe and the USA and 
has been widely used across the world with the primary aim of supporting educational reforms 
(Somekh & Zeichner, 2009). Somekh and Zeichner identified the enactment of action research in 
five contexts: during political turmoil (e.g., in Namibia, South Africa, Russia, and Spain); part of 
school reformation and teacher development under state sponsorship (e.g., in Singapore, Japan, and 
Hong Kong); as a means to control teachers (as in USA); as a reform movement led by a university 
(e.g., in Austria, South Africa, Israel, Thailand, and China); and as a sustainable and systemic 
reform of local teachers’ professional learning funded by the local government (e.g., in USA). As 
the focus of their review was to investigate how action research was used in local contexts to 
support educational reforms, most of the studies revealed action research to be part of a wide social 
and political movement rather than teacher practical research on their classroom practices. Thus the 
question that arises is that despite its Western origin, can action research be implemented to achieve 
similar educational and social reforms in a country such as Indonesia?  
Many authors claim action research can be used as a professional learning model including 
Educational Research and Development Council (cited in Burns, 2005b), Easton (2008), Elliott 
(1991), Koshy (2005), Leitch and Day (2000), McNiff and Whitehead (2011), Opfer and Pedder 
(2011). McNiff and Whitehead (2011) argue that: “Action research has become increasingly 
popular around the world as a form of professional learning. It has been particularly well developed 
in education, specifically in teaching, and is now used widely across the profession” (p. 7). With 
regard to action research in second language teaching, it has continued to attract second language 
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teacher researchers (Burns, 2010; Richards, 2009) where it has been seen as a flexible approach to 
research as well as professional learning (Crookes, 1993). 
Nevertheless, action research projects vary in results (Noffke & Somekh, 2005). Despite some 
of the challenges for teachers doing action research such as demands on teachers’ extra time, the 
difficulties of avoiding bias as teachers research their own practice, and conflicts between doing 
research and teaching at the same time, action research can lead to improved individual and 
collective practices (Public Education Network cited in Brown, 2002). Altrichter et al. (1993) 
contend that their action research project experiences have indicated that with support and 
opportunities, teachers are able to undertake action research with success. Altrichter et al. (1993) 
further insist that through action research, teachers develop their professional competency, as well 
as broaden their knowledge which in turn can be passed on to other stakeholders such as colleagues, 
students, parents and the wider public.  
Other studies have reported successful outcomes. For example, Fergusion-Patrick’s (2007) 
action research study on developing students’ writing skills at a primary school in New South 
Wales (NSW), demonstrated positive results. Through observations and interventions, students 
were able to develop their writing skills through collaboration where they shared strengths, 
expertise, encouragement, assistance and peer tutoring. Similarly, Torrance and Pryor (2001) report 
changes in classroom practice in respect of clarification and communication of assessment criteria 
to learners at primary schools in England through collaborative action research approach with two 
university researchers and one group of teacher researchers. Trent (2003) reports that successful 
outcomes of his research resulted from the collaborative research approach he used with his first 
graders in an urban elementary school in the United States. Both Trent and his students kept 
journals to identify problems with teacher centredness in the classroom. Brown (2002) indicates that 
her study on four teachers’ perceptions of the influences of action research on their thinking about 
instructional practices showed positive impacts on the overall teacher role, teachers’ knowledge 
about teaching, teaching practices, and reflective practices.  
All these studies report successful outcomes of CBAR in western countries through some 
distinctive aspects: collaborations of teacher and students and among teachers themselves, a six 
months length of study, use of technology, well-designed methods and well supported partnerships 
with university researchers. I was aware of these issues when designing my own study and decided 
that I needed therefore to encourage collaboration among the teachers as a whole group and to plan 
for the project to operate for 6 months. I was aware that the use of technology could only work if 
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the internet was available in the rural area of Indonesia I had selected as a site. I needed also to 
encourage both practical and emotional forms of support at the school level for the teachers 
engaged in my project.  
In contrast with the above studies undertaken in Western countries, the study of Faoagali 
(2012) is meaningful in terms of understanding how action research can be used as professional 
learning in Samoa—a developing country. Faoagali focused both on teachers’ learning and her own 
learning as a facilitator where she was involved in the research as partly insider and outsider as she 
researched teachers’ learning and her own learning. Among the challenges reported by Faoagali 
were unpredictable weather, lack of time for teachers due to school and family issues that affected 
teachers’ time for any forms of professional learning. Although I was not researching my own 
learning in my study, I was aware of my roles as a researcher and facilitator in the CBAR project, 
and possible multiple positions taken up by myself and the participants. Her insights into her status 
as both insider and outsider were especially helpful.  
In their study on action research as an alternative professional learning model in Papua New 
Guinea (PNG), Honan, Evans, Muspratt et al. (2012) focused on teachers’ roles as insiders. Their 
aim was to maintain the sustainability of action research as a strategy for teachers to continue 
practising beyond the completion of the project. Honan et al. had involved other stakeholders such 
as the National Research Institute officials in PNG as facilitators. The study highlighted several 
dilemmas including insufficient time for the implementation of the project, absence of participants 
due to office commitments, student assessment priorities and report writing as well as other internal 
training. The findings of the study suggested that despite these difficulties, action research can be 
used and sustained as it is an “organic” model or “grassroot model” (Honan, Evans, Muspratt et al., 
2012, p. 738). The question arose as to whether the same challenges and outcomes would be 
encountered in Indonesia. Some of these issues are considered in Chapter 4 and later in the analysis 
chapters of this thesis.  
Studies in other non-western and developing contexts also provided diverse results. Due to 
word limitations in this thesis, only research in a small number of these developing countries can be 
discussed here including Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Lao, Nepal, Turkey, Brazil and South 
Africa. Pardhan’s (2005) action research study on the development of pedagogical content 
knowledge (PCK) of science teachers to promote the teaching of science in Pakistan supports 
collaborative action research and critical reflection for better development of PCK, and also found 
that teachers (with support) could build a community of learners. However, the collaborations and 
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development of trust were challenging since such collaborations and trust are relatively new and 
rare in Pakistan (Pardhan, 2005). These conclusions were supported by Ashraf and Rarieya’s (2008) 
study in Pakistani that suggests that resolving the tensions in the development of trust and open-
mindedness is a time-consuming process. Harun and Al-Amin (2013) mention that in the 
Bangladesh context (especially in rural areas) continuous teacher development to improve their 
ESL/EFL classroom practice at school levels through reflective teaching and action research is 
hindered by the top-down structure, lack of support to teacher development, teachers’ reluctance to 
share knowledge, experiences and issues due to their anxiety of damaged reputations, and teachers’ 
lack of competence in English especially communicative language teaching (CLT) practices.  
Action research is still not well established in the majority of Malaysian schools (Dzakiria, 
Mohamed, Hisham, Malek, and Said, 2007). Dzakiria et al. (2007) report that their action research 
using peer observations as ways to improve teachers’ learning, sharing and collaborating was 
successful. However, some challenges of implementing action research in the Malaysian context 
include time constraints and heavy workloads (Nor’Azah, 2007; Othman, 2011), lack of support 
from administrators (Nor’Azah, 2007), teachers’ lack of knowledge and skills in doing action 
research (Norasmah & Chia, 2015). However, Meerah, Halim, Rahman, Harun, and Abdullah 
(2011) report that a collaborative action research in some Malaysian primary schools contributed to 
improved teachers’ classroom teaching practices of Science, Mathematics, and Language. 
Meanwhile, in the Lao context, Bounyasone, Dahlström, Keosada, and Silfver (2014) assert that 
action research initiatives are frequently driven by an international donor which recurrently conveys 
a market-driven and competitive educational reform movement that values test scores at the 
expense of the collective professionalism of schools and teachers. In their attempt to introduce a 
new action research approach Bounyasone et al. (2014) applied action research based on 
participants’ local practices without the interferences of both global and national policies on 
educational practices. These authors deployed critical approach and humanistic perspectives in their 
study. Although my theoretical perspectives differ from these authors, their work provides an 
understanding and awareness of daring to conduct an action research that does not necessarily 
comply with international influences and national policies. However, this also means that the 
outcomes of the action research process have little influences on the national levels especially 
policy makers, which in turn for instance in the Indonesian context might oppose the government’s 
focus on national exams and standardised curriculum. Nevertheless, a critical message of their study 
is that action research should not be viewed as a rigid and often repetitive task for teachers and 
student teachers to work towards external evaluation—instead practitioners possess freedom to 
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develop their own projects (Bounyasone & Keoasada, 2011; Chounlamany & Khounphilaphanh, 
2011).  
Joshi’s (2007) classroom action research study on improving English competence in Nepal 
reported the success of his action research in helping to develop his learners’ skills of speaking 
English through story telling activities. Thapa (2016) also reports a positive result of her action 
research study carried out with her English language students. Her study led her to improve her 
classroom teaching using a range of classroom activities that help boost her students’ ability to 
speak English. She also found that her use of both English and Nepali contributed to her improved 
English teaching practices where it became more motivating, effective, easier and more interesting 
to her students. In contrast, Negi’s (2016) study shows that though secondary level teachers in 
research poor areas in Nepal were familiar with the basic concept of action research, they rarely 
practiced it due to insufficient time, lack of support and of research skills. All these studies focused 
on practical classroom based and non-collaborative action research as these teacher researchers 
conducted their action research on an individual basis. Despite their varied use of literature and 
clear stages of the action research process was evident in their studies, their use of theoretical 
perspectives was not straightforward. It also shows the difficulties of using theoretical perspectives 
for action teacher researchers, and I need to be aware of this in my own study. However, this work 
has provided useful information for my study in respect of the impact of the action research in 
developing country contexts and some of the challenges in implementation. 
While Cabaroglu (2014) reports a successful action research study in Turkey which impacted 
positively on English language teacher candidates’ self-efficacy, beliefs and additional positive 
learning experiences, Franco and Lisita (2004) report the limits and possibilities of action research 
in the Brazilian context. These authors argue that the possible goal of action research is to create 
teacher autonomy and/or empowerment; however, in the Brazilian context, they argue that teachers 
appear to be powerless in all school levels particularly in regards to their influence in schools, 
curriculum, and teaching and administrative organisational structure matters. It is a challenge, 
Franco and Lisita (2004) claim, to create circumstances that enable teachers to be empowered in 
these aspects. This is an important lesson for my own action research study.  
Through her own action research study conducted with teachers in South Africa under a post-
apartheid era, Walker (1993) found how difficult it was for teachers to be an innovator of their 
teaching practice, curriculum shaper, and knowledge provider. The action research process itself—
change and development—according to Walker, was not smooth and straightforward. Instead “it 
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was difficult, recursive, uneven and messy” (1993, p. 100). As a facilitator, Walker (1993, p. 100) 
also found the research “exhausting, frustrating, emotionally demanding, and methodologically 
confusing at times!”. This is a critical point for my own study, that I needed to be aware of. Walker 
(1993) also adds that being reflective is insufficient without having both models of quality practice 
and technical teaching skills (participants and facilitators) to assist them in their learning and 
development with new ideas for teaching practices. Walker (1993, p. 106) maintains that action 
research is possible and relevant in the South African context with two conditions; first, action 
research needs to be supported by changed working conditions which include structural and 
political change, and a culture of teaching that accommodates and appreciates innovation. Thus the 
length of action research study needs to be carefully considered. 
Using a transformative learning perspective emphasising collaborative inquiry and critical 
reflection on and in action, Gravett (2002) conducted action research y in South Africa. Gravett’s 
(2002) findings suggest that the three institutions she studied illustrated different trends; one of 
them suggests participants’ very positive and enthusiastic responses with some difficulties with 
implementation, another one suggests that the majority advocated dialogic teaching introduced 
through the study but struggled with implementation, and the last one indicates  the majority of the 
participants regress to their old teacher-centred approach and some express major misconceptions 
about dialogic teaching. One of the key issues reported in this study was that the dialogic teaching 
approach introduced through this action research study were deemed positive but the teachers did 
not yet feel comfortable applying it in their teaching practices. More workshops and support were 
required to help these participants feel confident in transforming their teaching. Another key issue 
of this study was that a transformation of teaching practice did not necessarily follow 
teachers’responsiveness to change, their evidence of transformative learning within a teaching 
development process and their positive experience of the process. This indicates that being realistic 
with a researcher’s expectations of the outcomes of the research is very crucial, and therefore, 
sufficient time in implementation needs to be taken into account. 
In contrast, Aldridge, Fraser and Sebela (2004) used constructivist learning theory in their 
action research study in South Africa in response to the country’s initiative to transition to a new 
curriculum that emphasised lifelong learning for all South Africans regardless of colour, race, or 
sex. These authors found that their action research project impacted positively on the teachers’ 
Mathematics teaching where the classrooms were positivively transformed from teacher centred to 
learner centred approaches. In addition, this study suggests that although the teacher researchers 
complained about time consumption in their journal writing, it was still a useful activity.  
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The above action research studies in developing country contexts also reveal the presence and 
absence of theoretical perspectives in the implementations of action research in these contexts. All 
these challenges and issues in the action research implementation outside Indonesia and developing 
country contexts were useful to informing the development and planned implementation of my own 
action research studies in the developing country context in Indonesia.  
One action research study with close connections to my research was by Burns and 
Rochsantiningsih (2006) and involved ten EFL teachers from seven high schools in Surakarta, 
central Java, Indonesia. The group worked collaboratively through sharing ideas and discussions 
with other teachers in their action research project. There were one or two teachers represented from 
each school. The focus of their study was on how action research could be used to improve practice, 
respond to teaching and learning problems, and create a new approach to professional learning.  
The study reported both successes and difficulties. The authors found that action research led 
to positive effects on teachers’ sense of empowerment and autonomy as well as gaining new 
knowledge which they had not experienced in other forms of professional learning. The teachers’ 
action research had resulted in improved students’ learning, motivation, improved test scores as 
well as teachers’ confidence and motivation to try out new ways of teaching or solve problems that 
existed in their teaching, and there were better relationships between teachers and students. The 
difficulties were grouped into three major areas: general problems including time management, lack 
of funds, work overload; research problems such as diary and research report writing; and 
individual problems embracing lack of confidence, motivation and energy in completing the 
research, teaching facilities, criticism from peers and conflict with school priorities. The findings 
demonstrate that although teachers managed their own research, guidance and assistance in 
conducting research was extremely important.  
Burns and Rochsantiningsih’s (2006) study involved teachers who lived and worked in central 
Java, which is a developed region, and their previous experiences in other forms of professional 
learning programs influenced their understandings of issues in their teaching. In addition, their 
schools had frequently been research sites which may have affected their knowledge and/or 
experience with programs offered by external researchers and their ability to compare how action 
research and other types of professional learning program differed. I have described in Chapter 1 
the specific context of the school where my study was located and in Chapter 4 I will describe the 
vastly different experiences and backgrounds of the teachers working in this remote area.  
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There have been other action research projects conducted in Indonesia with teachers working 
in other subject areas (for example, Bahri Ys, Mara, Yamin, AB, and Dhin, 2011; Lim, Pagram, & 
Nastiti, 2009; Susilo, 2009; and Sukmayadi et al., 2011). Susilo (2009) involved sixty practising 
teachers of math and science at a junior high school in East Java, Indonesia. She reported that her 
action research yielded positive results with some challenges such as time management, family 
commitment, lack of confidence in doing the research and limited funds. Bahri Ys et al. (2011) 
report that the action research carried out in one of the rural elementary schools studied in Aceh was 
overall unsuccessful. The main reason for the ineffectiveness in this school was the lack of 
understanding of the “Active Learning” teaching approach introduced and the lack of leadership 
support. Unsuccessful results were also reported by Sukmayadi et al. (2011) on action research 
conducted by student teachers at elementary schools in West Java, Indonesia. The ineffectiveness of 
the action research was due primarily to problems with distant learning programs known as 
Universitas Terbuka (Open University) in which adequate delivery of action research concepts and 
research supervision via virtual communication was difficult. A similar study was conducted by 
Sukarni, Winarni, and Nirmayanti (2009). Sukarni et al. (2009) engaged six English teachers of one 
Catholic Senior High School with positive outcomes but suggested that having teachers collaborate 
in all activities was a challenge.  
Despite the problems reported in these studies, suggestions have been made that CBAR 
should continue to be introduced and implemented in schools as a professional learning model in 
Indonesia. The challenges to this implementation are many, including that teachers are seldom 
considered capable of doing research (Cain, 2011). Efforts made by the government of Indonesia to 
deliver workshops on CBAR have limited success: only a few have been delivered (Burns & 
Rochsantiningsih, 2006), and these have not been well managed (Bjork, 2004), and the quality has 
been poor (Sukmayadi et al., 2011), due to the lack of personnel or adequately trained trainers 
(Evans et al., 2009). Many lecturers—as the facilitators of action research in Indonesia—have not 
been trained in classroom action research themselves, and most have no experience conducting 
action research (Milligan, 2011). Generally action research as a professional learning tool has not 
been widely introduced (Burns & Rochsantiningsih, 2006).  
Clearly, as a new model for teachers’ professional learning the concept and implementation of 
action research is still not well promoted and developed. Interestingly, a Google Scholar search 
indicates there are hundreds of studies claiming to be classroom-based action research found in 
undergraduate theses and reported in the Indonesian language (see e.g., Astari, 2010; Astriningrum, 
2011; Miatun, 2011). However, the majority of these undergraduate CBAR studies reveal similar 
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problems and highlight the limitations of robust and sound CBAR studies at the undergraduate level 
in Indonesia. Despite the action research claimed as their research designs, there is no indication of 
how the action research was actually implemented. Instead what appears to be action research in 
these authors’ studies is that the research is classroom-based and not necessarily CBAR. This 
endorses the claim of Carr and Kemmis (1986) that some action research fails to meet the 
requirements of action research and “cannot seriously lay claim to the title ‘action research’ at all” 
(p. 166).  
I expect that my study will contribute to the promotion of and development of action research 
in Indonesia. My study aimed for improvement in three areas: the improvement of the participants’ 
practice, the improvement of the participants’ understanding of their practice, and the improvement 
of the situation in which the participants’ practice takes place. This meant that those involved in this 
practice should be engaged in all of its stages of planning, acting, observing and reflecting (Carr & 
Kemmis, 1986). My study also aimed to reach the minimal requirements for action research as 
proposed by Carr and Kemmis (1986) which include three conditions: first, that CBAR in this study 
is considered a social practice; second, that CBAR proceeds through a cyclical process of planning, 
acting, observing and reflecting with each of these activities being systematically and critically 
implemented and interconnected; third, that the project involves those responsible for the practice in 
each of the stages and that they maintain collaborative control of the process. The differences 
between these intentions and the enacted study are explored in the chapter on Messy Research.  
In summary, conclusions that can be drawn from the action research literature in Indonesia are 
that action research has involved Science, Maths and English teachers, but is still very limited; has 
been closely connected to teacher education programs; has primarily engaged between six to sixty 
teachers; has generally involved one to four schools; has been mostly focused on Java/western 
Indonesian provinces, has been successfully conducted mostly in urban schools which are more 
developed but has been unsuccessful in rural schools, has not yet been conducted in eastern 
provinces of Indonesia, and has not been studied in alignment with regional autonomy and/or 
decentralised education policy and teacher certification program.  
Thus there is still work to be done on action research as a professional learning model in the 
educational context in Indonesia in the following areas: the focus on less advantaged and rural 
schools with limited resources, particularly in eastern parts of Indonesia and EFL teaching; 
introducing classroom-based action research at school levels to cater for current in-service teachers 
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who have no experience of action research, or new teachers to develop their skills in the context of  
the central government’s teacher certification initiative to improve teacher quality and performance.  
What Does it Mean to be a Teacher? 
In much of the discussion above there are claims about “quality” teachers and teaching. In the 
education reform policies and in the Indonesian government move to teacher certification there are 
assumptions made about what teachers are, and what teachers do. First, I discuss this in global 
contexts with some general references to Indonesia, and then move to a more detailed analysis of 
the Indonesian context.  
There is a nexus between school and society, and teachers are seen as a “figure” who 
possesses a “certain complex cultural-symbolic field” and the figure is seen as of a critical 
association with the notion of authority (Green, 1998, p. 177). A further critical factor here, as 
asserted by Green, is the cultural and pedagogical network between language and authority, within 
the contexts of both school and society. In classroom situations, for instance, what a 
normative/traditional classroom would represent is that teachers speak and students listen, or 
students read and write in silence. This also indicates active and passive relations, where teachers 
demonstrate active and directive roles in the classroom while students are passive and reactive. In 
addition, it represents power relations where teachers are powerful and students are powerless. This 
represents the dominant cultural views of teaching in the Indonesian context at most school levels 
where teachers are considered the source of knowledge and a trusted model for students based on an 
assumption of what a teacher should be and is expected to do, which is popularly known as guru 
(Hallinger, 2005; Dardjowijojo, 2003; Marcellino, 2008; Sutjiono, 2005; Bjork, 2013). This is to be 
further discussed in the next section.  
Teaching is considered a contested category in cultural and curriculum discourse (Willis, cited 
in Green, 1998), and it is likely so in the current educational climate, in Indonesia and elsewhere. 
This suggests that teaching can be viewed within the framework of educational paradigms where it 
allows us to see a classroom as operating in either a traditional (Willis, cited in Green, 1998) or 
modern system (Hamilton, 1989). In connecting these types of classroom operation with how 
teachers identify themselves as effective teachers or not, it is essential to consider Huberman’s 
(1993) argument against teacher collaborations. He states that in the artisan model of teaching 
where teachers’ strong individualism and context-sensitivity are highly valued teacher collaboration 
is disregarded. Huberman (1993) argues that teachers’ personal work satisfaction relies on their 
interactions with learners rather than their colleagues. Huberman’s (1993) claim is deep-rooted in 
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his long time research on teachers’ instructional practices and careers where conditions of teaching 
impeded teachers from working together. One major point that Huberman (1993) made was that 
policies around effective workplaces, the communitarian movement, and the effective school 
movement did not benefit teachers but instead diminished their teaching practice to the task of 
preparing students for standardised tests. This situation is similar to the Indonesian context where 
teachers are preserving traditional classroom practices regardless of the nation’s progressive 
initiative towards developing classroom practices that require teacher to collaborate in their 
professional learning and development through classroom-based action research.  
In the Indonesian context, regardless of the level of educational qualifications teachers may 
have, Mutohar (2016) asserts that daily classroom activities focus on teachers and students working 
towards exam preparation. This is the reason for the teachers’s tendency, according to Mutohar 
(2016), to explain lessons in an abstract way, then students are asked to complete worksheets 
following up from this explanation. Such practices confirm Huberman’s (1993) concern although 
other literature on non-traditional classrooms and teacher collaboration have challenged his 
position. For example, Dunstan et al. (1989) contend that to be a teacher means to work 
collaboratively to improve teaching quality, learn from each other, support each other, discuss and 
share each other’s work, comment and evaluate each other’s work, talk about the values and goals 
that drive their teaching, self-reflect on each other’s classroom teaching. Talbert and McLaughlin 
(2002) challenged Huberman’s (1993) findings arguing that teacher artisanship is influenced, for 
better or worse, by the model of professional learning community. These authors argue that in weak 
teacher communities, the most innovative teachers are demoralised by the dearth of collaborative 
work among their peers, and in strong traditional communities, teacher artisanship was squashed or 
banished by the standardised curriculum and assessments that control students’ learning. 
Conversely, strong collaborative teacher communities provoked teaching artisanship through 
sustaining teachers’ commitment to improving practice, dialogue and collaboration, and inventing 
and sharing effective classroom practices.  
Darling-Hammond, Wei and Andree (2010) suggest that teacher collaboration helps improve 
teaching quality as teachers have opportunities to discuss their teaching methods and plan their 
lessons which requires extra hours apart from teaching. Planning lessons is a critical factor as it is 
part of what it means to be a teacher (Gose, 2014). This collaborative work however remains a 
challenge in Indonesian educational reform (The World Bank Office Jakarta, 2010; Chang et al., 
2013).  
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Molan (cited in Tomescu 2011) states that being a teacher is not only a matter of being an 
information provider and assessor to the learners; instead being a teacher requires certain skills that 
can shape and develop at their own speed and desires. More importantly, being a teacher means to 
have influence on learners’ lives and every teacher is responsible for his or her job in the eyes of the 
learners’ parents and the whole society. Molan further asserts that a real teacher does not only 
consider mastery of content knowledge, but he/she first of all makes the learners independent users 
of what have been taught. This is a very challenging idea, and the production of independent 
learners is likely to be difficult due to the dominance of rote learning in the Indonesian context, and 
the cultural values emphasising respect for elders within families and the broader society (Zulfikar, 
2013) in which children are often taught to obey the elders without having to express their creative 
thinking. Zulfikar (2013) further maintains that students are not used to independent learning and go 
to school uninspired, hoping their teachers to provide them with what to do and how to do it.  
Teaching is also seen as a way of educating learners about making decisions from a range of 
available options for self-expression and self-discovery and as a tool for inspiring young 
generations through the examination of powerful stories and purposeful writers (Sieben, 2013). To 
be a teacher also means that she/he is able to encourage students to look at the way things are and 
make plans for improvement as well as be the change agents that affect human life and culture and 
together, teachers and students can change the world (Sieben, 2013). This conflicts with the highly 
centralised top-down nature of Indonesian government that results in teachers’ reliance on the 
central government about what to do (Bjork, 2013) which may extinguish teacher creativity and 
development.  
To be a teacher means to enjoy the process of students’ learning, unlearning, and relearning in 
order to make sense of a new experience. This might generate frustration in the beginning, but lead 
to contentment in the end (Papageorgiou, 2014). To be a teacher also means to admit that teaching 
is a transformative process (from what they used to do and what they do now) for both students and 
teachers. To be a teacher also means to enable one’s students to teach him/her in regards to new 
views of the world, new perspectives, and new ways of thinking (Papageorgiou, 2014). This implies 
that teachers are not the only source of knowledge, but together with students they co-construct 
knowledge. All this is the opposite of what most Indonesian teachers do. The teaching and learning 
culture in most Indonesian schools and the practice of education in Indonesia in general do not align 
with Papageorgiou’s statements. For example, Mutohar (2016) explains that the schooling system in 
Indonesia emphasises knowledge transfer from teachers. Thus despite very recent reforms, schools  
retain traditional practices, i.e., assigning excessive homework and coaching exams preparation. 
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The rigid rules around excessive homework and examinations need to be reconsidered as they 
impede students’ development (Mutohar, 2016). Hence, it suggests that the whole system of 
education practice in Indonesia does not facilitate either students’ or teachers’ learning, 
development and critical thinking.  
Being a teacher also means being comfortable in oneself about what he/she is going to do 
with his/her class, and work together “to help students become more fully literate in every sense of 
the term” (Gose, 2014, p. 71). Gose (2014) asserts that individuals are in search of their identity—
what it means to be a teacher—and that they are normally in a position where their identities might 
be viewed differently when they are inside and outside the classroom. For example, a teacher in my 
study was also a coordinator of a Catholic community who assumed responsibilities for religious 
conflict resolutions in his place or other areas within the islands nearby. This meant that leaving 
school for religious matters such as this is acceptable in his social community.  
These ideas about what a teacher is and does were important to me in considering the 
intentions and objectives of my study. Later in this thesis I discuss the contradictions between my 
assumptions about teachers and teaching, and those positions of teacher taken up by the participants 
in my study. However, it is equally necessary to present the cultural views of teaching and teachers 
in the more local Indonesian context in more detail.  
What Does it Mean to be a Teacher in the Indonesian Context? 
Being a teacher in the Indonesian context can be understood from socio-cultural and political 
features. The practices of being a teacher in the Indonesian context are all rooted in the past (Bjork, 
2013). After the Indonesian independence in 1945, the focus of the education system, during a time 
of immense political instability, was on opportunities for all school aged citizens to experience 
schooling, and the aim of schooling was to build national stability and integration (Bjork, 2013). 
The need for a high number of teachers and the scarcity of qualified teachers along with the 
shortage of instructional materials had led to an emphasis on curricular content rather than 
instructional methodology (Bjork, 2013). In response to educational decentralisation reform in 
1990s marked by the implementation of the 1994 Local Content Curriculum (LCC), the highly 
centralised, top-down nature of the Indonesian government indicated an intention to empower the 
local authorities and teachers to act autonomously to shape policy and practice in the schools. 
However, as Bjork (2013) concludes, educators have not followed the Ministry of Education and 
Culture (MOEC)’s plan to decentralise the schools as the teachers and other civil servants have 
been rewarded for dutifully following the orders of their superiors for decades. Bjork (2013, p. 260) 
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further concludes that “Indonesia’s long history of top-down authority structures, failed experiments 
with democratic rule, economic uncertainty, and emphasis on the schools’obligation to support 
national integration have prevented individuals at all levels of the system from altering their 
behaviour”. Teachers in paricular have not adopted the new role as the autonomous teacher that was 
mandated by the government (Bjork, 2013). All this suggests that for decades, Indonesian teachers 
have been positioned and positioned themselves as devoted followers of their superiors’ commands, 
which does not at all represent what it means to be an autonomous teacher in the previous 
discussion.  
Fuller and Clarke’s (1994, p. 121) study suggests that teaching in the Indonesian context can 
be described as a ‘culturally situated’ activity. The meaning of the teacher in Indonesia has been 
constructed to conform to the unique forms of the nation’s social, historical and political landscape. 
Teachers’ identities as civil servants represent their loyalty to obey the upper-level officials’ 
mandates which means disputing actions will not be rewarded. Thus, the image of the instructor as 
‘autonomous educator’ or ‘student advocate’ is foreign to most of the teachers in Indonesia (Bjork, 
2013, p. 54). Another cultural view of teaching in the Indonesian context is widely embedded in a 
Javanese philosophy of a teacher known as ‘guru’ where the syllable ‘gu’ comes from ‘digugu’ 
meaning that the information from a guru is to be listened and trusted, and ‘ru’ from ‘ditiru’ 
meaning a guru is to be a model for students (Sutjiono, 2005). This philosophy suggests the value of 
a teacher and what a teacher is expected to do that conflicts with the intention of educational reform 
requiring teachers to act autonomously. This is supported by Bjork (2013) who states that the 
teaching culture in Indonesia results from the evolution of the guru which has influence on their 
students and the broader society. Hence, the the dominant practice of delivering lectures and being 
the source of knowledge may be difficult to shift. Harendita (2013) warns that taking up a new 
identity in a number of ways may lead to the challenges teachers encounter which may result in 
either resistance or concurrence.  
A teacher participant in Gondoseputro’s (1999) study reported that although he perceived 
himself as a facilitator of learning and advocate of active learning, the situation encountered in the 
classroom led him to accept a view of learners as submissive and compliant. Gondoseputro (1999, 
p. 499) reports that “in spite of his view of active learning, his participant conducted a teaching that 
required submissive and compliant behaviour of his students in learning. Due to his embraced view 
that the class should be quiet and in order for learning to occur, his participant perceived active 
learning to be mainly ‘active in mind’, not necessary ‘verbally active’. This perception was 
developed due to the normal large class size and other contextual factors of teaching in Indonesia. 
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Drawing on his over 15 years of research on education in Indonesia, Bjork (2013) describes 
the culture of teaching in Indonesia as the advancement of the role of the guru where teachers are 
the sources of knowledge and assistance both inside and outside the classroom and can play a role 
model in reform initiatives. This information can enhance our understanding of the influence that 
teachers have on students and their connections to the broader society. To fully understand the 
actions of Indonesian teachers, it is helpful to examine the evolution of the education system as the 
goals of the contemporary system, the function of schools within society and the roles ascribed to 
teachers are all rooted in the past.  
This cultural view of teaching is also supported by Hallinger (2010) who writes that factors 
such as the rote learning traditions, teacher directed instruction, rigid national curriculum systems, 
and highly centralised administrative structures evolved in this region with a strength and character 
that differs enormously from Western societies. Moreover, it is not always easy to adopt educational 
innovations from the outside as they often contradict those of the receiving culture. Dardjowidjojo 
(2003) claims that social and ethical values and belief about teachers being knowledgeable persons 
contributes to students’ submissiveness to teachers. The cultural norms in Indonesia represent 
young generations’ respect to the elderly by not putting them in a shameful position. As a 
consequence, students have less opportunities to develop their critical thinking skills in class. 
Marcellino (2009) states that students believe and accept whatever is delivered to them in a 
respectful manner without thinking critically. Besides, Indonesians tend to avoid conflicts because 
of their cultural belief that harmonious life in a collectivism without conflicts is much preferrable 
than liberalism and individualism. This is because in a collectivist culture, communal and 
harmonious life, sharing and supporting each other are more emphasised (Poedjiastuti, 2009; 
Triandis, Brislin, & Hui, 1988). Interestingly, however, although this collectivist culture works in 
daily life outside schools, it contradicts with teachers’ academic and professional learning life in 
schools. As the aim of the education is valued by numbers, Mutohar (2016) is right when he says 
that the schooling system in Indonesia is mostly about teachers and students working towards exam 
preparation.  
Sopantini (2014) argues that the introduction of an active learning methodology is obstructed 
by the system of national examination that values rote learning and traditional modes of instruction. 
Sopantini (2014) further claims that the politics of interest are significant in this case, particularly 
where they collude to create a cluster of interest among the elite at the national level. The 
maintenance of the examination system is a result of such interests. Sopantini (2014) maintains that 
there are several reasons for maintaining the national exams. Firstly, the central government needs 
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the system as a tool to measure students’ performance; second, there is a need to keep the nation 
together in order to maintain and to some extent control a standardized system; next, pragmatic 
interests of publishing companies to produce diverse text books and educational materials that align 
with the exams. Sopantini (2014, p. 28) further insists “In the past, officials from the Ministry have 
colluded with publishers and distorted the procurement process for personal gain and to obtain 
funds for other political purposes”. This indicates that the exclusion of standardised tests/national 
exams from the government’s initiative in educational reforms is extremely difficult. On the one 
hand, the government attempts to embark on educational reforms to improve teacher quality and/or 
educational quality; on the other hand, the traditional teaching practices remain.  
In this chapter I have used Foucault’s notions of governmentality in order to understand how 
CBAR is portrayed as a technology of improvement. I have discussed the concept of action 
research, and provided a critical evaluation of how CBAR can be an alternative technology of 
improvement to replace the old top-down professional learning model. The varied levels of success 
of previous action research studies and their implications for my study have also been discussed.  
In conclusion, through CBAR as a technology of improvement, the Indonesian government 
expects that teachers are able to improve their quality through broadening their knowledge, 
pedagogy and assessment, build their personality competency to allow independent and sustainable 
self-development, and professional competency by reflecting critically, researching and writing 
research report and collaborating with others. CBAR is seen as an alternative technology of 
improvement to replace the traditional one shot top-down professional learning model. Although 
the literature suggests varying levels of success in the implementation of CBAR in many countries 
around the world, the Indonesian government continues to support it as mechanism to generate 
teachers’ independency and sustainability in their personal and professional development leading to 
the shape of a new identity as a result of self-construction and co-construction of knowledge.  In the 
next chapter, I present the methodological approach adopted in my study.  
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Chapter 4   Messy Research 
Methodological Considerations 
This study was undertaken to answer the following key research question:  
How does CBAR work as a tool for professional learning for English as Foreign Language 
(EFL) teachers in a rural and disadvantaged school in Indonesia?  
My aim was to build knowledge and understanding of how CBAR works to support EFL teachers’ 
professional learning in Indonesian rural and disadvantaged schools. With the research question and 
aim in mind, I imagined I was going to achieve this through completing four phases of my study 
using the imagined, intended, and enacted design which will be further expanded in the chapter. 
Overall, what I imagined I was going to achieve did not always occur which will be discussed later 
in the analysis and discussion chapters.  
In Chapters 2 and 3 I have discussed the Foucauldian ideas, concepts and theories that I have 
adopted throughout my study. This study takes the position, as claimed by Fadyl, Nicholls, and 
McPherson (2012) that methodological design should be informed by continuing discussion and 
applied as appropriate to a specific area of inquiry. My reading on Foucault’s work and applications 
of his work by other authors aided my research design. In an attempt to synchronise with Foucault’s 
philosophical and methodological approach, a Foucauldian approach is used to analyse my data 
(which will be returned to in a later section of this chapter), though the research design is not 
completely Foucauldian. This confirms Foucault’s rejection of totality in his approach as follows:  
I wouldn’t want what I may have said or written to be seen as laying any claims to 
totality. I don’t try to universalise what I say; conversely, what I don’t say isn’t meant to 
be thereby disqualified as being of no importance. My work takes place between 
unfinished abutments and anticipatory strings of dots. I like to open up a space of 
research, try it out, and then if it doesn’t work, try again somewhere else. (Foucault, 
2000, p. 223) 
This suggests that Foucault refuses any fixed procedures of doing research. His work can be 
used as a reference to open up an alternative way of doing research, that is a tool which can be used 
whenever it fits in, and can be rejected when it does not. Foucault also suggests that: 
All my analyses are directed against the idea of universal necessities in human 
existence. They show the arbitrariness of institutions and show which space of freedom 
we still can enjoy and how changes can still be made. (1988, p. 36) 
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Thus Foucault rejects established methodologies due to the changing nature of the world 
where nothing is fixed. Instead, he offers one’s freedom to explore, change or adapt the existing 
approach to suit their own context. Further, Foucault claims: 
I do not have a methodology that I apply in the same way to different domains. On the 
contrary, I would say that I try to isolate a single field of objects, a domain of objects, 
by using the instruments I can find or that I forge as I am actually doing my research, 
but without privileging the problem of methodology in any way. (Foucault, cited in 
Fontana & Bertani, 2003, pp. 287-288) 
This suggests that Foucault never postulated a set of standards that could be considered as his 
ultimate and absolute methodology. Fadyl et al. (2012, p. 479) contend that Foucault “was 
committed to ongoing reconsideration and adaptation of his methodology to achieve the aims of his 
various projects”.  
The Foucault quote below is often cited and states that his work should be used as a toolbox: 
I would like my books to be a kind of tool-box which others can rummage through to 
find a tool which they can use however they wish in their own area … I would like the 
little volume that I want to write on disciplinary systems to be useful to an educator, a 
warden, a magistrate, a conscientious objector. I don’t write for an audience, I write for 
users, not readers. (1994, pp. 523-524) 
My interpretation of this is that Foucault’s work needs to be used with consideration of the 
philosophical objectives he pursued and whenever it proves to be useful. Furthermore, during his 
lifetime, Foucault made numerous comments about the changing nature of his long-term project, 
pointing to the ways in which each individual project opened up the area of study in ways that he 
had perhaps not expected, and how his approach needed to change along with it. 
Silverman (2010) says that there is no right or wrong selection of approaches and strategies 
but rather the issue of appropriateness. As research is a messy process (Bryman, 2012; Law, 2004), 
this study was not free from the mess. Drawing from the aforesaid thoughts, this study design is 
described using an imagined, intended and enacted approach which is presented next.  
Imagined, Intended, and Enacted 
This study can be classified as cross-cultural research as it attempted to investigate how a 
classroom-based action research (CBAR) model as a Western concept (Somekh & Zeichner, 2009) 
can be implemented as a professional learning model for English as a Foreign Language (EFL) 
teachers in the developing country of Indonesia. The specific focus was on how CBAR could be 
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used in one public senior high school in a rural and disadvantaged area in Indonesia. In this chapter 
I present the process of the study in four major parts: Getting started, Workshops, CBAR in action 
and Post CBAR within a structure of Imagined, Intended, and Enacted. This structure reflects how I 
imagined the research community that I would be engaged in, with all the intentions that I had as a 
result of my readings in the literature on action research, professional learning and methodology. In 
this chapter I show that what I intended to do was not always what I ended up doing. This reveals 
how a social science research project such as mine is not free from mess (Law, 2004), though the 
enacted procedures still made their own sense as “all knowledge is socially created by a process 
involving preexisting values, an organizational location and culture of the learner, and the actual 
process of inquiry” (Gran, 1986, p. 276).  
To explain and elaborate the term Imagined, as I was in the midst of writing the plan of my 
study to be conducted in a public senior high school in one rural and disadvantaged area in 
Indonesia, I often reminded myself of the imagined community—the community of teachers, of the 
school, of the locals with whom I would be highly engaged for a certain period of time. Arguably, 
the term “imagined community” is connected to community of practice (Wenger, 1998) as a 
conceptual framework. However, to some extent it is related to my situation and my connection 
with the community in which my project was based. Wenger (1998) asserts that the community in 
which we have direct involvement in and relationships with is not the only way we can belong to a 
community. For Wenger, another important source of community is an imagined community. 
Imagination, as Wenger describes, is “a process of expanding oneself by transcending our time and 
space and creating new images of the world and ourselves” (p. 176). Anderson (1991), who also 
uses the term imagined communities, asserts that the nations that we think we belong to are 
imagined communities: 
because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-
members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of 
their communion (p. 6).  
Thus, in imagining ourselves bonded with our fellow citizens across space and time, we have 
already developed a sense of community with people whom we have never met before, but perhaps 
hope to meet some day (Kanno & Norton, 2003). This is the context in which I planned my 
research. 
The projection of the imagined community strongly affected my desire to position myself as 
someone who would not function purely as a data collector for academic purposes, but also as a 
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contributor to the imagined community. This is not to say that my contribution would be viewed as 
disempowerment of the teachers, but rather seen as a responsibility for empowering them through 
modelling due to the tight connection that I have with the community, including ethnic and 
historical bonds. In brief, the imagined community is the one I imagined where I would carry out 
my study and the processes that I intended to follow.  
Although my study was not about an inquiry of the science of intention (e.g., McTaggart, 
2008) or the relationships between intentions and behavior (Gollwitzer, 1999), I used the idea of 
intention (Intended) to refer to what I had thought/planned I would do in my study based on my 
understandings of the research methods, research tools and theoretical framework that I had read 
about. The term Enacted reflects what actually happened in the field when the classroom-based 
action research (CBAR) project was in action. In others words, I attempt to reflect on whether or 
not I implemented what I had intended to and to reason why my intended plans were applied or not.   
This chapter describes four major phases; getting started (Phase 1), workshops (Phase 2), CBAR in 
action (Phase 3), and post CBAR (Phase 4) which are narrated as Imagined and Intended followed 
by the actual Enacted process (as summarised in the following Table).   
Table 1   
Four Phases of the CBAR project 
Phase 1  
Getting Started 
Phase 2 
Workshops 
Phase 3 
CBAR in Action 
Phase 4 
Post CBAR 
Meeting with principal. Workshop sessions.  Collaborative 
teamwork. 
Teachers complete and 
present CBAR report. 
Meeting with EFL 
teachers. 
Reflective journals. Group discussions.  
Interviewing EFL 
teachers.  
Sharing sessions. CBAR cycles.  
Classroom visits. Classroom visits. Template writing.  
  Classroom visits.  
  Assisting with searching 
and downloading 
internet based 
resources. 
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Phase One Getting Started – Imagined and Intended 
In this section I discuss how my study began and what I intended to do as briefly 
demonstrated in the following table. I also describe and explain the use of the research tools 
selected for my study.  
Table 2   
Phase One Getting Started – Imagined and Intended 
Getting started 
1 Meeting with the principal. 
2 Meeting with eight EFL teachers. 
3 Interviewing eight EFL teachers. 
4 Eight classroom visits. 
Meeting With the Principal  
My objective for meeting with the principal was to start building relationships, to introduce 
the study plan and benefits to the teachers, students and school as a whole. Gatekeeping is 
considered an integral but sometimes difficult part of the research process depending on the culture 
of the community and approaches to research from one community to another (Kawulich, 2011). 
The school principal was the key gatekeeper in my study although he did not participate in the 
research itself. I imagined that I would be welcomed by the principal as I was an alumnus of the 
school, his former student and more importantly his response letter had indicated his approval, 
cooperation and support for my study. I imagined that he had understood both the letter to the 
gatekeeper and participation information sheet that I sent prior to my arrival at the school, but I 
thought I would need to highlight the benefits of the CBAR project when I met him in person. 
Wanat (2008) has warned that a gatekeeper’s perception of benefits influences his/her approval of a 
study and participation in research where cooperative relationships between researchers and 
gatekeepers are highly encouraged and I was aware of this.  I also imagined the possibility that his 
permission to access the school would not guarantee cooperation from the EFL teachers as 
participants (Wanat, 2008). This made me anxious and therefore I believed I would have to clearly 
articulate the benefits of doing the project to the teachers and their students as well as the school in 
general.     
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In order to gain support from the principal, I imagined that maintaining research ethics during 
and beyond my study in the particular community would be critical (Barrett & Parker, 2003). These 
authors also emphasise careful consideration in all cases involving both group and individual 
dimensions of consent when seeking consent. They also contend that social relations should receive 
great attention from the researcher when carrying out any research involving human beings. This is 
supported by Kawulich (2011) who says that trust and long-term relationship building through 
social networking, acquiring specific permissions at a range of levels, selecting key informants, 
presenting oneself appropriately, and showing respect for people’s cultures are essential aspects 
which allow gatekeepers to grant entry to their community. I imagined that presenting myself in an 
appropriate manner and showing respect for the school (community) culture would be important, 
particularly as I had been away from my own community for over twenty years, and I had to ensure 
that I would respect the culture and identity of the locals. I wished to present and position myself as 
an insider, and therefore first impressions with the principal were essential.  
Thus meeting with the principal was not just communicating about my study plan, but was 
equally important in building a good relationship with the principal whom I positioned as a school 
leader, motivator and supporter in my study.  
Initial Meeting With Eight EFL Teachers  
The purpose of the initial meeting with eight EFL teachers was to get to know each other and 
build relationships with the group as my participants, to introduce the goals, benefits, plans of my 
study and ethical issues regarding my study. I intended to explain to them the benefits they would 
obtain from participating in the CBAR project particularly in improving their own teaching quality 
through CBAR as a professional learning model, along with other advantages such as collaboration, 
knowledge sharing, academic writing, and career promotions. As well, for ethical reasons it was 
important to point out that their participation was voluntary and withdrawal from the study was 
possible at any time. I intended to collect signed consent forms at the end of the meeting. I imagined 
that I would meet with all eight EFL teachers with the principal’s permission and after a welcome 
speech as a way of showing his support and respect/appreciation, the teachers would respond 
positively. 
As previously indicated, I was anxious about these EFL teachers’ willingness and 
cooperation. I had never met any of the teachers, and despite my anxiety I also imagined they would 
be engaged and interested in my study. I had contacted James, a senior EFL teacher, through a 
mobile phone conversation prior to my study, having encountered difficulties with contacting the 
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principal. I learned from this phone call that the school had never run any training/professional 
learning activities for teachers, suffered from shortages of teaching and learning resources and there 
were only six EFL teachers then (three males and three females). However, I was informed by the 
principal that there were eight EFL teachers who would be willing to participate in the study. I 
wondered if it would be possible to engage all the eight EFL teachers even though I had never met 
them before. I had learnt from the literature review that CBAR is the Indonesian government’s 
initiative for improving teachers’ quality and had been made a key component in Teacher 
Certification program through Teacher Law (Law No.14/2005) (DPR RI, 2005). This convinced me 
that all the six EFL teachers would be highly enthusiastic and motivated in this CBAR project. I 
imagined that they would do everything required for their improved professional learning through 
CBAR. I imagined they would position themselves as collaborative researchers working to make 
CBAR a successful learning experience and a model of professional learning for themselves.  
My awareness of the scarcity of both human and non-human resources in the school required 
me to be realistic in my intentions. I would need to offer assistance to ensure the project ran. As 
action research is a Western concept aimed primarily at supporting educational reforms (Somekh & 
Zeichner, 2009), trying to introduce and implement it in a developing country such as Indonesia 
would be intriguing and challenging. Provision of support is undeniably important considering 
teachers’ traditional status as a classroom teacher instead of researcher (McNiff & Whitehead, 
2011). Altrichter, Posch, and Somekh (1993) contend that their action research project experiences 
have indicated that with support and opportunities, teachers are able to undertake action research 
with success and positive outcomes. Altrichter et al. further insist that through the action research 
project, teachers develop their professional competency, as well as broaden their knowledge which 
in turn can be passed onto other stakeholders such as colleagues, students, parents and the wider 
public. With all these positive thoughts on providing support and assistance, I was very confident 
that the project would be fruitful and enjoyable.  
Initial Interview With Eight EFL Teachers 
As a poststructuralist, I am aware that interviewing is not only a technical tool instigated to 
gather the information required for my study, but also affects relationships with participants as well 
as helping me to learn about their social relations in their school context. I was aware that a 
poststructuralist perspective suggests that “the researcher has multiple intentions and desires, some 
of which are consciously known and some of which are not. The same is true of the interviewee” 
(Scheurich, 1997, p. 62). The technical driven agenda of my interviews or what Kvale (2006) calls 
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“the interview as an instrumental dialogue” (p. 484) was to achieve three basic purposes; 
a) participants’ personal identity including qualifications and length of service as an EFL teacher 
and an EFL teacher at current school; b) to gain insights into their previous professional learning 
experiences including reflective practice, knowledge about professional learning and of action 
research, perceptions on professional learning and CBAR, and c) to identify which areas of CBAR 
they had already learnt, and wished to learn more about which would inform my planning of 
workshop material on action research as a professional learning model. It would have been naïve to 
assume knowledge of the above mentioned topics without conducting the interviews. The same was 
and an EFL teacher at current school; b) to gain insights into their previous professional learning 
experiences including reflective practice, knowledge about professional learning and of action 
research, perceptions on professional learning and CBAR, and c) to identify which areas of CBAR 
they had already learnt, and wished to learn more about which would inform my planning of 
workshop material on action research as a professional learning model. It would have been naïve to 
assume knowledge of the above mentioned topics without conducting the interviews. The same was 
true of expecting the teachers to carry out CBAR without providing them with information about 
what CBAR was and how to conduct it. In addition, workshop content would also depend on 
participants’ responses related to their previous knowledge of and experiences of professional 
learning and CBAR. 
Figure 6.  Initial interview protocol. 
Initial Interview Protocol 
Participant: __________________________        Date: _____________________ 
Questions: 
1. Please tell me about yourself. 
2. I’d love to hear about your qualifications. Please tell me about them.  
3. I’m interested in your previous professional learning experiences. Please tell me 
about it. 
4. When you hear the words professional learning, what words do you think 
associated with these? 
5. Please tell me about what you have known about classroom-based action research. 
6. I’d like to hear your perceptions on professional learning and classroom-based 
action research.  
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The intended structure of the interview was that the participants would be informed about the 
aims of the interview including collecting some information in aspects such as qualifications, work 
experiences, professional learning, and classroom-based action research. The interview protocol is 
presented here. In my study, I was aware of what Scheurich (1997) calls “considerable conscious 
and unconscious baggage” (p. 73) and that there is no stable reality and meaning that can be 
represented in the interview. This baggage comprised my research skills and frame, expertise, 
knowledge, power, resources, desires, all of which intersected with the interviewees’ own baggage. 
I imagined that this would affect how I interpreted the outcomes of the interviews. 
Eight Classroom Visits 
My objective for visiting classrooms was to learn how the teachers viewed their teaching, how 
they were able to evaluate and improve their learning as well as students’ learning through the 
intended CBAR project. I intended to visit eight classrooms as I imagined that each of the eight 
teachers had only one class. I intended to advise the teachers that the visits would not be assessment 
but were for my data collection and would remain confidential. I intended to ask teachers to allow 
me to visit their classes anytime without having to provide advanced notice. This request was based 
on Brown’s (2002) argument that formal and scheduled observations tend to make teachers deliver 
lessons which may be different from the routine.  The visits would provide me with vignettes of 
these EFL classrooms. I also intended to arrive at the start or towards the last activity of the lesson, 
to sit at the back of class and take notes. I expected to see enough of the lesson(s) to develop a 
picture of the overall EFL classrooms. For the purpose of my study I intended to use a classroom 
visit pro-forma as shown in the figure to record my observations. 
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Figure 7.  Classroom visit proforma. 
In this first phase of my study, I intended to acquire a general picture of what EFL classrooms 
were like; accordingly, the focus was broad. I intended to record information on: a) classroom 
setting/context such as classroom layout, teaching aids, poster or visual aids and how they were 
used; b) teachers for example, teaching approaches, physical presence, voice projection, quality, 
gesture usage, classroom management; c) students which included how they worked and interacted, 
how they responded to teachers, on and off task behaviours (Wallace, 1998). The above aspects 
were summarised into two focal aspects of pro-forma “What is happening in the classroom and my 
comments” as can be seen above.  
The following section presents the Enacted procedures for Phase 1 as it occurred within the 
actual context of the teachers, school, community and culture.  
  
Classroom Visit Pro-Forma 
 
Teacher: _______________Class: _______  Resources:________________ 
Focus:_________________________ No. of students: ______ Visit no.:_____ 
 
Day/Date What is happening in the classroom? My comments 
   
7. Please tell me about what you have known about classroom-based action 
research. 
8. I’d like to hear your perceptions on professional learning and classroom-
based action research.  
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Phase 1 Getting Started – Enacted 
Table 3   
Getting Started – Enacted 
 
Meeting With the Principal 
I was lucky that when I went to the school the principal was in his office, and he was happy to 
have a half an hour meeting with me even without an appointment. As intended, I discussed my 
project/study plan, the benefits of the study for the teachers and the school. The principal 
considered the CBAR project was important for the teachers, the students, and the school so things 
became easier. As our conversation developed, I took notes on key points such as the total number 
of teachers, certified and non-certified EFL teachers, students, school facilities including computer 
labs and language laboratory, classrooms, and internet connection.  
Initial Meeting With Six EFL Teachers and Time Management Issue 
The meeting started half an hour late as not all participants arrived on time. I was lucky to 
have an informal conversation with the principal and a few teachers outside the meeting venue as 
we arrived fifteen minutes earlier. The meeting took about forty five minutes and was followed by 
individual interviews. The late start of the meeting made me aware that this similar situation might 
also happen during workshops. The absence of two junior teachers (Enggy and Erna) also made me 
wonder whether or not they were interested in the project.  
As I was aware of the importance of conducting research ethically, I encouraged teachers to 
ask questions while reading both the participation information sheet and consent form to ensure 
they were aware that their participation was voluntary. I collected the signed consent forms in this 
meeting. I also discussed the pseudonyms and confidentiality with the participants in this meeting 
which is further discussed in the next page. Despite my long time exposure to the world outside of 
the region and the community, my skills and knowledge of the local language remained unchanged. 
Getting Started 
Imagined and Intended Enacted 
1 Meeting with the principal. Meeting with the principal. 
2 Initial Meeting with eight EFL 
teachers. 
Initial Meeting with six EFL teachers & time management 
issue. 
3 Initial Interview eight EFL teachers. Initial Interview with six EFL teachers.  
4 Eight classroom visits. Ten classroom visits. 
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As with the principal, I used a mixture of Indonesian and the local language known as Bahasa Nagi 
which is a dialect of Malay (Andaya, 2013) during the meeting to position and be positioned as an 
insider. When I used Bahasa Nagi, I was thus expecting to be socially accepted within the 
community, and a person with whom they would feel free to share their experiences, thoughts, 
ideas, intentions, desires, and expectations. As I positioned myself as an insider, I was expecting 
that the EFL teachers would see me and position me as a friend and colleague and that together we 
could make the project a success.  
Initial Interview With Six EFL Teachers 
Interviews were conducted individually with six of the eight teachers in a private room inside 
the language lab. The length of the interviews ranged from 13-25 minutes.  Prior to the interviews I 
explained the purpose of the interviews, and intended key areas I wanted to ask about as well as 
obtaining permission for recording the interviews. A range of questions were developed based on 
the participants’ responses. Questions about workshop content depended on participants’ responses 
about their previous knowledge of and experiences of professional learning, reflective practice and 
CBAR. I used the prepared questions as a guideline. The only issue with the conduct of the 
interviews was noise from vehicles and students through an open window in the room. This meant 
the participants and myself had to repeat our questions and responses at various times.  
All participants appeared to be enthusiastic about the opportunities presented by the 
workshops. The next section presents vignettes of the participants based on these interviews. 
Who are the Participants? 
The names used in this study are all pseudonyms. Although I use pseudonyms rather than the 
teachers’ real names, I want to keep the connection between my participants and myself, to keep me 
visualising their participation and contributions during my study and the community that we had 
been engaged in till the end of the project. Thus using pseudonyms is not only a matter of ethics but 
also about sustaining connections and relationships between myself as a researcher and my 
participants (Nespor, 2000). In addition, the choice of pseudonym was discussed with the 
participants in the initial meeting about gaining their consent. It was explained that for ethical 
research practice, the advice was that not to use their original names in my report. However, they 
were given a chance to provide me with their fake names, or I would provide them with one. The 
majority of the participants allowed me to provide pseudonyms. I decided to use pseudonyms based 
on their initials, and this was agreed to. A friendly notice was also given upon the completion of the 
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study regarding this matter to ensure their awareness of the pseudonyms. I was also aware that it 
was difficult for me as a researcher to know the extent of the anonymity of the individual 
participants in order that their identities will not be identifiable, given that research findings may be 
presented to an array of audiences, including members of the participants’ communities (Crow & 
Wiles, 2008).  
James. 
James was over 55, a practicing Catholic and a coordinator of a Catholic Club in his 
community with responsibility for handling religious related matters in his community, and held a 
weekly meeting on Saturdays. He came from Solor island, spoke Indonesian, Bahasa Nagi and 
Bahasa Lamaholot. He did not use English as a day-to-day communication tool at the school. Going 
home on a weekly basis was one of his routines as a caring relative member in his village in Solor. 
He had been teaching English for more than 30 years in a range of high schools before settling in 
his current school in 1995. He held a Bachelor’s degree in English education and was a certified 
teacher. He was the oldest of the participants. He served as a coordinator of the English teachers. He 
attended training on the 2003 and 2010 curricula in Kupang and Maumere (East Nusa 
Tenggara/NTT) respectively, but had attended no other training. He had some past experience in 
doing an individual action research project on his own initiative using the model shared by a science 
teacher at the school. However, his action research was not completed due to other commitments 
and limited supervision.  
Irena. 
Irena was 47 years old. She was a practising Catholic, and came from Larantuka. She spoke 
Indonesian, Bahasa Nagi and Bahasa Lamaholot in her every day life but not English. She had been 
teaching English for 21 years mostly at her current school. She was a certified teacher and held a 
Bachelor’s degree in English education. She coordinated the school language laboratory. In 2010 
she attended an EFL training during a Teacher Certification program. At the EFL training, she felt 
that other teacher participants were more confident than her, and she wanted to be more confident in 
applying a variety of teaching approaches. She had never undertaken a CBAR project, and wanted 
to do a topic on learners’ motivation in learning English. 
Simon. 
Simon was 38 and a practicing Catholic. He was also a gardener who loved spending his time 
in his garden when not at school. He came from Solor island. He spoke Indonesian, Bahasa Nagi 
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and Bahasa Lamaholot. He was eager to speak English but had limited opportunities to do so, and 
wanted to speak English with me during the project. He had been teaching English since 2001 in a 
number of junior and senior high schools. He held a Bachelor’s degree in English, and was a 
certified teacher. He had become a permanent teacher at his current school in 2007. He coordinated 
Saturday English Club which enabled students from all year levels to have extra lessons on 
Saturdays to help them develop their speaking skills. He was also in charge of students’ English 
magazines. He attended training during a Certification program in 2010, and had recently been 
appointed as a tutor in a local education and training centre/program for those who wished to 
continue their education after school or as adults. He learned about CBAR during his Certification 
program in 2010, and had read about it but said that he had forgotten the steps.  
Larry. 
Larry was 40, a practicing Catholic, and originated from Adonara island. Similar to other 
teachers, he spoke Indonesian, Bahasa Nagi and Bahasa Lamaholot. English was not his day-to-day 
communication tool. He had been teaching English for 12 years, mostly at his current school. He 
was a certified teacher, and held a Bachelor’s degree in English education. He attended EFL teacher 
training in 2008. He learnt about the general ideas of CBAR in his final semester at university. He 
used to do CBAR on his own initiative when teaching at a different high school in 2010 but was 
unable to complete it because he was transferred to his current school. He became interested in 
doing CBAR after attending a CBAR session presented by a lecturer from University of Nusa 
Cendana, Kupang at his previous school.   
Evelyn. 
Evelyn was 33. She was a practicing Catholic and originated from Larantuka. She spoke 
Indonesian, Bahasa Nagi and Bahasa Lamaholot. English was not used either during classroom 
teaching or school hours. She held a Bachelor’s degree in English education. She had been teaching 
English since 2004, and was a certified teacher. She had been deployed as a government employee 
since 2005, and had mostly been teaching at a private school until 2013 when she was transferred to 
her current school. However, she remained teaching at the private school to achieve her 24 hours 
teaching a week because of her status as a Certified teacher. She was the only teacher who had to 
teach in two different schools. She had attended training in 2008 on assessment related issues, and a 
Teacher Certification program in 2010. 
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Itriani. 
Itriani was 30. She was a practicing Catholic. She came from Larantuka. She spoke 
Indonesian, Bahasa Nagi and Bahasa Lamaholot but did not use English for her day-to-day 
communication at school or when teaching. She completed her Bachelor’s degree in English 
literature in 2006, and was a registered teacher of English. She had been teaching English since 
2007, and became a government employee in 2008. She had taught in two different high schools 
before moving to her current school in early 2013. She attended training about teaching English in 
general, but rarely attended training delivered by the local Department of Education. She learnt 
about CBAR when doing her Teaching Certificate (Akta IV) covering topics on steps in CBAR, but 
had forgotten most of it. She had never done a CBAR project herself before.  
The two junior teachers, Enggy and Erna, did not attend the initial meeting and were not 
interviewed. However, they did participate later, and remained in the study until their withdrawal 
from the project in the midst of CBAR implementation in Phase 3.  
Enggy. 
Enggy was 28, a Catholic adherent. She came from Adonara island. She was a speaker of 
Indonesian, Bahasa Nagi and Lamaholot, but did not use English for her day-to-day communication 
at school or when teaching. She completed her Bachelor’s degree in English education in 2008, and 
was not yet a certified teacher. She had been working as an English teacher since 2009, and had 
become a government employee at her current school in 2011. She started teaching English at a 
primary school, a private vocational high school, and a private English course owned by a Catholic 
organization in 2009. She remained teaching in this English course while being employed at her 
current school. She attended training conducted by Subject Teachers Forum (MGMP=Musyawarah 
Guru Mata Pelajaran) about assessment related matters when she was teaching at the primary and 
vocational high school. She had never heard of CBAR until Certification became a hot issue when 
she first joined her current school. She said that she had never learnt about action research at 
university and asked me to explain what action research meant.  
Erna. 
Erna was 28, and a Catholic adherent. She originated from Manggarai, a town in the western 
part of Flores. She spoke Indonesian, Bahasa Manggarai and Bahasa Nagi, and did not use English 
for her day-to-day communication at school or when teaching. She completed her Bachelor’s degree 
in English education in 2012. She had been working as a contract teacher since September 2012 
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when she first joined her current school, and was not yet a certified teacher. She hoped that her 
contract would be extended after her maternity leave by the end of January 2013. She had never 
heard of CBAR prior to this project.  
The Use of English by EFL Teachers 
All these teachers revealed the limited use and knowledge of English although they were EFL 
teachers. The issue of EFL teachers in this context not being able to speak English themselves was 
engrained in the practices and traditions of EFL teaching context in Indonesian schools (not in 
financially strong and well-resourced private institutions) in general where it represented a 
traditional style of classroom teaching (Willis, 1997) as I have discussed in Chapter 3. The teachers’ 
limited use and knowledge of English reflects claims made by Lie (2007) and Dardjowidjojo (2000) 
that the quality of English teaching in Indonesia is affected by teachers’ own limited English use. 
While all of the participants had graduated from university, the majority of the universities in 
Indonesia do not implement special entry requirements for ELT programs. There are tests to 
determine entry into university programs in general but it is difficult to measure the validity, quality 
and relevance of the tests for potential candidates of the ELT programs. Hamied (2012) argues that 
undergraduate ELT programs in Indonesia experience issues with testing and evaluation which in 
the long run will endanger the quality of the programs’ outcomes.  
As well, the participants’ lack of English usage could reflect the status of English in 
Indonesia. According to Sukyadi (2015), there tends to be reluctance by most Indonesian policy 
makers to position the status of English in Indonesia from a foreign language to a second language. 
This results in a dualistic view where on the one side of the coin, English is regarded as a tool to 
gain national competitiveness, on the other side of the coin, it is also perceived as a threat to 
national identities and nationalism (Sukyadi, 2015). Referring to the Education Law No.20/2003 on 
Educational System in Indonesia, Sukyadi (2015, p. 126) states that “the Law does not mention 
English as a language of instruction” despite its statement that languages should be included in 
secondary school curriculum. This might impact on the use of Indonesian as a language of 
instruction in the EFL classrooms at school levels. In other words, the use of English as a medium 
of instruction in Indonesian schools remains debated (Hamied, 2012). Hadisantosa (2010) and 
Masduqi (2011) argue that EFL teaching in Indonesia still adopts a teacher-centred approach with 
an excessive emphasis on grammar. This was mostly a tradition from generation to generation 
(Hadisantosa, 2010). All this also resulted from the central government mandated policy on national 
examinations which put great emphasis on grammar knowledge, as evident in the national exams 
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questions (Hadisantosa, 2010).  This explains why EFL teachers are not “active” English users of 
English—they may have good knowledge of English grammar, but are not necessarily able to 
maximise it to strengthen other skills of English.  
I had anticipated the teachers’ limited use and knowledge of English and therefore planned for 
the workshop materials to be delivered in Indonesian as they were aimed to build their 
understanding of the action research concept and procedures not to develop or test their English 
proficiency. I was at times aware that their limited use and knowledge of English would also impact 
on the enactment of my research design as they would be required to explore English literature on 
pedagogy/teacher resources to aid their project. I wanted to provide them with the English written 
materials because I thought making use of the considerable resources on EFL teaching on the 
internet (which were mainly designed/written by native speakers and/or speakers of English) was 
good practice, as my experience of EFL teaching in my previous two language institutions 
suggested. Furthermore, I still believed and positioned these teachers as competent EFL teachers 
who should be able to read simple literature in English (this will be returned to in Chapter 6).   
Ten Classroom Visits 
As the total number of classes was 47 instead of eight as I imagined because each of the eight 
teachers taught up to six classes, I decided to visit up to three classes for each teacher so that I had 
an overall picture of all the EFL classes. This would make around a total of 24 classes. This was 
different from what I intended as one teacher had up to five to six classes during a week, and few 
teachers had to teach at the same time. However, I was unable to visit the whole 24 classes in this 
phase, but only ten. I was aware that visiting a teacher’s class was uncomfortable for the one(s) 
observed. However, the participants appeared to understand that this was part of my study, that the 
visit did not serve as an assessment and had agreed that I would be welcome any time in their 
classes. Irena however preferred me to come fifteen to twenty minutes into the lesson as she needed 
to prepare her class for me to see. For the other teachers I came either at the beginning or towards 
the end of the lesson, sat at the back of class and took notes.  
In summary, up to this point Phase 1 went more or less as intended. The differences lay in the 
actual total number of classes that had to be taught by the eight teachers which affected the times of 
my visit, time management issues, the self-positioning of one teacher in relation to class visits, and 
the absence of two junior teachers from the initial meeting and interviews.  
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Phase 2 Workshops – Imagined and Intended 
In this section I report my intentions for Phase 2. I also discuss the research tools I used in this 
phase of my study and rationale for using the tools. As can be seen below, what I intended to do in 
this phase was to deliver five workshop sessions, use reflective journal writing with the teachers and 
conduct sharing sessions with them between the workshops.  
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Table 4   
Workshops – Imagined and Intended 
Workshops 
Imagined and Intended 
1 Five workshop sessions.  
2 Four reflective journals.  
3 Four sharing sessions.  
 
Five Workshop Sessions  
The workshops were intended to provide input about the concepts of professional learning, of 
action research, CBAR as a professional learning model and how to conduct CBAR. Conducting the 
workshops on CBAR was part of the process of promoting CBAR to the EFL teachers so that they 
were able to conduct this model of professional learning themselves in ways that would contribute 
to improving their classroom practices. Altheide and Johnson (2011) argue that locating inquiry 
within the process and context of actual human experience provides meaningful shared experiences 
and insights with people and that this is one way to make oneself accountable. In addition, action 
research is of Western origin, and I imagined that the participants had either limited or no 
knowledge of action research and only limited access to CBAR knowledge/resources in their rural 
region.  
Considering the objective of the workshop was neither to develop nor to test the participants’ 
English proficiency, but to establish the concept and procedures for CBAR clearly, the language 
used for the workshop content and delivery was Indonesian. The content of the workshops was 
compiled from a wide ranging of action research and/or CBAR resources (e.g., Calhoun, 1994; 
Honan, Evans, Paraide et al., 2012; Koshy, 2005; McNiff & Whitehead, 2010; McNiff & 
Whitehead, 2011; Mills, 2007; Stringer, 2007; Tomal, 2010) and action research in language 
teaching areas (e.g., Burns, 1999, 2005, 2010, 2011; Farrell, 2007; McKay, 2006; Richards & 
Farrell, 2005; Wallace, 1998). I intended to anticipate future adjustment to workshop content based 
on issues raised by participants during the workshop sessions (Munn-Giddings, 2012). 
I intended to deliver five workshop sessions over five weeks (once a week) incorporating five 
topics: 1) Introduction to action research as a professional learning model and reflective practices; 
2) Developing the action plan; 3) Trying out your action plan; 4) Observing; 5) Evaluating, 
reflecting and modifying your initial plan. An example of the workshop contents (first 
activity/subtopic) is presented in the following Figure. In this example, teachers would be initially 
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given pre-discussion questions to discuss in groups where an answer was modelled. Groups would 
then discuss the questions, and I would assist with any questions or difficulties.  Time allocation 
would be given for the discussion activity to ensure they finished on time. I would then check 
answers and provide feedback and show answers on powerpoint slides. The session would then 
continue with the related subtopic(s). 
 
Figure 8.  Example of workshop content adapted from Honan, Evans, Paraide, et al. (2012). 
The intended time allocation was after school from 13.30-16.30 on Mondays including 30 
minutes lunch break and the sharing session (discussed later in this chapter). I expected that the 
allotted time would accommodate the prepared materials and content. A brief lesson plan/procedure 
was prepared for each workshop session. I imagined that I would rely on the module that I had 
prepared. The workshops were intended to be delivered through both lecture and learner-centred 
activities with input from me as the facilitator. This was so the sessions would be engaging and 
enjoyable for all participants. The sessions encouraged individual, peer, group and whole class 
work. The workshops were expected to provide a balanced role between the facilitator and learners 
(Brooks-Harris & Stock-Ward, 2012). I imagined that all eight participants would attend all 
workshop sessions at the agreed schedule, and workshops would start on time. I expected that the 
participants would participate actively and contribute positively to the workshops.   
The learning environment is vital for effective learning (Reid & Green, 2014) and a workshop 
environment needs to be conducive to learning (Brooks-Harris & Stock-Ward, 2012). One essential 
component of this environment is the classroom layout as it may affect learners’ performance (Reid 
& Green, 2014). Some elements of the classroom layout include classroom furniture, removable 
chairs and desks and their design, the position of teacher’s and students’ desks, and available space 
(Reid & Green, 2014). Considering the background of the school, I envisioned that a room with at 
Workshop 1 
What is Professional Learning? 
In group, discuss the following questions: 
a. How can we improve the quality of education? 
b. What constitutes the best kind of professional learning? 
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least a blackboard or whiteboard and chairs would likely be adequate as I had no idea what the 
school would be able to offer.   
Four Reflective Journals   
Action research encourages teachers to reflect on their practices, and one way of reflecting is 
through writing and keeping a reflective journal (Mills, 2007). Hubbs and Brand (2010, p. 59) 
define a reflective journal as “a written narrative that facilitates ongoing disclosure of the writer’s 
cognitive and emotional insights”. The reflective journal functions as a way to report the writer’s  
experiences, values, and beliefs (Hubbs & Brand, 2010).  It was intended that teachers would 
develop their reflective practices through the writing of journal entries in which they connected the 
workshop content with their own classrooms, their beliefs and values, and questions that they might 
need to find answers to. The journals would be written in teachers’ own time. Hubbs and Brand 
(2010) further argue that journal writing can be used to support the connections between thinking 
and feeling in the process of learning. However, I was aware that this would be difficult because 
some teachers may have not developed such reflective skills in their teaching career (O’Sullivan, 
2002). Therefore, for the purpose of this study, I believed it was important to introduce reflective 
journal writing as part of the process of learning about CBAR. 
Their journal entries would function as data (Craig, 2009) both for the teachers themselves 
and me. Their journals were supposed to be submitted at the end of each week for me to read over 
the weekend. Teachers would be advised that their journals were not about assessing teachers’ 
written competency or grading the content/providing feedback. Specific guidelines on writing a 
reflective journal such as format, length of entry, the importance of being reflective (Creswell, 
2012) would be provided as well as a sample of reflective journal writing using Richards and 
Lockhart (1996). Time allotted for the journal writing was 30 minutes. In addition, the participants 
had the option to write in either English or Indonesian. To ensure the security of the journal data, 
photographs, scans and photocopies were considered to be of value in storing the data. 
Four Sharing Sessions  
Sharing action research with colleagues is highly encouraged in action research studies 
(Creswell, 2012). The rationale for the sharing sessions in this study was for the participants to 
share their critical reflections regarding ideas and insights written in their journals prior to 
workshop sessions. The sharing sessions would be used as data because through this I would be 
able to understand how the teachers developed their collaborative team through sharing and 
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supporting each other as well as demonstrating their understanding of the workshop contents and 
their connection with their classroom practice. I would also be able to offer help or ideas whenever 
important issues emerged during the sharing sessions. The sharing sessions would be video 
recorded to assist in analysing non-verbal gestures such as “emotional tones, styles, and levels of 
intensity” (Fawcett, 2008, p. 680) in terms of positioning and relationships in the group. 
To sum up, the intended Phase 2 covered the delivery of five workshop sessions, the 
production of four reflective journals, and the conduct of four sharing sessions. The next section 
discusses the enacted Phase 2 (see Table 5).  
Phase 2 Workshops – Enacted 
Table 5   
Workshops – Enacted 
Five Workshop Sessions and Some Issues  
The plan to deliver the workshops was adjusted almost immediately. The teachers preferred to 
have the workshops on Friday as school finished earlier at 11.00 am which allowed teachers to 
attend the workshops from 11.15 until 15.00 at the latest. It was difficult to run the workshops after 
13.00 on other week days as most Year 12 teachers had to return to school at 16.00 for exams 
coaching. It was also difficult to run it on Saturday as James, as a Catholic club coordinator, had a 
weekly meeting with his club members. However, the first workshop was conducted on Saturday 
instead of Friday as agreed because of a baptism event for one of the deputy principals’ daughter 
and all staff were invited to attend on Friday after school. Although the event attendance was 
important to the school community, it was not imagined and intended because this had no relation 
to the workshop. As this practice had been part of the community’s life, it was socio-culturally 
acceptable.  
Workshops 
Imagined and Intended Enacted 
1 Five workshop sessions. Five workshop sessions and some issues.  
Group formation. 
2 Four reflective journals. Mostly four reflective journals, requests for feedback & time management 
issue. 
3 Four sharing sessions. Three sharing sessions & participation issue. 
  Fourteen classroom visits. 
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There was an issue of attendance at these sessions as the workshops started around ten 
minutes later than expected, or started with few participants while others were still making their 
way to the workshops. As I found out that the school had an LCD projector and a screen, I decided 
to attempt to prepare and use PowerPoint slides for the workshops. Technical problems with the 
screen meant these were not used all the time. The unused, faulty equipment and the ensuing 
technical problems affected program delivery. When this happened, I asked the teachers to listen, 
take notes, and to use their module for particular activities. This resulted in longer delivery time as I 
had to get them to find which pages of the module and which section they had to look at.   
The Table below illustrates the workshop procedures. It shows classroom teachers 
participating in group work, pair work and individual work. My role was to present input and enable 
discussions, provide feedback, monitor and help as necessary. The workshops were presented 
through both lecture and learner-centred modes. In the beginning, it was difficult to get the 
participants to participate in learner-centred modes as this approach was foreign to them. It 
appeared I was positioned to be more powerful as I had all the answers, while they positioned 
themselves as learners who were less powerful who waited for answers from the teacher, just as 
they positioned their own students. Participants appeared to be reluctant to voice their opinions. 
They also appeared not to have experience in pair work and group work. Accordingly, I deployed 
extra strategies in the workshops such as warm-up activities requiring some physical movement (to 
avoid boredom and falling asleep) to revisit the previous workshop contents, flash cards for 
problem solving, for example matching action research cycles with their descriptions, and music to 
avoid them from falling asleep because of the hot weather. The music was used as a timer when 
they were working on problem solving activities. The participants appeared to gain confidence in 
voicing their opinions, working in pairs and groups in the third workshop.  
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Table 6   
Example of Procedures of Workshop One Presentation 
Workshop One 
Introduction to CBAR as a Sustainable Professional Learning and Reflective Teaching 
Session Aims What happened Day & 
Time 
Resources 
& Notes 
Participants will have learnt 
about CBAR as a professional 
learning tool and being a 
reflective teacher. 
 
 
 
Teachers were given pre-discussion 
questions on “What is professional 
learning?” to think individually before 
getting them discuss in groups and an 
answer was given as an example.  
Groups discussed the questions. 
I monitored & provided help with any 
questions or difficulties. 
I checked answers, provided feedback & 
showed answers on powerpoint slides.  
I moved on to the next sub-topics. 
Pairs were asked to discuss: 
     What is action research? 
     Advantages vs disadvantages of 
action research 
I walked around and helped as necessary. 
Pairs were asked to give their answers & 
provide feedback, and answers were 
showed on powerpoint slides. 
Groups were asked to discuss: 
    Limitations of action research 
    Features of action research 
I walked around and helped as necessary. 
Groups were asked to provide their 
answers with feedback and answers were 
provided on powerpoint slides. 
Saturday 
31/08/13 
10.30am-
12.30 pm 
Powerpoint 
slides. 
Lunch Break—12.30-13.00 
Participants will have learnt 
about how to develop 
reflective practice through 
writing and keeping a 
reflective journal. 
Reflective Teaching 
    Sub  topics: 
    Advantages of keeping a journal 
    Reflective questions about what has 
happened in  a classroom teaching 
    A sample of reflective journal 
Notes: same lesson procedures as input 
session one above. 
13.00-
14.45 pm 
 
As for the workshop content, since most participants had limited knowledge about action 
research based on the needs analysis (interview) in Phase 1, the prepared content was used. I 
delivered all five topics as intended but I did not manage to cover all the contents of each of the five 
topics as there was limited time. In one of the workshops, the content also covered the teaching of 
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past simple verbs in more interactive and enjoyable ways. This was to address most of the teachers’ 
request on how to teach this language item as stated in their journals. In spite of the usefulness of 
this to the teachers, it was not imagined and intended as the workshop should not be about EFL 
teaching but action research. Although I anticipated future adjustments of workshop content, the 
needs analysis included through the interviews conducted prior to the workshops suggested that all 
participants were interested in all the topics of the workshops. The only additional material 
provided to the teachers was “reflective teaching diary questions” as a response to the content of 
their first reflection that showed less critical reflections in their journal.   
Group Formation 
I did not intend to get the participants to form CBAR groups in this phase and issues related to 
team work are explored later in Phase 3, but I found it necessary to establish groups as early as 
possible to allow participants sufficient time to develop a topic of interest. Thus the group formation 
was done in the third workshop. The participants eventually fell into three small groups which was 
partly because of their common interest in a research topic. I had intended that each group member 
might research the same topic but conduct the action research in their own respective classes. They 
could share and discuss the topic in their groups but each group member would be responsible for 
their own class/students. Initially, all three groups were interested in grammar topics, however, this 
was later changed as Larry’s group experienced difficulties in researching their chosen topic and 
James’s group in deciding their research topic. The grammar group comprised Irena and Simon who 
had the same interest in improving their way of teaching grammar. The reading group comprised 
James, Enggy and Erna with James elected by both junior teachers as the coordinator of the group. 
The third group was the pronunciation group consisting of Larry, Evelyn and Itriani who shared 
leadership equally. Although they took up the freedom to form their own groups, the teachers had 
limited knowledge of pedagogy and research skills, issues with hierarchy and perceptions about 
personalities, and lacked autonomy which impacted on the idea that they could work 
collaboratively. 
Mostly Four Reflective Journals, Requests for Feedback and Time Management Issue  
As intended, all participants were advised about the purpose of the reflective journal and were 
given guidelines, a model and a notebook for their journal writing. Prior to starting their first journal 
entry, participants were asked to read the sample provided.  Then they were asked about the 
concern/problem the writer wrote and what reflections the writer had made. Each participant 
completed the reflective journals as expected, but the content of their first journal entry was not as 
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intended and no critical reflection was evident. As I realised this when reading their first journal 
entry, I decided to revisit the objective of the reflective journal in the following session and pointed 
out the reflective questions in the module as well as providing a model of critical reflective 
questions from the internet. However, the majority of the participants demonstrated no 
transformation to critical reflectors (this will be further explored in the next chapter). Although it 
was not imagined and intended, all participants demanded my feedback on their journals which will 
be further discussed in the following chapter. In this case, I was clearly positioned as a 
teacher/trainer whose feedback was valuable for their classroom practices. Reading, writing 
feedback, scanning and storing of the journals was done after each workshop. The submission of the 
journals was not as intended as the workshops occurred on Friday, and there were always a few 
teachers submitting their journals on the workshop day, or after the workshop. In addition, the 
majority of the participants produced four reflective journals except Irena and Larry who only 
submitted three journals respectively, and James wrote five journal entries.  
Three Sharing Sessions and Participation Issues 
The purpose of the sharing sessions was for the teachers to share what they had written in 
their reflective journals regarding the workshop content and how they connected this with their 
teaching, beliefs and values, and to seek ideas or advice as well as gain insights from others. 
However, the majority of them did not share the workshop content but classroom teaching 
experiences or classroom happenings as written in their journal entries. These sessions were 
sometimes conducted prior to workshops in order to allow late comers to attend a full workshop 
session at a later stage, and to change routine. Evelyn was one teacher who was regularly 20 to 30 
minutes late due to her teaching commitments at another school.  
Enggy and Erna only shared their own experiences and had nothing to comment about other 
teachers’ experiences. It appeared that Enggy and Erna positioned themselves as less experienced 
and were reluctant to comment on other teachers’ practices who were more experienced. In the first 
session Simon and Irena dominated, this was pointed out to ensure equal opportunities in the 
following sessions to give feedback but junior teachers had nothing much to say. However, it was 
obvious that there was an intention to motivate and support each other in the sessions. In addition, 
as group formation started earlier, this led to an early project start resulting in an early start of group 
discussion. Thus the intended fourth sharing session was dismissed in order to allow the participants 
to share experience working as a team for Template 1. However, James continued talking about his 
classroom teaching experience.  
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Fourteen Classroom Visits  
Classroom visits continued in this phase although I had intended to complete them in Phase 1. 
This was due to two weeks holiday after Ramadhan, but also because of the large number of 
classes. There were around fourteen classes that I visited in this phase. Teachers required me to visit 
more than one class as they wanted me to deliver a speech for motivation purposes (I ended up 
visiting up to three classes for one teacher alone). In this case, I was not only positioned as a 
researcher, but also a motivator for their students. Hence, this was not imagined and intended as it 
was not related to my research, though it was considered useful for their students. It should be noted 
that non CBAR classroom visits were not considered as part of the CBAR project. Also as in this 
phase teachers had not decided their CBAR class yet, the visits were only as a general observation 
to allow me to have a common picture of what the classroom teaching was like. All seven teachers 
allowed me to visit their classes anytime—except for Irena who would not allow me to enter her 
class without twenty minutes preparation with her students prior to my visit.  
In summary, although the enacted Phase 2 presented the intended number of workshop and 
reflective journals, there were issues emerging in this phase. It was difficult for the participants to 
work collaboratively until the third workshop, as working collaboratively as well as voicing 
opinions or answering questions in this learning/teaching mode were new to them. There was a 
change in terms of day and the first workshop schedule due to religious practices. Problems also 
emerged in their limited participation in the workshop, falling asleep, late arrival for the workshop 
attendance, and late submission of the journals. The journals were mostly used to ask questions only 
about their teaching rather than the action research process. The excessive workshop materials that I 
prepared were not all covered in the limited time available. Moreover, participants’ major problem 
with the teaching of past simple verbs as written in their journals led me to cover this within one of 
the workshop sessions. Although this was useful to their teaching, it was not imagined and intended 
in my research plan. Workshop deliveries were affected by the faulty equipment which led to 
extended delivery time. Group formation was done earlier than imagined and intended as the need 
to form groups as early as possible surfaced. Classroom visits had to be continued in this Phase due 
to limited time in Phase 1 because of the Ramadhan vacation and large number of classes. The large 
number of classes that I visited were not necessarily about observing classroom teaching but also 
giving a speech to the students as perceived important by the teachers for motivational purposes for 
their students. The classroom visits were also a general observation because CBAR classes were not 
decided yet. In addition, there were only three sharing sessions because of the change in plan for the 
group formation which affected group discussion to start earlier to allow them to share their 
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experiences of working as a team although one of the participants still wanted to talk about his 
classroom teaching experiences. The focus of the sharing sessions was mostly on their classroom 
teaching experiences (not linked to values and assumptions) following the content of their reflective 
journals rather than on workshop content and the action research process.  
Phase 3 Classroom-Based Action Research in Action – Imagined and Intended  
Table 7   
CBAR in Action – Imagined and Intended 
CBAR in Action 
1 Collaborative teamwork. 
2 Five group discussions. 
3 CBAR cycles. 
4 Nine templates. 
5 Frequent classroom visits to teachers’ sample classes. 
6 Assisting with searching and downloading internet based resources. 
Phase 3 of the study was imagined and intended to be part of the project where the classroom 
teachers undertook their own classroom based action research project.  They would do this in small 
groups working collaboratively. They would complete the group discussions, CBAR cycles and 
template writing. Classroom visits would continue in this phase and my intention was to offer 
assistance with searching and downloading internet based resources. These intentions are discussed 
below.  
Collaborative Teamwork 
I intended the small groups to work collaboratively in their own teams. As argued by Somekh 
(2010), action research is “a participatory research methodology” (p. 111) which by its participative 
nature demands a high level of collaboration. Considering the small number of participants, and in 
order to reduce tensions and improve confidence on the part of the teachers in carrying out the 
project, I believed that collaborative and participatory work aligned appropriately with the research 
situation. By collaborative I meant the project would involve all eight EFL teachers working 
together, and the purpose of such collaboration would be focused on problem solving and changes 
in a single classroom or several classrooms within the school (Calhoun, 1994), and sharing equal 
partnership (Stringer, 2007). In addition, in a situation where there were limited resources, 
collaboration with another teacher would be critical (Craig, 2009). Also through collaboration 
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teachers might gain energy and support to keep them moving and sustaining the project (Dana & 
Yendol-Hoppey, 2003).  
Five Group Discussions 
In a research setting described by Brown and Jones (2001), small group discussions were 
constructed to exchange views on a specific topic, empower and emancipate while at times point 
out the restrictions of ideology and cultural values of the particular community. Thus group 
discussions can be the source of ideas and gaining support (Flick, 2006) and the source of 
knowledge through the process of interactive and dynamic conversations (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 
2006).  
Five group discussions were imagined and intended throughout this phase. The first four 
discussions would be concerned with their journey in implementing CBAR from the initial stage, 
and were aimed at gaining teachers’ views related to their understanding of the shared CBAR 
project, their progress, sharing experiences, sharing issues/concerns or problems arising during the 
project, offering ideas and insights, as well as supporting each other. The final discussion was 
imagined and intended to find out teachers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of, and future of 
CBAR. 
It was intended that each of the discussions would last approximately sixty minutes and would 
be video recorded. Guidelines for discussions would be provided in advance to encourage equal 
opportunities for talking, maintaining confidentiality among the group, and respect for different 
ideas/feedback. Despite my anxiety I imagined that all participants would attend and actively 
participate in the five group discussions throughout the phase. 
CBAR Cycles  
I intended to ensure the participants had a good understanding of CBAR through the 
workshops.  Ideally, all groups would complete all the cycles of CBAR (see Figure below) within 
the available timeframe. I imagined that they would have adequate time to go through all the cycles. 
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Figure 9.  The intended classroom based action research cycles (Honan, Evans, Paraide, et al., 2012). 
Nine Templates  
Template writing was intended to assist the participants to move from one cycle to another 
through practical guidelines. I imagined that the participants would fill out CBAR templates 
translated into Indonesian from Honan, Evans, Paraide et al. (2012) about steps to follow 
throughout action research cycles. There were some steps in each cycle that needed to be 
accomplished. The template booklet was used because of its practicality and convenience. An 
example of how to complete each template was provided. I intended that all CBAR templates would 
be completed during each of the cycles. Template booklets were produced for each participant 
though they would be completed in groups. I would retain copies of the completed templates 
through photocopying, scanning and electronic storage. There were nine templates to be completed, 
and one example is provided in Figure 10. This is the English version of the template. All templates 
and instructions for completing templates were translated into Indonesian (see section later on 
Translation of Data for a discussion of issues related to translation). An example of Template 4 
translated into Indonesian is included in the Appendices. 
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Figure 10.  Sample of CBAR Template 1.  
 
Frequent Classroom Visits to Teachers’ Sample Classes 
The objective for visiting classes in this phase was to see how the teachers developed their 
teaching approaches related to their topic of CBAR. Visits in this phase would be more frequently 
carried out meaning that I would be visiting one sample class of each teacher more than once. I 
thought I would stay in their classes for about 15-20 minutes to see their enhanced teaching 
approaches. Similar to the first and second phases, I would advise teachers that I would come to 
their classes without prior notice and it was not aimed for assessment but for data collection.  
Assisting With Searching and Downloading Internet-Based Resources 
There is no doubt that IT has played an essential role in today’s life, and particularly in the 
world of teaching. As Warschauer, Shetzer, and Meloni (2001) point out, the internet has a potential 
to be an important tool not only for ESL/EFL but also all language instructors. On the basis of the 
information provided by James related to poor internet-based resources, I intended to search and 
download internet based resources for teachers when needed due to the school’s scarcity of 
resources. I considered this a positive and ethical practice as the burden for teachers would be 
minimised as this practice was mindful of their economical circumstances (Strange, 2011). This 
obviously suggested that I positioned myself and was positioned as a teaching mentor.  
This section has discussed the intended procedures comprising small groups working 
collaboratively in completing the group discussions, CBAR cycles and template writing. I intended 
to visit classes in this phase, and to offer assistance with searching and downloading internet based 
CBAR Template 1 (Step 1 of Cycle 1 – Identify Problem) 
What is the problem? 
______________________________________________________________ 
What is the story of the problem? 
______________________________________________________________ 
_ 
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resources. In addition, when planning my study, I allocated a period of six months for the CBAR 
project. I was aware of some common public holidays as per Indonesian national calendar and 
school academic calendar.  
As described, I had imagined and intended that Phase 3 would be the implementation of the 
CBAR in teachers’ classrooms. Each aspect of this implementation is reviewed below.  
Phase 3 Classroom-Based Action Research in Action – Enacted 
Table 8   
CBAR in Action – Enacted 
 
One Group Appeared to Work Collaboratively   
In Phase 3 teachers were supposed to do their own CBAR, instead the majority of them 
continually asked me for help with downloading internet resources, preparing lessons, team 
teaching, photocopying resources, and IT equipment related matters. As previously mentioned I 
imagined and intended to help them with downloading internet based resources due to the absence 
of internet connectivity. However, as the school internet connectivity was available, I offered help 
with showing them how to use the internet for their teaching including how to download the 
internet-based materials. However rather than them working collaboratively with each other they 
relied on me as an expert. This suggested that the participants continued to position me as an expert 
and mentor while they positioned themselves as inexperienced and dependent learners.    
Many of the positive aspects mentioned in the intended plan on collaborative teamwork were 
not always evident. In the grammar group, it was evident that there were unequal roles between 
CBAR in Action 
Imagined & Intended Enacted 
1 Collaborative teamwork. One group appeared to work collaboratively. 
2 Five group discussions. Six group discussions, time management and attendance 
issues. 
3 CBAR cycles. Uncompleted CBAR cycles. 
4 Nine templates.  Uncompleted templates & my interference in template 
writing. 
5 Frequent classroom visits to sample 
classes. 
Twenty eight classroom visits, some interruptions & request 
for demo teaching and teaching preparations. 
6 Assisting with searching and 
downloading internet based resources.  
Also provided information technology related training 
sessions.  
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team members. Simon positioned Irena as a senior teacher, a language lab coordinator and his 
perception of Irena’s personality was seen in his reluctance to discuss his disagreement with one of 
the templates completed by her, and his confusions about the game procedures she demonstrated. 
While Irena positioned Simon as a team member and would like to share her work and ideas with 
him, Simon always avoided working collaboratively with her. It also appeared that both Simon and 
Irena focused on their own class. This contradicted with the CBAR principle requiring collaborative 
work and equal partnership or no hierarchy in relationships (discussed later in Chapter 7). 
Meanwhile, the collapse of the reading group was due to their persistent expectations to have 
a group meeting with me, and their breaking of appointments due to personal reasons due partly to 
the absence of a school policy on professional learning. The intended collaborative teamwork was 
only evident in the pronunciation group due to their enthusiasm and motivation, good 
communication and coordination, and shared leadership and responsibilities. All this will be further 
discussed later in Chapter 7.  
Six Group Discussions, Time Management and Attendance Issues 
There were six group discussions carried out instead of five as intended because I started the 
first discussion in workshop five. The allotted time for group discussion was 60 minutes as 
intended. I provided the procedures of the discussion in the first session. At first, participants talked 
when they were invited, but once the discussion started sometimes few participants commented on 
an issue or I had to invite someone when it was quiet. I used a lottery technique, invited someone 
sitting from the right side of the room to the left and vice versa, or called teachers’ names to invite 
them to talk because they did not volunteer. From the third discussion, they began to feel confident 
to initiate talking. Similar to sharing sessions, group discussions started around 10 minutes late, or 
started with a few participants while others were making their way. Not all participants were able to 
attend all discussions. Most of them made excuses for not attending a session, sometimes, because 
of illness, but Enggy and Erna were absent from a few discussions without any notice. In one 
session, Larry had to leave an hour earlier because of his involvement in a Catholic Club activity; 
while in another session, Irena and Itriani had to leave an hour earlier as they had to attend a funeral 
ceremony. All this suggests their cultural and/religious traditions and practices were important and 
interfered in the process though it was not imagined or intended. Evelyn arrived around 20-30 
minutes late for every session because of her other teaching commitment at another school. All this 
suggests the difficulties in trying to implement CBAR in this context. All discussions were video 
recorded as intended and electronically stored.  
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Uncompleted CBAR Cycles   
All members of the pronunciation group, James (reading) and Simon (grammar) conducted 
their project at the same time, while Irena (grammar) actually started her project earlier than the 
others, however she eventually was working within the same cycle as them. The pronunciation 
group, James, and Irena managed to complete up to “Reflect on what happen” (cycle 5), while 
Simon managed to complete the “Use results to modify and update plan” (cycle 6). As Enggy and 
Erna withdrew in the midst of this phase, both of them only managed to complete “Identify 
problem” (cycle 1). Thus the CBAR projects were mostly completed up to the “Reflect on what 
happened” cycle as shown in Figure 11 below. This was because by the time participants began to 
reflect on the aspects of CBAR implementation, it was time for me to complete the project. This 
reveals that despite action research theoretically indicating a complete cycle, it practically did not 
work the same way in this context. As well, participants did not start and finish their cycles at the 
same time due to either personal or group reasons such as the process of identifying research topic, 
research problem, level of difficulties in the chosen topic that might lead the participants to position 
me as more than just a researcher/facilitator and required and/or waited for more and more 
assistance from me.  
 
Figure 11. The enacted classroom-based action research cycles (Honan, Evans, Paraide et al., 2012). 
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Uncompleted Templates and My Interference in Template Writing 
The aim of the template writing was to provide a practical guideline for the teachers as they 
progressed through their CBAR. As the participants started their first cycle, they were required to 
fill out the action research templates developed by Honan, Evans, Paraide, et al. (2012). Each 
step/cycle had associated templates with Step 1 requiring Templates 1-3 to be filled out. The 
pronunciation group did this as a group, while James, Irena, and Simon did this individually. Both 
Enggy and Erna worked together with James to complete Template 1 but then these two junior 
teachers dropped out. It was difficult to complete the templates as a team due to the complexities in 
working collaboratively which will be further discussed in Chapter 7. This task was mostly 
accomplished during weekdays inside one large shared teachers’ room, though some were prepared 
outside school hours. Discussions, consultations and feedback on the templates occurred mainly in 
the teachers’ room but sometimes in the library and language lab. Although it was not intended, I 
had to ensure that the participants were on the right track having realised that a few teachers had 
misinterpreted the cycles and steps as they clarified their understanding of the template with me.  
Three teachers misinterpreted requirements. For example, Irena thought that each cycle 
required her to write just one template which led her to write Template 4 (step/cycle 2) and skipped 
Templates 2 and 3 in cycle 1. James included information in Template 1 that should have been 
included in Template 4. In the case of Irena, she only consulted with me about her first and second 
templates and submitted the rest at the end of the project, while Simon submitted all his templates at 
the end of the project without consultation. This suggested that although I thought I was positioning 
them as thoughtful learners, most of them positioned themselves as the opposite. Accordingly, two 
drafts of the first template were submitted to ensure they were on the right track. Thus I positioned 
myself as a controller who had to monitor their work and ensure that they were on the right track. 
However, having interfered with their first template and clarified their confusions, I held back and 
let them complete the rest of the templates by themselves. The templates were mostly scanned and 
electronically stored while the originals were returned to teachers for their record.  
Twenty Eight Classroom Visits  
The classroom visits were intended to focus on the groups’ topics of interest. Similar to the 
first phase, early notifications were provided to the teachers, but no individual notice was given 
prior to my visits. In general, the participants knew that I was coming to their classes but not 
precisely when—except for Irena who was often concerned about both her performance and her 
students’ performance which led her to make specific requests.  
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Time allocation for one English lesson was 90 minutes for Year 10, Year 11 and Year 12 of 
the Natural and Social Sciences streams, whereas 135 minutes were allocated for Year 11 and Year 
12 of the Language stream twice a week. There were around 28 class visits in this phase. In the 
cases of Larry and Evelyn, they dedicated special lessons to their new method of teaching 
pronunciation. They completed their teaching content for the second semester 3 weeks in advance 
so that they could focus on preparing and teaching the pronunciation aspects as they planned to 
teach the five major aspects of pronunciation: sounds, minimal pairs, intonation, word stress, and 
connected speech which were all new learning items for both themselves and the students.   
Itriani allocated around 30 minutes of her class to pronunciation either at the beginning or end 
of her lesson module. Accordingly, she needed to provide me with an advanced notice which slot 
my visit would be. Therefore, if I arrived in the beginning, middle or toward the end of the lesson, I 
either had to wait for the pronunciation aspect(s) to be seen or missed observing this. For James, his 
new approaches to teaching reading used the stages of pre-reading, while-reading and post-reading 
activities required me to stay longer in order to allow me to see the complete process. For example, 
if the pre-reading activities took 15 minutes, I would miss the while-reading activities which 
required another 30-40 minutes, and the post-reading activities consuming another 30-35 minutes. 
Depending on how fast the classes progressed James might decide to set the whole or part of the 
post-reading activities as homework, and/or continue this in the following lesson.  
There were several interruptions in this phase that meant my class visits did not go as 
planned. These were caused by teacher absence, exam preparation and lack of preparation. On my 
way to Simon’s class, for example, I met him outside his class and he apologised for being 
unprepared for his class. He asked for my ideas about what he could do in his lesson for that day. 
He asked me to go to teachers’ room to discuss what to teach and I offered him an idea. Thirty 
minutes later, both of us returned to class and he started teaching. Irena remained the only teacher 
who would not allow me to enter her class without 20 minutes preparation with her students prior to 
my visit. It appeared that Simon was positioning me as a supervisor as he often discussed his 
teaching issues with me and asked for my help in monitoring group work as the class was too big to 
handle by himself. In addition, Simon often addressed me “my senior” in his written 
communications such as sms messages, emails and Facebook. Irena, on the other hand, never asked 
me about her new teaching approach, but only reported what she had done and how she was happy 
with her students’ progress.  
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There were a total of 28 classes that I visited in this phase. The class visits in this phase 
required me to stay longer, that is, from 30 minutes (Itriani), 70 minutes (Irena) to 90 minutes 
(Larry, Evelyn, James) in each lesson than I had intended to because I was asked to 
demonstrate/share lessons, particularly for reading and pronunciation groups. Although Irena had 
never asked for my assistance with demo teaching, she was highly concerned about how her 
students and herself performed. Simon asked me to stay for the whole hour of his Language stream 
class (135 minutes) to see how his new teaching developed and assist with monitoring group work 
as the class was too big for him. Although Erna asked me to do two demo lessons, she appeared to 
be less confident and less competent to try her new teaching approaches. Similar to Erna, Enggy 
was reluctant to try to develop her new ways of teaching, and indicated that she would not be 
bothered creating teaching materials. She then decided to withdraw from the project at the same 
time as Erna went on maternity leave. I was also required to help with teaching equipment such as a 
laptop and speaker for the pronunciation group as the school’s LCD projector broke. Clearly, I was 
positioned as an expert, teaching assistant, technical assistant, as well as inspector at the same time. 
Out of the 28 class visits, there were about 17 visits that actually provided data about 
changing practice. Therefore not all the class visits suggested transforming practice. It should be 
noted that Irena, who started her project earlier, made it difficult to keep track on which stage she 
was in. Therefore, although she said that she used flash cards as a new approach for her grammar 
teaching, I had never observed her use of this approach in her own class, but her use of texts in 
teaching grammar/text genres. However, I was able to see it in her demo lesson for Simon’s class. 
This suggests the mess of this project and one’s individual work might move on faster than 
collaborative work that had to wait for every member to discuss matters together.  
All the processes of the classroom activities were recorded in my classroom visit pro-formas 
as in the first and second phases with a specific focus on the delivery of new approaches in teaching 
grammar, reading, and pronunciation.  
Assisting With Searching and Downloading Internet-Based Resources and Providing 
Information Technology Related Training Sessions 
I discovered that the school had an internet connection although James had advised me prior 
to my study that the school had no computers and internet. On the basis of the concerns expressed 
by the teachers in the first workshop and sharing session that they were technologically illiterate, 
and the use of internet in EFL teaching sounded foreign to all of the participants, I offered to 
provide training, which was clearly beyond my intention. I found out that the internet connection 
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had been a problem for quite a long time. Agreement was made by all the participants that internet 
sessions would be hosted by myself on Saturdays. However, after two IT sessions had been 
conducted, teachers encountered problems with family, religious as well as extra-curricular 
commitments which hindered them from attending further IT sessions. Accordingly, agreement was 
made through a sharing session that internet training and learning would be an on-going task 
depending on the teachers’ and my availability. However, frequent internet disconnections, 
blackouts and slow internet connections affected my plan to train teachers on how to download 
software programs and internet based resources for their teaching. Nevertheless, I managed to do a 
few individual and group training sessions in the shared teachers’ room. This program was recorded 
in my field notes. This suggests that providing IT training was useful for them though it was not 
imagined and intended. 
Phase 4 Post CBAR - Imagined and Intended 
Table 9   
Post CBAR – Imagined and Intended 
Post CBAR 
1  Teachers complete CBAR report and present findings. 
CBAR Report and Presentation 
I intended to ask the participants to write a report for their project so that they could use it as a 
pre-requisite document for career promotion or incentives as required by the government. Two 
sample CBAR reports by Creswell (2012) and McNiff, Whitehead, and Lomax (2003) were going 
to be provided.  I intended to get participants to present their work at least to their colleagues at the 
school as action researchers are encouraged to share their work with others (McNiff & Whitehead, 
2011). 
Phase 4 Post CBAR – Enacted 
Table 10   
Post CBAR – Enacted 
Post CBAR 
Imagined and Intended Enacted 
1 Teachers complete CBAR report and presentation. CBAR report and presentation 
were not executed. 
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CBAR Report and Presentation were not Executed 
The project cycles were mostly not completed, and this impacted on teachers’ willingness to 
produce a written report. Among those participants, only Simon and Evelyn have kept in touch with 
me via Facebook. However, Simon indicated that he is having problems with writing an academic 
report and understanding the sample reports in English. It was difficult to expect the teachers to 
complete their cycles, and their limited English impacted on their reading of English literature. 
Evelyn has never communicated anything about her group report. James, Simon and Irena indicated 
that they were planning to present without my presence. However, based on my last phone call with 
James none had presented suggesting that it was difficult for them to complete the whole action 
research cycle without my presence.  
Unexpected Interruptions 
A range of interruptions occurred during the whole data collection period that impacted on the 
conduct of the teachers’ action research projects.   
The school organisation.  
This was the most challenging factor contributing to the success of the CBAR project. School 
operated six days a week Monday to Saturday, from 07.15 am until 12.50 pm from Monday to 
Thursday, and Saturday, and from 07.15am until 11.00 am on Friday with a fifteen minutes recess 
time in all week days except for Friday. During November, school finished twenty minutes earlier 
because of the extremely hot weather. Despite the six hour school day on most days, there were no 
obligations for teachers to work six hours. Teachers normally arrived at the school 5 to 15 minutes 
before class, and tended to go home after class(es). Some teachers went home after morning 
class(es), while others went home during the non-teaching hours period, or after morning class(es), 
and returned to school before his/her next class. Some teachers were deployed on one full day of 
teaching (6 hours), and fewer hours, for example, 1.5 until 3 or 4.5 hours on other days. Irena who 
was also a language lab coordinator had less teaching hours, but acted as an EFL relief teacher 
when needed. My observations suggested that she was often isolated in the language lab working on 
her own, and was only in the teachers’ room when there was a need for internet access or something 
else urgent. Additionally, pressures on school performance in national examinations had 
enormously affected the overall school operation. Preparations for the national exams was a serious 
school priority especially for Year 12 students and teachers had to return to school at 04.00-06.00 
pm for such purposes. Five of the six EFL teachers actively in the CBAR project were all Year 12 
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teachers. The national exams preparations occurred every day (except Sunday and public holidays) 
throughout the academic year.  
School’s overall professional learning culture.  
There were no written policies requiring teachers to stay at the school for professional 
learning commitments. My discussion with James and Simon suggested that there were no policies 
that guided teachers’ professional learning. Teachers were in fact entitled to a monthly incentive 
(AU $30) for professional learning activities conducted outside teaching hours, but almost no one 
was engaged in such activities. In order to receive the incentive, teachers signed a professional 
learning form falsely stating they had engaged in professional learning activities. James suggested 
that school administrators and the officials of the local Department of Education, Youth and Sports 
were aware of this, but it was not considered an offence for the teachers to sign and get the 
incentives. Instead, it was felt that being tolerant to teachers was more important as it was not easy 
for them to earn money in this rural community.   
Teachers were seldom seen to do extra work which supported their professional learning. 
Teachers were often seen together on bamboo benches enjoying the sea breezes while chatting. 
There was no indication of professional learning or professional development activities delivered 
during the period of my research. Most of the meetings led by the principal that I attended contained 
no discussion of professional learning events.  
Event celebrations, test invigilation for government employees recruitment, and an unanticipated 
long semester break.  
There was a range of celebrations held throughout my study during which there were no 
teaching and learning activities. In addition, some teachers had to prepare as test invigilator for 
three days of government employees recruitment. Additionally, there were around 3 weeks of 
holidays.  
Data Analysis  
Organisation of Data 
Organisation of data was conducted after the fieldwork research. Some of the things that I did 
with organising the data were scanning, photocopying, filing, and storing them both in 
electronically and non-electronically ways which helped me to have backup copies of data (Saldaña, 
2009). I began transcribing initial meeting, initial interviews, brief meetings, two workshop sessions 
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(only for group formation) as soon as these activities had been carried out, but I had not done much 
of data transcription during the fieldwork research as I spent most days of the week at the school. 
I organised my data into two major sections: first, spoken-written documents which included 
initial meeting, initial interviews, brief meetings, two workshop sessions (only for group 
formation), sharing sessions and group discussions, and second, written documents or texts or 
written materials (Gomm, 2008) comprising classroom visit pro-formas, reflective journals, 
templates, and field notes. My field notes comprised two main sections. First, they contained notes 
on reflective journals, sharing sessions, group discussions, the day-to-day school operations, the 
process and progress of teachers’ project, and on-going IT training sessions which were 
documented in two A5 notebooks with over 200 pages and over 100 pages respectively. Second, 
they covered the workshops written in one A5 notebook with almost 100 pages.  
As I read all the data several times, I highlighted important issues emerging from the data and 
in the process of coding, categorising, and thematising them using concepts drawn from 
poststructural theories.  
Translation of Data 
It is important to discuss translation issues as most of the data were collected in Indonesian 
except for field notes and classroom visit pro-formas. The data that needed English translations 
were initial meeting, initial interviews, brief meetings, two workshop sessions, sharing sessions, and 
group discussions. For the translation work, I referred to Derrida’s (1981) deconstructionist 
approach to language in the translation of data. This approach suggests that language has both the 
signifier (sound or written image) and the signified (the concept or meaning), and both the signifier 
and signified have meaning because of their relation in the sign (Fawcett, 2008; Koskinen, 1994). 
The relation between the signifier and the signified is arbitrary and there is no obvious distinction 
between them, and reaching for the signified one can only encounter new signifiers (Koskinen, 
1994). The most significant aspect of meaning in this concept is that:  
meanings are based on differences and on their relations to other signs, and that 
meanings are always delayed, they are never completely present. The meanings of the 
sign depends on what it is not, so the meanings are always already absent. Because of 
this, we can only produce partial meanings. (Koskinen, 1994, p. 447) 
Thus my translation of initial meeting, initial interviews, brief meetings, two workshop 
sessions (only for group formation), sharing sessions, group discussions, reflective journals and 
template from Indonesian to English did not represent an exact word-for-word translation from the 
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original texts because of the complexity of constructing meanings in the English versions. 
Translation cannot be viewed as the transportation of meanings from the original source texts as it 
becomes problematic (Koskinen, 1994). Particularly in my data, the Indonesian and Bahasa Nagi 
were used interchangeably during school hours as a result of the two languages in contact in the 
participants’ daily lives which added to the complexity of meaning constructions in the English 
versions. This suggested that my understanding of data at the first stage of data collection 
sometimes changed when doing a number of readings of the transcripts, and changed again when 
reporting the data which was in line with the deconstructionist approach. Thus in my effort to 
translate the data, instead of transporting the original meaning of the data in the source language, I 
would rather “let the reader be aware of the linguistic and cultural differences and the plurality of 
meanings” (Koskinen, 1994, p. 451). In addition, some data were all directly translated into English 
to allow me have a deeper understanding of the whole exchange, and because they were not lengthy 
transcriptions such as initial meeting, initial interviews, brief meetings, two workshop sessions 
(only for group formation). However, some data were only partly translated into English, and 
relevant excerpts would be translated into English for analysis and discussion purposes. An example 
of one of the reflective journals as it was presented to me in Indonesian is included in the 
Appendices. 
Analysis  
I decided to use a Foucauldian approach to discourse analysis for data analysis and discussion 
to be consistent with his theoretical and methodological approaches as I have shown above. 
Drawing on poststructuralism and a Foucauldian approach, my data analysis involved more than 
analysing the content of texts in ways that they have been structured using linguistic features such 
as syntax and semantics. Rather, my concern is with the way in which “texts themselves have been 
constructed, ordered, and shaped in terms of their social and historical situatedness” (Cheek, 2008, 
p. 358). Thus texts represent both product of and in turn, produce discursive-based understanding of 
aspects of reality (Cheek, 2008). My analytic approach to discourse when analysing texts was that I 
was aware that texts (data) were “constructed by and in turn constructing understanding of reality 
rather than describing a or the reality” (Cheek, 2008, p. 357). This means that the data did not serve 
as a description of reality but provides an understanding of the reality—how the CBAR was 
implemented in this context.  I analysed both my spoken-written documents and written documents. 
Drawing on a Foucauldian approach, the understanding derived from his work provides a set 
of tools or toolbox that can be used to shape the discursive analysis undertaken (Cheek, 2008). 
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Foucault’s work can be described as a set of poststructuralist concepts in a toolbox and some of 
these conceptual tools include language, positioning, power and knowledge, and culture and 
community. In analysing (classroom) data from a poststructuralist perspective, Davies (1994) 
utilised two parallel aims: first, by developing a number of analytical questions or conceptual tools 
including ideas such as context, positioning, authority, experience, gender relations, discourses, and 
interests; and second, by locating the moments in which a poststructuralist oriented teacher who 
may vary their pedagogic practice from the way teaching is being done in the progressive 
classroom. Following Davies (1994), I identified some of the conceptual tools used in my study 
comprising positioning, power and knowledge, as well as reflective practice and collaboration to 
help me explore how CBAR works as a professional learning model in one disadvantaged and rural 
region in Indonesia.  
Conceptual categories were generated using a holistic coding approach (Saldaña, 2013) in 
order to discover repeated themes in the data. Those conceptual tools mentioned above produced a 
“kaleidoscopic window” (Jahng & Lee, 2013) through which I perceived different ideas, thoughts, 
and reasoning imprinted in the process of CBAR study. Rereading of my whole texts (data) allowed 
me to find the patterns of key words and ideas across given texts. The conceptual categories 
emerging from (re)reading the texts were deconstructed and reorganized. As argued by Fawcett 
(2008) textual analysis places emphasis on processes of deconstruction, and poststructuralist 
analysis focuses on the unstable and unfixed meanings that constitute social reality. 
In Foucault’s discourse analysis, the reading of common statements suggests that there can be 
a connection between what was stated in the previous events, current events, and possible future 
events (Andersen, 2003), that is, these were data-driven. What is stated by participants in one event 
is connected or supported by their statements in another event which shows connections between 
those statements. In other words, seeing this connection helps our understanding of how those 
statements construct a common pattern. For Foucault (1972a), statements are linked to a subject—
the statement must have a material existence, that is, it must be spoken, written, etc. Statements 
determine what position the subject must occupy to be its enunciator which demonstrate how social 
behaviors and practices construct and create individuals and groups.  
Data was analysed as follows:  
• A Foucauldian discourse analysis requires gathering and studying an archive of texts 
“neither entirely linguistic, nor exclusively material” (Wodak, 2011, p. 86) which together 
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constitute a discourse. In other words, the texts should be reflective of the social world the 
discourse is constructing (Haddara & Lingard, 2013).  
• The archives include statements, objects, institutions, practices, and traditions that 
collectively make—or are made possible by—a discourse (Haddara & Lingard, 2013).  
• Although I have an extensive amount of data, not all aspects of the discourses could be 
studied. However, the data allowed for sufficient depth that discourses could be 
meaningfully identified and characterized. As Foucault (1965, p. 146) says, the “archive of a 
society …cannot be described exhaustively; or even, no doubt the archive of a whole 
period”. Foucault himself undertook archaeological examinations drawing on both extensive 
and limited archives (Foucault, 1965; Foucault, 1973, 1979).  
• Repeated statements by different participants in one/the same event (e.g., initial interviews) 
or different events (e.g., reflective journal, sharing sessions, group discussions) related to 
particular discourses were highlighted. 
• The repeated statements identified through key words, phrases, or expressions were 
highlighted/underlined to show how a subject positioning was taken up or constructed by the 
teachers or myself.   
• The above process led to sub-themes in the analysis of the data.  
• The data of each sub-theme was presented in a form of either a participant’s statement(s) or 
a dialogue depending on the purpose of the analysis and discussion.  
• The analysis and discussion was linked to Foucault’s notion of discourses, care of the self, 
subject positionings, collaboration, power and knowledge, and its alignment with the action 
research principles. It was also linked with other relevant scholars in the area of the 
discussion.  
The data analytical tools I deployed assisted me to examine different discursive practices 
around the process of CBAR study. This enabled me to gain insights into how the CBAR project 
experience worked in the context of the study.  
Data Sources Codes  
In reporting the data in this thesis, I used the codes presented in the following Table. Most of 
these codes indicate the number of the data source, participant’s name, and date. The initial meeting 
(IM) only happened once for all the participants. For instance, initial meeting data were written as 
‘IM1|WG|20/7/13’, but initial interview data written as IInt1|James|20/7/13 or IInt2|Simon|20/7/13. 
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Table 11   
Data Sources Codes 
Initial meeting IM 
Initial interviews IInt 
Brief meetings BM 
Reflective Journal  RJ 
Sharing sessions SS  
Group discussions GD 
Fieldnotes on reflective journals, sharing sessions, group 
discussions, the day-to-day school operations, the process and 
progress of teachers’ project, and on-going IT training sessions 
FN 
E.g., FN|31/08/13 
Fieldnotes on workshops  FN|W|WG| 
E.g., FN|W1|WG|31/08/13 (WG=whole group) 
Classroom visits CVN (N=notes) 
Templates T 
Emerging Themes 
A thematic analysis of the data was used as I referred to the initial key research question 
“How does CBAR work as a tool for professional learning for English as Foreign Language (EFL) 
teachers in a rural and disadvantaged school in Indonesia?”. Having done a lot of reading of the data 
and familiarised myself with the data, I created a table of working data which allowed me to 
transfer the bigger pictures of the themes emerging from the data. The working data table included 
three main points: headings/themes, actual data, and my interpretation. Then, I began the process of 
classifying the data against CBAR principles: collaboration, communication, commitment, 
leadership, reflective practice, and against Foucault’s senses of language, culture and community, 
positioning, and power and knowledge within discourses. As I read the working data again and 
again, the three major themes stood out as the most dominant discourses: discourses of reflective 
practice, discourses of subject positionings, and discourses of collaboration. 
Finally, I returned to the research question and relooked at the direction the themes were 
taking. I explored the themes further including the data, my assumptions and experience, and the 
relevant literature. The three discourses reveal the complexities in implementing CBAR in an 
Indonesian remote school. The route I thought I was following was that the teachers and the system 
must change to meet the expectations of the action research view. However, at the same time I 
realised that the action research view or assumptions can be challenged and debated due to the 
complexities of the situation and multiple subject positionings that emerged within the discourses in 
this study.  
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Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have described the methodology deployed in the study through an imagined, 
intended, and enacted structure. I have also outlined the tools used during the data collection. The 
techniques of data organization and approaches to data analysis using Foucauldian approaches to 
discourse analysis were also discussed.  
The following three chapters of data analysis are structured around three main categories 
identified in the analysis: discourses of reflective practice, discourses of subject positioning, and 
discourse of collaboration.  
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Chapter 5   Discourses of Reflective Practice 
This chapter is the first of three data analysis and discussion chapters in this thesis. Here, I 
explore reflective practice, one of the three socially constructed discursive practices of CBAR in 
one public secondary school in a rural and disadvantaged region in Indonesia. Foucault’s notions of 
power relations, governmentality, self-writing, technology of the self and/or care of the self are used 
to frame the analysis to develop an understanding of how this discourse was socially constructed in 
this particular social context and how it impacted on the implementation of CBAR. The discourse of 
reflective practice reported here refers to the attitudes, behaviors, and language used by teachers, 
and power relations in this study as drawn from the analysis of the data from the reflective journals, 
sharing sessions, and group discussions. This discursive formation was made possible by the 
interactions among the teachers, their relations with each other, and with me, their relations with the 
institutions (i.e., school community and local inspectors), and with the students, whereby they 
established their own practices in the context of their teaching experience. It is important to note 
that Schön’s (1995) reflection in action and reflection on action were used in this data analysis to 
enhance understanding of this discourse. A summary of the key themes of these discourses is 
presented in the Table. For the purpose of the analysis and discussion only key examples of 
reflections and related statements are presented as “discourses are very complex and all their 
aspects can never be studied” (Jansen, 2008, p. 108) meaning that only key ideas can be explored in 
the scope of this thesis. 
The analysis and discussion begins with my discourses of reflective practice followed by 
those of the participants. The two themes of prior knowledge of reflective practice and 
implementing critical reflection in reflective practice are embedded in the analysis.  
Prior Knowledge of Reflective Practice  
As shown in the following table, my personal discourses of reflection have been influenced by 
my prior knowledge of reflective practice through my reading of the reflective practice literature, 
my understanding of CBAR based on the model developed by Kemmis and McTaggart (1988), and 
my own experience as a reflective practitioner in my personal, academic, and professional lives 
through my life journey outside the community in this study. As explained in Chapter Four, I had 
intended for the participants to be engaged in reflective practice as part of their engagement in 
CBAR as a professional learning model. 
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Table 12   
My Discourses and the Participants’ Discourses of Reflective Practice  
My Discourses of Reflective Practice (as 
informed by my reading on reflective 
practices & own experiences)  
Participants’ Discourses of Reflective Practice (as 
informed by their practices and traditions) 
1. Prior knowledge of reflective practice gained 
from literature, my understanding of AR by 
Kemmis and McTaggart (1988), and my own 
experience as a reflective practitioner in my 
personal, academic, and professional lives.  
Limited knowledge of reflective practice and 
professional learning. 
2. Implementing critical reflection in reflective 
practice through high level thinking order, and 
consulting literature on specific issues in 
discussion as well as conversing with others 
leading to new knowledge and transforming 
practice.  
Being descriptive at the beginning, then becoming 
critical of their teaching (not all) with help (self/group) 
from me as expert researcher. 
 
3. Content of reflections 
• Reflect on the CBAR workshop content, 
link it with classroom teaching practices, 
teaching beliefs and values to establish 
them as independent reflective teacher-
researcher practitioners & inform me about 
their learning of CBAR and their ability to 
implement it.  
• Reflect on the CBAR cycles as undertaken 
by the teachers. 
 
• Reflect on classroom teaching practices or events, 
less independent as reflective teacher-researcher 
practitioners, limited evidence of beliefs and 
values in journal writing, but some evidence in 
sharing sessions and group discussions.  
 
 
• Reflect on CBAR and classroom teaching.  
4. Facilitating reflective practice using materials 
and sample reflections from the literature in my 
capacity as a facilitator, and not providing 
feedback from my perspective as a researcher. 
• Willingness to try, and request for help with 
reflective journal writing (for some, not all). 
• Ask for feedback on their classroom teaching 
practices/happenings (for most of them) in their 
role as teachers (their construction of me as a 
teacher).  
• Ask for feedback (for most of them) on their 
CBAR related matters in their role as researchers 
(their construction of me as expert researcher). 
5. Self-writing (reflective writing/journal) 
involving being able to interrogate the self, and 
read other resources, listen to and share with 
others in the process of shaping one’s identity. 
Self-writing (reflective writing/journal) involving only 
about the teachers’ own selves. 
 
6. To construct teachers’ knowledge and skills 
through self-exploration and collaboration with 
others.  
The researcher (me) as the source of knowledge and 
expertise.  
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My references to reflection partly follow O’Sullivan’s (2002) statement that the teachers had 
limited skills of reflection because they had not been trained to use reflection to improve their 
teaching practices. Thus my analysis of the teachers’ ability to reflect in this study at that time does 
not refer to anything other than their skills to reflect on their classroom practice, their teaching 
beliefs and values, CBAR workshop content, and not necessarily in a more general sense on their 
lives outside of school. Thus I am not saying that Indonesian teachers in this context were unable to 
reflect. I am saying, however, that these teachers had not been trained to reflect on their 
professional practice to improve their teaching, unlike their counterparts in other countries using 
action research such as Austria (Posch, 2003), Spain (López‐Pastor, Monjas, & Manrique, 2011), 
and USA (Brown, 2002; Hagevik, Aydeniz, & Rowell, 2012). 
For the purposes of this study, it is also important to understand that my references to self-
writing refers to reflective journal writing as self-writing as Foucault (1997) argues that this form of 
writing can be considered as part of “the arts of oneself, that is, the aesthetics of existence and the 
government of oneself” (Foucault, 1997, p. 207).  
The analysis of the participants’ initial interviews reveals that reflection was foreign to them.  
This was evidenced in repeated statements by different participants, for example, “[I have] never 
written a reflective journal” (IInt|James|20/7/13), or “[I have] never been reflective” 
(IInt|Enggy|20/7/13), and [I have]“no ideas of what this (reflection) is” (IInt|Itriani| 20/7/13). These 
comments reveal the participants’ limited experience in being reflective in their day-to-day practice 
as teachers of English. These teachers’ practices were shaped by the professional culture (Elliott, 
2007) in Indonesia that does not prioritise reflection (Thompson & Pascal, 2012) but instead 
focuses on day-to-day teaching issues, marking homework, testing and reporting. This cultural 
difference formed part of the challenge for the teachers in the project as the implementation of 
CBAR as a professional learning model requires reflective practice as an integrated activity in 
action research.  
The teachers’ routine practices in this community were to lecture and coach students for the 
national examinations (Kopong, 1995) and reflective practice was not evident at the point of time 
when the CBAR project started. Nevertheless, this new concept of discursive practice—being 
critical, analytical and self-reflective—through journal writing was welcomed by some of the 
teachers as part of the CBAR project. While some participants had nothing to say about their 
willingness to try reflecting, others expressed their interest in trying out such reflective practice 
‘It’ll be a good opportunity to do it’ (IInt3|Larry|20/7/13), ‘So it’s going to be a new task for me’ 
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(IInt4|Irena|20/7/13), ‘It’ll be exciting to practice writing a journal’ (IInt1|James|20/7/13), with 
assistance from me as a facilitator ‘I hope you can help me with this’ (IInt2|Simon|20/7/13). With 
these positive reactions, the teachers at times positioned themselves as novice action researchers 
beginning to practice being reflective practitioners. Also, all indicated that they were interested in 
learning about everything covered in the workshop including the reflection ‘want to learn about 
everything to be delivered in the workshops as we’ve never learnt about this before’ 
(IInt|James|20/7/13). This aligned with my perspective of what I wanted to achieve as both a 
facilitator and researcher. Thus my constructions of myself and the teachers’ construction of me as a 
facilitator were not conflicting at the start of the project. However, during the process of trying to 
implement this practice, the teachers’ and my discourses of reflection clashed. This is discussed 
below.   
Implementing Critical Reflection in Reflective Practice  
I intended that the teachers would implement critical reflection during their CBAR project 
about their teaching practices, beliefs and values, in relation to CBAR workshop content, in written 
form (in their reflective journal) as well as verbal forms (sharing sessions and group discussions). 
As my discourse of reflective practice required that reflective practitioners have to be critical in 
their reflections, I wanted the teachers to adopt this discourse and understand what it means to be 
critical. This is because without critical reflection, the literature suggests that expected changes and 
new knowledge construction would be limited (Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Foucault, 1997). This 
proved challenging for the participants as it was beyond their current professional discourses around 
teaching and coaching students for national examinations.  
For Foucault (1997), self-writing is a vital principle of being critical and in shaping one’s 
identity. As reflective practice, self-writing or the journaling contains reflections or reasonings 
about what the writer has observed, read, heard, or thought which builds further subsequent 
rereading and meditation (Foucault, 1997). Self-writing requires self-discipline as it is a constant 
self-practice or self-training (Foucault, 1997). These forms of training include self-control, 
remembering what has been learnt, self-examinations, meditation, having quiet time and listening to 
others. As an exercise of thought, writing works in two different ways: first, it takes a linear form 
moving from meditation to the activity of writing and from there to training and trial in a real 
situation. Second, it is a circular form, meaning that meditation precedes the notes which enable the 
rereading, which in turn reinitiates the meditation. This suggests that writing involves a cyclical 
process which aligns with the action research process. The challenges in being critical, in self-
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writing or journaling for these teachers emerged from the analysis of the initial interviews with the 
teachers. 
A workshop topic on being reflective was delivered and a sample of a particular reflective 
model of writing was provided to support their practice. Because of Foucault’s (1997) ideas that 
self-writing involves also reading other resources and sharing with others, the workshops provided a 
range of opportunities for the participants to reflect such as journal writing, sharing sessions, and 
group discussions. Further, guidelines for reflection in journal writing, sharing sessions and group 
discussions were also provided (see Farrell, 2013). In the next section, the reporting of the analysis 
of the data from their first journal writing is divided into four themes: ongoing problem solving, 
intention for future resolutions, blaming oneself, and blaming others for difficulties.  
Ongoing Problem Solving  
The following excerpt from a journal entry show Itriani’s thinking and feeling process in 
solving a classroom issue: 
I found out that their pronunciation was not right. I was so concerned about it. So I 
decided to teach them how to read it out with a correct pronunciation. 
(RJ1|Itriani|5/9/13) 
Itriani’s reflections about her classroom experiences support the connection between thinking 
and feeling in her process of learning about the errors students had made. The internal process of 
feeling ‘so concerned’ shows Itriani’s thinking and feeling about her students’ errors ‘their 
pronunciation was not right’, and her decision to improve the errors on the spot ‘I decided to teach 
them how to…’.  This statement illustrates Foucault’s (1997) idea of struggling to overcome 
difficult circumstances. Foucault (1997) encourages us to not just present the difficult 
circumstances, but to go beyond to find a solution. Itriani exploited her reflective journal as a 
framework for helping her to think through and address difficult problems in her classroom. 
Although Itriani applied reflection-in-action (Schön, 1995) using her common sense or basic 
knowledge that students’ errors occurred and had to be fixed ‘so, I decided to teach them how 
to…’’, this did not lead in this instance, to further critical questions of why such errors appeared 
which might lead her to advance her knowledge of how she could improve her teaching. In this 
instance Itriani came up with a limited solution as she was at this stage unable to reflect beyond her 
own actions to think about a range of solutions. 
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Intention for Future Resolutions  
In contrast to Itriani, Irena’s statements reveal a different reaction to students’ errors though 
they demonstrate a similar thinking and feeling process: 
… it was out of my expectations that they all forgot about it which had made me 
confused. Maybe I should understand their situation, and try better ways to teach them. 
(RJ1|Irena|7/9/13) 
Irena’s internal process ‘confused’ indicates her thinking and feeling process of learning about 
students’ unlearning ‘they all forgot about it’ which led to her confusion and rethinking of her 
future action ‘should understand their situation,  and try better ways to teach them’. Irena adopted 
“reflection-on-action” about what she would do in future lessons ‘should understand their situation, 
and try better ways to teach them’, indicating her evaluation of what had gone wrong and what had 
to be done in future lessons or what Foucault (1997) calls reactivating the rules of conduct, or what 
Dutra and Mello (as cited in Farrell, 2013, p. 103) term “reconceptualising practice”. However, 
similar to Itriani, the scope and depth of Irena’s reflections were limited to knowing-in-practice 
(Schön, 1995) that is, she knew what went wrong but her intuitive knowing-in-practice could be 
extended to allow critical reflections by criticising, testing, and restructuring her own understanding 
of what the students were undergoing. Irena was unable to do this, as was James as seen in his 
initial reflective journal, for example, James’s reflection on time organisation focused on his guilt 
and negatives rather than on a solution. 
Blame Oneself for Difficulties 
James’s initial reflective journal entry below shows his guilt and a negative view of classroom 
issues through a tendency to blame himself: 
…I shouldn’t have corrected their inappropriate vocab too much, and asked them to 
could have been finished in a timely repeat again and again so that I could have given 
enough time for all students to take turns. I should have guided them … as necessary 
because … In the next meeting, I will organise the time much better so that this 
wouldn’t happen again… and the materials manner. (RJ1|James|6/9/13) 
James’s statements “shouldn’t have corrected…too much, asked them to repeat again and 
again,” “could have given enough time,” “should have guided them” indicate his guilt. James was 
not experiencing guilt in the way Foucault (1997) imagines, that is, faults need to be seen as 
“simply good intentions left undone” (p. 237), and Foucault does not see faults as accusatory, but 
rather evidence of a lack of success. However, James and other teachers (Erna and Larry as 
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discussed in the following section) were not yet at the stage where they were able to enact this. 
James’s initial reflection was negative in that he thought being critical meant he was a bad teacher.  
Erna also demonstrated this as is also shown in the following data: 
I got confused how to manage two groups of students who were trying to give their 
explanations ….. I didn’t know what to do…maybe because I was only a new teacher or 
just became a teacher, ... I was confused what I had to do. Then time was over. 
(RJ1|Erna|5/9/13) 
Erna’s thinking as “confused” was shown repeatedly, and “I didn’t know what to do” and 
“what I had to do” convey the same message of confusion, as well as tensions and frustrations 
about teaching. Her statement “maybe because I was only a new teacher or just became a teacher” 
reveals her uncertainty, and that she was being critical in a negative way of herself as a new teacher. 
She positioned herself as a novice teacher who could be blamed for her limited knowledge on group 
management issues.  
Larry’s journal below similarly demonstrates his feeling of guilt: 
I thought about what happened in my class for a while….that I could have actually been 
able to achieve all my three lesson aims in that class, but I couldn’t because I was 
unable to manage the situation well. (RJ1|Larry|5/9/13) 
Larry’s statement “could have actually been able to achieve,” “but I couldn’t because I was 
unable to manage the situation well” reveals his guilt for being unable to achieve his lesson goals. 
Larry’s negative emotions were closely linked to his positioning himself as a novice teacher who 
was unable to manage his class. 
In general, James, Erna and Larry felt guilty and blamed themselves for the difficulties 
encountered in their classrooms. Foucault (1997) encourages us not to be self-destructive for our 
past mistakes. For Foucault (1997), errors should be perceived as strategy, and not reflective of 
moral character meaning they are not bad behaviours or bad intentions. In other words, the 
remembrance of past errors needs to be considered in terms of finding resolutions to the problems, 
not blaming oneself or others which is discussed in the next section. At this stage of the project, 
these three teachers found it difficult to move beyond blame. 
Blame Others for Difficulties 
This section of analysis focuses on the second theme of the teachers’ reflections which was to 
blame others for difficulties:  
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I was very disappointed that only 3 students were able to do the test well. My blaming 
questions came into my mind: Why didn’t the students know about all this? What did 
the previous English teachers do with these students? How well did the previous 
teachers teach them last year? I’ve made my students down with my angry look. 
(RJ1|Simon|5/9/13) 
Simon’s statement “very disappointed” shows his frustrations about the students’ low test 
performance. His focus on blaming others or what Thomas and Liu (2012) call “blameshifting” 
prevented him from thinking critically about his classroom problem. “Why didn’t the students know 
about all this?” “What did the previous English teachers do with these students?” “How well did 
the previous teachers teach them last year?”. Instead of thinking and evaluating critically the 
causes of the students’ lack of learning, and ways to improve their learning including his own 
learning of new ways of teaching, Simon blamed other teachers for his students’ low test 
performance. This blameshifting was also found in James’s reflective journal: 
Having analysed students’ test results, I found that their average mark was 65% which 
means they haven’t achieved the minimum target (75%). They go to school but don’t 
learn, and don’t do the exercises in the course-book. They don’t do their homework. 
They only want to hear when I explain, and they don’t take notes. When I ask if they 
understand, all say yes, but when I ask them to produce sentences they can’t. 
(RJ4|James|30/9/13) 
Similar to Simon, James’s written reflection reveals blameshifting though he did not blame 
other teachers (as Simon did), but his own students due to their low test performance “They go to 
school but don’t learn,” “don’t do the exercises,” “don’t do their homework,” “don’t take notes,” 
“they can’t (produce sentences)”. While Foucault (1997) argues that faults, or simply negative 
experiences, can be turned into a positive strategy to overcome problems, these teachers were 
unable to enact this, especially James who still showed this behaviour in his fourth reflective 
journal. 
Both Simon and James demonstrated limited self-introspection and self-analysis, about the 
causes of the low test results. Connecting this with Foucault’s (1997) sense of taking care of the 
self, these teachers were not experiencing taking care of themselves in ways that Foucault 
envisages. Foucault (1997, p. 95) states that taking care of oneself is not “simply to pay attention to 
oneself, to avoid mistakes […]; it is referring to a whole domain of complex and regulated 
activities”. Clearly, from Foucault’s perspective, these teachers did not perceive the low test 
performance as a “mistake” for which either the other teachers, the students, or themselves had to 
be blamed. Instead it should be seen as part of learning which involves focusing on their own 
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learning, and also seeing learning as complex, and as activities which require them to critically 
evaluate their own teaching approaches, and to consider other factors contributing to the low test 
results such as test validity and reliability. This approach views mistakes as sources of learning, and 
hence new knowledge. Should this be absent from these teachers’ practices, there may be no 
learning and their ability to implement the CBAR project may be hindered.  
The analysis of my responses to the first workshop (WS1|31/8/13) suggests that the session on 
reflection was inadequately developed, and the sample given of a basic model of reflection taken 
from Richards and Lockhart (1996) was not appropriate. This approach was conceived as 
appropriate at the time in that the concept of reflective journaling was introduced through the 
simplest reflection (Hobbs, 2007) to avoid a sense of “too much too quickly,” and to minimise 
resentment and negativity (Otienoh, 2011). Another factor in this decision was that a broader topic 
on reflection was scheduled for workshop 5 on “Evaluating, Reflecting and Modifying Your Initial 
Plan” which corresponded to research cycle 5 “Reflect on What Happen”. This explained why I 
decided not to focus too much on reflection in the first few workshops. Then I decided to revisit the 
objective of the reflective journal in subsequent sessions, and pointed out the reflective questions in 
the module as well as providing a model of reflective questions from the internet. Despite the 
participants’ statements in the initial interviews that they had never experienced reflective practice 
in their profession, I still assumed, at the start of the project, that they knew about reflection, so I 
was positioning them as more aligned with my own discourse. In practice this lack of alignment 
meant I had to rethink my own teaching and positioning which demonstrated Schön’s (1995) 
reflection on action, and change my own practices. Initially I positioned them as colleagues who 
were equally knowledgeable but then had to shift my positioning to constructing them as novices 
and myself as an expert in reflection. In practice I had to take up the role of teacher to achieve this. 
Through these actions I positioned myself as a teacher trying to build their knowledge about 
reflection through asking them to think about their experiences in different ways. In this regard, my 
role as a researcher, positioned as an outsider observing the teachers as they implemented their 
CBAR projects was compromised.  
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Progress on Critical Thinking in Reflective Journal 
Only three of the eight participants demonstrated progress in asking themselves critical 
questions in their reflective journals as illustrated in Figure 12. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12.  The transition of reflection level in journals. 
The writing of classroom descriptions used here refers to reflections that consider the 
technical aspect of the classroom day-to-day issues or problems. There were no indications of 
analysis and links to a fundamental professional knowledge base, and no hint of being able to draw 
out learning or new knowledge from the experience (Thompson & Pascal, 2012). 
As this level of reflection evolves over time and space, it suggests unfixed subject 
positionings. For example, Evelyn, Itriani and Irena enacted two stages of moving from writing 
classroom descriptions to critical reflection, and returned to classroom descriptions again. 
Meanwhile, Enggy, Erna, James, Larry and Simon remained focusing on classroom description. 
The following excerpts reveal this progress of transition:   
Our research topic is “How to integrate grammar into a range of speaking and listening 
activities”. I ask myself some major questions: 1) Why am I interested in this topic? Is it 
to help students develop their grammar knowledge in order to pass exams, and address 
the demand of the curriculum? Is learning grammar essential? 2) How does integrating 
grammar with a range of speaking and listening activities help improve my students’ 
learning and my own teaching? Will students be able to learn more effectively, and 
more interested in learning English? How do I learn procedures in applying this 
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approach? 3) How can I learn to change/improve from this research topic? 
(RJ2|Evelyn|12/9/13) 
Evelyn moved towards a more critical level of reflection in her second entry which suggests 
her developing ownership of the project, and how her identity was shifting through the discourse of 
reflection. The analysis of the reflective journal entries identified examples of critical inquiry and 
reflections about herself, for instance, her questioning of the choice of topic “Why am I interested in 
this topic?,” the significance of the topic to students’ needs in learning of grammar and curriculum: 
“Is it to help students develop their grammar knowledge in order to pass exams, and address the 
demand of the curriculum?” and the research contribution to her learning/knowledge “How can I 
learn to change/improve from this research topic?”. Through asking relevant questions about her 
research topic, Evelyn was demonstrating her relation to herself, attempting to open up herself as 
much as possible, to create an opportunity for improvement (Foucault, 1997). Evelyn was thus in 
the process of subjectivation (Foucault, 1997) where she was transforming herself to a critical 
practitioner (from her initial positioning through classroom describer position). This aligns with 
CBAR as it requires teachers to develop their inquiries throughout the process.   
The following critical reflections by Evelyn reveal difficulties, both with reflection and with 
the decision-making process in relation to choosing a topic: 
In the beginning, our group wanted to do research on integrating grammar into a range 
of speaking and listening activities. However, after we’ve discussed this in our meeting, 
we actually found it hard to do this topic. Therefore, we decided to change a topic of our 
own thought ‘Improving students’ pronunciation skills through drilling methods’. 
Honestly, I personally doubt it though if I can do this topic for my CBAR. Some 
questions that bother me: What is the drilling method? What’s the learning model like 
when using the drilling method? What are the steps in implementing the drilling 
method? Is this technique appropriate for improving students’ pronunciation skills? Are 
there any other ways to improve learners’ pronunciation skills apart from the drilling 
method? (RJ3|Evelyn|8/10/13) 
Although Evelyn demonstrated her understanding of group ownership of the project by 
explaining how they chose a topic of their own interest, Evelyn’s statements also reveal her 
personal difficulties, anxiety and uncertainty “I personally doubt it though if I can do this topic for 
my CBAR”. Her doubts echo Clarà’s (2015) argument that reflection is a thinking process that gives 
coherence to an initially incoherent and unclear situation. Hence, reflection begins with “a state of 
perplexity, doubt, and obscurity about a situation” (Kelly, Clarà, Kehrwald, & Danaher, 2016, 
p. 37). Evelyn’s challenging questions motivated her to achieve her goal “Somehow, I try to do my 
best to find as much information as possible, either through the internet, or other resources that can 
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help us to complete this CBAR,” and “As a teacher, I can learn to be more creative through this 
new teaching method which may be more effective, and not monotonous” (RJ3|Evelyn|8/10/13). 
However, at the same time, her anxiety and uncertainty continued “I also doubt it if our group can 
actually complete our CBAR” (RJ3|Evelyn|8/10/13) which urged her to ask for my assistance 
“Would you please help us out?” “We hope that we eventually complete our CBAR to the best of 
our ability, without any problems, obstacles” (RJ3|Evelyn|8/10/13).  
Similar difficulties were demonstrated by Itriani:  
Last week, our group started to identify problem for our research “Improving students’ 
pronunciation skills through drilling methods”. This title was challenging, but we want 
to try. Why did we choose this topic? What was the rationale for our research topic? 
What is our approach in improving students’ pronunciation errors? How do we improve 
students’ pronunciation skills? Is there only one approach or can there be more than one 
approach in improving students’ pronunciation? Do we as researchers need to compare 
our own pronunciation, students’ pronunciation and native speakers’ pronunciation? or 
What is the best approach for teaching pronunciation that is suitable with our research 
topic? Your comments would be very helpful for us to continue with our research. 
(RJ4|Itriani|8/10/13) 
Itriani’s statement “This title was challenging, but we want to try” reveals the challenge 
and/or difficulties her group was combating, but shows her perceptions of this project as working 
together as a group. The difficulties of Evelyn and Itriani align with Foucault’s (1997, p. 97) claim 
that taking care of the self is characterised by “struggle,” and is “a permanent battle”. To be able to 
improve their practice through CBAR, they needed to know how to reflect critically and sustainably 
develop it. Foucault (1997, p. 97) describes this as an “athletic contest” where one has to be well-
prepared to fight for his/her opponent, and continuously train when not fighting. Thus these teachers 
were demonstrating Foucault’s (1997, p. 97) notion of “self-cultivation” referring to self-
development which occurs in an adult practice and continues for life. This aligns with the principles 
of CBAR in which cycles continue to evolve, and in order to be able to manage the unpredictable 
nature of the future teachers need resilience. At this stage of their CBAR projects these teachers 
were not confident in their abilities to succeed, and had not yet developed resilience through their 
reflections. 
There was no indication that Itriani intended to discover the answers to her own questions by 
herself, instead she asked for my feedback “Your comments would be very helpful for us to continue 
with our research” (RJ4|Itriani|8/10/13). Nevertheless, Itriani demonstrated a critical stance in her 
comment that “This title was challenging” but showed her willingness “we want to try”. Her 
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statements “Why...this topic?” “What was the rationale for…?” “What is our approach…?” “How 
do we improve…,” “Do we as researchers need to compare…?” “Is there only one approach 
or…?” or “What is the best approach for …?” indicate her thinking about how to tackle the 
classroom issue the group had identified, and reveal a developing understanding of the goals of 
CBAR. For example, her use of “How” indicates she is looking for change and “we as 
researchers” suggest an initial positioning of herself as a researcher. Furthermore her use of “we,” 
“our” and “us” reflect her ownership and understanding of this as a group undertaking.  
The following reflective journal entry highlights Irena’s use of critical questions though it 
differs in terms of emotions compared to Evelyn and Itriani’s journal entries above: 
In trying out discussion and peer teaching approach of learning tenses, I wanted to find 
out: What are the difficulties encountered by the students in doing the task?, To what 
extent have students learnt about tenses?, How did students apply the functions of those 
tenses in their daily conversations?, How can this model of learning through 
discussions/peer teaching help students to understand tenses more effectively?, How can 
learners be motivated through the discussion/peer teaching activity?, How can learners’ 
self-confidence be improved through the discussion/peer teaching activity?, What are 
the differences between their learning before and after the implementation of this 
approach? To inform all this to myself, I prepared students’ worksheets to facilitate their 
discussion. I tried hard to give my students opportunities to report their findings before I 
made a final comment as necessary. (RJ3|Irena|23/9/13) 
Irena’s statements show that her critical questions gave her direction to take actions “I 
prepared students’ worksheets to facilitate their discussion” to discover the answers to her 
questions “To inform all this to myself,” and “I tried hard to give my students opportunities to 
report their findings before I made a final comment as necessary”. Irena’s focus in her reflections 
was on the students, whereas Itriani focused on group process. Irena had developed an 
understanding of the focus of CBAR in improving learning, meanwhile Itriani focused on teaching.  
Irena demonstrates her intentions to explore the answers herself which is in contrast with 
Evelyn’s and Itriani’s statements highlighting the challenges of undertaking the project. Through 
her critical inquiry, Irena challenged herself to be independent, and to try to find the answers herself 
without relying on my assistance. Thus whereas Irena positioned herself as an independent 
researcher, both Evelyn and Itriani positioned themselves as novice researchers and positioned me 
in this reflection and CBAR discourses as an expert facilitator and expert researcher (e.g., 
RJ4/Itriani/8/10/13). Irena’s language also positioned her as working alone “I,” whereas Itriani 
indicated a group oriented approach.  
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From the perspective of the discourse of reflective practice, Evelyn and Itriani’s request for 
assistance and/or feedback about their CBAR was reasonable as they needed to ask questions to me 
as a facilitator (Forrest, 2008; Wallace, 1998). Discussing such thoughts with a mentor or 
supervisor is a possible action to take after thinking about their research topic themselves and 
discussing it in their own group (Forrest, 2008). Foucault (1997) states that self-writing involves 
seeking the help of others either through reading other resources or talking with others. Although 
the reflective journal data provided no evidence of the participants’ reading of other resources to 
develop their understanding of a particular classroom issue, they shared their writing with others 
including myself as a facilitator through sharing sessions and group discussions. These sharing 
sessions also correspond to the notion of action research as social and group oriented (Kemmis & 
McTaggart, 1988). Understanding the importance of providing feedback, mentoring and 
opportunities for sharing of writing helped me reposition myself as a facilitator when appropriate, 
instead of a researcher, where my assistance was necessitated, and developed my understanding that 
in practice, action research is both an individual and collaborative activity. In terms of these 
teachers’ ability to undertake CBAR, the kinds of themes evident in their reflections highlighted the 
need to develop their understanding and skills in reflection and in sharing their reflections in order 
to progress their projects. 
The analysis above indicated that with support, these teachers were able to begin questioning 
their practices (RJ3|Evelyn|8/10/13, RJ4|Itriani|8/10/13, RJ3|Irena|23/9/13). As Wallace (1998) 
argues, “… when faced with a particular problem, I may go to a more experienced teacher and ask 
his or her advice. I may reflect on the advice, and then decide to follow it implicitly, modify it, or 
do something else” (p. 16). Wallace encourages a reflective practitioner and/or action researcher to 
develop criticality using suggestions or ideas from others. Wallace (1998) argues that asking 
questions does not necessarily solve one’s problems, however, the act of writing questions and 
possible answers may help to objectify the situation and to enable individuals to plan their way to a 
proactive action plan instead of purely reacting to problems as they emerge. The behaviours of these 
teachers support Wallace’s perspective.  
From Classroom Descriptors to Critique 
Three participants developed their journal writing from classroom description to more critical 
ways of thinking. However, the other five teachers demonstrated no such “transitory positionings” 
(Walshaw, 2007, p. 116). In their attempts to produce reflective writing, they drew on their prior 
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knowledge of narratives (Bolton, 2010), namely, telling stories about their classroom teaching 
experiences using similar structures of writing, for example: 
This week I gave a review test, but I haven’t finished marking the test so I don’t know 
yet the whole test results. But for the writing test, only one student who was able to 
write with correct grammar. The majority of the students had trouble with grammar. I 
returned their work and re-explained about the grammar, the verb changes. Then I asked 
them to self-correct their own work. But because time was up, and they hadn’t finished 
so I couldn’t collect their work. (RJ3|Enggy|23/9/13) 
Enggy’s reflective journal entry is structured in terms of a narrative about What is done “This 
week I gave a review test,” What happens/problem “The majority of the students had trouble with 
grammar” and Ending the story “because time was up, and they hadn’t finished so I couldn’t 
collect their work”. Her reflection does not contain any critical questions, for example, why the 
majority of students had trouble with grammar, and underperformed writing test results, what type 
of assessment criteria was employed, and whether or not students were aware of this. This structure 
is also evident in Larry’s writing: 
In this reflection I still want to write about the passive voice that was taught in class 
today. I asked the students to underline passive voice in the reading text after explaining 
the passive voice pattern. Some students did it well, but most didn’t. When I asked 
about the tense in the passive voice, all got confused. Then I continued to explain about 
the passive voice and tenses in the passive voice. Then I gave them homework about 
making passive voice using the tenses provided. (RJ2|Larry|11/9/13) 
Larry’s journal entry is structured as 1) What is taught “I still want to write about the passive 
voice that was taught in class today”; 2) How it is done “I asked the students to underline passive 
voice”; 3) Ending the story “Then I gave them homework”. Similarly, there are no critical 
questions. James also used a similar structure: 
For the last 3 days, I’ve noticed that students have difficulties with grammar tests 
through gap fillings in short incomplete texts. I gave a tip on how to answer a simple 
present tense question. The key strategy was to understand the key words Subject—
Verb—Object. If the missing word was a verb, they should be looking for a verb that 
has to agree with the subject. If the missing word was after a verb, then they had to look 
for an object or adjective or adverb. This helped them to do the test faster, and they did 
it less than 20 minutes. (RJ3|James|19/9/13) 
First, James writes about What happens/problem “For the last 3 days, I’ve noticed that 
students have difficulties in doing a grammar test”; next, Action “I gave a tip on how to answer a 
simple present tense question”; and finally, Solution “This helped them to do the test faster”. 
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Again, there are no critical reflections. The action taken by James was as a result of reflection-in-
action rather than the more critical reflection-on-action.   
In summary, the common patterns of the teachers’ reflective journal entries demonstrate the 
teachers’ description of their classroom experiences. In Bolton’s (2012, p. 37) terms, the story 
structure provides a “beginning middle and end”. The lack of critical reflection is counter to 
Foucault’s (1988) view of critical reflection involving the improvement of self-knowledge in order 
to make changes. However, these reflections consider the technical aspect of the classroom day-to-
day issues or problems. They show what Thompson and Pascal (2011, p. 20) call “a mechanistic 
process […] simply completing a predominantly descriptive (rather than analytical)” account of 
classroom issues. Therefore, these reflections present the participants’ own discourse of reflection 
as classroom description as opposed to my discourse of reflection based on the principles of CBAR 
which focused on critical thinking about workshop content, classroom teaching practices, beliefs 
and values. This difference in understanding challenged my assumption about the kinds of skills 
that these teachers had on entering the project. The outcome was that in setting up the projects with 
the teachers, more time had to be spent in explicitly teaching the participants about critical 
reflection. In so doing I shifted from my intended positions as a researcher trying to find out how 
teachers could implement CBAR, and as a workshop facilitator, to a position of teacher.  
Collaborative Reflection 
Foucault (1997) states that in taking care of the self, one needs to attend to the relations to the 
self as well as to rely on the relations to others including a teacher, or anyone else who could be of 
assistance. Foucault views this as an acceptable principle which is true for anyone and continues for 
life. Foucault (1997, p. 98) encourages us to share our thoughts in either written or verbal forms 
with others in an attempt to develop our “self-cultivation,” meaning a set of practices to keep 
ourselves in control for the unpredictable future. This fits into CBAR in that action research is 
normally supported by discussion among participants, and through discourse, group reflection 
reconstructs the meaning of the social situation and provides the basis for the revised plan (Kemmis 
& McTaggart, 1988). These authors continue to say that action research focuses on individual 
commitment to changes in personal practice as a means of advancing the collective interest of the 
group, that is, the improvement of educational practice in general (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988). 
This is important because the individual teachers attempted to focus on their own practices, 
meaning they cared for themselves before they cared for others (Foucault, 1997) through sharing 
experiences and ideas with, and learning from each other in the collaborative reflection. This idea of 
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collaborative reflection takes into account bringing individual critical reflection into a broader 
socio-political level which comprises cultural and structural factors which are important in shaping 
professional practice, and the social and political circumstances in which such practice occurs 
(Thompson & Pascal, 2012).  
The following examples from one of the sharing sessions and group discussions indicate 
collaborative reflection identified as a project report and shared understandings of experiences. 
They reveal a development from project report to critical reflection which is summarised in 
Figure 13.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13.  The transition of reflection level in collaborative reflection. 
All of the participants started from the level of reporting their project and/or sharing teaching 
experiences and/or conducting CBAR, but Erna and Larry stayed at the same stage of reporting 
project, whereas Irena, James and Simon moved from project reporters and sharing experiences in 
conducting CBAR to critical reflectors and back to project reporters again on an occasional basis; 
meanwhile Enggy, Evelyn and Itriani sometimes moved from project reporters to critical reflectors, 
and back to project reporters again. This transition thus suggests two chief categories; those who 
were stagnant and those were fluid. As the levels of reflection changed over time and space, it 
suggests unstable subject positionings. Implications for implementing CBAR are that all 
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participants including the facilitator need to be patient during this process to see how they develop 
in the long run. This also suggests that the then subjectivity of these teachers were (not) 
representatives of their future subjectivity because CBAR is also a developmental process.  
Following is the first excerpt of the collaborative reflection which reveals the stage of sharing 
experiences in classroom teaching. The content of the reflection focused on solving a classroom 
issue: 
Itriani: I gave a test this week, but the results were not satisfactory. Only 7 out of 40 
students who got a minimum grade of 75. I asked myself if I had made them learn. I 
gave an essay test where students had to fill in gaps, answer simple questions based on 
the passage, and complete a dialogue, so that they need to think the answers 
themselves more deeply. If I gave them a multiple choice test, they would just simply 
tick an option. 
Siti: Why do you think the results were low? 
Itriani: Not sure.   
Siti: What do others think about that? 
Simon: I think you shouldn’t feel bad about it. The students are in the process of 
learning. As a teacher, we keep encouraging them to try, and keep learning. We just 
need to give them more practice. If they do a lot of practice, they’ll be able to do the 
test well.  
Irena: Mmm, did you mark the test yourself or with the students? 
Itriani: I marked it myself. 
Irena: I normally check the test with my students so they know which questions they 
got them wrong and why. If we mark the test by ourselves, the students would only 
know the grade, and wouldn’t know why they’ve made a mistake. (SS2|WG|13/9/13) 
Itriani raised an issue from her classroom with the group to share her experiences and invite 
feedback. I took up a role as a facilitator who invited comments and let the participants answer and/ 
or share their own experiences and/or reflect their own practices to enable their critical thinking. 
Although Itriani attempted to reflect on her teaching and its connection with the test results “I asked 
myself if I had made them learn,” this was not deeply addressed leading me to prompt “Why do you 
think the results were low?”. Simon focused on practice in his response “I think you shouldn’t feel 
bad about it. The students are in the process of learning, keep encouraging them to try, and keep 
learning, give them more practice”. My question “What do others think about that?” was an 
attempt to stimulate critical thinking discussion about this issue. Irena shared her own experience of 
marking the test together with students and reason for doing it “I normally check the test with my 
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students so they know which questions they get them wrong and why”. However, this response 
focused again on describing what was done in the classroom rather than a critical evaluation of 
validity or reliability for example. 
Having learned from these teachers’ talk about low test results, I attempted to challenge them 
to think about the causes of this issue. The word “habit” that I used in the conversation exchange 
below refers to James’s statement “get used to” which indicated a common and repeated practice. 
When I probed about ways to avoid translation habits, three of the teachers responded: 
Siti: What factors do you think might have caused the problem of low test 
performance?  
Itriani & Larry: Vocabulary. 
James: Vocabulary. They get used to translating every single word. And they do direct 
translations. 
Siti: How do you avoid this translation habit? 
James: I used to do like….for long sentences, I underlined the words that I thought they 
didn’t know their meanings yet, and then I explained about them.  
Siti: Okay, fine. Any other comments?  
Participants: (Quiet) (SS2|WG|13/9/13) 
For these teachers, vocabulary was the reason for the low test performance. The implication 
being that as the students’ vocabulary was very limited, students needed to translate every single 
word to help them understand the test questions and answers—which had become a habit “get used 
to translating every single word” (SS2|WG|James|13/9/13). This reveals their blaming of students 
for the low test results because of their translation habits. It was challenging for the teachers to think 
critically about why translating was so powerful. Although James shared his approach “I used to” 
which might imply a discontinued practice, others had nothing to say. This quietness might due to 
their limited knowledge of ways to avoid the translation tradition. This quietness also recurred in 
one of the group discussions below when Itriani re-raised the issue of translation as it continued to 
be an issue of concern:  
Itriani: It’s become the students’ habit to translate every single word.  
Irena: How to minimise the translation habit, that’s the issue which can be resolved in 
a continuous process of the research.  
Siti: Yeah, perhaps it can be a good CBAR topic. It’s a challenge how you can reflect 
on this, and find an alternative approach to reduce students’ heavy reliance on 
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translating words, isn’t it? But what kinds of questions can you ask for such habit of 
translation? 
Participants: (Quiet)  
Siti: I’d ask, for instance, where did the habit come from? Do we tend to either ask 
students to translate or we often end up translating words for them in almost every 
lesson? Is this a good habit? Is translation always necessary? What strategies can be 
used to minimise this habit? (GD1|WG|4/10/13) 
Similar to the previous excerpt (SS2|WG|13/9/13), the above quotation shows that the words 
“habit” and “translate(ion)” were repeated by the participants showing their awareness of such 
practice, but blameshifting occurred as in “It’s become the students’ habit to translate every single 
word”. I tried to reposition this as a research issue “Yeah, perhaps it can be a good CBAR topic” 
following Irena’s response “How to minimise the translation habit, that’s the issue which can be 
resolved in a continuous process of the research.” Foucault (1997) argues that in the care of the 
self, one must get rid of all the bad habits and false opinions gleaned from others. Thus for 
Foucault, these teachers needed to develop their critical thinking skills in order to divest themselves 
of blaming students for the low test performance as well as disposing of the translation habit itself 
entirely.  
Both Itriani and Irena positioned themselves as beginning researchers who began to realise 
problem(s) emerging in their common practice. However, in spite of their awareness of such 
practice, it remained difficult for them to develop critical questions. I challenged them to consider 
these practices of translation as their CBAR topic, and prompted: “But what kinds of questions can 
you ask for such habit of translation?” to help them find the answers themselves. In their silence, I 
continued to raise questions to help them think “Where did the habit come from? Do we tend to 
either ask students to translate or we often end up translating words for them in almost every 
lesson?” etc. Here I was trying to position them as researchers asking questions rather than teachers 
describing classroom teaching experiences.  
The reflective journals, sharing sessions and classroom visits in phases 2 and 3 indicate that 
the habit of translation in both the students and teachers was dominant because of the teachers’ co-
construction of themselves as “translators” as in “I finally ended up helping the students to 
translate the passage as they were unable to complete the task within the allocated time” 
(RJ1|Itriani|5/9/13), “I got them to translate difficult words so that they could understand the text 
well, and I often do this translation activity because they always have problems with vocab” 
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(SS1|WG|Erna|6/9/13), “It was a lot easier for them to answer my questions after I had asked them 
to translate sentences from English to Indonesian” (SS2|WG|Evelyn|13/9/13).  
The teachers’ common and repeated words “I,” “helping,” “got,” “do,” “had asked” “to 
translate” indicating either themselves as the translators or students became translators constructed 
by the teachers in order to complete the task. This was confirmed by my classroom visit notes 
“Larry initially asked students to translate an English passage into Indonesian but few minutes 
later he read it out to the class and translated it himself” (CVN|P2|1/8/13), “Whenever students 
were quiet/unable to answer questions, Enggy translated the reading passages into Indonesian to 
save time” (CVN|P3|14/11/13), and “After explaining about the passive voice form, Simon 
produced some Indonesian sentences for students to translate them into English to ensure their 
understanding of the form” (CVN|P3|22/11/13). The teachers were unable to reflect critically in the 
group discussion why they did what they did in their classrooms. Their reasons for constructing 
themselves as translators varied from their perceptions of students’ inabilities to complete tasks 
within a specified timeframe “they were unable to complete tasks with the allocated time,” to help 
them better understand reading passages “so that they could understand the text well,” students’ 
limited vocabulary “they always have problems with vocab,” to ease students and save time in 
answering questions “a lot easier for them to answer my questions,” “Whenever students were 
quiet/unable to answer questions, …to save time,” and to help students’ understanding of grammar 
rules “to ensure their understanding of the form.” All this reveals that these teachers blame 
students for the difficulties—low test results. It also indicates the teachers’ inability to recognise 
their own lack of knowledge and use of English that might impact on student learning. If their 
knowledge of teaching English is limited to the grammar translation method as the quickest way to 
teach grammar for national exams, how could they be expected to develop their pedagogy? 
Moreover, as argued by Hadisantosa (2010), the way teachers teach is influenced by the way they 
were themselves taught when they were studying which was through a teacher-centred approach. 
Further, Hadisantosa (2010) argues that teachers are neither trained to adopt an interactive training 
approach nor a critical thinking approach, and it is not a quick and easy process of changing their 
teaching paradigm because as Sukyadi (2015) contends that changes in what teachers do in their 
day-to-day teaching approaches may lead to inconveniences as teachers have to move out of their 
comfort zones. 
Bolton (2012) argues that individuals are affected by their own pasts in ways in which they 
are unaware, and changing long-practised behaviours is not easy. She argues that it is not easy to 
view ourselves critically. In order to be reflective one needs to stand back from events so that she/he 
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can see herself/himself reflectively, which may lead to uncomfortable but important spaces where 
change can occur. The analysis reveals that these teachers were struggling to deal with their practice 
and tradition, and were caught in trying to decide which subject position they wished to take up—
moving between that of a change agent, or blameshifter.  
My leading questions in the dialogue (GD1|WG|4/10/13) were intended to help them to think 
deeply and were challenging for them as in their past careers as teachers they had not been 
challenged about practice and traditions “inspector mainly did his inspection as a formal procedure 
of their job, to check administrative work” (GD1|4/10/13). Irena, Evelyn, and Itriani showed some 
development and change in their reflections from classroom describers to critical writers in their 
private reflective journal, but in this more public collaborative reflection they struggled. This could 
be due to the time required for their thinking processes to be deep and sound. With such a sensitive 
issue of students’ low test performance being raised publicly in the collaborative reflections, the 
participants might have a sense of uncertainty whether the practice of translation had been good or 
bad. It was possible that they held back to “mete out blame and guilt” or as they had practiced this 
tradition for so long that it had become an automatic response. It was also likely that they just 
lacked confidence in their ability to participate publicly in more critical thinking.  
In the following example, the participants were more critical about Simon’s new approach to 
teaching using a mobile phone (for the purpose of the analysis, this long exchange is divided into 
four smaller sections):  
Simon: I tried using hand phone in reviewing tenses with my students. I gave them only 
5 minutes to answer two questions via text messages after school hours. Only one 
student was able to answer quickly, and got only one answer correct. But I asked him to 
revise his answer and send it back to me. The other 14 students needed more than 10 
minutes to do it. I learnt that the majority of the students still have trouble with the 
tenses. I need to pay more attention to their learning, give them more practice. The flash 
card that I had tried out some time ago was good, too, but if we don’t provide more 
opportunities for them to develop their knowledge and have more practice, it would be 
hard. (GD5|WG|Simon|13/12/13) 
Simon showed his commitment to improve his teaching through the CBAR project “after school 
hours.” Simon was demonstrating the practice of care of the self through critically evaluating the 
first approach “The flash card… was good, but if we don’t provide more opportunities for them to 
develop their knowledge and have more practice, it would be hard.” This led him to try out using a 
phone as an additional approach to supporting his students to develop their knowledge of English 
grammar. Simon reported however, that the students were still struggling “Only one student was 
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able to respond quickly, and got only one answer correct. The other 14 students needed more than 
10 minutes to do it.” This reflection enabled Simon to understand more about his students’ situation 
“I learnt that the majority of the students still have trouble with the tenses.” He learnt that 
providing more practice is critical in student learning, and this should require more attention “I 
need to pay more attention to their learning, give them more practice.” This demonstrates his 
developed understanding of critical reflection and of the CBAR notion that process is crucial to 
making changes. This also showed his improved understanding of being critical where he no longer 
blamed anyone for the difficulties with the students’ inability to answer questions, and their 
problems with tenses. 
The following excerpt shows how James and Simon engaged critically with each other:   
James: Sounds like a good approach though we haven’t tried ourselves yet. But how 
can you ensure that such practice helps students to learn faster? How will you mark 
them by the end of the semester?  
Simon: Well, it was only a practice after introducing them the form and function of 
simple present tense, and not a final test. I just wished to encourage them to learn 
through a different approach, to check their understanding, and that they have to keep 
learning anywhere not only in class. (GD5|WG|13/12/13) 
James challenged Simon’s teaching practice “Sounds like a good approach…, But how can 
you ensure that such practice help students to learn faster?,” “How will you mark them by the end 
of the semester?” James critiqued Simon’s new approach of teaching, though his questions focused 
on the end product as opposed to Simon’s focus on the process. James’s questions reveals his 
understanding of reflection as practice as providing solutions to achieving better test results. This 
contradicts with Simon’s understanding of reflection as a process of evaluating critically what 
works and what does not, and how his improved approach can help students learn better. Simon’s 
clarification “I just wished to encourage them to learn through a different approach, to check their 
understanding, and that they have to keep learning anywhere not only in class” indicates his beliefs 
and assumptions that learning should take place both inside and outside classroom, and technology 
is a good teaching and learning device for motivational purposes.  
James and Simon continued countering each other’s responses: 
James: What about the impact of such approach on the students’ end of semester test 
results? I meant for my own CBAR class, there’s some positive impact on students’ 
progress.  
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Simon: Well, this class is quite slow, and they need a lot of support, lot of practice. I’d 
say, if we want to use the national standard out of 6, these students’ overall grade is 
around 3 and 4. (GD5|WG|13/12/13) 
James challenged Simon about the impact of his approach on test results “What about the 
impact of such approach on the students’ end of semester test results?.” He then shared his 
experience ”for my own CBAR class, there’s some positive impact on students’ progress.” James 
indicated his understanding of the relationship between CBAR and students’ test results. However, 
Simon was not focusing on tests at that stage. Instead he focused on how to assist the slow learners 
through motivating them using their mobile phones outside school, and the need for more support 
and opportunities for practice to be provided without necessarily ignoring the impact it had on end 
of semester test results. Here through the kinds of critical questions asked, Simon positioned 
himself as a helper/motivator to his students, while James as a test assessor/examiner. These 
teachers unavoidably viewed the world from the point of view of these positions and in terms of the 
particular images, storylines or concepts that were made relevant within the particular discursive 
practice they were operating. Both emerged through the process of social interaction—in the 
collaborative reflection—not as a relatively fixed end product, but as Davies (2000) claims as one 
who is constituted and reconstituted through the various discursive practices in which they 
participate. This indicates that these teachers’ subject positionings will switch over time and space 
within this discourse. It also demonstrates how both Simon and James manifested their self-
identities through their critical reflection—the kinds of self they were shaping, assumptions and 
values they held. 
The final vignette from the group discussion involves Evelyn, Simon and Larry: 
Evelyn: What about the connection between the CBAR and the students’ test results as 
asked by James? 
Simon: I haven’t done data analysis yet as my focus at this stage is to give them some 
more practice.  
Larry: Mmm, it’s a new method, isn’t it?, it sounds good…so the questions were 
related to tense, and only 5 minutes for the students to answer questions. I’ll give it a try 
in my class some time, it’s good. (GD5|WG|13/12/13) 
While Evelyn (and James in the earlier excerpt) was interested in the impact of technology 
use for teaching/learning on students’ end of semester test results, Simon focused on giving the 
students more opportunities to practice the language. Evelyn positioned herself as an examiner and 
students were examinees, and thus her reflections focused on how imperative test results were to her 
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in the whole process of teaching. In contrast, for Simon, the process and opportunities for practice 
as well as support for struggling students were more significant than the focus on end-product. This 
positioning aligns with the principles of CBAR which focuses on the process of learning itself. This 
suggests Simon’s developed understanding of CBAR as a process of learning, and evaluating his 
teaching practices in order to improve his own learning as well as students learning in the long run.   
This collaborative verbal reflection reveals what Foucault (2001, p. 11) calls the practice of 
“parrhesia” which refers to the verbal practice of being critical to someone else/interlocutor in order 
to help them examine themselves. James challenged Simon through critical questions about his new 
practice of teaching English grammar in order for Simon to examine his practice. Such critical 
questions in this sense are also known as provocative dialogue (Foucault, 2001). The questions were 
aimed at generating further elaboration for meaning making both for Simon and for James himself. 
In this instance James’s questions made the verbal reflection useful and meaningful as the use of the 
mobile phone/text messages was perceived by other participants as a good approach. 
Such collaborative verbal reflection also shows that while some individuals found it difficult 
to be critically reflective in their reflective journal writing, they may represent themselves as more 
critical thinkers in verbal collaborative reflection.  However, this was not the case for the female 
teachers who were less critical in the public, collaborative space but more critical in their reflective 
journals. Also it was not the case for other participants who were neither critical in their reflective 
journal nor in the public collaborative space. Consequently, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 above the 
transition of the participants’ stage of reflection is not fixed. Each of the stages may change into 
another discourse of reflections, for example, when a topic of discussion or issues raised are more 
interesting for some participants, but not for others.  
Discussion 
In this chapter, the discourses of reflective practice demonstrate the diversity and 
multiplicities of positions and functions that the participants and myself took up simultaneously, 
and the tensions this multiplicity created. As facilitator, I created the opportunity to introduce 
reflective practice and how to be reflective, as teacher/educator/trainer I provided comments on 
their first reflection regarding the content and level of reflection, gave feedback on their reflections. 
As researcher I held back and allowed the participants to explore their own discourse of reflection. 
In so doing, I constructed and was constructed in different subject positions. All this was influenced 
by the discourse of reflective practice as a practice referring to the attitudes, behaviours, language 
used by teachers as well as power relations in this study. Additionally, my identity and the 
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participants’ identities were dynamic and changed over time and space due to multiple social 
relations, namely, the relations between the teachers themselves, the teachers and their students, and 
the inspectors, and the teachers and myself. When I was constructed as teacher, I was seen as 
having the identity and role as an English teacher, and the same is true for my other identities as 
facilitator and researcher. Similarly, some of the participants’ identities changed over time from 
classroom describers to critical reflectors and classroom describers, though others showed no 
change, or remained in their initial positions (Walshaw, 2007). However, as shown in the analysis 
of one of the group discussions, few of those who remained unchanged in their level of reflection in 
reflective journal writing were able to be critical reflectors in collaborative verbal reflections.  
Issues of classroom experiences, that is, teaching and testing, dominated their reflections. This 
conflicted with my discourse of reflection in which their classroom practices and beliefs needed to 
be integrated with workshop content on professional learning and being reflective as well as CBAR 
related matters. While the majority of the participants did not write about their beliefs and values in 
their reflective journal, these were evident in the collaborative verbal reflection. Since sharing 
sessions were intended for the participants to share what they had written in their journals, the same 
discourse of describing classroom experiences overshadowed the sessions. This affected the CBAR 
project in that their ability to think and evaluate critically their classroom issues were limited.  
When questions were constructed by the teachers in their reflective journals, they were not 
addressed by themselves and they sought answers from me. Clearly, learning through questioning 
and investigation as central to reflection was limited. Albeit provision of a more critical model of 
reflection was given, it did not necessarily make some of them critical reflective practitioners 
because the complexities of their personal and my personal discourses of reflection came into play. 
For example, for some teachers, their discourses of reflective practice revealed their description of 
classroom issues, from their initial to final reflective journals, which was in contrast with my 
discourse of reflective practice that required critical reflections.  
Describing classroom issues and asking for feedback from me as the prime source of 
knowledge was more evident than thinking, writing and talking critically about the process of 
CBAR itself. Although I tried to make them practise “the culture of the care of the self” (Foucault, 
1997, p. 232) through their production of reflective journal entries as a result of the power I 
exercised on them, it was they who decided to write the way they wrote, which equally revealed 
their power, authority and control of their own writing, regardless of the required model and 
proposed objective of the journaling that I constructed. This demonstrates their practices align with 
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Foucault’s (1997) suggestion that individuals create their own acceptable discourses and rational 
actions which are true to them in their context. This affected their ability to undertake CBAR which 
requires critical reflective skills.  
Each reflective practitioner projects a different perception of the self, society, and culture in 
writing or thinking about their experiences (Bolton, 2009). The same is true for the participants in 
this study who were attempting to implement this new practice of being reflective and becoming 
critical reflective practitioners. There were inconsistencies in their reflections at different times 
where they either took responsibility for problem(s) that emerged, or blamed others and traditions 
or habits. This indicates these individual teachers shifted from one to another way of thinking about 
themselves as the discourse shifted, and as their positions within discourses were taken up revealing 
emerging contradictions which suggest how social relations are constituted and social control 
exercised. This affected CBAR in that if there are no critical self-reflections, expectations of 
transforming teachers’ own practices are difficult to achieve. If problems emerge, they need to be 
shared with others and therefore collective reflections are crucial in sharing ideas and experiences 
and how individuals and groups together find ways to transform teachers as individuals and as a 
collective.   
Foucault’s (1997) sense of care of the self in reflective practice was sometimes evident in 
these teachers through reflective journal writing and collaborative verbal reflection. However, there 
were tensions and struggles for these teachers to develop their selves that required a lot of thinking 
and writing apart from listening to each other. The lack of reading relevant resources and limited 
English skills and usage to read professional/pedagogical literature hindered their development. For 
example, there was no evidence that these teachers shared and discussed what they learnt from 
literature relevant to their current practice, thus no co-construction of knowledge. Instead they 
relied on me as the source of knowledge. Their freedom, for the majority of these teachers, to 
become oneself as they desired—as the practice of ethics/morality—was blurred due to their 
historical conditions where such practice were not made available due to a highly centralised system 
of education. Foucault (1997) argues that moral experience through critical self-reflection/care of 
the self has to do with a self-transformation prompted by the acquired knowledge external to the 
self. This form of moral experience is different from their submission to a command or obedience to 
external rules and regulations. Connecting this with the implementation of CBAR in this context, it 
was difficult for these teachers to practice critical reflection in order to transform themselves to a 
new identity as EFL teachers at that time, and how such practice continues for life for these teachers 
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(not only during the CBAR project) is a possible question only if the whole system and traditions of 
the school would allow this to happen.  
Although the review of the western literature in this study suggests that CBAR as a 
professional learning model can work in the majority of western countries (O’Sullivan, 2002; 
Reynolds, 2011), or that critical reflection as a necessary component of CBAR is a skill that can be 
taught and developed through a lengthy process (Reynolds, 2011), it can be argued that (critical) 
reflective practice is not easily translated into a remote and disadvantaged context in Indonesia. 
This was partly due to how I introduced the reflective practices. The schedule of the workshops was 
problematic as similar to findings reported by Otienoh (2009), I underestimated the amount of time 
and sufficient chances to develop reflective thinking. These teachers were not already familiar with 
critical reflective thinking process that required the use of higher level of metacognitive skills and 
were unable to develop them consistently in the time available for the study. The impact of time 
confirms Walker’s (1993) conclusion that short term oriented action research is perhaps not likely 
to be feasible in the context of in-service teacher education, and Mertler’s (2013) statement that 
time is always an issue for almost everyone, and therefore different time and space for change for 
each individual should be considered and respected (Franco & Lisita, 2004). Additionally, it is 
essential to state that this was not a final conclusion of the outcomes of the process and 
development of the critical reflective practice in this context though I would expect that, despite 
their struggle in the process of develping this skill, the positive impact on those involved would be 
sustainable in the long run. Also, the self itself is complex and dynamic, and so are the institutions, 
society and culture in which the self lives. Thus the subject positions that the self takes up is also in 
the process of ceaseless change. In other words, in this discursive practice of being reflective and/or 
critical reflectors, the subjectivity or different positionings have been taken up by the participants 
and myself. This complexity of multiple selves added to the complexity of trying to implement such 
critical reflections through CBAR as a professional learning model in this context.  
In this chapter, I have analysed and discussed the analysis of discourse of reflective practice 
and raised questions, issues, and highlighted complexities of the implementation of CBAR in a 
remote school in Indonesia. In the next chapter I go on to explore this issue further in relation to 
subject positionings.  
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Chapter 6   Discourses of Subject Positionings 
The role of the facilitator is critical in the process of implementing classroom-based action 
research (CBAR). In this study the role of the facilitator that I initially intended to play was 
challenged with multiple subject positionings that emerged during the implementation of the 
project. The multiple subject positionings were not without their tensions, struggles and 
complexities. One of the most distinctive subject positionings was the participants’ construction of 
me as a teacher. This started in the second phase of the study as evidenced in their reflective 
journals, sharing sessions, brief meetings, and in the group discussion sessions in the third phase. 
The analysis of these data revealed several common patterns of connected statements that form the 
discourses in which I was constructed not only as a teacher/educator, but also as a resource 
provider, an experienced researcher, an expert in CBAR, a fellow teacher, IT trainer, and as a 
teacher researcher. In their strategies in constructing me in these subject positionings, at times they 
were positioning themselves as novice/inexperienced teachers, inexperienced learners, grammar 
oriented teachers aligning with curriculum and mandates/policy, daring and resisting teacher (not 
all), limited IT skilled teachers, confident user of IT (not all), student teachers, having limited 
autonomy/self-government in their learning, confident speaker of English (not all). In my struggles 
to balance these subject positionings, I was equally constructing the participants as novice teachers, 
inexperienced researchers and inexpert in CBAR. I also struggled to position myself and be 
positioned as a facilitator and researcher, and position them as researchers, expert in CBAR and 
(capable) EFL teachers. The participants also struggled to position and be positioned as (proficient) 
EFL teachers, researchers, due to such complexities of the situation. In addition, I also adopted 
multiple subject positionings as a rebel, second language learner, Indonesian speaker, fellow 
teacher, and teacher/educator/trainer.  
This chapter reports and discusses these multiple subject positionings including the 
participants’ construction of me as a teacher, an experienced researcher, an expert in CBAR, and 
teacher researcher. The analysis and discussion of my subject positionings of the participants are 
embedded in their multiple subject positionings of me. Depending on the nature of my focus of 
analysis and discussion, some data are presented in the form of a conversational exchange, and 
some as a set of statements representing similar positionings drawn from reflective journals, sharing 
sessions, brief meetings, group discussion sessions, classroom observations and fieldnotes. Due to 
the complexity of data about the participants’ constructions of me as having different roles and 
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different positions, the discussion is included with the analysis of each subject positioning, and a 
discussion is presented at the end.  
The Researcher as Teacher 
The next section starts with the teachers’ construction of me as a teacher through their request 
for feedback on their reflective journal where their positioning me as a teacher was a dominant 
discourse. In so doing, both the participants and myself also constructed ourselves and each other in 
different ways which will be further explored below.  
Asking for Feedback 
The request for feedback on their reflective journal was initially communicated by James in 
his capacity as a coordinator of EFL teachers (FN|James|4/9/13) prior to the first sharing session. 
When asked why they needed my feedback, James highlighted the importance of my feedback for 
their teaching practices as they wanted to learn from my experience as an EFL teacher 
(FN|James|4/9/13). This was reconfirmed by James in the first sharing session as presented below 
and all these teachers, James, Evelyn, Erna, Enggy, Itriani, Larry, Simon, and Irena, continued to 
construct me as a teacher through their journals and other settings.  
In response to this request and in an attempt to remind the participants of my role as a 
facilitator, I began the first sharing session by expressing my initial intention for the reflective 
journal.  
Siti: …. I didn’t actually intend to write feedback on your reflections as it’s for your 
own learning, and it’ll inform me how I can help you learn more about the CBAR if I 
know from your journal that you haven’t understood much about particular aspects of 
the workshop content, and how you connect them with your teaching beliefs or values 
and classroom practices, but as advised by James who represented you all, and also as 
requested by a couple of teachers in the first reflection that you asked for my feedback 
on your teaching.  
James: Yes we do need your feedback, as I said to you a couple of days ago, it’s very 
important for our teaching practices…to learn from your own experiences as an EFL 
teacher. 
Erna: I really need the feedback.   
Simon: We need your feedback. As said in my journal, I need your help with how to 
teach English.  
Evelyn: Same here. I need your feedback. We don’t know much about teaching 
English, we have limited resources. We have only one course book.  
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Enggy: Yeah, feedback, please.  
Itriani: Yes, I need the feedback. (SS1|WG|6/9/13) 
The participants constructing me as an experienced EFL teacher in this early stage of the 
study can be seen in the words “need” and “feedback” which were repeated a number of times and 
stated by more than one participant, as well as the words “comment” and (again) “feedback” as 
indicated by the two junior teachers as in “Would you please comment on what went on in my class 
today, and what I had done?” (RJ1|Erna|5/9/13), and “Can you give me feedback on this 
(translation method in teaching reading), please?” (RJ1|Enggy|5/9/13). These comments indicate 
these teachers took up a powerful position through their persistence in demanding my feedback, and 
at times I was positioned as powerful due to my expert knowledge. Their resistance to my 
disinclination to provide written feedback demonstrated their agency in resisting positioning me as 
a researcher or research facilitator. The position I wanted to adopt, that of a researcher, was 
disrupted in this instance by the participants’ desires to position me as an expert teacher of EFL.  
The use of the word “need” also shows that they were constructing themselves as novice 
teachers. The use of “we” (and “our”) by James, Simon and Evelyn represented their construction 
of themselves as a group who had the same reasons for feedback as the other teachers in this 
context. Meanwhile the use of “I” as shown by Erna, Simon, Evelyn, and Itriani revealed a shift 
from their more general construction of their selves as powerless learners to a more personalized 
account of their constructed selves as inexperienced or novice learners with scarce resources. 
Hence, for all of these teachers, their reasons for their request for my feedback were to do with their 
positioning me as an experienced, knowledgeable, skillful, and resourceful teacher.    
As an attempt to negotiate their construction of me as a teacher, and my struggle to be a 
research facilitator, I proclaimed that “I didn’t actually intend to write feedback on your 
reflections” (SS1|WG|6/9/13). However, simultaneously, I was also constructing myself as a 
teacher “I know from your journal that you haven’t understood much about…” (SS1|WG|6/9/13). 
This was also shown in the following exchange:  
Siti: Ok, but a reminder also that I won’t always do things like a teacher/trainer 
because I’m a researcher. As I said earlier that I’ve read through your reflective 
journal, I found out that none of your reflections was linked with the CBAR workshop 
content with your teaching beliefs and values and teaching practices. But because the 
sample I gave you was mainly about classroom teaching, I gave you another example 
of reflective journal writing today full of critical questions, and the link with the 
aspects mentioned earlier so hopefully we’ll see some changes in your next 
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reflections. I’ve also written in your first reflection a reminder to do this in your future 
reflections. (SS1|WG|6/9/13) 
The statements above suggest my endeavor to position and be positioned as a research 
facilitator, as at the same time I was trying not to discourage them from participating in the study. I 
thought it was only the beginning of the study, and my objection to providing feedback might have 
led to their disappointment and loss of interest in participating. I revealed the mistake that I had 
made, but intended to provide a revised example of reflective journal with an expectation of 
improved future outcomes on their reflections. However, their construction of me as a teacher 
remained throughout their journal writing and our sharing sessions. Here I compromised my role as 
a research facilitator to take up the position as a teacher to enable them to produce an expected 
model of reflective journal. Interestingly, my statements “I found out that none of your reflections 
was linked with the CBAR workshop content with your teaching beliefs and values and teaching 
practices” and “so hopefully we’ll see some changes in your next reflections” suggested that I was 
equally constructing myself as a teacher who provided feedback to her students who did not 
accomplish the requirement for the reflection model. This suggested a conflicting role which can 
“overlap, complement or conflict” (Herbert, cited in Herbert 2010, p. 685) when one is trying to 
concurrently apply facilitator and researcher roles, and is also being positioned as a teacher. This 
impacted on the messiness of the research. On the one hand, I attempted to push them to position 
themselves as researchers; on the other hand, they positioned themselves as novice teachers who 
were in need of help.  
Analysis of sharing sessions, group discussions, brief meetings, classroom visits and 
fieldnotes all indicated that the participants’ construction of me as a teacher was a consistent thread. 
For example, Simon took this construction further to ask for feedback on the classroom visits that I 
conducted during the first phase of the study “Can you give us feedback on our teaching when 
you’ve visited our classes?” (SS2|WG|Simon|13/9/13). However, I attempted to dismiss these 
demands and construction of me as a teacher by responding “No, I’m sorry, but I’m not supposed to 
as I’m only a researcher, not a teacher or trainer” (SS2|WG|Simon|13/9/13). Again, this 
demonstrated my resistance against the powerful position the participants had taken up. It also 
indicates that my duality contributed to my struggle to balance my insider role as a facilitator and an 
outsider researcher role (DeLyser, 2001; Gerrish, 1997). The participants’ construction of me as a 
teacher was deeply rooted and related to their own issues of not having sufficient knowledge and 
skills in EFL teaching and of limited resources in their rural and disadvantaged context.  
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In addition, their positioning of me as a teacher who would provide more comments and ideas 
for their teaching might have been due to the fact that they had never been observed during their 
teaching career as indicated below (these comments were made after an inspector came for a sudden 
school visit done around twice a year to talk to the participants both individually and in groups, and 
we had to postpone our brief meetings). This visit was not part of my data collection and analysis 
however, it is useful to touch on this because of their demand for feedback on my classroom 
observations. Larry’s statements below clearly explain the substance and context of the meeting as 
well as the positioning that took place as a result: 
I felt like I was given a long speech by the inspector. He asked me about how I taught my 
class and gave me advice. I mostly did the listening and he mostly did the talking. 
(GD1|WG|Larry|4/10/13)  
The statement “I was given a long speech by the inspector” reveals that there was no classroom 
observation, rather it was a long speech conducted privately. The statements “He asked me about 
how I taught my class and gave me advice”, “I mostly did the listening, he mostly did the talking” 
confirm that the inspectoral visit was in the form of a private talk about how teachers went about 
classroom teaching without observing them directly in the classrooms. This was supported by 
Simon:  
I often felt anxious about the inspector’s presence who mainly did their inspection as a 
formal procedure of their job. If they’re angry because I do something different from the 
curriculum, well thank God! That’s their problem. I wouldn’t just get stuck with the 
situation, etc. I’m grateful that I need to develop myself in this CBAR project. 
(GD1|WG|Simon|4/10/13)  
Simon’s statements “felt anxious about the inspector’s presence who mainly did their inspection as 
a formal procedure of their job. If they’re angry……their problem…” suggest that the inspectorial 
visit was no more than just a procedural work, and the teachers were to blame for anything deviated 
from the curriculum. Simon’s statements “I wouldn’t just get stuck with the situation, I’m grateful 
that I need to develop myself in this CBAR project” indicate his desire to improve his personal and 
professional learning and developing through the CBAR project that they had never experienced in 
their previous teaching career. The negative experience with the inspector’s visit was likewise 
shared by James: 
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As the 2013 Curriculum demanded us to plan our lesson using a lesson plan format, I 
showed the inspector a sample of lesson plan that I prepared for my lesson using the format 
you provided us. And he said it was not a comprehensive one, but didn’t suggest anything. 
You know…..we’ve told the inspectors from the local Department of  Education that 
teaching students is a process, it takes extra time, we want to improve the way we teach our 
students, we try hard … we  really want to use a method that can be sustainable from year 
10 to year 12—the stakeholders don’t really trust us. We’re the ones who teach. 
(GD1|WG|James|4/10/13)  
The statement “he said it was not a comprehensive one, but didn’t suggest anything” 
indicates James’ frustration with the inspector and the purpose of such visit that was not seen of 
benefit to them. All the statements above may well explain the teachers’ demand for my feedback 
as teacher/trainer because the inspector had never visited their classroom for observation purposes 
and teachers had missed out useful feedback from the inspector as they might have expected. 
However, it is ikely that the inspector himself had just repeated what he had experienced with 
previous inspectors during their teaching career in this similar context. In addition, James’ 
statements “teaching students is a process, it takes extra time, we want to improve the way we teach 
our students, we try hard…we really want to use a method that can be sustainable from year 10-
year 12” reveal that he was motivated to improve his classroom practice but encountered a lack of 
feedback on how they progressed in their classroom practice. This suggests that these teachers felt 
they were positioned as powerless, similar to the findings of Franco and Lisita (2004) in Brazil that 
teachers perceive themselves to be powerless in all school levels especially in regards to their 
influence in schools, curriculum, teaching and administrative matters.    
The positioning of the teachers and myself as teacher/student makes sense in a remote school 
context and confirms what Foucault (1972b) asserted that discourse only makes sense within 
contexts where “a place has been set aside for it” (p. 216). This process of construction is also 
known as “subjectivity” (Weedon, 1997, p. 108) or “subjectification” (Walshaw, 2007, p. 114). 
Such positions were identified through a group of statements that determined what positions the 
participants and myself occupied, and their expected individual behaviors in the specific social and 
cultural context of the school. The analysis suggests that I was taking up the position by requiring 
them to produce a reflective journal, and at the same time I was refusing to provide feedback on 
their classroom teaching upon classroom visits as I was positioning myself as a researcher. This 
rings true with Walshaw’s (2007) statement that individuals are not simply subjected to processes of 
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objectification; instead “they actively involved themselves in self-forming subjectification” 
(p. 114).  
Although Foucault (1972a) argues that through subjectification individuals become 
accountable to specific discourses with a sense of freedom, I constructed myself as a teacher as a 
result of the facilitator role that I was playing where I wanted to support them in a manner that 
assisted the participants to focus on the work they were doing in the study (Herbert, 2010). In some 
research traditions, especially in the case of action research, participants are expected to find the 
answers themselves through “inquiry” processes which can be done with other people as colleagues, 
or in a collaborative fashion (Hayes, 2011; McNiff, 2013; Stringer, 2014) leading to co-construction 
of knowledge by the participants. Thus if I only played a role as an objective researcher in such a 
research tradition, this would have impeded me in taking any conscious action to help the research 
participants (Herbert, 2010). This could also be understood as an outcome “of a discursive battle” 
(Gavey, 1989, p. 471) between the positionings of the facilitator role, the researcher role and the 
teacher role discourses. It might have also resulted from the participants’ resource poor context as 
well as their lack of experience and knowledge of research processes and relationships.  
However, my self-construction as a teacher and the participants’ construction of me as a 
teacher were possibly unconscious. It was not my intention to provide feedback on the participants’ 
reflective journal; however, as they had not written any journal entries at this point the researcher 
position led me to comment on and remind them of the requested task. This had unconsciously 
pushed me into a self-construction as a teacher.  In other words, both the participants and myself 
had interactively made available a range of subject positionings—I had been positioned as a teacher 
and they positioned themselves as students, whereas I had positioned myself as a teacher in relation 
to the conflicting role I played as a researcher and facilitator. All this suggests the complexity of the 
subject positionings, and the co-construction of knowledge amongst the participants and myself. 
These discourses (teacher-student) and (researcher-teacher role) can be understood in terms of 
the school setting, and my insider and outsider position in that setting. The power was shared within 
the discourses where the participants exercised power through asking for feedback on their journal, 
but at times they showed that they were powerless in their knowledge of being as a teacher and 
researcher as they gave me an authority to behave in these roles they constructed. Their construction 
of me as a teacher showed that I was given the power and authority because of the expert 
knowledge they perceived I brought to their context. Likewise, I was exercising power through my 
expert knowledge and refusal to give feedback on their actual classroom teaching. As a person who 
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originates from that region and a graduand of that school (the participants’ workplace) I had been 
seen as a source of knowledge, and specifically knowledge of being a better teacher which they saw 
as an advantage to them. The issues of the advantages and disadvantages of an insider and outsider 
researcher have been discussed in the literature (Greene, 2014; Herbert, 2010; Kerstetter, 2012; 
Merriam et al., 2001; Paechter, 2013; Taylor, 2011). My experiences suggest that the participants 
used my insider position to ask for more assistance and at this early stage of the study I could not 
resist helping them, and at other times, although I was conflicted, I attempted to minimize aid 
although this was their first experience as independent learners and researchers.  
As an insider researcher, I indeed gained some positive advantages such as having closer and 
more regular contact with the field and participants, easier access to participants, quicker 
establishment of rapport and trust between researcher and participants, and more open and readily 
accessible lines of communication between researchers and participants (Taylor, 2011). However, 
this experience had equally its downsides. With all the positive circumstances, I had been perceived 
as the key resource. More particularly the participants’ honesty in relation to their inexperience and 
limited knowledge of EFL teaching as they had constructed themselves, I was constructed as a 
teacher who had to give feedback on their classroom teaching/happenings as written in their journal.     
In the action research model that I was using, teacher researchers are supposed to be 
constructing knowledge among themselves and their collaborative partners (McNiff, 2013; Stringer, 
2014), however there was limited evidence of this in this study as far as developing knowledge of 
the research and classroom teaching are concerned. These teachers certainly constructed knowledge 
from their own classroom, but their developing knowledge of producing a reflective journal was 
limited regardless of the provision of revised sample journals. The participants’ construction of me 
as a teacher was also evident through their strategy of asking for ideas for English teaching which is 
presented next. There were also tensions for me in constructing them as researchers and teachers in 
CBAR which is further explored in the sections on the participants’ positioning of themselves 
through asking for resources, asking for help with YouTube video materials related to EFL 
teaching, and asking for ideas for their research project and/ or CBAR.    
Asking for Ideas for EFL Teaching 
My data from reflective journals, sharing sessions, and brief meetings, suggested that the 
teachers had very limited knowledge and skills of EFL teaching which pressured them to insist on 
getting ideas, suggestions for EFL teaching, and asked for my judgment. In their strategy of 
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positioning of themselves through this behavior, multiple positionings emerged as can be seen in 
the following examples.  
The following statements by Erna, Itriani and Simon are representative of their constructions 
of themselves as learners, and myself as expert teacher:  
I haven’t learnt much about the teaching of English…Like me I’m a new teacher, or 
only begin to learn to be a teacher. I really need ideas for teaching English. 
(SS1|WG|Erna|6/9/13) 
I’m still learning as an English teacher. I need a lot of ideas for teaching English, too. 
(SS1|WG|Itriani|6/9/13)     
I still don’t know much about making students confident with their own competence. 
(RJ1|Simon|5/9/13) 
The words “learnt/learning,” “need,” “ideas,” were repeated in the above statements and 
others which reveal their construction of me as a teacher who provided all of the resources. Phrases 
such as “haven’t learnt much,” “don’t know much,” and “still learning” suggest their construction 
of me as a teacher whose knowledge of EFL teaching was appealing to them, and that my 
knowledge needed to be transferred to them as novice learners. They actively pressured me to offer 
ideas for EFL teaching which also shows that they were powerful in this strategy. 
In the following statements, Erna, Simon, Itriani, Enggy, and Evelyn asked for ideas for 
English teaching: 
Please help me. Show me how to teach my students. (RJ3|Simon|25/9/13) 
Please suggest how I would change my practice. (RJ2|Erna|12/9/13) 
Please suggest what I should do in terms of managing a test in big classes. 
(RJ2|Erna|12/9/13) 
I do need your suggestions, and I really appreciate them as I still have minimum 
knowledge as an English teacher. (RJ2|Itriani|13/9/13) 
I tried to focus on the teaching of grammar… I tried, but … I still need your suggestions. 
(SS2|WG|Enggy|13/9/13) 
Give me the answer why I should or shouldn’t do this or that. (RJ1|Simon|5/9/13) 
I really hope that Siti should be able to provide me with a lot of information about the 
teaching and learning of English. (RJ3|Simon|25/9/13). 
The participants’ construction of me as a teacher was also evident in the forms of asking for 
suggestions for the EFL teaching in stated and repeated words like “suggest/suggestions,” new 
phrases “give me the answer,” “what I should do,” “how I would change,” “please help me,” and 
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“show me how to….” These words indicate their positioning of me as a teacher who provides 
suggestions on general practice as a teacher, their teaching of English in general, and particularly in 
the areas of test management and grammar. The forms of language from polite requests “please 
help me” and “please suggest” to imperatives “give me” and “show me” indicate they are both 
helpless and demanding. This shows tensions between being novice and passive and actively 
pressuring me to provide resources/help. These tensions therefore demonstrate the difficulties to 
develop their skills of independent learning. I was seen as the only source of knowledge regardless 
of the internet skills that I taught them to explore knowledge from EFL websites.  
The participants’ construction of me as a teacher was also evident in their questions as shown 
by Itriani and Evelyn: 
What is the best approach for upgrading students’ test results? (RJ2|Itriani|13/9/13).   
Would you have any solutions for the pronunciation issue? (SS1|WG|Itriani|6/9/13) 
Any ideas for teaching listening skills? (SS1|WG|Evelyn|6/9/13) 
The above statements reveal these teachers’ construction of me as a teacher whose knowledge 
of upgrading test results, ways of improving the teaching of pronunciation, and that of listening 
skills was expected by these teachers who constructed themselves as novices. However, they also 
asked direct questions as if they were equals which suggests they were positioning me not only as 
an expert teacher but also as a colleague.  
The following statements from James, Evelyn, and Itriani also reveal their construction of me 
as a teacher/trainer:    
It is very important for our teaching practices whether we do it the right way or wrong 
way… (their day-to-day EFL teaching) (SS1|WG|James|6/9/13) 
I’ll show it to you to check if I’m on the right track (lesson plan for his new teaching 
approach for CBAR). (BM6|JG|James|18/11/13)  
In your opinion, was the thing that I’ve done appropriate? Do you think what I have 
done was appropriate or inappropriate? (providing a remedial lesson in regular class) 
(RJ2|Itriani|13/9/13) 
So, I wish to ask you, what have I done appropriate (providing a remedial lesson in 
regular class)? (SS2|WG|Itriani|13/9/13) 
Is this the appropriate way of teaching verbs? (in regular class) (SS3|WG|Itriani|27/9/13)  
Do you think the approach that I have used for teaching past simple verbs was okay? 
(in a regular class) (RJ3|Itriani|18/9/13) 
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Should we teach all of them? (for their new approach in teaching pronunciation for their 
CBAR) (BM3|LG|Evelyn|5/10/13) 
The majority of these statements are related to classroom teaching issues. The participants’ 
requests for my judgment on their classroom practices use phrases and words like “right” or 
“wrong,” “appropriate” or “inappropriate,” “okay” or “not okay,” “should we…,” and “check.” 
My evaluation was of high significance to their teaching practices which gave me status of power. 
This allowed me to take up this position as it was constructed. The use of “right” and “wrong” 
indicates their understanding of pedagogy which might affect how they understood my role of 
researcher and facilitator during the project. They began to construct me as a teacher/educator as if I 
was there to help them improve their everyday classroom teaching practices. There were always 
tensions of pull and push positionings between the participants and myself. This shows how 
complex it was to try to implement CBAR in this context, and to try to position myself and be 
positioned as a researcher as well as to position them as teacher researchers. This indicates that it 
was difficult to purely function as a facilitator and researcher in this context. I had to compromise 
these two roles and be flexible due to the multiple subject positionings that emerged throughout the 
study.  
The subject positionings adopted by the participants and their positioning of me reproduced a 
teacher/student relationship in which I was given the power and authority through providing ideas, 
suggestions for EFL teaching and making judgments as required. Although the participants were 
powerless in their knowledge of EFL teaching and CBAR, they were powerful in making me take 
up the positions they constructed. I played multiple roles as teacher, facilitator and researcher. 
However, these multiple roles were problematic for my stance as the facilitator of the CBAR. This 
is because, as a researcher, I need to hold back and let the teachers explore their research by 
themselves regardless of the research outcomes; whereas the notion of co-inquiry requires that 
researcher is expected to work with the action researchers. This may challenge the notion of the role 
of facilitator or researcher when leading CBAR projects, especially with teachers who do not have 
the background or experience in working with researchers. As shown by the analysis, the 
participants’ preferred construction was of me as a teacher rather than that of a researcher. This was 
possibly due to the teachers’ tensions and anxieties of not being able to complete the project, their 
lack of confidence in their own abilities as EFL teachers, and their pressure on me to provide this 
assistance.  
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Researcher as Resource Provider 
Next I present the participants’ construction of me as a resource provider for reading materials 
and internet skills and internet access. The following conversation developed as a follow up from 
one group’s requests for assistance with resources to support their implementation of a new 
approach in their teaching of pronunciation and reading. They demonstrate their struggle with 
reading resources and their limited ability to read English resources and their reasons for 
constructing themselves as novices. (For the purpose of this section, the discussion is presented 
after small excerpts from a long exchange have been analysed):  
Siti: How did you find the materials which are all written in English?  
Itriani: We’ve never read English resources like this, and I was struggling but I could 
use the subtitles to infer meanings.  
Siti: Good, that’s a good strategy.  
Evelyn: The descriptions of each of the ideas are short actually. We’re just not used to 
reading English resources, so it was very challenging, so I used the key words in bold to 
make myself understood.   
Larry: I agree with Itriani and Evelyn. It’s not easy to read English literature like this. 
(BM2|LG|28/9/13) 
The above statements reveal issues the participants (Itriani, Evelyn and Larry) confronted 
which included their perceived lack of ability and confidence in reading and understanding English 
resources themselves in general though they had strategies to try to make meaning, for example, “I 
could use the subtitles to infer meanings,” and “I used the key words in bold to make myself 
understood.” The participants’ phrases such as in “we’ve never read,” “not used to,” “not easy” 
demonstrate their constructed selves as inexperienced learners as a response to the challenging 
positioning I constructed of them which was proficient EFL teachers. They struggled to be the 
teacher I expected them to be through the challenge I created for them by reading the English 
materials which they were unfamiliar with.  
In the following part of the exchange (a continuation from BM2|LG|28/9/13 above), I was 
positioning them as English teachers in order to check their learning on the materials: 
Siti: You can start reading English resources from the internet from now on as you’re 
all English teachers.  
All: (quiet). 
Siti: So, what did you all learn from the handouts? 
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Evelyn: We have to teach pronunciation of the words that we can use them every day.  
Siti: Good! Anything else?  
Itriani: We should teach about syllables like stressed and unstressed syllables and 
connections between words.  
Siti: Well done! What do you mean by connection between words? 
Itriani: Connections between one word and the next word?  
Siti: Does anyone know what that is?  
All: No. 
Siti: So, we don’t say words in English in segmented ways. We connect words when 
we speak, we don’t say word per word when we speak English. 
Larry: So, not like in Indonesian we say word per word.  
Siti: Yes, exactly. (BM2|LG|28/9/13) 
My statements in the above exchange reveal that I was positioning them as English teachers 
“You can start reading English resources from the internet … you’re all English teachers.” 
However, the participants did not take this up as shown by their silence. There were tensions related 
to providing them with materials and having to check with their understanding of the materials due 
to their anxiety and struggle with this new experience of reading English resources. Although I 
suggested they should start reading similar kinds of resources on the internet where I positioned 
them as teachers, I continued eliciting their understanding of the materials. Here, I positioned 
myself as a teacher/educator teaching these participants in their position as student teachers through 
questioning “what did you all learn from the handouts?” and praised them for good responses 
“Good! Anything else?” “Well done!” further elicited “What do you mean by connection between 
words?” etc. As I explained “So, we don’t say words in English in segmented ways,” I positioned 
myself and the participants as second language learners and Indonesian speakers “we don’t say 
words in English in segmented ways.”  The participants were able to suggest the key ideas of their 
reading, but found it difficult to develop ideas. This shows how they struggled in their own learning 
as English teachers as I constructed them, and how it impacted on their CBAR—that it was not easy 
to improve their learners’ learning before they themselves had been able to improve their own 
learning. This indicates that when trying to implement CBAR in this context, it is not just a matter 
of getting teachers to understand CBAR and get them to change their practice. The expectations I 
had of them as confident and capable teachers of English impacted on our relations with each other 
and therefore on the success of the CBAR project. I had taken for granted that the teachers could 
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work on improving practice to improve student learning. However, how can they change their 
practice if they themselves struggled with how to improve their own learning because of their 
limited ability to understand English resources?    
Struggling Teachers of English 
The teachers positioning of themselves as struggling teachers of English was also connected 
to the curriculum, textbooks and exams. James’s statements below indicates a problem with 
understanding the requirements of the curriculum:   
As we hardly ever read resources in English like this, it’s not easy for me to 
understand them though I can understand each strategy from the sub-titles. Now I’ve 
learnt that we say we teach reading but actually teach grammar using different kinds 
of text like Recount, Report, Explanations and Narrative. We focused so much on 
grammar and vocabulary because the curriculum and course book suggest all this for 
national exams. (BM6|JG|James|18/11/13) 
James’s statements “hardly ever read,” “not easy,” show the difficulty his group “we” 
encountered in reading ideas for teaching reading. He showed his new learning and admitted 
confusion about what it meant to teach reading and grammar, and how this was practised in their 
profession “We say we teach reading but actually teach grammar using different kinds of text.” 
This was supported by Simon who stated: 
It’s all about teaching grammar through texts. I must teach grammar and teach various 
types of grammatical features in the texts…When I learnt that many students couldn’t 
understand the texts well, I decided to teach grammar first before getting them to 
understand the texts. There are 3 kinds of text genres. They are Recount, Explanations, 
Report and Narrative texts. Recount text emphasizes the teaching of past simple tense, 
Report and Explanations text focus on present simple tense, and Narrative text stresses 
on past simple tense….” (RJ4|Simon|8/10/13) 
Simon’s statements reflect those expressed by James where he focused on teaching grammar 
“it’s all about teaching grammar,” “teach grammar,” “various types of grammatical features,” 
“texts/kinds of text,” “past simple tense” and “present simple tense.” Simon positioned himself as 
a grammar teacher tied to curriculum and textbooks that created restriction/limited space for 
innovation or autonomy. Using curriculum and textbooks was not only a tradition at the school but 
beyond this—the policy and mandates—that students had to pass national exams as a legal 
acknowledgement of completion, and in order to be eligible for entries to higher education 
(MENDIKNAS, 2007). James further argued “because the curriculum and course book suggest all 
this for national exams” which was confirmed by Larry’s statement “We normally use the course 
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book that has a short paragraph for one type of text genre to identify grammar like tenses, passive 
voices, and vocabulary. Exams are predominantly about grammar and vocabulary” 
(BM2|LG|Larry|28/9/13). James further stated “We have to work very hard to pass all the students 
as the school wanted to achieve 100% of students” achievement in national examinations.” 
(BM6|JG|James|18/11/13). 
These statements indicate that they were constructing their own positionings in relation to 
exams and course books in terms of the overarching goals of class activities to focus on preparing 
for national exams. This is confirmed by my classroom visit notes “James started the lesson by 
asking if students brought previous exam questions (at the start of the new academic year)” 
(CVN|P1|29/7/13), “James reminded students about the kind of question asked in national exams 
by writing an example on the board ‘the synonym of shy is embarrassed.’” (CVN|P2|22/8/13), 
“Erna pointed out how students would be assessed in exams” (CVN|P2|21/8/13), “Simon reminded 
the class that questions like ‘what’s the meaning of report?’ will be asked in national exams” 
(CVN|P2|20/8/13). This suggests their day-to-day reading activities in the classroom lacked focus 
on understanding of the passage as a meaningful reading activity. It also can help to explain why the 
focus on new teaching approaches supported in their CBAR work was not necessarily successful.  
Clearly, the participants’ multiple subject positionings of themselves and of me in this 
discourse were related to the mandated curriculum and policy. The analysis suggests that the 
government’s progressive initiative to implement CBAR in this context conflicted with the practice 
of schooling that focuses on national examinations and national curriculum. This suggests 
inconsistencies in the practice of schooling, and represents the effects of the centralised government 
power over the school and the teachers. The teachers’ positioning of themselves through curriculum 
and policy mandates means that it is difficult to implement CBAR if teaching and learning is 
oriented to national examinations. How could teachers develop their own learning to improve their 
teaching through CBAR if they had limits to what they could do, that is, prepare students for 
national examinations? What is the point of doing CBAR if what matters the most is national 
exams? Why bother doing CBAR if coaching learners for national exams is enough? 
In my struggle to influence the teachers to be more creative, I positioned myself and them as 
rebels as evidenced in the following: 
Irena: We get trapped in teaching about texts and to tests (exams). So we’re confused.  
Siti: Yes, I understand that. It’s difficult to address the curriculum requirement, and to 
teach in a meaningful way. It’s like we want to rebel… why doing it this way… as the 
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curriculum says, as the course book says. To me sometimes, to move away from the 
curriculum or course book is good in a way that I can explore better materials, teach in 
a different way. I could use different materials but use the same theme as in the course 
book or the curriculum but we …  
Irena: Yes, we’re going to the same direction. (SS1|WG|6/9/13) 
In the above exchange, I was constructing myself and them as rebels and resisting when Irena 
shared their tension, struggle and confusion about what it meant to teach reading and teach to the 
texts and tests (exams). My statements “understand that,” “difficult to address the curriculum 
requirement,” “we want to rebel… why doing it this way” indicate my emotion and motivation to 
make changes. As a teacher who used to work in a well-resourced language center, I shared my 
experience and personal opinions “sometimes, to move away from the curriculum or course book is 
good…” because it provided opportunities to “explore better materials, teach in a different way,” 
and “use different materials for the same theme.” This aligns with CBAR that requires exploration 
and trying out different ideas/approaches. As the teachers felt trapped in their “teaching about texts 
and to tests (exams)” as this was mandated from the central government through curriculum, it was 
challenging for these teachers to try to be exploratory and innovative in their teaching practices. 
Even though the CBAR activities focused on other aspects of EFL teaching (such as pronunciation) 
in this context, the teaching required by the government, by the curriculum, and possibly even by 
the students, was narrowly focused on the teaching of grammar and vocabulary through text genres 
in order to pass exams. Of course what is contradictory to this focus is the ongoing failure in 
examination results in English as explained in Chapter 1.  
Irena’s statement “Yes, we’re going to the same direction” suggests an acceptance of a 
position of resistance as confirmed by her reflection later in the conversation:  
I also often conflict with curriculum in doing my CBAR. I use the whole 180 minutes 
in one meeting to teach grammar because 90 minutes is not enough for me, because if 
I don’t teach grammar, student won’t be able to understand texts. I use games for my 
CBAR class, but this does not align with the curriculum. (SS1|WG|Irena|6/9/13).  
Irena’s statements indicate her constructing of herself as a daring and resisting teacher who 
decided to do what she thought the best for her students although her construction of deviating from 
the rule/curriculum was different from my construction of this discourse. For her, deviating from 
the rule/curriculum was still focused on spending more time on teaching grammar, as well as using 
games for her CBAR which she assumed was non-standard teaching according to the curriculum. 
This shows the difficulties for these teachers in implementing CBAR in their existing circumstances 
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where their spirit for a change was in conflict with the curriculum and course book, and the goal of 
education at their local and national levels—which was high achievement in national exams. 
Linking Foucault’s notion of freedom and resistance with the rebel and resisting positionings that 
both Irena and myself took up suggest that we were resisting the mandates.   
Asking for Help With Internet Skills and Resources 
I had no information about the school internet prior to conducting the study so I intended to 
provide some internet resources for their project. However, upon my arrival at the school I found 
that the school had internet connectivity, which I thought would be helpful for the teachers in 
accessing a wide ranging of resources for their learning as teacher researchers in the CBAR project. 
However, teachers reported that they had no idea how to look for internet based resources and had 
no internet navigation skills: 
Siti: Are you all familiar with the internet? 
All: No. (giggles)  
Siti: Oh! (surprised) 
Erna: Please show us how to use the internet. I really need that help with internet skills.  
Larry, Evelyn, Irena, Itriani, Erna: We really need your help with that, please! 
(almost at the same time).  
Enggy, Simon & James: Agreed. (looked a bit excited).  
Larry: Can you please show us how to do the internet search? (laughter from him and 
others)  
Siti: Ok, I think what I can do first is to show you how to search resources from the 
internet. When do you want me to show you this? 
Larry: What about tomorrow? 
Siti: Ok, for those who can come tomorrow, where shall we meet, and what time? 
(SS1|WG|6/9/13) 
These statements demonstrate positioning of a teacher/fellow teacher relationship constructed 
by the participants as demonstrated by the repeated key words “Please show us,” “need,” “help” 
and the word “teach.” The participants’ “giggles” and “laughter” could be a sign of not being 
familiar with the internet, not knowing the skills to operate it, and embarrassment. This shows that 
they were constructing themselves as having limited IT skills. My expression “Oh!” indicated this 
was an unexpected response and was probably a sign of my naiveté that the availability of a 
technology at a school does not necessarily guarantee teachers’ knowledge of the function it offers 
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or the required skills to operate it. For this reason, the teachers in this excerpt constructed me as an 
expert teacher to help with internet skills because of their lack of ability and confidence with using 
the internet. This inexperience with technology impacted on their ability to conduct CBAR. It is 
taken for granted that teachers will be able to search out new resources and ideas in exploring how 
to improve their teaching in a CBAR context. There were few available resources for these teachers 
at the school. This is confirmed by my fieldnotes ‘The school library has extremely limited 
resources for students, and almost nothing for teachers. All the books were very old and written by 
Indonesian writers. The only resources they can rely on is internet” (FN|17/7/13). Thus how are 
these teachers expected to improve their learning while there are no resources for them to improve 
their learning? How can they benefit from the internet if they have no skills to operate the 
computers to access the internet? 
My statements “I think what I can do first is to show you how to search resources from the 
internet” and “When do you want me to show you this?,” “Where shall we meet?” and “What 
time?” reveal my construction of myself as a fellow expert teacher offering help with the 
technology. My intention to construct myself in such a position was that it would be of assistance 
for them when executing their project, and this would help in their intention for change. This gave 
me status, as I possessed the knowledge of not only being an EFL teacher but also an IT teacher for 
the EFL teaching purposes. My fieldnotes on this training suggest that some of the teachers attended 
the first training after school hours while others did not due to religious activities (James) and 
personal reasons (Erna and Irena) (FN|7/9/13). The need for the internet skills continued as shown 
by Irena and Simon below: 
Irena: Would you be able to teach us how to download the resources, please so that 
each of us is able to do it ourselves?  
Siti: To teach you how to download? O yeah….I can certainly do that. I’m available 
anytime during school days. Would anyone like to do it tomorrow? 
Irena: Yes, why not. I have time tomorrow. 
Siti: I think it’s okay to do it in teachers’ room, but you all need to bring your own 
laptop if you do have one. It won’t be long, but it depends on the internet speed.  
Irena: Yeah, I agree, teachers’ room should be fine. Thank you very much. 
Simon: Okay. I’m in. So, it depends on the internet speed? 
Siti: Certainly. So, for those who can make it tomorrow, I’ll see you in teachers’ room 
after you’ve finished teaching. (GD4|WG|22/11/13) 
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Irena’s statements indicate her representing the participants’ wish to learn about downloading 
the resources. My statement “I can certainly do that. I’m available anytime during school days…. 
Would anyone like to do it tomorrow?” positioned myself as a fellow teacher as constructed by the 
participants. Irena’s statement “…so that each of us is able to do it ourselves” demonstrates the 
teachers’ willingness to implement this skill for their practice. Irena was the only one who was able 
to put this skill into practice as evidenced in her classroom teaching where she used internet based 
texts to teach grammar and structure of texts (CVN|P3|14/11/13), and my fieldnotes note her 
downloading resources using her modem in the language laboratory (FN|26/11/13). Here, compared 
to others, Irena was able to construct herself as a confident user of IT who was capable of using it to 
search grammar related materials for her classroom practice. When asked how students got copies 
of the materials, Irena said that she used her own money as the principal had not responded to her 
request for photocopying resources for students (CVN|P3|14/11/13) which confirmed James’s 
statement “But like what Irena has done and myself too is that we have to sacrifice. We use our own 
money for photocopying resources, or buying some teaching tools, though not much but we try” 
(GD4/WG/22/11/13). This is problematic because not all teachers are willing to spend their own 
money on this as their salary might not be adequate to cover extra spending for CBAR. This is 
supported by my fieldnotes (FN|19/11/13) which suggest that I also used my own budget to help 
with photocopying resources for some teachers. This reveals the complexities of not only trying to 
access the internet resources, but also photocopying resources and other teaching aids for class use 
which requires money where the school was not yet supportive and teachers had to use their own 
money for this. It might be difficult if teachers have to use their money every time they try out a 
new idea/approach that requires photocopying or visual aids or quality resources to support their 
CBAR.  
In this section, I discuss the participants’ construction of me as a teacher/trainer in connection 
with their inability to access/make use of the internet resources, that is, YouTube materials. In the 
following vignette (a continuation from the excerpt BM2|LG|28/9/13), I was intending to check the 
willingness of Larry’s group to use the internet as they continued to ask for help:  
Siti: What else did you learn from the materials? 
Larry: We should teach question intonations, like yes/no question and information 
question.  
Siti: Good. For example? 
Larry: I’m not sure. We learnt from the resource that you gave us, but we don’t know 
exactly how to teach. For example, we’re not sure if our word stress or intonation’s 
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correct because we don’t have a reference to look at, and because we’ve never taught 
this before.  
Siti: Okay, have you all tried to access the internet yourself about teaching intonation in 
English? 
All: (Smiled) No. 
Siti: I’ve shown you all how to search resources from the internet. And I’ve given you 
all the list of ELT/ESL websites that you can access all teaching resources from the 
internet. Why don’t you all try that yourself as there’re heaps of them on the internet?  
Evelyn: Mmm, ok, we’ll try.   
Siti: So, I suggest all of you try accessing the internet yourself about teaching 
pronunciation especially for the ideas you’ve told me. (BM2|LG|28/9/13) 
The above conversation suggests that the participants’ independent learning and abilities in 
exploring the resources were limited. Larry’s statements “not sure,” “don’t know exactly how to 
teach,” “don’t have a reference,” “we’ve never taught” reveal his construction of me as a teacher 
and of his group as learners as indicated by his use of “we.” Showing them how to access the 
internet, and providing them a list of teaching resource websites did not necessarily make them 
explore the internet by themselves. The participants’ struggle with learning about new teaching 
approaches and accessing the internet for teaching indicates continuous help was required whereas 
CBAR compels participants to be independent learners because there may not always be a 
facilitator to offer assistance as required.  
It appears that the central government’s policy and progressive initiative to make CBAR a 
form of educational reform through the teacher certification program is not supported by a policy or 
budget commitment to providing the required skills or resources to actually develop CBAR as a 
sustainable professional learning model. Hadisantosa (2010) reports that regional governments lack 
authority in developing their districts, and especially for education, the central government remains 
the dominant player in terms of policy and budget. Hadisantosa also reports that regional 
governments lack power and authority to initiate changes in their own districts due to restrictions of 
regulation from the central government as to how districts can operate.  There was no clear line 
between what belongs to the authority of the regions and that of the central government.  
The following excerpt shows that Larry and his group continued to construct me as a teacher 
especially when they had no ideas about how to access YouTube (we were in the staff room):   
Larry: We’re still having trouble with accessing the internet for our project, and 
considering the time constraint, we really need your help.  
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Siti: Ok, I’m happy to show you these on YouTube now. Type teaching pronunciation 
skills... See heaps and heaps of ideas on teaching pronunciation skills. Have a go with 
that. Try looking for each of the items now. You can watch them in your own time 
when you’re not teaching while in school or when you have free time at home if your 
modem works well.  
Participants: (Have a go for as much as they wished). (BM3|LG|Larry|5/10/13)      
Larry’s words “trouble,” “time constraint,” “need,” and “help” indicate his group’s tension 
with their internet skills and project completion. I decided to offer help to this group “Ok, Im happy 
to show you these on YouTube now” thus I took up the subject positioning as a teacher offered by 
the participants. I realized that although I showed them how to access the ESL materials on the 
internet, they kept relying on me for this skill (FN|5/10/13). This highlights the complexities of 
trying to get teachers to deploy a new teaching approach either using reading resources in English 
or using technology during the process of implementing CBAR.  
Lack of Confidence in Using English  
The use of English among the English language teachers themselves during school hours 
and/or CBAR project was not evident although they were English teachers. Simon was the 
exception. He had a passion to use English in any circumstances. He demonstrated this through his 
English conversations with me, in his reflective journal, and through text messages (FN|9/12/13). 
Their non use of English could be because of their lack of opportunities to use English among 
themselves as English teachers, and their lack of experience in using English, and thus their anxiety 
about making mistakes. Simon positioned himself as a confident speaker of English though not 
necessarily confident in other aspects of English teaching (e.g., RJ3|Simon|25/9/13 on page 132) 
and “I still don’t know much about making students confident with their competence” 
(RJ1|Simon|5/9/13). This indicates the complexities of implementing CBAR for EFL teachers who 
lack confidence in using English themselves. How could they improve their teaching if they 
themselves were not confident in using English? Similarly, having confidence in speaking English 
does not necessarily mean one is confident in other areas of English teaching. This suggests that 
they need ongoing support, which aligns with CBAR that requires practitioners to try and see if one 
idea or approach works, if it does not, try again. Moreover, CBAR cycles are endless which means 
there are no limits about what and how teachers can improve their practices. 
Most teachers appeared to be reluctant in using English at all either with me or their English 
teacher colleagues although Simon and I were having an English conversation around them. They 
would speak Bahasa Nagi to talk about everything (FN|9/12/13). All this could contribute to not 
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using English in class. This also explained why all the English teachers attempted to translate 
reading passages into English in their lessons to enable students to understand the passages, and to 
save time as my classroom visits notes in phases two and three suggested. It was also possible that 
the students were mostly tested for their grammar and vocabulary knowledge, and knowledge about 
text genres, at the expense of other skills in national exams as evidenced in “We focused so much 
on grammar and vocabulary because the curriculum and course book suggest all this for national 
exams” (BM6|JG|James|18/11/13). The data also showed the teachers’ lack of using English and 
lack of identity as English speakers. This was confirmed by James and agreed by other teachers in 
one of the group discussions: 
James: Actually as stated in the curriculum, teachers must use 75% of English as the 
medium of instruction in classroom. However, our use of English in practice is still 
questionable. It’s not working because if we use 75% of English, the students will 
look hopeless and won’t listen. I myself haven’t even used 50% of English yet. There 
were requests from some good students that if possible we use English when teaching. 
But very unfortunately, the students at this school come from a range of different 
school backgrounds with different English capabilities. We use Indonesian the most 
when we teach. Speaking very good English is not easy.  
Larry, Simon & Evelyn: Agreed (at the same time) (GD5|WG|13/12/13)  
James’s statement “if we use 75% of English, the students will look hopeless and won’t 
listen” indicates their positioning of students as being unable to understand their English. How the 
majority of the teachers positioned their students as being unable to understand them (their 
English), might have affected how they positioned themselves as being unable to understand me 
(my English) when delivering the workshop or speaking English with them. For example, when 
asked for their language preference for my workshop presentations, all said Indonesian (except 
Simon who preferred English) because they felt they would understand me better if I used 
Indonesian (FN|WS1|31/08/13). Another example, when I asked what time Erna finished her class 
in English, she just smiled at me without a word in spite of repeating my question three times 
(FN|21/11/13) which might indicate her unfamiliarity with spoken English, difficulties in 
understanding my English, or being afraid of making mistakes, or not being as confident as Simon. 
This impacted on their abilities to do CBAR as they were required to access English literature either 
printed or online. They had difficulties in improving their understanding of the English literature 
and teaching as their English competency was limited—which meant that they continued to position 
me in multiple roles as teacher, expert in CBAR, researcher, IT trainer to provide more and more 
assistance as required. The impact of being forced into these roles was to slow the project 
implementation.  
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In the next section, I explore the participants’ multiple constructions of me as an expert in 
CBAR, an experienced researcher, a teacher/researcher (overlapping), and a teacher while their 
constructing of themselves as novice researchers, inexperienced teachers, and fellow teachers. 
Meanwhile my multiple constructions of them include (active) participants/researchers, 
inexperienced/novice researchers, student teachers, and fellow teachers. The participants’ 
construction of themselves and their colleagues/team members were also evident as in fellow 
teacher, and less attentive teacher. In general these teachers were moving between two positions; 
researcher and teacher. This affected their abilities to do CBAR in that they were struggling to 
position themselves as researchers. This meant they kept relying on me as the source of knowledge.    
Struggling CBAR Participants 
The analysis of the data reveals that the participants asked for ideas for EFL teaching, and 
also for CBAR. In relation to their engagement with CBAR, multiple subject positionings emerge 
as shown below:  
An Expert in CBAR Subject Positioning 
The following statements reveal Erna’s construction of me as an expert in CBAR: 
Please suggest how to solve this testing management issue in relation to my CBAR? What 
topic would be best for my CBAR? (RJ2|Erna|12/9/13)  
I haven’t understood much about the CBAR in detail, I hope you can give me a detail 
explanation about all this. (RJ4|Erna|3|10/13)  
I’m still confused, what kinds of data do I need to collect so that I am able to understand 
about it, and the process of this CBAR can go well? Would you please provide me with 
more explanations about this matter? (RJ4|Erna|3|10/13). 
Erna’s stated words in relation to her request for ideas in a classroom issue related to CBAR 
and research topics “please suggest how,” “hope,” “give” “confused,” “provide” suggest her 
construction of me as an expert in CBAR who is able to provide her with “a detail explanation” 
about CBAR specifically in relation to research topic and data collection and who possessed the 
knowledge of how to conduct CBAR. This also suggests Erna’s construction of herself as a novice 
researcher. This behaviour is rather problematic in CBAR as it relied too much on me as a 
facilitator. Also it is clear that the collaborative work in her group was not functioning as expected. 
Erna appeared to be taking everything as an individual task as shown in the recurrent use of “I” and 
relied on me “…in relation to my CBAR,” “What topic would be best for my CBAR?” “I hope you 
can give me a detail explanation about all this,” etc. to provide all the help she required. This also 
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suggests that the workshop materials were not well understood even when I delivered the 
workshops in Indonesian and used power point.  
The following exchange shows the tension between Erna’s construction of me as an expert in 
CBAR, and my construction of her as an active participant and/or researcher, and how this tension 
affects her ability to undertake CBAR: 
 Erna: So, what about the data collection? 
Siti: What do you think? 
Erna: I have no idea.  
Siti: Have you done any review or read the workshop materials in the module? 
Erna: Not yet as I haven’t got a chance. 
Siti: Why? 
Erna: Maybe I’m a bit lazy, but I might do it later. Maybe you have any useful ideas 
that you’d like me to consider? 
Siti:  Everyone, we’ve talked about this in workshop 3 on trying out your action plan. 
But please consult your module on pages 36-69 on data collection (while showing Erna 
the pages in the module), so… data collection tools can be like…? 
Erna: Survey, interview, documents. 
Siti: Fantastic! What are the documents like?  
Erna: Mmm…. 
Siti: Go on…look at the next pages…who can help? 
Irena: lesson plans, student assignments. 
James: Test results 
Siti: and…..? 
Larry: Observation.  
Siti: Very good! Remember that you all may also look at the sample in the template, 
and talk to other people in your own group about this.   
Erna: Ok. Can I get back to you if I still have problems? 
Siti: Sure, anytime. (GD3|WG|Erna|8/11/13) 
The above exchange demonstrates the tension between Erna’s constructing me as an expert in 
CBAR and expected me to provide all the answers to her as an inexperienced researcher. Her 
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responses “no idea,” “not yet,” “haven’t got a chance,” “lazy,” “do it later” indicate her limited 
commitment and participation in the project. In my struggle to avoid being overly relied upon by 
Erna and possibly by all of the participants, I directed Erna and the others to consult their module 
on the specific issue she concerned about. I elicited questions “data collection tools can be like…?” 
“What are the documents like?” “who can help?” “and ...?” to encourage them to make effort to 
revisit the module. My statements “Fantastic!” and “Very good!” reveal my constructing of myself 
as a teacher/educator and facilitator praising student teachers who have done a good job. My 
statements “look at the sample in the template, and talk to other people in your own group…” 
demonstrate my construction of myself as an advisor advising them to work in a team (as active 
participants), and reveals my expectation of Erna and other participants to do more reading 
(especially as the CBAR workshop materials were written in Indonesian language), and/or try out 
with their group. Erna continued positioning me as a CBAR expert who she could ask for further 
assistance in the future “Can I get back to you if I still have problems” and my agreement “Sure, 
anytime” showing my construction of myself as an expert as expected. Obviously, here I was 
adopting multiple positionings.  
However, my fieldnotes (FN|8/11/13) also suggest that I had provided too many workshop 
materials, and the participants were not given copies of power point slides. The excess of materials 
could have contributed to a lack of interest in reading, and the lack of efficient and effective sharing 
of the summaries of content in the power point slides could have contributed to a lack of 
understanding. I also assumed they had greater background knowledge and understanding of the 
ideas included in the workshop materials.  
An Experienced Researcher Subject Positioning  
The following statements reveal Evelyn, Larry and Simon’s positioning me as an experienced 
researcher and themselves as inexperienced: 
I doubt it if our group can actually complete our CBAR. Would you please help us 
out? We hope that we eventually complete our CBAR to the best of our ability, 
without any problems, obstacles. (RJ3|Evelyn|8/10/13) 
If I am still having trouble with data tools maybe I need your help or advice tomorrow? 
(GD2|WG|Larry|18/10/13) 
These statements show that both Evelyn and Larry constructed me as an experienced 
researcher when they needed help with CBAR (not ideas for English teaching) as in “please help us 
out” “need” “help” and “advice.” Evelyn expressed her lack of confidence “doubt” in her group’s 
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ability to complete their CBAR, and Larry had problems with data tools, thus they constructed me 
as an experienced researcher to help them out with their CBAR, and their inability to proceed with 
CBAR without my assistance.  
Simon needed help and expressed this in questions and responses:   
Simon: Can I just ask students directly about their opinions on the approach that I’ve 
just used? And can I use this as data? 
Siti: You can, it’ll depend on your relationship with students. Do they perceive you as a 
friend or someone with a higher status? 
Simon: I perceived them as friends, and I tried to make myself as close to them as 
possible. 
Siti: Ok. I meant, for example, when students answer ‘yes’, would they really say that 
to make you happy as they’re afraid of saying no? or would they describe in details why 
yes as they trust you and feel comfortable with you?.  
Simon: So, I can use an interview? 
Siti: Yes. Would that be the only way of collecting data? 
Simon: No. 
Siti: What are other tools or ways of collecting data? 
Simon: Test results? 
Siti: Yes, good. Anything else?   
Simon: I used to give half an hour for students to reflect on their learning under the 
approach that I used. But I found out that students were not brave enough to say their 
opinions—which was their weakness.  
Siti: Students’ reflection? That’s a good idea!  
Simon: Ok, I’ll try to get them to reflect. I really want to hear what they say honestly. 
(GD2|WG|Simon|18/10/13)  
Simon demonstrated his request for help to ensure that his technique of data collection was 
reasonable “Can I just ask students directly about their opinions on...,” “can I use this as data?.”  I 
responded diplomatically showing my construction of him as a researcher and let him decide for 
himself. I prompted him with questions to allow him to think about his preference “Do they 
perceive you as a friend or someone with a higher status?” “when students answer ‘yes’, would 
they really say that to make you happy as they’re afraid of saying no?” “What are other tools or 
ways of collecting data?” etc., praised him “Yes, good” and elicited more questions. This exchange 
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helped Simon to consider a number of ways in collecting data for his CBAR and decided this by 
and for himself. Next I present a teacher and researcher subject positioning (overlapping). 
A Teacher/Researcher Subject Positioning (Overlapping)  
The following extracts reveal how Itriani and Larry constructed me as a teacher and 
researcher at the same time: 
How to collect the data? Is it better for us to use audio…with the new strategy, are we 
gonna use minimal pairs or the video that has the minimal pairs, then we record 
students’ pronunciation or how? (GD2|WG|Itriani|18/10/13) 
What’s the best approach for teaching pronunciation that is suitable with our research 
topic? Your comments would be very helpful for us to continue with our research. 
(RJ4|Itriani|8/10/13) 
So, first of all we have to do the recording to identify students’ errors, then we try out a 
new teaching approach. After that? (GD2|WG|Larry|18/10/13) 
Shall we use the same text that was used in the first recording or should we find a new 
text? (GD2|WG|Larry|18/10/13)  
The above statements reveal the participants’ construction of me as a teacher and researcher 
and their overlapping construction of themselves as students and beginner researchers. The key 
words that reveal this construction of me as a teacher shown in “strategy,” “teach/teaching 
pronunciation,” “text/reading text,” “correct pronunciation,” “lesson,” “anxious” and 
“confused,” and researcher as in “data,” “research topic,” “continue with our research,” and 
“recording to identify students’ errors.” This was due to their lack of confidence of doing the 
CBAR independently “Your comments would be very helpful for us to continue with our research.”  
The following exchange demonstrates Evelyn’s construction of me as a teacher and researcher 
at the same time and I acted out these roles as expected: 
Evelyn: So, in our research topic about improving pronunciation, to my understanding, 
to teach pronunciation we need a special time or special lesson, is that right? I’m a bit 
anxious. If we teach pronunciation, only pronunciation, that means we need to allocate a 
special time for the pronunciation lesson, is that right? or as Itriani’s notes here suggest 
that students will be asked to read a short reading text, or how? Then we’ll correct their 
pronunciation? I’m still confused.  
Siti: Before planning to improve your students’ pronunciation, you need to identify the 
most common problems students have. To do this, you may use a short reading passage 
with one or two paragraphs. If you have 40 students you may get them to read the text 
in turn, so one student may read up to 3 sentences. So while listening you can take notes 
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on the errors they make. If you want to record them, that’ll be great as it’ll be easier and 
better for you. After recording, you’ll need to listen and analyse/identify the errors they 
make. Then you may have an idea of the most common errors they make. For example, 
it could be word sounds, stressed words or syllables, or intonation or all of them. Then 
you start a plan about how you can improve their pronunciation in these areas. 
Remember that the aim of using the text is not to teach grammar, it’s only for 
identifying pronunciation errors. (GD2|WG|Evelyn|18/10/13)  
Evelyn’s questions indicate both teaching and researching related issues, therefore she 
constructed me as a teacher “teach,” “pronunciation,” “lesson,” “reading text,” “correct their 
pronunciation” and researcher “research topic.” This was because when they were learning about 
improving their teaching practices through CBAR, they had to learn a new teaching approach. Her 
words “anxious” and “confused” reveal her struggle and frustrations in conducting their group 
research without my assistance. In my response to Evelyn’s questions I constructed her as novice 
researcher as well as a student teacher “you need to identify…,” “you may use…,” “you may get 
them to read…,” “you can take notes,” “you’ll need to listen and analyse/identify the errors,” “you 
start a plan about how you can improve.” My statements suggest that I was the source of 
knowledge and provided all the information Evelyn and her group needed to know, hence I 
positioned myself and was positioned as powerful. I used different modalities “can,” “may” and 
“need” to offer advice in a less direct way. My statements suggest that I was playing the role as 
expected by Evelyn and was unable to stop providing help at that stage.  
A Teacher/Educator/Trainer Subject Positioning  
The statements below demonstrate the participants’ (James, Itriani, Evelyn and Simon) 
construction of me as a teacher/trainer and of themselves as student teachers: 
We ask for your help with making lesson plans for pre, while and post activities so that 
in the future when our friends want us to share our project we can show them. 
(GD6|WG|James|18/01/13)  
Can we combine the drilling method with another method? (GD1|WG|Itriani| 4/10/13) 
What else can we do to improve students’ pronunciation skills….or do we have to play 
native speakers dialogues for students to listen to as a model? GD1|WG|Itriani|4/10/13: 
We’re not sure. We don’t know much about teaching pronunciation skills for the new 
approach as we have never focused on teaching this skill. (GD1|WG|Evelyn|4/10/13) 
Can we get back to you if we still have trouble with this topic of improving students’ 
pronunciation skills? (GD1|WG|Itriani|4/10/13) 
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Ok, so each student can read 2 or 3 sentences. Before trying out the new approach, 
should we have some practice first ourselves? (GD2|WG|Evelyn|18/10/13) 
I need you to see the demo lesson for the new approach by Irena in my class so that you 
can give some feedback on how the game is done as this is also for other teachers, not 
only for us? (GD3|WG|Simon|8/11/13) 
These statements “ask,” “help,” “not sure” suggest that the participants constructed me as a 
teacher supported by key words “making lesson plan,” “drilling method,” “pronunciation skills,” 
“practice” and “demo lesson.” Again although I had the freedom in deciding to (not) take up the 
teacher position as constructed by them, there were tensions between my positioning of them as 
teachers, researchers, and experts in CBAR and their positioning of me as teacher, expert in CBAR 
and researcher. I was given a responsibility to make the project a success as teaching is in part to do 
with providing assistance. However, I also showed my resistance when I was asked to make lesson 
plans for all the topics for the teaching of pronunciation using the new approach as in the following:   
Evelyn: Can you please make us lesson plans for all topics for the new approach? 
Siti: Mmm, I can only make one lesson plan as a sample which I have given to you, so I 
think you really need to try to make it yourself together with your own group so that 
you all can learn how to make the plan yourself. Like James, he used the sample that I 
gave him, and he made his own one which he showed me the other day, and it was very 
good. (GD6|WG|Evelyn|18/01/13) 
Although I demonstrated encouragement and support in engaging the participants in teacher 
professional development opportunities (Goodnough, 2010), I spelled out my resistance against 
their power by refusing their further request “Can you please make us lesson plans for all 
topics…?” and instead they were asked to create their own lesson plans “I think you really need to 
try to make it yourself together with your own group….” This indicates that I was given power and 
authority due to my expert knowledge and experience, but at the same time, they took up a powerful 
position by holding back and waiting for further assistance. All this suggests there was often tension 
around this discourse which indicates a push and pull subject positioning. These teachers showed 
their power in positioning me as the fellow teacher, but I also demonstrated my power in 
positioning them in the intended role of researchers.  
The following extract shows the tension between Simon and myself in his construction of me 
as a fellow teacher and of himself as a teacher: 
Simon: Can you come and meet with me and Irena tomorrow to try the new game 
between the three of us because I’m still confused how to do it? 
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Siti: Why don’t you tell her about your confusions about the procedure of the game 
because you two work together as a group?  
Simon: (quiet) 
Siti: I meant I don’t want to interrupt too much on your group project as I’m a 
researcher. I like you two to work together... (GD3|WG|Simon|8/11/13)  
I endeavored to avoid Simon’s construction of me as a fellow teacher to get involved in his 
project with Irena “Why don’t you tell her about your confusions… because you two work together 
as a group?.” I wanted to encourage Simon to work together and emphasize that it was his team’s 
research not mine and positioned myself as a researcher “I’m a researcher,” and encouraged them 
to work in team. This demonstrates how I struggled to avoid being constructed as a fellow teacher. 
It was not my role to clarify his confusion of how to apply the game prepared and demonstrated by 
Irena in a previous lesson. Of course this situation was made more difficult because, as my 
classroom visit notes indicate, when Irena was teaching this lesson, Simon quietly disappeared from 
the class for around 30 minutes to cover Irena’s class (CVN|P3|15/11/13). The issues of 
collaboration and respectful team work are elaborated further in the next chapter.  
Discussion 
Throughout the data there are various multiple constructions of me as a teacher, expert in 
CBAR, an experienced researcher, a teacher/researcher (overlapping), while the teachers 
constructed themselves as novice teachers, novice researchers, fellow teachers and students. 
Meanwhile my multiple constructions of them included students, (active) participants/researchers, 
inexperienced/novice researchers, student teachers, and fellow teachers. 
I was powerfully positioned as the source of knowledge not only of CBAR, but also and more 
predominantly as an EFL teacher with expertise in the use of the internet and finding reading 
materials and other resources. My task as a teacher (as constructed) was to provide knowledge and 
offer further assistance drawn from my own experiences as a teacher and researcher. The statements 
together create particular relationships between us as teacher and students. From the perspective of 
Foucault’s work, it can be said that what those statements have to say about “knowing” is that it is a 
mechanism of social regulation. The statements define who will provide the knowledge and whose 
knowledge counts (Davies, 1994), and in this context, clearly I provided the knowledge and 
consequently my knowledge counted. The participants’ positionings of me as teacher and them as 
students appear to have been maintained for a lot of the time. At other times, there were tensions 
between their constructions of me as a resource provider, an experienced researcher, an expert in 
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CBAR, a fellow teacher, IT trainer, and as a teacher researcher. In their strategies in constructing 
me in these subject positionings, at times they were also positioning themselves as 
novice/inexperienced teachers, inexperienced learners, grammar oriented teachers who submit to 
mandated curriculum, inexpert users of IT, with limited autonomy/self government in their own 
learning.  
I was equally constructing the participants as novice teachers, inexperienced researchers and 
inexpert in CBAR. I struggled to position myself and be positioned as a facilitator and researcher, 
and position them as researchers, expert in CBAR and (capable) EFL teachers. The participants also 
struggled to position themselves and be positioned as (proficient) EFL teachers or researchers. 
These struggles can be perceived as the effects of power that both the participants and I exercised 
on each other that were linked to our knowledge, competence and qualifications (Foucault, 1982) 
that we imposed on each other in order to get the project accomplished. These struggles against 
forms of subjectivity align with Foucault (1982, p. 782) who claims that “the struggle against the 
forms of subjectivity—against the submission of subjectivity—is becoming more and more 
important.”  
Overall, the discourses suggest teachers’ interests in EFL teaching, and their reliance on me 
for the success of their project were being served. This means that in trying to implement CBAR in 
a remote context such as the one in this study it is extremely difficult to position oneself as a 
researcher and facilitator. Flexibility in positioning and being positioned within the discourses of 
CBAR as a professional learning for the teachers is required. It could be argued that for the 
teachers, it was more important to them to have an expert teacher/trainer available to them than a 
co-researcher or facilitator.  
The insider and outsider roles as researcher facilitator in helping these teachers to implement 
CBAR was taxing and problematic. On the one hand, I aligned myself with the principles of CBAR 
that I believed were important and that I required them to be engaged in self and collaborative 
inquiry processes leading to their own construction of knowledge. However, this was not easy as 
there was often a pull and push subject positioning where I attempted to get them to do research but 
their limited abilities, limited autonomy, and resources as well as their practice/tradition rooted in 
the policies from the central government, made it really complex. On the other hand, in many cases 
it appears that I willingly took up the the participants’ construction of me as teacher, far more so 
than what was required. This may be attributed to my own previous experiences as a teacher, and 
my own anxieties in taking up a position as researcher.  
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Hayes (2011) maintains that on an epistemological basis, action researchers are committed to 
the idea that knowledge evolves. As driven by a postmodern perspective, knowledge is produced 
inherently by social processes and thus it is not based on a set of objective truths. As the emphasis 
of action research is on collaborative inquiry, both the participants and myself as the researcher 
should equally contribute to knowledge construction and contributions to knowledge are equally 
treated and valued. Furthermore, given the meticulous nexus between knowledge, action and power 
(Foucault, 1980) the analysis here suggests that there was a battle for such knowledge, what 
counted as knowledge and who said so. The overall participants’ construction of knowledge was 
less obvious in terms of how to conduct the research and ideas for teaching approaches. Hence, my 
knowledge counted. As McNiff (2013) maintains, individuals are always caught up in socio-
political contexts, in which the ownership of knowledge/power is conceivably the foremost concern 
(Foucault, 1980). As discussed above, power was distributed/circulated throughout the structure, 
that is, the school setting, so that at the same time both object and subject of this power aligns with 
Foucault’s sense of power. This implies that when the teachers themselves or myself take up a 
position or make our own decision about what to do we exercise the power, but when we are 
constructed to take up the position intended by someone else, he/she is exercising power over us. 
Examples of this have been presented in the earlier discussion about the positionings constructed 
and taken up either by teachers or myself. Further, this study confirms what Foucault (1990) has 
argued about power that power always goes together with resistance.  
A study reported by Merriam et al. (2001) suggests that conflicting interests had characterised 
some of the data collection in her study in that a woman doing research was unimportant to the 
women’s group she was studying. Their interests were focused on what she would do with the 
information, how she would tell their stories, and how these stories would help the women gain 
greater power in their highly patriarchal society. Likewise, my intention to do research was a 
constant battle in this context as the participants were more interested in the EFL teaching due to 
their desire to be a better teacher of EFL. There were also tensions and struggles in their inability to 
complete research without my assistance and constant request for help, and my tensions and 
struggles to avoid providing and giving more assistance. My desire to complete research and thus 
my construction of them as researchers, participants, and teachers were problematic. This suggests 
how difficult it was to try to implement CBAR in this rural context. Teachers’ lack of autonomy in 
their learning, and limited confidence in utilising technology contributed to their construction of me 
and their construction of themselves in multiple subject positionings full of tensions and struggles. 
The participants’ construction of themselves also added to the complexity of this CBAR process.  
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The participants’ construction of me as teacher suggested that the “discursive practices are not 
purely and simply ways of producing discourses” (Foucault, 1977, p. 200) as personal experience, 
but as the structural or technical processes in institutions, namely in the participants’ school setting, 
in forms of “general behaviour” (Foucault, 1977, p. 200). The structural processes enable 
individuals to take up a particular subject position (Foucault, 1972a). The particular subject 
positions taken up by the participants indicated their construction of their selves as inexperienced, 
novice, whereas I was constructed as teacher. Likewise, I constructed myself as a teacher who had 
power and knowledge to provide feedback and them as students to do what they were expected of. 
Gavey (1989) reminds us that one value of a poststructuralist approach is its proclamation that 
“subjectivity is produced through discourses that are multiple, possibly contradictory, and unstable” 
(p. 470). I had experienced such contradictory and unstable subject positions in this context. This 
study suggests that structural processes and historical practices make a significant contribution to 
the kinds of people we become. They open up discourses and practices that are available for us to 
take up, and they contribute to the shape of our identities. 
The discourse of teacher–student relationship that the participants constructed as their 
“preferred form of subjectivity” (Weedon, 1997, p. 106) clashed with the discourse of facilitator–
teacher researcher relationship that I had intended to develop during the study. Connecting this 
relationship with Foucault’s theory of discourse, I, as a researcher, was affected by their multiple 
constructions of me in that I was positioned as powerful and an authorised figure with the rights to 
make decisions on what the participants had to do within their professional learning discourses. In 
saying that, however, the participants themselves had taken up a powerful position because with 
their construction of me as teacher, I had the responsibility for their learning as students as I had the 
knowledge and power to decide what they did, yet in turn they were not as empowered as teacher-
researchers. This implies that the professional learning model that I had intended to create through 
the action research project in which the teachers had to make their own decisions and be responsible 
for their own learning was not evident in this study. Instead the discourses that were operating had 
caused it to return to the old-fashioned top-down approach of professional learning that has been 
traditionally operating in Indonesia.  
As succinctly put by MacLure (2003, p. 176), Foucault’s sense of discourse offers “two-faced 
nature of subjection” where they are simultaneously enabling and constraining. The participants’ 
multiple constructions of me had enabled me to take up these multiple subject positionings, but at 
the same time I was partly constrained in playing my intended role as researcher. This discourse 
appeared as ‘natural’ as it started from the moment it was created when the participants expressed 
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their request for my feedback on their reflective journals. As the objective of the sharing sessions 
was to share their reflections following from the reflection journals, their subject positioning of me 
as a teacher within the discourse continued to gain its authority and started to spread over other 
events that eventually made it materialise as common sense (Gavey, 1989). In the next chapter, I 
explore the discourses of collaboration in this context. 
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Chapter 7   Discourses of Collaboration 
As a way of introducing collaborative work, I conducted workshops through a variety of 
learning activities embracing individual, pair work, group work and whole class activities. 
However, collaboration and collaborative work were unfamiliar to the teachers in this context.  
The analysis of the data from fieldnotes, workshop notes, reflective journals, group 
discussions, templates, and brief meetings reveals that there were times when the participants were 
able to work independently, where the participants and myself worked collaboratively, and when 
they strongly relied on me. I found that collaborative work was not always evident throughout the 
study due to group disintegrations from midway towards the end of the project as a result of a 
number of issues to be discussed later in this chapter. The analysis of the data also suggests that the 
multiple identities taken up by both myself (insider, researcher, facilitator, teacher/educator, 
advisor, critical friend) and the participants (personal, (novice) researchers, (novice) teachers, 
individual researchers, collaborative researchers) emerged in the discourses of collaboration in this 
study. It was challenging for the participants to maintain their identities as collaborative team 
members at all times due to their individual responsibilities to do their own classroom research as 
part of the collaborative project. 
This chapter presents six major themes: understanding and uncovering the uncomfortable in 
the first workshop, stepping into teams, gaining understanding about collaboration, struggling to 
maintain a consistent understanding of a collaborative project, sustaining collaboration but having 
limited abilities to research, team disintegration, the absence of school policy and its effect on 
participants’ commitment, and discussion. In reading this analysis it is important to note that I did 
not intend to record my first three workshops as in my plan I was going to only record in the 
implementation stage. However, during the three workshops, issues about collaborative work came 
to my attention, and I started the recording during group work activities in workshops 4 and 5.  
Understanding and Uncovering the Uncomfortable in the First Workshop  
The teachers’ initial collaborative work was observed during the first workshop which 
demonstrated their inexperience of working in teams, and discomfort with getting together to share 
ideas, experiences and/or opinions. For example, in the first workshop session when none of the  
participants made a move to work in groups I learned that they had never experienced group 
activities or worked in groups in a professional learning program (FN|W1|WG|31/08/13). This 
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confirmed the needs analysis conducted prior to the workshops that the participants had limited 
experience with professional learning activities and collaborative work.  
In the following vignettes, I explore teachers’ limited experience of engaging in professional 
learning programs and collaborative work. These teachers had attended events that focused on 
curriculum, assessment and evaluation, and EFL teaching. James, the most senior and the eldest 
EFL teacher in the group, described his limited experience of working collaboratively and listening 
quietly in a seminar on curriculum for all EFL teachers in the province of East Nusa Tenggara:  
I just attended one program on an introduction to the 2003 Competency Based 
Curriculum, and the 2006 Education Unit Level Curriculum held for English teachers 
from selected schools in all the regencies in the province of East Nusa Tenggara. So 
there were so many people in one big room, sitting and listening to speakers. 
(IInt1|James|20/7/13)  
James’s statement highlights the difficulties of trying to get these teachers to work as a team, 
and also suggests that having a group of EFL teachers working at the same school does not mean 
they can automatically work with other teachers. A similar experience was also described by Simon 
and Evelyn: 
I’ve never attended any professional learning programs before. I only attended the 
Subject Teachers Forum on assessment and evaluation of students’ learning outcomes 
held once or twice a year. It was in a hall, so many teachers attended, and listened 
quietly to the trainers’ speech. (IInt|2|Simon|20/7/13)  
I used to attend a Subject Teachers Forum where the trainer talked about the system of 
assessment and evaluation for learners’ outcomes. There were like hundreds of us, the 
nominated English teachers from nominated schools representing the schools in all the 
subdistricts within the regency of Eastern Flores. It was like a lecture, we sat, listened 
quietly, took notes and went home. (IInt|5|Evelyn|20/7/13) 
Similarly to James, both Simon and Evelyn had attended a meeting about assessment and 
evaluation for EFL teachers. During this training their participation was passive and restricted to 
listening and taking notes. Larry and Irena articulated their limited experience of attending 
professional learning activities and working collaboratively:  
I’ve once attended an EFL teacher training held for selected English teachers from 
nominated schools in each regency. We learnt about the theories of English teaching 
and did some practice individually. We sat down, listened, took notes and did some 
action (teaching) individually. That’s all.  (IInt|3|Larry|20/7/13)   
We rarely have programs related to teacher training or workshops. I have once attended 
a program… held outside the region to learn about teaching, how to teach in better 
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ways. The trainers talked, and I sat in the last row of the chairs as I didn’t feel confident 
about myself as some other participants had more experiences while me I didn’t have 
any experiences at all compared to them. (IInt|4|Irena|20/7/13) 
The same message conveyed by all these teachers was that the speakers mostly did the 
talking, and they were the listeners, or they had limited confidence in expressing or sharing 
ideas/experiences. It was also likely because of the lecture centered mode that no opportunities for 
team work activities were available. All these teachers shared a common issue that they had never 
had a chance to share ideas or express opinions either with the speakers or other teachers in 
professional learning forums. All these teachers also shared a commonality where they had never 
worked together as EFL teachers at the school.  
The challenges of working in groups for these teachers raised my own awareness as a 
researcher that CBAR required teachers to work collaboratively throughout a project (Burns, 1999; 
Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988). If the participants were unable to work in teams, this would impact 
on the effectiveness of the project. I felt pressure to get them to work in teams as this was only the 
beginning of the project. Although the participants were inexperienced in collaborative work, they 
were willing to work in groups. However, once they were engaged in groups, it was difficult to start 
a discussion (FN|W1|31/8/13). Before getting them to participate in discussions, they were required 
to think individually for a few minutes on a pre-discussion question “What do you know about 
professional learning?” and/or “When you hear the words professional learning what associates 
with those words?” to allow them to prepare some ideas prior to sharing them with their groups. It 
was evident that this learning approach was foreign to them.  
It could also be possible that the words professional learning were unfamiliar, and it was 
difficult for them to share understanding when they did not actually know what the words meant.  
(FN|W1|31/8/13). This is confirmed by their different explanations of professional learning as 
follows: 
But for me, professional learning can be teachers’ duties, apart from teaching. They 
educate, so students understand better, students’ behaviours can be shaped. 
(IInt|6|Itriani|20/7/13)  
I think professional learning for English teachers is associated with the improvement of 
competency of both English teachers and students. (IInt|1|James|20/7/13)  
Professional learning is … how we see the way we learn…so, we see…we learn from 
books or we see from friends’ learning… and link that with what we have.  
(IInt|3|Larry|20/7/13) 
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Here, Itriani positioned professional learning as a teacher in relation to the teaching profession 
considering what a teacher must do apart from teaching which is to “educate...students’ behaviors.” 
James’s discourse of professional learning focuses on improving teachers and students’ 
competencies “the improvement of competency of both English teachers and students,” and Larry’s 
discourse of professional learning refers to teachers’ learning from books and from friends “learn 
from books or we see from friends’ learning…and link that with what we have.”  
Professional learning, as perceived by Evelyn, was to do with having particular characteristics 
as a teacher “to be a fun teacher,” and to do with a personal reason to be a teacher which is beyond 
financial or economic reasons as teaching is a vocation, which was also reported in a study by 
Yuwono and Harbon (2010).  
For me, I have to be a fun teacher for students. There is a call for teaching, too. 
(IInt|5|Evelyn|20/7/13) 
These discourses represented different concepts of professional learning to the ones that I 
used in the project which referred to being reflective, on-going/continuous learning, evidence-
based, and allocating time. To aid an understanding of this concept and save time during the 
workshop, as well as considering their silence and anxiety, I discontinued the group discussion by 
showing them the professional learning concepts on the power-point slides (FN|W1|31/8/13). This 
suggests that I felt at the time that my needs as a researcher were stronger than theirs as learners.   
Their limited learning experiences as EFL teachers in this context suggests that teacher 
learning was about being lectured to, so that learning was constructed as non-collaborative and top-
down. Drawing upon Foucault’s notion of discourse, this is understandable and an appreciation of 
how discourse shapes the participants’ identities, beliefs and actions (Graham, 2009). This means 
that their previous identities, beliefs and actions were influenced by their practices and traditions at 
the school and what it meant to do schooling in this context. As far as the notion of professional 
learning was concerned at this stage, all of the participants and myself were not talking the same 
language, or sharing the same purposes (Haddara & Lingard, 2013). This was very challenging 
because their limited understanding of and experiences in working collaboratively would impact on 
how they undertook CBAR.  
Stepping Into Teams 
Another challenging aspect of getting the teachers to work in teams was to form groups for 
CBAR in workshop 2. There was evidence that the participants were willing to work as a team 
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when they looked at possible research topics/areas available in the CBAR workshop materials and 
decided on one topic each they were interested in exploring (FN|W2|6/9/13). Those who had a 
common interest in a topic then sat together to start brainstorming ideas. All participants 
demonstrated their interest in grammar, though they selected a different grammar issue for their 
research. Irena and Simon decided to research “How to teach grammar more effectively,” whereas 
Larry, Evelyn, Enggy, and Itriani agreed to explore “How to integrate grammar into listening and 
speaking.” Meanwhile, James was thinking of doing “How to select or develop grammar exercises” 
(FN|W2|6/9/13). At this stage, James had no group because of his different interest in a topic, and 
Erna’s leaving the session prior to the group formation (FN|W2|6/9/13).  
As a facilitator I perceived this as a good starting point to form groups based on common 
interests in an issue. This does contradict with the action research cycle planning principles where 
identifying problems should come prior to formulating the research issues/titles. However, their 
group formation indicated that they had autonomy to decide their own topic and form their own 
groups without my interference. This was also a strategy to form groups faster as allowing them to 
think about a problem prior to forming a group would consume extra time.  
My third workshop notes (FN|W3|13/9/13) indicate that Enggy, who was originally in Larry’s 
group, had withdrawn from this group in the third workshop. This demonstrates Enggy’s change of 
interest and that at this stage James, Enggy and Erna had not confirmed their interest in any issues, 
and therefore were not yet engaged as a group or belonged to any group. Enggy and Erna were best 
friends which suggested that Enggy’s initial interest in joining with Larry’s group was probably her 
strategy to belong to a group instead of being left out as Erna was not there. When Enggy and Erna 
started to experience issues midway through the end of the project which led to their withdrawal 
Larry, Evelyn, and Itriani told me that they were lucky not to have them in their team: 
Larry: We felt we’re lucky we don’t have them in our team. 
Siti: Why? 
Evelyn: We know what they’re like. 
Siti: What do you mean? 
Itriani: They’re not serious. (BM10|LG|19/11/13) 
Larry positioned Enggy and Erna as “intruders” “We felt we’re lucky we don’t have them in 
our team.” Evelyn positioned Enggy and Erna as if they had problems with their attitudes “We 
know what they’re like,” and Itriani positioned them as “not serious teachers/researchers.” This 
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meant that when Enggy withdrew from their group this was a good sign for them. Meanwhile, 
James who had not decided on a research topic remained isolated. These responses indicate that it 
was not easy to implement the CBAR principle of working as a team in this project and coming into 
the school without understanding these relationship tensions affected the work of the project.  
Evelyn, Itriani and Larry were good friends and sat next to each other in the teachers’ room and so 
decided to research the same topic. Irena and Simon, however, were not good friends but were tied 
as a group because of their common research interest at this first stage of the research. However, 
this relationship was awkward as will be discussed later in the chapter. Friendship played a 
significant role for Evelyn, Itriani, Larry, Enggy and Erna in this collaborative project, but this was 
not the case for James, Irena and Simon. This suggests that allowing the participants’ freedom to 
form their group did not essentially mean they would work well with each other in this process of 
doing CBAR. On the other hand, if I had decided to form their groups, it would not have been better 
either because relationships are complex.  
My fieldnotes suggest that I had some power to direct the participants to select a topic from 
the proposed topics of research as suggested in the module, but the participants equally 
demonstrated their power to decide their own topic. The participants had freedom to decide their 
research area and thus form their own groups. However, Enggy was resistant to this 
positioning/decision making. The following excerpts show the tensions within the groupings: 
Irena: I actually expected Enggy to join our group but unfortunately she didn’t.  
Siti: Why did you expect her to be in your group? 
Irena: So that I could assist her as she’s a junior teacher.  
Siti: Yeah, unfortunately she’s not interested in your group’s topic as we could see.  
Irena: Yeah, that’s fine. (BM7|Irena&St|12/10/13) 
Here, Irena positioned Enggy as “a junior teacher” who might have benefitted from her 
assistance as a senior/experienced teacher, a position that she took up herself. She positioned herself 
as having more knowledge and power to lead though she understood Enggy’s preference “that’s 
fine.” Meanwhile, I positioned myself as a facilitator through questioning her about her expectation 
to bring in Enggy to her group, and confirming Enggy’s different interest in a topic from Irena’s 
group topic. In contrast, during the initial interview, Enggy’s perception of Irena was different when 
I mentioned about the possibility of working collaboratively in small groups in this project: 
Enggy: Please don’t put me in a group with Irena. 
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Siti: Why? 
Enggy: I’m afraid she’s a difficult person. 
Siti: What do you mean? 
Enggy: I found that it’s difficult for her to accept other people’s ideas or opinions as 
I’ve experienced this.  
Siti: Oh, I see. I won’t form groups as groups will be based on teachers’ common 
interest in a research topic.  
Enggy: Ok. That’s good, then. (IINT7|20/7/13)  
Enggy’s statements position Irena as an “outsider” who made her feel uncomfortable. 
Meanwhile, James might have used his strategy of holding back to see if Enggy and Erna formed 
their own group while prolonging his time to decide his topic to avoid being in a team with these 
two junior teachers, or he might prefer working individually. James’s strategy demonstrates that, 
unlike Evelyn, Itriani and Larry, he was not as enthusiastic to work as a group. This suggests the 
complexities of working as a team. Notwithstanding the opportunities to make their own decision, 
participants’ different perceptions of particular individuals in a project might contribute to a delayed 
time for decision making and thus group formation, delaying the implementation of the CBAR 
projects.  
These difficulties confirm Foucault’s (2000) claim that working collaboratively can be 
“struggling […], complicated, difficult […] as it was carried out with […] others” (p. 245) 
(emphasis added). As a facilitator, how much could I interfere in this situation? Friendship and 
comfort is a personal matter, and if I interfered with this, I would either risk taking over their 
project as I would always have to be present to save the situation, or unintentionally destroy their 
expectation of my regular presence in their meetings and demotivate them, as in the case of James’s 
and Irena’s groups (to be further explored in “Team Disintegration”).   
Larry’s group demonstrated their eagerness to collaboratively work on their Template 1 when 
Itriani gave me a call to advise their topic change from the first one offered in the module ‘How to 
integrate grammar into listening and speaking’ to a topic of their own “How to improve 
students’pronunciation skills through drilling methods” as they felt the first one was too difficult 
(FN|21/9/13). This shows that they made a plan to meet to work on their project on a specified time, 
and their advice of topic change indicates their positioning me as an expert whose voice was 
required for an approval of their change of research topic. This was evident in Evelyn’s comment 
which captures the conversation and reflective journal entries of the group:  
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In the beginning, our group wanted to do research on integrating grammar into a range 
of speaking and listening activities. However, after we’ve discussed this in our 
meeting, we actually found it hard to do this topic. Therefore we decided to change 
our topic to a new topic of our own thought “Improving students’ pronunciation skills 
through drilling methods.” (RJ3|Evelyn|8/10/13) 
Here Evelyn strongly represented themselves as a team indicated in the recurring use of “we.” 
Similarly, the word “change” was repeated as well as “topic,” “grammar,” and “pronunciation.” 
It appears that the first choice allowed them to work as a group though it was then changed to their 
shared issue while remaining in the same group (FN|W2|6/9/13). It also demonstrates their exercise 
of power where they could resist selecting the topic as suggested. Freeing them to do the research of 
their own interest was a way of governing, empowering them and minimizing my control over their 
work.  
Gaining Understanding About Collaboration 
As the groups continued thinking about how to proceed with their project, questions about 
whose class to be researched emerged which is presented next. Having identified the problem/topic 
of their research, and finalised the formation of groups, other useful questions were raised:  
James: Can we do several classes as each teacher has up to 6 classes?  
Siti: Any comments? 
Larry: It’s easier…better to do only one class. 
Siti: Yes, I agree. You need to be realistic and balance your roles as a teacher and 
researcher. These two roles shouldn’t outperform one another. 
Participants: …(nodded). 
Itriani: Whose class or which class would we use as participants? 
Irena: Each teacher’s class would do.  
Siti: Yes! Agreed… That’s better because each teacher knows their own class better and 
it’s easier for them to do it with their own class.  
Evelyn: Could we write a report later as a group? 
Siti: If you wish to submit the report as a requirement for Teacher Certification and/or 
incentives, would it be okay to write it as a group?  
Participants: No! 
Irena: Because incentives or teacher certification is an individual basis.  
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Siti: Alright, there you go! Everybody has to write their own report but they may 
collaborate in the writing process in respects of “report outline.”  
Participants: Agreed. (WN4|WG|27/9/13) 
The discussion was productive in that the participants demonstrated their thinking and 
motivation in conducting their CBAR. A clarification was required about the number of classes they 
had as research participants “Can we do several classes…,” and whose class would be their 
research participants as they worked as a team. I minimized my domination by allowing the 
participants to answer their colleague’s questions through questioning “Any comments?” “If you 
wish to submit the report as a requirement for..., would it be okay…?” though I confirmed Larry’s 
and Irena’s responses as valid “Agreed... That’s better because…,” “Everybody has to write their 
own report, but they may collaborate in….” This indicates a good sign of understanding how to 
work collaboratively as they discussed this issue beforehand through asking and answering each 
other’s questions. This also indicates their self-awareness of doing CBAR for their own benefit, 
namely for career development and/or financial increment.  I was positioning myself as a facilitator 
to help them reach their agreement, whereas they positioned themselves as researchers.  
To sum up and confirm the meaning of collaboration for their specific context, I led them to 
complete my sentences: 
In my attempt to make the participants understand about the collaboration, I elicited 
their answers by prompting them with statements like “So, what we meant by 
collaboration here is that teachers research the same…. “topic,” design the same… 
“methods of data collection” but research their… “own class.” Then they share/discuss 
how to … “analyse their data” in… “groups,” but in the end they should write reports… 
“individually.” This is because they wish to submit it as a requirement for… “Teacher 
Certification” (for those who haven”t done the Certification yet). Everybody has to 
write… “their own report” but they may collaborate in the “writing process” in respects 
of…. “Report Outline.” (FN|W3|13/9/13) 
The elaboration of the meaning of the “collaboration” for these teachers indicated my effort to 
make “collaboration” more meaningful to these teachers where I positioned myself as a facilitator. 
The highlighted key words were to emphasize the important aspects of the collaborative research in 
their small group “collaboration,” “topic,” “methods of data collection,” “own class,” “analyse 
their data in groups,” “write reports… ‘individually’,” “Teacher Certification,” “own report,” 
“collaborate in the…writing process” and in respects of “Report Outline.” As the project 
developed, the sense of working collaboratively was created to provide the participants with 
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chances to reinforce their knowledge of and experience of collaborative activities through workshop 
sessions.  
Sharing sessions were equally significant because this is part of collaborative work that aligns 
with CBAR in which sharing experiences of classroom issues and practices, ideas, beliefs and 
values they held as teachers was seen as a useful practice. This aligns with Foucault (1997) who 
says that sharing knowledge is a way to build up one’s knowledge and confidence as one’s writing 
and reading that are supported by talking and listening to others may allow knowledge to be 
contested, and it is also a way to demonstrate one’s identity as a person who is able to transform.  
Efforts to make them work as a team continued throughout the workshop sessions, and in 
doing so, I also frequently reviewed what had been taught in the previous sessions. In our last 
session, workshop 5, the participants (Larry and Enggy were absent) worked in groups to arrange 
action research stages in order:  
Siti: All sit on the floor, please! Work in groups to arrange the intended CBAR stages. 
This is to review the stages you’ve learnt in the previous workshop. A, B, A, B (while 
signaling with my hands), all As one group, all Bs one group. Once you hear the 
music/song, you start arranging the cards, and when the music/song stops, you stop 
working. You need to arrange the cards (7 intended CBAR stages) on the wall using 
blue tac. Let’s do one as an example. 
Participants: (busy grouping themselves and working on the task). 
Siti: Let’s check together. (a few minutes to check). 3 correct answers out of 7 for Irena, 
Itriani and Simon’s group. 2 correct answers for James, Erna and Evelyn’s group.  
Irena: We didn’t review this at home. 
Others: (giggled) 
Itriani: Not easy.  
Siti: That’s ok. Next, match the descriptions of each stage with the CBAR stages. Same 
procedure as the first activity.  
Participants: (on task) 
Siti: Let’s check. (a few minutes to check) 4 correct answers out of 7 for Irena’s group. 
2 correct answers for James’s group.  
Evelyn: We need to learn more about this. 
Siti: Yes, definitely. (W5N|4/10/13) 
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Group work activities during workshops were targeted at building the participants’ 
relationships, and relaxing and enjoying collaborative atmosphere. Their comments “We didn’t 
review this,” and “We need to learn more about this” indicated their evidence of working together 
in this activity as a whole group.   
Struggling to Maintain a Consistent Understanding of Collaborative Project   
As the “Identify Problem” stage required teachers to write three templates, participants 
continued thinking about connecting their research question and rationale for doing the research 
with data collection procedures, data analysis and plans to resolve the problems based on the data 
collected in this first stage of the research. The following group discussion shows the process of this 
first stage and how the groups demonstrated their identities as collaborative. This long conversation 
is divided into three vignettes for the purpose of the analysis and discussion.  
Vignette 1 
Siti: Today we begin our first group discussion. We want to hear how you all 
experienced working on the first template. Let’s start with James’s group. (Enggy & 
Larry were absent) 
James: Last week we wrote Template 1, and in that week I had to give a review test to 
my class, and I myself confirmed that the students did take a long time to finish the test 
although there were only few questions. They needed so much time to translate every 
single word.  
Erna: I haven’t really understood the research topic. What kinds of data are required?  
Siti: Alright. Have you talked to the other teachers in your group about that? 
Erna: No, I haven’t. We haven’t got the time to meet. (GD1|WG|4/10/13) 
The excerpt showed that James was consistent with the story behind the problem that was 
expressed in the previous workshop (W4|WG|27/9/13). James positioned himself as part of his team 
“we,” but at times he also constructed himself as an individual researcher “I” and “my.” 
Interestingly, however, Erna indicated her lack of understanding of their research topic “Improving 
learners” strategies in doing grammar tests’ though she showed her understanding of this when her 
group was asking me to check their Template 1 (W4|WG|27/9/13). This shows Erna’s 
inconsistencies with her own engagement and understanding of their research issue. This suggested 
that she needed further discussion on the topic itself. James’s and Erna’s statements reveal 
individual reports on individual projects indicated by frequent use of “I,” “my,” and “myself” thus 
struggled to represent their understanding of collaborative project. Erna’s statement “We haven”t 
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got the time” suggests that they had not got a chance to discuss their research project together as 
efforts to make the time to meet was limited. This affected their undertaking of CBAR because 
limited meetings resulted in disconnection of the team members and of the project direction. In my 
attempt to get James and Erna to refocus on their work as a collaborative project, I invited James to 
share his ideas/experiences and help clarify Erna’s issue of not understanding research topic and/or 
data collection as evident below: 
Vignette 2 
Siti: So, you haven’t understood well the problem your group’s trying to investigate. 
Perhaps, James can help explain this, or share your thinking, James? 
James: I wish to continue with the problem that my students have which is they focus 
too much on using a dictionary to translate words in a reading text. It takes them so long 
to translate just one word. Students will never answer questions unless they know 
exactly the meanings of those words in the reading passage. (GD1|WG|4/10/13) 
Erna’s concern about the kinds of data to be collected was not addressed by James. My 
statement “your group” demonstrates my position as a facilitator, and my intention to direct both 
James and Erna to view their project as collaborative work. However, James’s statements indicate 
that he still focused on himself/his own class, and constructed himself as an individual researcher 
instead of a collaborative researcher as in “I” and “myself.” Irena commented and offered her 
ideas: 
Vignette 3 
Irena: Maybe I can help to explain.  
Siti: Yes, go ahead. (GD1|WG|4/10/13) 
Irena: Having listened to what you have said James, you have actually got a research 
problem already, but you cannot find a way out of the problem which you can write it 
down on Template 1, the strategy to improve. So, it’s like “Oh....this is the problem my 
students have, what should I do to solve it so it won’t happen again in the future?” Stay 
focused on one problem only! You seem to focus too much on describing problems, so 
you will never be able to write down strategies to improve the problems. 
(GD1|WG|4/10/13) 
Irena’s comments suggest that she constructed herself as a co-researcher “I can help,” and 
she was already thinking ahead of strategies to solve the problem which would be covered in 
Template 4 under the first question “What can you do to achieve your goal/target (your strategy)?.” 
Irena’s statement “you cannot find a way out of the problem which you can write down on Template 
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1” suggests that she misinterpreted what was supposed to be written in Template 1. As I made no 
distinctions of what to include in each Template, I was unable to clarify the problem/question as 
well as the comments made by Irena. This indicated that I needed to constantly remind the 
participants of the focus of the group discussion, and which template they were supposed to discuss. 
This was especially challenging when participants were not on the same “page” as I wanted them to 
be, and it was tricky to respond to a variety of focus on the research and/or templates. But also, I 
should have recognised Irena’s understanding of the action research process (identify a problem, 
find way to solve the problem) rather than forcing them to focus on completing particular 
Templates. I was forcing them to confirm to my rigid expectations rather than giving them the 
autonomy to work through the ideas and stages in their own way. 
Sustaining Collaboration but Having Limited Abilities to Research  
Compared to Irena’s and James’s groups that were problematic in their relationships, Larry, 
Evelyn, and Itriani clicked from the beginning of the group formation stages: 
Siti: Ok, Itriani’s group. Please share your story with us. How did you go with your 
Template 1? Any interesting experiences?  
Itriani: Ok, thanks. At the beginning we agreed to research about integrating grammar 
with listening and reading skills. But after we’ve talked about it again in our own group, 
we felt that this topic was difficult for us, so we want to change it to a different topic 
which is improving students’ pronunciation skills through a drilling method. But we’re 
still unsure of what this method is like. Honestly, I personally still don’t understand 
what the drilling method is. I’m confused, what are the steps for using this method? 
Please give us some ideas! 
Evelyn: Can we combine the drilling method with another method? What else can we 
do to improve students’ pronunciation skills? (GD1|4/10/13) 
This group described their experience of changing the research topic. Working on a research 
topic was not as easy as selecting the topic because it was closely connected with a researcher’s 
capabilities, knowledge and experiences. The group had the freedom to cast off the topic for another 
alternative topic though without necessarily having the skills and experiences to do so. Both Itriani 
and Evelyn admitted their uncertainty of what they were interested in doing “we’re still unsure of 
what this method is like,” and spelled out their curiosity of their group choice “I personally still 
don’t understand what the drilling method is”. However, this suggested that the group members 
equally voiced their freedom to decide, as well as express feelings of uncertainty, anxiety, and 
honesty. Putting the trust on all the participants in the group discussion about all the difficulties they 
had experienced with Template 1 was a risk but they did it. There was ongoing tension, but it 
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showed that they had a good intention to continue with the project. I was positioned as an advisor 
who could offer some advice as well as an expert who was able to provide them with some 
knowledge “Please give us some ideas!”, “Can we combine……?”, “What else can we do…?”. 
This increased my awareness and the tensions as a facilitator that my expertise would be highly 
demanded by this group further down the track. This meant they would be highly likely to 
constantly position themselves as novice researchers, and position me as an expert researcher who 
would be the source of knowledge. This impacted on their research undertaking because they relied 
on my expert knowledge as discussed in Chapter 6 of the thesis. 
Team Disintegration 
In comparison to the other two groups, both Irena and Simon had not met since the group 
formation started in the second workshop which had impacted on their template task. In Workshop 
4, Irena said, “I haven’t done anything yet as I haven’t met Simon since the last time we decided to 
do a grammar topic” (W4N|27/9/13). This shows Irena’s positioning of herself as individual “I,” 
but at times as a team member “we” who struggled to start the project without her partner. 
However, Irena was willing to work on her own in spite of Simon’s absence from the school for 
official duties as the project needed to advance “But I’d like to work on it (Template 1) tomorrow, 
and would ask Simon to check whether or not he agrees with it” (W4N|27/9/13). Of course working 
collaboratively is demanding when team members are unable to meet. This lack of continued 
meetings and ongoing collaborative work meant the group undertook a group project without 
sharing and discussing their issues and concerns. This led to other problems such as conflicts or 
disagreement with what other team members had been doing as evident below. 
Both Irena and Simon came across in teachers’ room, and Irena shared with Simon what 
she had written in Template 2 (of their CBAR project) as a group, but Simon only 
listened to her quietly, and approached me several minutes later and expressed his 
disagreement on what Irena had written in the template without Irena’s knowledge. 
When I suggested that he needed to talk to Irena about his disagreement with some 
ideas written in the template, he just smiled and walked away with the template. 
(FN|11/10/13) 
In this interaction Simon appeared to position himself as a junior colleague who was afraid of 
criticising or expressing his disagreement with Irena, a senior colleague who was also a language 
lab coordinator. This also indicates that Simon positioned Irena as powerful which might have been 
due to her senior and administrative position. Simon’s reluctance to speak with Irena possibly is a 
sign of appreciation and/or very hierarchical approach from younger persons to old people that is 
very common in Indonesian communities (Moran, Harris, & Moran, 2007). This unequal 
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relationship impacted on their group project where this complex relationship continued to the end of 
the project. They ended up doing their CBAR individually though still positioned themselves as a 
friendly team who appeared to be working collaboratively but were actually not working together 
under the surface.  
Similar to the other two groups, Irena’s group changed their research topic, however Irena 
made this adjustment without Simon’s knowledge: 
Irena: Our topic is still in the grammar area, but I’ve modified it a little bit. Last time we 
opted for the title ‘Teaching grammar more effectively’, but now I’ve modified it into 
‘Teaching grammar in a more effective and enjoyable way’. I added the word 
‘enjoyable’…so not only effective but also enjoyable. This is so that students’ learning 
of grammar can be more interesting and effective.    
Siti: Did you and Simon have a chance to talk about the modification? 
Irena: Not yet. We haven’t got a chance to meet. 
Siti: What do you think about the modification, Simon? 
Simon: It’s okay. I’ve been using my own approaches in teaching grammar. But we 
agreed to use the approach with flash cards. 
Siti: Ok, how have you experienced working as a team, Simon? 
Simon: You know we’ve told the inspector from the local Department of  Education 
that teaching students is a process, it takes extra time, we want to improve the way we 
teach our students, we try hard we really want to use a method that can be sustainable 
from year 10 to year 12—the stakeholders don’t really trust us. We’re the ones who 
teach we have to maintain our solidity. (GD1|4/10/13) 
This group highlighted the challenge of working collaboratively from this first stage of the 
research. Simon was in agreement with Irena regarding the research background, though there was 
an indication of his preference to use his own approach (which he was more comfortable with) as in 
“I’ve been using my own approach to improve students’ grammar. But we agreed to use the 
approach with flash cards” (which was proposed by Irena). This might explain his unfamiliarity 
with the procedures of the game which was difficult to follow, but his compromise with Irena had 
led him to try using Irena’s proposed method. This showed the difficulty in getting Simon to 
express his ideas about working together at this stage. Although Simon was indicating group 
solidarity, he was reflecting on his relationship with the inspectors from the Department of 
Education, and his feelings of disappointment due to possible pressures the inspectors put on 
teachers. As chair of the discussion I needed the skills to lead the discussion to a more focused 
agenda to avoid the participants from going off track. However, it was challenging when the 
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participants themselves were not feeling comfortable sharing their personal feelings about their 
team members’ decision on modifying their topic in public, as experienced by Simon.  
In his continuing struggle to avoid working with Irena, and discussing any issues related to 
their team project, Simon attempted to use me as a “third” person who functioned as a “bridge” in 
informing him what Irena had done, and how this could help him with some ideas to 
develop/modify his own research topic. Here there are two conversations, one of which is from a 
group discussion which is divided into two vignettes, and the other is from a brief meeting. 
Vignette 1 
Simon: I need you to come to the demo lesson by Irena please so that if things go 
wrong, I hope you could see them and advise us what we should do. Because this is not 
only for us, not only for our CBAR topic, but it can also be learnt or shared with other 
teachers in this school.  
Siti: Well, I’d love to come but not because I want to share my observation of Irena’s 
lesson with other teachers as I’m a researcher, not a trainer. Instead I want to see how 
much progress teachers would have made during CBAR. (GD3|WG|Simon|8/11/13) 
Simon’s strategy was to ask me to attend a demo lesson by Irena in his class to help with 
communicating issues of the game demonstrated by Irena so that he could learn from me. This 
meant that he could avoid working with Irena directly. His statements “if things go wrong, I hope 
you could see them and advise us what we should do. Because this is not only for us …it can also be 
learnt or shared with other teachers…” reveal that he positioned me as an educator/trainer who did 
classroom observations and provided feedback on the demo lesson, thus he positioned himself as a 
student teacher doing a course on a classroom teaching practices.  However, Simon left the demo 
lesson after approximately 30 minutes to cover Irena’s class which he thought was left without a 
teacher. This shows a lack of discussion on their planning arrangement, and at the same time shows 
Simon’s taking for granted the help provided by Irena. Here, Simon unintentionally constructed 
himself as a disrespectful colleague. This situation was complex because of the hierarchical 
relationship. If this continued to happen, it would be a hindrance for the success of their 
collaborative project. In the next excerpt, Simon continued to indicate his intention to involve me in 
managing his relationship with Irena: 
Simon: Can you come tomorrow so we can meet with Irena to try the new game 
between the three of us because I’m still confused how to do it? 
Siti: Why don’t you tell her about your confusions about the procedure of the game 
because you two work together as a group? I meant I don’t want to interrupt too much 
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in your group project. I like you two work together. I’m a researcher and I’m not doing 
your research. 
Simon: It’s not easy to talk to her because I found it hard to express my confusions to 
her. I’m afraid if she’s offended, you know…she’s very sharp. 
(BM8|Simon&St|15/11/13)  
Simon’s statements reveal the tensions in his relationship with Irena “She’s very sharp”. 
Simon positioned Irena as an “outsider” who made him feel uncomfortable to communicate just 
between the two of them (though not necessarily in public, i.e., sharing sessions and group 
discussions). In my struggle to avoid being used as a “savior,” I tried to position him as a co-
researcher working collaboratively with Irena “you two work together as a group,” and position 
myself as a researcher “I don’t want to interrupt too much in your group project,” “I’m a 
researcher, I’m not doing your research”. Simon, honestly, stated “not easy to talk to her, I’m 
afraid if she’s offended, she’s very sharp”. This indicates the complexities of trying to work 
collaboratively in a hierarchical relationship, and perceptions about personalities. 
Vignette 2 
Siti: Well, I’d say I understood ..., but I’m still confused about the procedure of the 
game. Then I’d ask Can I…, What…, or How…?’ etc. Try focusing on the things that 
you’re still unsure of, and what you want to learn more about from her.  
Simon: Mmm, I’m trying to avoid conflicts with her.  
Siti: Yeah, you’re not planning to have conflicts with her. You just need some 
clarifications from the procedure of the game, don’t you? 
Simon: (smiled) 
Siti: So, are you going to talk to her? 
Simon: Maybe. 
Siti: I’m sure you can manage.  (GD3|WG|Simon|8/11/13)  
My statements “I’d say I understood…, but I’m still confused about the procedure of the 
game,” “I’d ask Can I…, What..., or How…etc”. suggest that I was positioning myself as a critical 
friend who tried to help Simon to solve his personal problem with Irena by focusing more on 
himself “Try focusing on the things that you’re still unsure of, and what you want to learn more 
about from her”.  Simon was worried about having conflicts with Irena because of his own personal 
perception of Irena’s personality and the hierarchical relationship. Simon’s view of “avoiding 
conflicts” by not communicating his confusions would solve his problem, but this was not supposed 
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to occur in a collaborative project (Kemmis, 2006). His “Maybe” suggests that he was not sure if he 
was going to talk to Irena about his confusions. This gap in the relationship between Simon and 
Irena caused difficulties in meeting together to discuss their project.  
Stringer (2014) suggests that collaborative action research envisages a collaborative approach 
to inquiry that attempts to engage research team members as “equal and full participants in the 
research process” (p. 14). Thus hierarchy is one of the barriers in collaborative action research 
project. Moran, Harris, and Moran (2007) assert that a subtle but very hierarchical approach to 
interpersonal relationships is commonly demonstrated in Indonesian communities, which is related 
not only to family and to the village, but also to the larger community and to the government. In 
addition, the authors also mention that younger persons defer to old people. Simon’s relationship 
with Irena was unhealthy in this collaborative project as he was “playing nice” to pretend 
everything seemed to be fine when it was actually not. I was only giving him advice about how he 
could approach Irena in a diplomatic way, but it was he who decided to solve his own problem. This 
suggests how difficult it was to overcome issues with a hierarchical relationship in this CBAR 
project. As it turned out, this problematic relationship continued and impacted on their undertaking 
of CBAR where they both just proceeded with the project as an individual project. This also 
suggests that having only two people in a team made collaborative work even more challenging. A 
third person in the group might have saved the relationship, however, there was no other option. 
Thus it is easy to say that collaborative work is the ideal principle in the implementation of CBAR, 
however in practice it is very taxing as far as hierarchy and personal perceptions on other members’ 
personality remained.  
James’s group experienced a similar issue of team separation, but it related more closely to 
low commitment demonstrated by Enggy and Erna. Whereas Larry’s group, who had mostly 
developed a good friendship contributing to their team solidity, showed limited ability in 
conducting their research as the research topic was new to them. 
The Absence of School Policy and its Effect on Participants’ Commitment 
The absence of school policy on professional learning affected the participants’ commitment 
in conducting CBAR in this context. The majority of the participants indicated problems with 
commitment though the levels differed among them. For instance, both Enggy and Erna had low 
levels of team and individual commitment as shown in one of the following observations:  
It was 11.15 am... and Enggy and Erna hadn’t shown up for the meeting which was 
scheduled for 10 am. I texted them and they responded that they couldn’t make it as 
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they were still marking tests which was due the following day. This wasn’t the first time 
they broke the appointment. I was very unhappy about it. They don’t seem to be 
organised, and show their lack of commitment to the project. The problem with them is 
they like to make an appointment which they are unsure if they can make it. 
(FN|11/12/13)  
Low commitment was also evident in the following: 
We had a group discussion session today. Both Enggy and Erna didn’t notify me 
regarding their absence from the session. James was trying to give Enggy a call but the 
operator said her phone couldn’t be reached as it was in a remote area. Evelyn said 
she’d read Enggy’s updated status on her Facebook wall this morning saying that she 
was ready to leave for Boru (around one hour away from the town of Larantuka where 
she lived in). (FN|12/12/13)  
Enggy and Erna’s absence from the group discussion clearly represented their low 
commitment to the project, and to their team, as James also had no idea of Enggy and Erna’s 
absence from the session. Enggy continued demonstrating her low commitment: 
I met with Enggy today and she asked me if she could copy the reading resources for 
teachers and reading activities for students as well as sample lesson plans. However, she 
didn’t bring her flash disk. I said we could do it tomorrow Sat 7 Dec, but she said, “I’m 
too lazy to come tomorrow because I’m not going to invigilate exams” (This is an exam 
week). (FN|6/12/13) 
It could be argued that Enggy’s response “I’m too lazy to come” obviously suggested her low 
commitment to the project, to the profession, and to the school. Regardless of her being an 
invigilator, she was supposed to attend the school for non-teaching tasks such as marking tests, 
writing reports, and or working on her CBAR project. This indicated that when there were no 
teaching or non-teaching tasks, she tended to be absent from the school. A similar situation was 
identified with Itriani: 
Itriani texted me today regarding her absence from school and the group discussion 
session for an attendance at a relative funeral. She honestly said that she had no classes 
on that day so she decided not to come to school and not to attend the group discussion 
due to the funeral attendance. (FN|23/11/13)   
 Another similar situation occured with Simon: 
When I texted him during school hours as I didn’t see him around to remind him to 
advise his students about extra lessons after exams to cover his CBAR project plan, 
Simon said he was in his garden, so he’d come the next day to do it. (FN|23/11/13)   
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All this suggested that to some extent all the teachers appeared to be uncommitted to the 
school and to the project from an individual perspective. It appeared to be a common issue that 
teachers were absent from school for a variety of reasons, and though it was professionally 
unacceptable, it was socio-culturally acceptable. There was no policy as such which was able to 
outlaw such behaviors. 
There were moments throughout the project that signalled the disintegration of teams. For 
example, in this excerpt, Erna shows her lack of ongoing engagement with the project:  
Erna: Honestly, I still don’t know how to collect data, I can’t. I don’t know what to say 
for the future as I haven’t started anything yet, how to collect the data, and in which 
class I’m going to do the research.  
Siti: But do you have a picture of what class you are planning to do your research in? 
Erna: Yes, year 10 x.  
Siti: How does your group manage to work as a team? What conflicts do you need to 
solve in your own group?   
Erna: Everything’s fine.  
Siti: How about the time to meet? Is everyone in your group able to make effort to meet 
to discuss your research together? 
Erna: I always want to meet but still don’t know when. (GD2|18/10/13) 
In this excerpt, Erna was unsure of the kinds of data she was going to collect. As a facilitator, 
I attempted to use questions to distance myself from Erna’s team and to invite Erna to express 
meeting time issues related to her team, but she appeared to deny it “Everything’s fine”. Erna’s 
statement “I always want to meet but still don’t know when” seemed to suggest her lack of effort 
and unwillingness to commit to meetings. Similar issues arose with other participants in this study 
as shown in the following extracts:  
Enggy: I’ve noticed that my students were struggling with vocabulary in 
understanding reading passages. I allowed them to use a dictionary, then match words 
with similar meanings but it was still difficult for them to do the matching words. I 
myself still don’t know what caused the difficulty. That’s all. I haven’t even finished 
with my lesson plan yet. 
Siti: Alright. How do your group members deal with what your group is going to 
investigate? Has everyone in your group made effort to discuss issues in your group? 
Enggy: Our group hasn’t been able to make the time to meet. For now, that’s all what 
I can say. Maybe later on we can create a questionnaire.  
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Siti: James, what would you say about your group progress?   
James: I’m glad that you’ve helped us with the new approaches which are enjoyable. I 
wish the new curriculum had incorporated the approaches and lesson plan format as 
you demonstrated. The difficulty that we’ve been encountering so far is our inability 
to provide supporting resources required for the new approaches. I hope that this 
CBAR project will be sustainable for my future personal and professional 
development. (GD3|22/11/13) 
The two extracts above suggest that there were issues in the reading group but everyone 
seemed to struggle on their own. Each member shared their own problem and not as a group as they 
had not met apart from the previous two meetings with myself. Obviously, the reading group were 
experiencing confusion and anxiety, but a lack of meetings and discussions between themselves 
made it difficult to focus on the research topic and problem they were trying to solve, and therefore 
to execute the project. Both James and Enggy were talking about their own class issues, while Erna 
was still questioning what they were trying to research about and data collection procedures. There 
was a lack of focus on the collaborative work, as well as an unwillingness to bring their issues 
forward on making the time to meet which was the most difficult aspect that needed urgent 
discussion and solution.  
Although Enggy talked about difficulties in meeting “Our group hasn’t been able to make the 
time to meet,” James did not appear to respond to this issue and did not seem to perceive my 
question “What would you say about your group progress?” as a hint to the barriers for making the 
time to meet. Instead he foregrounded the approaches I offered to the group “I’m glad that you’ve 
helped us with the new approaches which are enjoyable” and pointed out their lack of resources 
“The difficulty that we’ve been encountering so far is our inability to provide supporting resources 
required for the new approaches”. James further highlighted his expectation of the project benefit 
to himself “I hope that this CBAR project will be sustainable for my future personal and 
professional development”. None of the reading team members acknowledged the reason for their 
difficulties in making the time to meet. The following is what I felt about James’s group: 
Oh…it’s so difficult to work with them. They just think they can do something totally 
different from what they say they’ll do. I do appreciate the fact that they want to sit 
down and talk to me, but they just play with the meeting appointments we’ve made. 
This makes them seem not to improve. They make a plan to meet, but then they’ll 
change it with another thing in the last minute. (FN|8/12/13) 
My statements indicate that these teachers were reluctant to express their difficulty in making 
the time to meet which was probably because of the absence of policy on professional learning in 
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which time allocation for professional learning can be made. It appeared that the absence of written 
school policy on working hours equally contributed to this problematic issue of making the time to 
meet during school hours. There was no policy stating that teachers had to work 6 hours a day or to 
stay during school hours between 7.00 am and 13.00 pm. When asked if Simon would stay at the 
school if he had only one morning class for instance from 7.15 am-8.45 am, he responded: 
Siti: Would you stay at school until school ends if you have only one morning class, 
for instance from 7.15am to 8.45am? 
Simon: No, I’ll leave. Others seem to be afraid of going home if principal is around to 
control, but for me I don’t care. I just go. (FN|10/12/13)  
In this response, he positioned himself as an uncommitted and unprofessional teacher. 
Notwithstanding the establishment of the Indonesian government policy on educational reforms 
through the implementation of teacher certification and school-based teacher professional learning 
incorporating classroom-based action research (Education Law No. 22/1999; Education Law 
No.20/2003), such policy did not appear to be in alignment with the day-to-day operations of that 
specific school in this study. 
Being constructed as an expert and having a desire to assist the teachers to have a successful 
project influenced my intention to be present in the first two meetings of James’s group when they 
wished to discuss their research topic and prepared templates. Here, I attempted to negotiate my 
identity as an expert as constructed by the team members. James, Enggy, and Erna insisted on 
meeting with me, and were reluctant to meet as a group. I realised that according to action research 
principles I was implementing  this was not supposed to happen. James’s group should have been 
encouraged to exercise autonomy, self-discipline and team mutual discipline (McKinlay & Taylor, 
2014) from the start, and I should have positioned myself as an outsider at the early stages of the 
group’s project as “Teams were not necessarily supervised from the outside, but that did not mean 
that they were unsupervised” (p.88). This would have enabled the team to negotiate their project 
related matters, and myself not to have jeopardised the group members’ personal authority 
(McKinlay & Taylor, 2014) and the group’s research agenda.  In the end, James was the only one 
who reached the end of project milestone, whereas Enggy withdrew from the project following Erna 
who went for maternity leave.  
Discussion 
The analyses of the data in this study have shown that the implementation of the collaborative 
action research project in this context is complex, a site of tension for both the participants and 
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myself caused in part by the multiple identities that we took up. In spite of their limited experience 
of working as a team in either school-based or non-school-based professional learning, in general, 
participants showed their willingness to work as a team in the beginning stage of the cycle though 
there were problems with team formation. This however required a high level of support from me as 
a facilitator, teacher, researcher and advisor. The positioning of the participants as powerless 
teacher researchers, confirms their construction of themselves as novice action researchers, and 
thus, their difficulties in working collaboratively.  
In the discourses of collaboration, I positioned myself as part of the research community 
through the notion of co-inquiry—do research with people rather than on them. In doing so, I was 
also attempting to give the participants autonomy through my construction of them as researchers. 
However, they were not always able to take up this researcher position due to their limited teaching 
and research experience. There were tensions and struggles between the participants and myself in 
trying to achieve a collective understanding of the concept of collaboration, being engaged in 
collaborative activities, and maintaining a consistent understanding of what it meant to work 
collaboratively .  
Collaborative research encompasses an array of practices in which individual members as 
social actors are invited to participate in the research process as co-producers of knowledge 
(Phillips, Kristiansen, Vehviläinen, & Gunnarsson, 2013) though this was limited in this study. 
Working in teams requires collaborative relationships and power plays significant roles in such 
relationships. As a collaborative project, CBAR demands an interplay of power amongst the 
research participants. The analysis in this chapter revealed the power interplays amongst the 
teachers themselves, and the teachers and myself as we took up different and multiple roles. As the 
collaborative project was conducted at the participants’ school, the interplay of power between the 
participants and their administrators (i.e., principal, deputy principals and local inspectors) was 
prominent in respect of project related matters such as school decisions on teachers’ involvement 
and resources supporting their project.  
Foucault questions what freedom we might have under particular historical conditions, 
namely our historical conditions, which in this study was identified through the teachers’ freedom 
to withdraw from the project as stated in the first phase of the study. The situated freedom in 
Foucault’s interest is “the freedom of our situation” (Foucault, cited in Taylor 2011, p. 82). My 
analysis suggested that these teachers used strategies to free themselves from the project through 
resistant behaviours such as difficulties in holding a group meeting without my presence, 
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constructing me as the source of knowledge due to their limited knowledge of the group’s research 
topic, and pull and push subject positionings. At times, however, these teachers’ behaviours equally 
revealed their form of power which indicated that as a researcher I was unable to make them do 
what they were uninterested in doing. Enggy’s and Erna’s struggles and strategies in withdrawing 
from the project were powerful and eventually led to the disintegration of their team. This suggested 
that their signed consent forms did not free them from their project participation. Instead, the 
principal’s endorsement of my study as an exercise of power on them resulted in their adoption of 
other strategies to free them from participating in the project.     
Friendship played a signicant role in the collaborative project for some participants in this 
study, but not all. Although friendship contributed to a quick process of team formation as in 
Larry’s group, this became an issue when one friend was not available which urged another friend 
to play an ‘in and out’ of the team strategy to find the best partner in a collaborative project, as 
indicated by Enggy’s behaviour. Having a good friendship alone, however, did not mean that the 
CBAR project would run smoothly because of the members’ positioning as novice teachers and 
researchers. In their strategy to have a senior teacher in their group Enggy and Erna—as 
inexperienced teachers—sat next to James who eventually joined them.  However, as time went by, 
there were tensions and struggles with this group about making the time to meet unless I was 
present. Tensions and struggles involved making and breaking meeting appointments amongst 
themselves leading to the group separation.  
Sharing a common research topic as part of the basis of team formation in this project did not 
necessarily mean a group functioned as expected due to complexities in the relationship. Simon was 
trapped in a group with Irena as they both shared a common interest in grammar. A range of 
strategies were demonstrated by Simon to avoid power being exercised on him by Irena whose 
leadership position, age and personality might have impacted on their relationship. In his attempt to 
avoid having a discussion between Irena and himself regarding their project matters, Simon tried to 
use me to mediate this relationship.  
Having one’s own decision making about what to be researched did not essentially enhance a 
team’s ability to conduct research on their chosen topic because of their limited knowledge of the 
topic. Experiences of at least teaching the topic of research would be an advantage because as 
Foucault (2000) argues experience leads to change and to knowledge. This was evident in Larry’s 
group where they were struggling to research the pronunciation topic that they themselves had not 
taught.   
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In trying to maintain a consistent understanding of the concept of and practice of the 
collaboration, it was difficult to separate the individual and collective ownerships of the project 
indicated by the frequent and interchangeably use of “I,” “me,” “my,” and “we,” “us,” “our” in 
the discourses of collaboration. This was because of the participants’ engagement in the study as 
individual researchers of their own CBAR, and their collective ownership of collaborative practice, 
such as group discussion. This may indicate that it is possible for teachers to be interested in the 
same general issue or topic and do research about it either individually or in teams (Farrell, 2007). 
The analysis revealed that in the context of this study, it is more complicated when a group of 
teachers work collaboratively but individual teachers focus only on their own class.  
Apart from the absence of written policy on school-based teacher professional learning, other 
crucial aspects including hierarchical relationship, playing nice, avoiding conflicts, personal 
reasons, and making and breaking appointments equally contributed to disintegration of two teams.  
In this chapter I have covered the analysis and discussion on discourses of collaboration using 
the seven major themes emerging from the study. In the next chapter, I explore discussions, 
implications and conclusion of my study.  
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Chapter 8   Discussions, Implications and Conclusion 
The aim of this study was to build knowledge and understanding of how Classroom-Based 
Action Research (CBAR) works as a tool for English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers’ 
professional learning in Indonesia. Although the purpose of this chapter is to discuss key findings of 
the study, the conclusions drawn should not be read as fixed because in alignment with the 
Foucauldian approach that was used to frame my study, there is no fixed truth (Foucault, 1994). 
This is because there is an essential relationship between how knowledge is produced and how 
power is exercised (Foucault, 1972). All the answers to my research questions should be perceived 
as unfixed as they will lead to more questions and possible answers. As shown in the discourses that 
were operating in this context, multiple subject positionings were constructed and taken up and 
multiple identities were shaped. This in turn leads to multiple interpretations and enactments of 
CBAR in this study.  
The study of action research in this project was constructed “as a component of teachers’ 
professional training” (Burns, 2005a, p. 63) for in-service teachers. I employed qualitative research 
methods focusing on one public secondary school in a remote context initially involving eight EFL 
teachers. Two of the participants withdrew from the study several weeks prior to the completion of 
the project due to personal reasons. Five workshops were delivered, and four phases of the study 
were conducted which included: Getting started; Workshops; CBAR in action; and Post CBAR. An 
imagined, intended, and enacted structure was deployed to explore my methodological 
considerations. The data were divided into first, spoken-written documents, that is texts that were 
created out of the data collected in spoken forms included initial meetings, initial interviews, brief 
meetings, two workshop sessions, sharing sessions and group discussions, and second, written 
documents or texts or written materials (Gomm, 2008) comprising classroom visit pro-formas, 
reflective journals, templates, and field notes. The spoken-written documents were transcribed and 
translated. The English translation focused on excerpts used in my data analysis as evidence to 
support my analysis, claims, and arguments.   
Foucauldian discourse analysis (Haddara & Lingard, 2013) was used to unpack the language 
and discourses operating within the complexities of implementing CBAR in this context.  I used 
poststructuralist and/or Foucault’s concepts of language, discourse, subjectivity, truth, positioning, 
power relations, governmentality, technology of the self and/or care of the self as analytical lenses 
to help me interpret the data.  
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In this concluding chapter, I first review and discuss my findings in relation to the key 
research question that guided my study. Then, I discuss methodological insights and limitations of 
the study. Next, I raise implications for policy-makers and suggestions for further research and 
make some final remarks. 
The main research question this study addressed was: 
How does CBAR work as a tool for professional learning for English as a Foreign Language 
(EFL) teachers in a rural and disadvantaged school in Indonesia?  
Next, I explore the answers to this key research question presented through the three major 
discourses emerging in the study, and the complexities in implementing the CBAR in this context. 
Discourses of Reflective Practices 
This study found that being reflective and/or critical reflective practitioners was not easily 
translated into a remote and disadvantaged context in Indonesia. Learning how to critically reflect 
on their professional related issues at school was difficult as this practice was absent from their day-
to-day practice as teachers prior to the CBAR project. This aligns with Pryor’s (1998, p. 223) 
finding in Ghana which showed that the practice of reflection for Ghanaian teachers “seemed so far 
from their experience”.  
The participants in this study positioned themselves and were positioned within two reflection 
modes: reflective journal writing and collaborative verbal reflection. The analysis of the reflective 
journal entries revealed two groups of reflectors: first, the majority of the participants remained 
unchanged or showed no transition from their original descriptive entries where they described the 
procedure of the lesson or what had been taught in a specific lesson. Second, only three teachers 
were able to transform from writing classroom descriptions to writing critical reflections. However, 
the critical reflectors positioning did not remain static, instead it devolved to the classroom 
describers positioning at some stage during the reflective journal writing process, revealing that 
these positions were unstable and tenuous.  
An unexpected finding was that two of the three males (who were classroom describers in the 
reflective journal) were more critical during collaborative reflection compared to two of the three 
female teachers who transitioned from writing classroom descriptions to critical reflections in their 
first reflective journal entries. The collaborative verbal reflections were rather male dominated and 
hierarchical due to three possible factors; the local patriarchal society, hierarchical relationships 
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among the teachers in terms of seniority, and psychological and emotional conditions. It is 
reasonable to assume that these factors reflect a patriarchal society in the local culture—Lamaholot 
culture—where males are often the dominant speakers in public forums whilst women have limited 
opportunities to express opinions (Hyronimus, 2015). This is supported by Pattymangoe (2016)  
who argues that patriarchal society represents challenges for women’s development in the NTT 
province.  This however did not necessarily mean that the female teachers did not have a chance or 
were reluctant to speak. However, apart from sharing their experiences in working on their project 
and/or classroom happenings, James, Simon and Irena showed more evidence of positioning 
themselves as critical and able to challenge their colleagues’ ideas or ask further questions 
regarding other people’s experiences.  
The study also found that those who were more critical in the collaborative verbal reflection 
sessions were in leadership positions and/or assumed more responsibilities as well as being more 
senior and older than the other participants. This context supports Moran, Harris, and Moran (2007) 
who assert that a subtle but very hierarchical approach to interpersonal relationships is commonly 
demonstrated in Indonesian communities, which is related not only to family and to the village, but 
also to the larger community and to the government, and younger persons defer to old people. 
Although this was not entirely representative of the teachers’ characteristics in this study 
considering these teachers’ educational background—all held undergraduate qualifications—to 
some extent it was evident, and reinforced by the hierarchical status of the three teachers: James 
(the EFL coordinator) was the eldest and most senior followed by Irena (the language lab 
coordinator), and Simon (the English club coordinator and tutor of continuing adult education apart 
from being a school teacher). This hierarchical relationship impacted on the collaborative project 
that requires equal relationships. The point here is that being critical was constrained by social, 
hierarchical structures in this specific context, and this should be taken into consideration when 
implementing professional learning based on CBAR.   
To some extent this study supports the finding of O’Sullivan’s (2002) action research study in 
Namibia that some of the teachers were unable to adequately reflect on their teaching at the earlier 
stage of the project, and it would take a longer period to transform these teachers to the required 
level of reflection. My study also found that some teachers were able to transform from their subject 
positionings of themselves as classroom describers to that of critical reflectors and back to 
classroom describers again (e.g., Evelyn, Irena and Itriani). Hence, there were two significant 
developments of the critical reflection levels in the reflective journal writing here, that is, there was 
no straight line of development, and when the development occurred, it did not always stay but 
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evolved back to where it started. Thus when implementing CBAR as a professional learning model, 
one needs to consider this issue, and understand that the process is likely to be very slow. Thus 
outcomes of this process are longer term focused rather than short term.   
Two of the participants (James and Simon) positioned themselves from the beginning as 
critical reflectors in collaborative verbal reflections. This means the development of critical 
reflection skills for them was not evident in written form, but in verbal form. Although Enggy 
showed no change of transitory positioning in her reflective journal, she occasionally demonstrated 
critical reflection in oral mode. This occasional critical reflection was also demonstrated by Evelyn 
and Itriani, whilst Erna and Larry showed no transition in both reflection modes at that time. Thus it 
can be argued that these transitory positionings were not fixed which means that they might evolve 
in the future depending on the discourses that are available to them. Hence, these findings confirm 
that these discourses were dynamic, and multiple subject positionings occurred all the time. This 
impacted on CBAR implementation and model of action research where it requires the development 
from one cycle to the next cycle using one’s critical reflection skills constantly. As shown by the 
study, the process of cycle development was more complex than the simple model of the ‘plan, act 
and observe, reflect’ cycle of Kemmis and McTaggart (1988, p. 11).  
As all the participants experienced different development in their critical reflection skills, this 
affected the progress of CBAR for different teachers. Even those who were able to reflect critically 
or ask critical questions in their reflective journal were unable to find the answers themselves due to 
limited experiences with their research topic, and their perceived lack of autonomy. The findings of 
my study support the findings of Stuart and Kunje (1998) in their action research study in Malawi 
where all research participants were able to reflect on their work at some level, but not all of them 
made improvement based on their reflections. This means their critical reflection and/or critical 
questions did not necessarily lead to improvement by themselves. The lack of autonomy was also 
evident in the studies of Alptekin and Tatar (2011) where teachers who lacked autonomy or agency 
as a result of their day-to-day practice as technicians/operators waited to be directed to do things 
rather than as being agents, which represents a top down structure of professional learning.  
Davies (2000) says that the self itself is complex and dynamic, and so are the institutions, 
society and culture in which the self lives. Thus the subject positionings that the self takes up is also 
in the process of ceaseless change. In other words, in this discursive practice of being reflective 
and/or critical reflectors, the subjectivity or different positionings have been taken up by the 
participants (novice critical practitioners, critical practitioners, no change) and myself (teacher, 
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researcher). This complexity of multiple selves added to the complexity of trying to implement such 
critical reflections through CBAR as a professional learning model in this context.  
This also suggests that CBAR in Indonesia, particularly in rural contexts, is not easily 
implemented. If all teachers are required to improve and be the agents of change, having the critical 
skill to reflect is imperative. However, the uneven trajectory in development of critical skills for 
these participants reveals that not all teachers are able to reflect at a specified time, and being able 
to reflect does not guarantee one’s ability to improve, and there are times when they may (not) be 
reflective depending on their personal circumstances. Moreover, people develop their critical 
thinking skills at different stages.  
This suggests that the assumptions of action research of teachers’ abilities to reflect needs to 
be evaluated. The expectations of, and assumptions of, action research compel teacher researchers 
to be critically reflective and pedagogically innovative. Although this might work in some contexts, 
for the particular resource poor contexts such as the one in my study, it was extremely difficult for 
the teachers to implement CBAR without the researcher/facilitator’s assistance. For the majority of 
these teachers, action research and reflective practice were two distinctive skills that needed to be 
learned as a pre-requisite of CBAR before “rushing off” to do CBAR. Thus providing teachers with 
examples of reflective journal and a light touch on this topic were inadequate, especially when the 
majority of the teachers had limited experience of developing critical thinking skills in their 
teaching.   
Furthermore, as the critical reflectors positioning was unstable, this in turn affected reflective 
practice in that it stopped for a while then continued meaning the action research cycle went very 
slowly for the majority of them. In addition, the critical reflectors did not essentially lead to 
improvements in practice due to the participants’ limited experiences in teaching and lack of 
autonomy in their learning. Foucault (1997) advocates a written form as an art of the care of the 
self, and part of the written form is reflective writing. As a form of an exercise of the care of the 
self, reflective journal writing requires deep thinking, synthesising ideas, searching and sharing 
knowledge with others. The reflective journals of most of the teachers in this study did not reflect 
this. Critical thinking is a skill, and as a skill it needs to be learnt and developed not instantly but 
through a long process. Putting this critical thinking into a written form—which is another skill in 
itself—makes it even more challenging. The point is that opportunities for developing critical 
thinking skills and reflective journal writing skills need to be provided for the teachers in this 
context. In addition, although the difficulties of this may have been predictable but I did not believe 
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there were going to be these issues when I began. The reason for my expectations of the teachers to 
be able to do written reflections was my expectation and understanding that as teachers they should 
be able to develop critical thinking in a written form in this age of information and technology, and 
especially democratic activities have been encouraged to grow and develop for almost the last two 
decades in Indonesia, i.e., since the post Soeharto presidential governance era in 1998 (Webber, 
2005).   
The difficulties of implementing and developing critical thinking skills in the teachers’ 
reflective practice during this study might be relevant to the tradition and practice of their teaching 
mode that focused on grammar, as shown by the findings of this study. This is supported by 
Masduqi (2011) who argues that EFL teaching in Indonesia still adopts a teacher-centred approach 
with an excessive emphasis on grammar. Thus EFL teaching that encourages critical thinking 
through meaningful tasks and activities is not truly noticeable in EFL teaching in the Indonesian 
context (Dardjowidjojo, 1997; Marcellino, 2009; Musthafa, 2001). This suggests that EFL teachers 
themselves were not accustomed to critical thinking activities, thus it was challenging to develop 
such skills themselves during professional learning. This was coupled with a lecture-centred 
approach in a one-off seminar attended by the teachers in this study, and limited experiences of 
developing their critical thinking skills in their teaching profession. Thus the limited abilities in 
critical thinking for CBAR for teachers in this context should be taken into consideration. The 
development of this skill needs to be structured, and sufficient time for the development of such 
skills either written or spoken needs to be provided due to their limited exposures to such practice. 
From this perspective, my expectations of the teachers to be able to develop these reflective skills in 
the four month study was unrealistic.  
Discourses of Subject Positionings  
The participants’ multiple constructions of me as a teacher, expert in CBAR, and an 
experienced researcher enabled me to take up multiple subject positionings, however, at the same 
time I was constrained in playing my intended role as a researcher or facilitator. In their strategies 
for constructing me in these subject positionings, at times they were positioning themselves as 
novice/inexperienced teachers, inexperienced learners, grammar oriented teachers aligning with 
curriculum and mandates/policy, daring and resisting teacher, having limited autonomy/self-
government in their learning. In my struggles to balance these subject positionings, I was equally 
constructing the participants as novice teachers, inexperienced researchers and inexpert in CBAR. I 
also struggled to position myself and be positioned as a facilitator and researcher, and to position 
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them as researchers, expert in CBAR and (capable) EFL teachers. The participants also struggled to 
position and be positioned as (proficient) EFL teachers, researchers, due to the complexities of the 
situation. In addition, I also adopted multiple subject positionings as a rebel, second language 
learner, Indonesian speaker, fellow teacher, and teacher/educator/trainer.  
These multiple, fluid roles meant that the process of CBAR implementation in this rural 
context was not only a matter of thinking about improving their practices. There were tensions and 
push-pull moments where these roles were in conflict, and affected how the CBAR project was 
constructed and implemented. For example, I was constructed as a teacher/educator/trainer sharing 
appropriate materials to teach pronunciation, or observing their lessons and commenting on it. In 
my struggle to understand their positioning and to minimize my domination over their project, I 
sometimes allowed them to (not) ‘win’ in this discourse of subject positionings to distant myself as 
a researcher and to empower them as researchers. For example, when I was asked about how to 
teach pronunciation as they constructed me as a teacher, in my tension to construct them as 
proficient EFL teachers I suggested that they searched or watched videos on how to teach this 
aspect on the internet as I had showed them, and gave them a list of EFL websites as references. 
In their struggle to position themselves as I constructed, they perceived themselves as lacking 
confidence and having limited English to understand research/professional literature. Accordingly, I 
compromised with my position as a researcher/facilitator, and had to take up the teacher position to 
offer them help by showing them videos on YouTube. However, when I was constructed as a 
teacher to provide lesson plans, I refused to take up the role of a teacher as I perceived this was 
disproportionate. This suggests that the more assistance made available to them, the more 
dependent they became. Thus on the one hand, I was perceived to have power for the knowledge 
and skills that I possessed, on the other hand, they built up their power to let me do the work and 
disempowered themselves at the same time. Additionally, the hierarchical issue, in particular, aligns 
with Alptekin and Tatar’s (2011) findings that the top down system in Turkey limits teachers’ 
creativity and made them practitioners who only do what they are told to. Thus this is a dilemma for 
CBAR implementation in this context where teachers rely heavily on a facilitator and find it 
difficult to develop their autonomy. Therefore, it is vital to take a notion of autonomy into 
consideration, and include this as an input session and allow them to develop this skill prior to 
implementing CBAR.  
The study also found that the EFL teachers were not helped by the resource poor and rural 
context as well as their traditions and practices of teaching in this context. This impacted on their 
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construction of me as an expert EFL teacher, who could help them with, for example, how to teach 
a number of EFL areas including pronunciation, grammar, and reading. This was in accordance 
with Pryor’s (1998) research that his intention to introduce action research was compromised by 
teachers and/or schools’ request for him to teach the notion of teaching as an active process to allow 
interactive classroom relationships.   
The multiple subject positionings indicate that the self itself is dynamic at all times in all 
places (Davies & Harre, 1990). This also aligns with the poststructural view that sees social 
identities as discursively constructed in historically specific social contexts, and they are also 
complex and diverse which shift over time (Frazer, 1989). For instance, although the participants’ 
construction of me as a teacher was the most dominant discourse from the initial stage of the 
project, they also constructed me as having other roles or identities such as a resource provider, an 
experienced researcher, an expert in CBAR, a fellow teacher, IT trainer, and as a teacher researcher. 
Their multiple constructions of me challenge CBAR assumptions that positioning teachers as 
researchers and researchers as facilitators and suggest this is too idealistic in this context.  
Another key finding was to do with “pull and push subject positioning” in which both the 
participants and myself were struggling to position and be positioned as expected, and behave in the 
roles expected of us. For instance, I expected the pronunciation group to maintain their autonomy 
by searching for their own resources, and learn from the resources, however they struggled in the 
position that I constructed due to their lack of confidence, limited ability in using the internet, and 
no experience of teaching pronunciation. In their strategy to proceed with the project with their 
limitations, they reconstructed me as a teacher to provide further assistance. This shows how power 
is actively exercised within this subject positionings, and how the teachers’ power resistance is 
exercised as a strategy to play truth games. In addition, the action research assumption that team 
members share the production of knowledge in the research process is debatable which supports 
Cain (2010) who argues that although action research is widely acknowledged to have benefits for 
professional development of teachers, its ability to generate new knowledge, and hence its status as 
research, is not widely acknowledged. 
Discourses of Collaboration  
One of the key findings was that the participants found it difficult to work in groups in the 
beginning because this process was new to them. Notwithstanding the freedom to form their small 
groups through finding common issues to the research, the complexities of team formation for some 
participants were evident at the initial stage of the research where behaviours such as ‘wait and see’ 
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and ‘in and out’ strategies were used. The strategies that were employed included waiting for the 
arrival of best friend or attempting to avoid being in a team with incompatible members. This is 
opposite to Firkins and Wong’s (2005) study where it was relatively easy for participants to initiate 
their collaborative action research project because of their similar backgrounds. This finding 
challenges action research assumptions that CBAR is most effectively conducted as a collaborative 
project. This study found that it was not only a matter of getting teachers to sit together, to discuss 
and begin the project but that there were complexities in collaborating in all stages of the research 
cycles.  
When all the groups were settled in their respective teams, other issues emerged. This 
included: first, the difficulties in undertaking a classroom research on pedagogy because of no prior 
experience in teaching the chosen topic. For example, the pronunciation group became stagnant 
because they had never taught this skill before. This was made more complex by their limited 
abilities and lack of autonomy in their learning to improve professionally. This aligns with the study 
of Stuart (1991) who reports that teachers in Lesotho were keen to engage in action research but 
were constrained by the lack of role models, and lack of opportunity to see or experiment with 
alternatives in a supportive atmosphere.  
Second, there were difficulties in working together as a team due to hierarchical issues (i.e., 
leadership position), age differences, perceptions of partners’ personalities, and official 
commitments. Different strategies were deployed to avoid working together as a team due to some 
of these factors. These strategies included refusing to have a discussion with a partner to clarify 
confusions and disagreement on templates, sickness, and going home after teaching hours and/or 
coming to school before class hours due to the absence of policy on professional learning which 
requires permanent teachers to stay in the school between 07.00 am and 13.00 pm for professional 
learning and/ or collaborative tasks. This was also emphasised by Platteel, Hulshof, Ponte, van 
Driel, and Verloop (2010) who said their participants have never met nor worked together. Thus 
this was a big challenge for CBAR because there was no communicative space for the participants 
to engage in free and open communication and dialogue within their own group (Kemmis, 2001). 
This finding challenges some of the assumptions made by Peterson (2012) who argued for the 
effectiveness of collaborative action research as a professional learning approach for rural teachers 
in Canada.  
Third, although friendship can be a good reason for team formation (Farrell, 2001), friendship 
alone, as this study found, did not effectively help the participants to run the project smoothly, if 
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they did not have prior experience in teaching related to research topic. Also having a good 
friendship between two members who were novices joining with a much older person in a team did 
not help team members to run the project with confidence. These findings challenge those claimed 
in the literature that small groups can minimise the risk of incompatibility between team members 
and social idleness (Butterfield & Pendegraft, 1996; Guerin, 2003).  
Bruce, Flynn, and Stagg-Peterson (2011) found that the team members in their action research 
study felt that they would have a greater sense of satisfaction if they had worked in the same school 
in which communication and formal meetings would have encouraged collaboration. The findings 
of my study suggest that proximity does not necessarily guarantee the effectiveness of a 
collaborative project, and it appeared to be “taken for granted” in this study. These findings also 
provide strong evidence for power resistance in the implementation of CBAR in this context. Wider 
implications for CBAR are that it is difficult to conduct CBAR when teachers resist working as a 
team, assume limited autonomy and have low commitment to the project due to the absence of a 
professional learning policy.   
The findings of the study suggest that the dominant subject positioning of teacher-students 
that emerged within the discourses reveal that professional learning in this context represented a 
return to a top down structure because teachers perceived they had limited autonomy in their 
learning, and limited abilities in executing the project independently. This positionality was a result 
of their familiarity with being part of the hierarchical nature of the school system and operations. 
The hierarchical nature was strongly evident in the mandated curriculum, coursebooks, and national 
exams. This finding supports those of Alptekin and Tatar (2011) who also reported hierarchy within 
the highly centralised education system in Turkey contributes to the daunting task of implementing 
teacher research in this country.   
Although this project was intended to be done collaboratively as suggested in the literature 
(Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988), and the participants in this study were asked to do it as teamwork, 
these teachers in fact did their research as individual projects because each of them had to research 
about their respective classroom practices. This partly contributed to the complexities of 
concentrating on reporting about teamwork during group discussions. The majority of the 
participants struggled to position themselves as a team member, for instance when they were 
reporting their individual classroom research and team responsibilities for cycle plans or sharing 
issues, their talk was frequently intertwined as shown in the use of “we” and “I” interchangeably. 
Thus it is possible for teachers to be interested in the same issue, and may decide to investigate such 
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issue either individually or in team (Farrell, 2007), yet this study suggested that this was more 
complicated when individual teachers focused only on their own class not a shared class. Overall, 
the complexities of trying to implement CBAR in this context supports Pryor’s (1998) finding that 
represents a similar situation in Ghana when introducing action research in that country.  
My study confirmed that power was dynamic and it was exercised by both the participants 
and myself within different discourses, moving from one individual to others depending on the 
changes of discursive practices and relationships between the participants and myself. I was 
predominantly the source of knowledge for most participants, though their knowledge of classroom 
issues was evident. What is new in this study is that instead of the teachers producing their local 
knowledge of improving their own practice, I was predominantly constructed as the source of 
knowledge for them to improve their practice. This perhaps adds to the diverse practices of action 
research. However, I argue that this should not be perceived as the final answer because the 
majority of the teachers in this rural and advantaged context were new to the concept of action 
research, its function as a tool for professional learning, and how to conduct it for the first time. 
Therefore, this study could be considered as an “introduction” to the teachers in this context, and a 
future study on CBAR within the same school might (not) have similar outcomes. Although the 
process of CBAR implementation in this context was not without its challenges, the idea of working 
as a team and learning experiences that were invested in have contributed to their awareness of 
doing action research as a professional learning model.   
Messy Research and the Implementation of CBAR 
As not all the imagined and intended plans were enacted, the conduct of the research was not 
without its mess. For example, I had imagined and intended to record group discussions during the 
implementation stage in phase 3. However, given that group activities in the first few workshops 
indicated complexities as these were new to them, I decided to begin the implementation stage 
earlier, half way in the second phase during workshop sessions, when the participants were required 
to begin forming their small teams and started working on Template 1. Thus instead of video 
recording this important event, I noted it down in my fieldnotes. The imagined and intended roles I 
played as researcher and facilitator following those depicted in the literature were not enacted due 
to the complexities of the situation.  
The teachers were struggling to conduct CBAR with limited resources, within the traditions 
and practices of the local school and what it meant to do schooling at that time. The cycles might 
not have been clear as they decided to do what they needed to do and room for sharing and 
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reflecting was available though critical reflections were not always evident. The implementation of 
CBAR was planned to be conducted later in the project, but it was decided to start as early as 
possible to avoid delay as it was apparent that it took a while for groups to form.  
The actual time for the whole project as intended was not enacted because of the 
unanticipated holidays and celebrations at the local school which impacted on the teachers who 
appeared to rush off their project in the limited remaining time. The reliance of two groups on my 
expert knowledge and their limited experience and abilities in their research topic as well as limited 
autonomy and commitment to their project and the school slowed the progress of their work as they 
waited to be directed what to do. Thus one team struggled to work as a team and the other two 
groups fell apart and they eventually undertook the project as individual work. The impact of time 
constraints meant that CBAR templates were not always written within relevant cycles though they 
were aware of what needed to be done with my support. This was particularly so when they 
returned from a long school break, and the project was approaching its deadline.  
Next I present limitations of the study, suggestions for further research, contributions to 
knowledge and practice, followed by implications for policy makers, researchers, and teachers. 
Limitations of the Study 
The limitations of the study lie in the small scale of the study involving only eight EFL 
teachers in one public secondary school in a rural and disadvantaged area. The findings of this study 
are, therefore, not generalizable in other contexts except for those demonstrating similar 
characteristics.  
Involving more teachers from a range of schools in this context may well provide a more 
nuanced picture of different ages, gender, and possibly leadership positions within a context of 
subject positionings and collaboration. My being around the school almost all the time was both 
positive and negative. It is positive because as a facilitator I was seen as the source of motivation as 
well as that of knowledge. Whereas, it can also be negative where they were trying to construct 
myself as more than just a facilitator/researcher such as co-teacher, students’ motivator, an IT 
trainer, a technical assistant, and the ‘only’ source of knowledge. Limiting my presence at school to 
at least one visit fortnightly during the implementation phase might have been able to challenge 
them to work independently, or might have provided different pictures in respects of their 
autonomy.  
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Classroom observations and/or video watching on a range of classroom teaching approaches 
could have been provided during workshop sessions to challenge the participants’ critical thinking, 
and how this would have impacted on their reflections on their own teaching approaches. However, 
the limited time for input sessions (one and a half hours) in each workshop, and limited resources 
for watching the videos together in class had made this impossible.  
With the complexities of working collaboratively from the initial stage, these teachers started 
their research cycles at different times, hence the completion of research cycles also varied and was 
not of necessity as a collaborative project. There was only one participant completed all cycles as an 
individual project, while three of them completed cycle 5 as a group and one as an individual, and 
the other two withdrew from the project prior to the project completion. In addition, the role of the 
chair of the meeting that I played in both sharing sessions and discussions might have limited the 
participants’ ability to develop their skills in questioning or elaborating comments made by amongst 
themselves as part of the development of critical thinking skills, and to minimise my power and 
empower them in managing their group and their critical thinking skills.  
Despite these limitations, this study exposed complexities for these teachers in trying to 
conduct CBAR as a professional learning model within the discourses of reflective practice, 
discourses of subject positionings and discourses of collaboration. Due to the nature of this study, I 
believe that many of the implications for this study should be directed at government (policy 
makers), (future) facilitators and teachers. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
A further study with more focus on teachers’ autonomy in their learning in the CBAR project 
in this context is therefore suggested. Also, further work is required to establish the viability of 
school-based professional learning, and how policy on teachers’ professional learning affects 
teachers’ learning autonomy. There are still many unanswered questions about how teachers 
manage their learning to improve their practice, how their understanding and use of 
technology/internet affect their CBAR project, and their motivations in doing CBAR in this context. 
To develop a full picture of this CBAR project in this context, additional studies will be needed that 
may answer the question of the sustainability of CBAR. In future investigations, it might be 
possible to use a different system of collaborating participants in which a bigger team of three to 
four people is required rather than only two in order to minimise a gap in relationships where there 
are teachers with leadership positions that may impact on this relationship.  
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In my struggle to learn about Foucault’s concept of care of the self, as this was new to me in 
my PhD journey, I had never come across Foucault’s four dimensions of the care of the self: the 
ethical substance, the mode of subjection, the self-forming activity or elaboration, and the telos (St. 
Pierre, 2004) until late in my study. With the limited remaining time that I had, it was difficult, 
though I realised its importance for my study, to unpack and repack the discourses of the reflective 
practice chapter. However, I have used Foucault’s sense of the care of the self in a more general 
term for the analysis of discourses of reflective practice. Thus a further study with more focus on 
Foucault’s four dimensions of the care of the self as mentioned above is therefore suggested. 
Contributions to Knowledge and Practices  
The overall contribution of this study to the growing body of knowledge of Foucauldian 
approaches lies in developing this knowledge in the context of the complexities in implementing 
CBAR. Foucault’s sense of care of the self in reflective practice provides a robust understanding of 
a total salvation of the self to improve oneself to become ethical. This may continue for life, though 
it was difficult to implement in this context at that time. Foucault’s notion of the care of the self 
does not only involve individual submission to external rules, laws and regulations, but his 
viewpoint of analyzing knowledge as truth games contributes to my awareness and understanding 
of how the practice materialised. Thus it might help me to view the CBAR and its management in 
Indonesia not as the best practice, instead it can be reconsidered as a truth game. However, Foucault 
has little to say about the complexities of becoming ethical through critical self-reflection and 
collaborative reflection particularly in rural contexts where resources are very limited. Hence, my 
research builds understanding of Foucault’s concept of the care of the self in that with limited 
resources in a rural and disadvantaged context, the practice of the care of the self for these teachers 
was a way to advance their personal and professional development. However, as care of the self is 
embedded in reflective practice which is the “heart” of action research, such practice needs to be 
seen as a developmental process. As Reason and Bradbury (2001) argue the inquiry skill is 
developed through individuals together with communities within communities of practice. Thus 
reflective practice should be viewed as a collective practice that the whole organization (school) has 
to embrace as a new practice. Otherwise, it would be difficult to maintain CBAR not only in this 
rural context but also across Indonesia.  
Foucault does not focus on collaboration in his discussion on technologies of the self and/or 
care of the self. Although Foucault (1997, p. 225) claims that he is interested in the interaction 
between oneself and others “I’ve insisted too much on the technology of domination and power. I’m 
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more and more interested in the interaction between oneself and others […],” his discussion has 
focused more on the relationships between oneself with the self, and with others in terms of 
knowledge adoption and sharing, but not much on the complexities of the relationships between 
oneself and others. Through focusing on teachers working together as a team in a specific context of 
professional learning in rural areas, my study contributes to fill this gap where it adds to the 
knowledge and understanding of the complexities of working collaboratively in a resource poor 
context, in a high centralized education system and with limited autonomy to develop personally 
and professionally.  
Implications for Policy Makers  
Implications for policy makers are addressed to central government, regional government and 
local school levels. Overall, the analysis indicates that the central government policy on school-
based professional learning needs to be evaluated. The Indonesian government policy on 
educational reforms through the implementation of teacher certification and school-based teacher 
professional learning incorporating classroom-based action research (Education Law No. 22/1999; 
Education Law No.20/2003), does not align with the day-to-day operations of the specific school in 
this study. This school-based management system and school-based professional learning was not 
working due to the absence of qualified personnel responsible for teachers’ professional learning 
program.  
It is important to note Somekh and Zeichner’s (2009) assertion that a number of incentives 
should be made available for teachers as a reward for their action research project including “paid 
time during the school day to meet in action research groups” (p. 11) and salary increment. Given 
the inappropriate utilization of the incentives for teachers’ professional learning programs at this 
school, the Indonesian central government needs to revisit their policy on this matter so that 
teachers’ paid time loaded to their monthly salary functions not merely as a monthly windfall. If 
this is done, the government will strengthen the objectives of the incentives themselves. This 
supports Stringer’s (2014) claim that the billions of dollars (granted by the central government 
through centralised policies) invested in social programs (including education) have failed to reach 
targeted areas of improvement. Stringer further maintains that instead of dictating “specific actions 
and procedures” to local schools, centralised policies and programs should be complemented by the 
creative actions of those closest to the source (school) or local contexts, and “should provide 
resources to enable effective action appropriate to particular places” (Stringer, 2014, p. 2).  
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Both provincial and local (district) governments need to collaborate as to how the school-
based professional learning works. The local government and university could establish 
partnerships with rural schools for their improvement in order to successfully implement school 
reforms, in particular the CBAR initiative. This obviously requires a wider action research that 
involves wider communities as opposed to the smaller scale of the CBAR in my study. The role of 
inspectors could be expanded to not merely check teachers’ administrative tasks, but also their 
professional learning activities and get engaged in these activities and listen to their needs and 
involve them in making decisions for themselves.  
The most urgent problems to be addressed for schools such as the one in this study is a need 
for not only a school policy but also academic leadership that enables the professional learning 
activities to take effect. These factors are pivotal to the expansion and reinforcement of the 
government’s initiatives on educational reforms in general and teacher professional learning in 
particular. The school’s Teacher Rules offered very limited opportunities for teachers to make time 
to meet. Honan, Evans, Muspratt et al. (2012) indicate that although there are some contradictions 
and assumptions that highlight principles of action research and professional learning, top down 
policy mandates within a school itself are still imperative as this provides legitimation of the school 
implementation of action research in its local context. Undoubtedly, policy needs to be in place for 
the school to reshape itself as a place that supports teacher learning and to acknowledge the 
importance of teachers’ work (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009).  
Allowing and encouraging schools to establish their own policy regarding teachers’ 
professional learning, and in particular allocating teachers learning time in this policy and 
incentives for this activity is imperative but also must be well managed.   
Implications for Researchers  
These findings have important implications for developing understanding about researchers 
who also play a role of facilitator in the field. A facilitator may anticipate that participants would 
construct them as more than just a facilitator. It is recommended that a facilitator both provides a 
session on autonomy and how to develop autonomy and encourage teachers to have and practise 
autonomy in their learning. Including a session on working collaboratively—what it means to work 
collaboratively—is equally vital. A facilitator may provide support through collaboration (Burns, 
2005b), however they need to be able to balance facilitator/researcher’s subject positioning with 
other positionings constructed by the participants and herself like teacher/educator/trainer and IT 
trainer. Facilitators are encouraged to clarify their subject positioning as a facilitator/researcher 
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when the participants try to construct them as a teacher to give them recurring assistance. 
Considering critical thinking skills is significant in CBAR, it is worth providing sufficient time to 
build on teachers’ reflective skills, and appropriate models of critical reflections from the start.   
The facilitator may also invite administrators to be involved throughout the project as a sign 
of importance/value, motivation and support. CBAR workshop materials need to be simpler, and 
extra attention to research tools is requisite. Facilitators should be aware of school culture and 
tradition, for instance, school hours, teachers’ presence at school, school’s mission for national 
exams, unplanned meetings, funerals, school celebrations, and religious events. Additionally, 
considering exams period, school celebrations, and school holidays during one semester, a project 
that is nine to twelve months of a total period (instead of four to six months) is recommended.  
Concluding Remarks 
To conclude, I argue that the assumption and expectation of CBAR that it is pedagogically 
innovative and the need to be critically reflective is theoretically sound, but was difficult to justify 
in this context. In order to align with such an assumption, it is vital that not only teachers but all 
stakeholders including central government, local government, schools and communities bear a 
shared understanding of what schooling is about. Whilst an understanding that teachers’ practices of 
schooling are historically conditioned (Foucault, 1982) is critical, it is equally crucial to adopt a 
new understanding of schooling, that learning, teaching and education is not all about exams and 
numbers. This new understanding could be supported through classroom based action research that 
is viewed as a shared and meaningful learning process that could help transform teachers and 
teaching.  
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Appendices 
Appendix One: Example of Templates translated into Indonesian 
Contoh Yang Dapat Dipakai Untuk Mengisi Templet 4 
Apa yang 
dapat Anda 
lakukan 
untuk 
mencapai 
tujuan/sasara
n tersebut 
(strategi 
Anda)?  
Siapa yang 
akan 
bertanggun
g jawab 
atas 
pelaksanaa
n strategi 
ini? 
Sumber apa 
saja dari 
daerah 
setempat 
(orang atau 
bahan/mater
i) yang 
dapat 
membantu 
Anda? 
Kapan 
strategi ini 
akan 
diterapkan
? 
Bagaimana 
Anda 
mengukur 
keberhasila
n? Apa 
indikator 
Anda?  
Data apa 
yang Anda 
perlukan 
agar Anda 
dapat 
mengambil 
kesimpulan 
bahwa Anda 
telah 
mencapai 
sasaran 
Anda?  
Di mana 
Anda akan 
memperole
h data ini?  
Contoh 
Guru-guru 
memutuska
n untuk 
memfokuska
n penelitian 
mereka 
tentang 
keterampila
n 
Guru dan 
siswa. 
Buku 
bacaan dari 
rumah, 
menghasilka
n teks 
bacaan 
sendiri 
(buku 
besar) dan 
Mulai 
awal 
Term 2.  
Kami ingin 
melihat 
adanya 
peningkatan 
pada semua 
siswa pada 
tingkatan 
pemahaman 
materi 
bacaan 
Hasil 
penilaian 
pemahaman 
bacaan 
siswa; siswa 
menceritaka
n kembali 
dan menulis 
kembali 
cerita 
dengan 
Buku-buku 
latihan, 
kegiatan 
kelas dan 
tugas 
penilaian 
pemahama
n bacaan.  
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pemahaman 
bacaan 
berbahasa 
Inggris 
untuk 
semua 
kelas.  
bacaan dari 
buku teks. 
berbahasa 
Inggris.   
kata-kata 
sendiri.  
Penelitian Tindakan    Templet  4 
Apa permasalahan penelitian kelompok PTK Anda? 
____________________________________________________________________ 
Apa yang ingin Anda capai dengan memecahkan permasalahan yang Anda angkat dalam penelitian 
tersebut?  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Apa yang 
dapat Anda 
lakukan untuk 
mencapai 
tujuan/sasaran 
tersebut 
(strategi 
Anda)?  
Siapa yang 
akan 
bertanggung 
jawab atas 
pelaksanaan 
strategi ini? 
Sumber apa 
saja dari 
daerah 
setempat 
(orang atau 
bahan/materi) 
yang dapat 
membantu 
Anda? 
Kapan 
strategi ini 
akan 
diterapkan? 
Bagaimana 
Anda 
mengukur 
keberhasilan? 
Apa indikator 
Anda?  
Data apa 
yang Anda 
perlukan 
agar Anda 
dapat 
mengambil 
kesimpulan 
bahwa 
Anda telah 
mencapai 
sasaran 
Anda?  
Di mana 
Anda akan 
memperoleh 
data ini?  
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Appendix Two: Teacher’s sample reflective journal writing 
 
 
 Appendix Three: Worked examples to illustrate how the discourse was analysed (only vignette 1 is  
       presented) 
……………………………………………………..…………………………………………………. 
In his continuing struggle to avoid working with Irena, and discussing any issues related to 
their team project, Simon attempted to use me as a “third” person who functioned as a “bridge” in 
informing him what Irena had done, and how this could help him with some ideas to 
develop/modify his own research topic. Here there are two conversations, one of which is from a 
group discussion which is divided into two vignettes, and the other is from a brief meeting. 
Vignette 1 
Simon: I need you to come to the demo lesson by Irena please so that if things go 
wrong, I hope you could see them and advise us what we should do. Because this is not 
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only for us, not only for our CBAR topic, but it can also be learnt or shared with other 
teachers in this school.  
Siti: Well, I’d love to come but not because I want to share my observation of Irena’s 
lesson with other teachers as I’m a researcher, not a trainer. Instead I want to see how 
much progress teachers would have made during CBAR. (GD3|WG|Simon|8/11/13) 
Simon’s strategy was to ask me to attend a demo lesson by Irena in his class to help with 
communicating issues of the game demonstrated by Irena so that he could learn from me. This 
meant that he could avoid working with Irena directly. His statements “if things go wrong, I hope 
you could see them and advise us what we should do. Because this is not only for us …it can also be 
learnt or shared with other teachers…” reveal that he positioned me as an educator/trainer who did 
classroom observations and provided feedback on the demo lesson, thus he positioned himself as a 
student teacher doing a course on a classroom teaching practices. However, Simon left the demo 
lesson after approximately 30 minutes to cover Irena’s class which he thought was left without a 
teacher. This shows a lack of discussion on their planning arrangement, and at the same time shows 
Simon’s taking for granted the help provided by Irena. Here, Simon unintentionally constructed 
himself as a disrespectful colleague. This situation was complex because of the hierarchical 
relationship. If this continued to happen, it would be a hindrance for the success of their 
collaborative project. In the next excerpt, Simon continued to indicate his intention to involve me in 
managing his relationship with Irena: 
Simon: Can you come tomorrow so we can meet with Irena to try the new game 
between the three of us because I’m still confused how to do it? 
Siti: Why don’t you tell her about your confusions about the procedure of the game 
because you two work together as a group? I meant I don’t want to interrupt too much 
in your group project. I like you two work together. I’m a researcher and I’m not doing 
your research. 
Simon: It’s not easy to talk to her because I found it hard to express my confusions to 
her. I’m afraid if she’s offended, you know…she’s very sharp. 
(BM8|Simon&St|15/11/13)  
Simon’s statements reveal the tensions in his relationship with Irena “She’s very sharp”. Simon 
positioned Irena as an “outsider” who made him feel uncomfortable to communicate just between 
the two of them (though not necessarily in public, i.e., sharing sessions and group discussions). In 
my struggle to avoid being used as a “savior,” I tried to position him as a co-researcher working 
collaboratively with Irena “you two work together as a group,” and position myself as a researcher 
“I don’t want to interrupt too much in your group project,” “I’m a researcher, I’m not doing your 
research”. Simon, honestly, stated “not easy to talk to her, I’m afraid if she’s offended, she’s very 
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sharp”. This indicates the complexities of trying to work collaboratively in a hierarchical 
relationship, and perceptions about personalities. 
 
